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To Our Readers

The Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies
(FARMS) at Brigham Young University supports study and research
on the Book of Mormon, the Book of Abraham, the Old Testament,
and the New Testament and studies of the early formative period of
the Christian tradition, ancient temples, and other related subjects.
FARMS publishes and distributes titles in these areas for the beneﬁt
of scholars and interested Latter-day Saint readers. Primary FARMS
research interests include the history, language, literature, culture,
geography, politics, and law relevant to ancient scripture. Although
such subjects are of secondary importance when compared with the
spiritual and eternal messages of scripture, solid research and academic perspectives can supply certain kinds of useful information,
even if only tentatively, concerning many signiﬁcant and interesting
questions about scripture.
FARMS makes interim and ﬁnal reports about this research avail
able widely, promptly, and economically. These publications are
peer reviewed to ensure that scholarly standards are met. The proceeds from the sale of these materials are used to support further
research and publications. As a service to teachers and students of
the scriptures, research results are distributed in both scholarly and
popular formats.
The purpose of the FARMS Review is to help serious readers make
informed choices and judgments about books published on the Book
of Mormon and associated topics, as well as to publish substantial
freestanding essays on related matters. We hope, thereby, to encourage reliable scholarship with regard to such subjects.
Most reviews and articles are solicited or assigned. Any person interested in writing a specific article or review should send a proposal
to the editor. If the proposal is accepted, the Review style guidelines
will be sent with the acceptance.
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The opinions expressed in these reviews and articles are those
of the authors. They do not necessarily represent the opinions of the
Foundation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies, its editors,
Brigham Young University, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints, or the authors’ employers. No portion of the reviews or articles may be used in advertising or for any other commercial purpose
without the express written permission of the Institute.
The FARMS Review is published semiannually. See the Web site
at farms.byu.edu for reviews and articles appearing in the FARMS
Review.
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Editor’s Introduction

The First Steps
Louis Midgley, associate editor

And they that have laughed shall see their folly. And calamity
shall cover the mocker, and the scorner shall be consumed;
and they that have watched for iniquity shall be hewn down
and cast into the fire. (D&C 45:49–50)

R

ecently, as my wife and I traveled on the autoroute from the airport
into Paris, I noticed signs pointing to St. Denis (the final resting
place for French kings since the sixth century, as well as of Denis, the
first bishop of Paris) and then saw the abbey. This famous basilica is
several miles north of Paris and therefore also north of the highest
hill in Paris, which was once the site of a tiny village, then eventually
an artist colony and now a tourist attraction known as Montmartre—
site of the famous Sacre Coeur Basilica—that is, the hill either near
or where the legendary bishop of Paris was martyred. It seems that
in ad 250, Pope Fabian (ad 236–250) sent Denis (aka Denys), with
two companions, to restore the Christian community in Lutetia, the
Roman colony then located on the Ile de la Cité in the Seine in the center of what is now Paris. Denis seems to have antagonized the Roman
governor, Sisinnius Fescenninus, who around ad 258 had him and
	. The first bishop of Paris is, unfortunately, sometimes conflated with Dionysius
the Areopagite (see Acts 17:34) and also with Pseudo-Dionysius.
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his companions beheaded. Denis may have been lynched on the way
to the famous hill. He is supposed to have then carried his own head
to what is now 9 Rue Yvonne-le-Tac on Montmartre, where he washed
his bloody hands and is reportedly buried where the basilica bearing his name now stands. When I noticed the famous basilica and
Montmartre in the distance, I was reminded of the thoughtful effort
by the distinguished Protestant historian Martin E. Marty to clarify
what is at stake in the conversation over Joseph Smith and the Book
of Mormon.
The First Steps
Marty insists, and I believe correctly, that the faith of the Saints
has always been “characterized by its thoroughly historical mode and
mold.”  He therefore holds that the challenges facing the Saints do
not primarily involve theological but historical matters. Why? PostEnlightenment skepticism about divine things has marginalized all
forms of faith that make prophetic truth claims or that rest on divine
special revelations; it leaves faith grounded on historical events problematic, unsettled, uncertain. Marty insisted that “Mormon thought
is experiencing a crisis comparable to but more profound than that
	. In another version of this tale, Denis was killed by the Romans and his body was
thrown into the Seine. His followers fished it out and buried it at the site of what is now
the famous basilica.
	. Martin E. Marty, “Two Integrities: An Address to the Crisis in Mormon Histo
riography,” initially published in the Journal of Mormon History 10 (1983): 3–19, and
then reprinted with a different title and in a slightly different form in Marty’s Religion
and Republic: The American Circumstance (Boston: Beacon, 1987), 303–25, 377–78. All
quoted passages from this point are taken from the version of Marty’s remarks included
in an anthology edited by George D. Smith, entitled Faithful History: Essays on Writing
Mormon History (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1992), 169–88 at 170.
	. Smith, Faithful History, 170. The challenge posed by modernity for both Roman
Catholics and Protestants now tends to be focused on abstruse philosophical issues—on
questions concerning natural, systematic, or dogmatic theology—and somewhat less on
the authenticity of various theophanies.
	. Smith, Faithful History, 169. In the secular academy, if faith in God is not entirely
displaced, the remnants of Enlightenment skepticism about divine things tend to squash
it into tiny cultural enclaves. In academic circles the resulting vacuum is filled with a
dogmatic scientism—a passionately held secular fundamentalism.
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which Roman Catholicism recognized around the time of the Second
Vatican Council (1962–65).”  The crisis facing Latter-day Saints, from
Marty’s perspective, “has to do with the challenge of modern historical consciousness and criticism.”  It is therefore the Book of Mormon
and Joseph Smith’s prophetic truth claims—the “generative issues” —
around which genuinely significant controversy swirls.
To explain why this is the case, Marty draws on a version of the
tale of Denis who, after being lynched, carried his own head to his
final resting place. “Let me clear the air,” Marty writes, “with a stark,
almost crude, but still light-hearted and well-intended analogy.”  He
then quotes the following: “When Cardinal de Polignac told Madame
du Deffand that the martyr Denis, the first Bishop of Paris, had
walked a hundred miles carrying his head in his hand, Madame du
Deffand correctly observed, ‘In such a promenade it is the first step
that is difficult.’ ” 10 According to Marty, “by analogy, if the beginnings
of the promenade of Mormon history, the First Vision and the Book
of Mormon, can survive the crisis, then the rest of the promenade
follows and nothing that happens in it can really detract from the
	. Smith, Faithful History, 169.
	. Smith, Faithful History, 169.
	. Smith, Faithful History, 177.
	. Smith, Faithful History, 176.
10. Paul Elmen, The Restoration of Meaning to Contemporary Life (Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1958), 189. Unfortunately, Marty drew his striking analogy from a somewhat less than carefully written devotional book. The famous retort concerning Denis
by Marie Anne de Vichy-Chamrond, Marquise du Deffand (1696–1789), to Jules Auguste
Armand Marie Polignac, a contemporary French diplomat and cardinal, seems to have
been as follows: La distance n’y fait rien, il n’y a que le premier pas qui coûte, which I
render as “the distance doesn’t matter; only the first step costs” —that is, is difficult or
troublesome. Versions of this and of others of Madame du Deffand’s witty sayings made
her a kind of femme de lettres. Mention of her quip about Denis appears in her letter dated
7 July 1763 to Jean Le Rond d’Alembert, a famous Enlightenment figure, who with others
(including Horace Walpole, Montesquieu, Voltaire, Fontenelle) participated from time
to time in Madame du Deffand’s famous Parisian salon. See Benedetta Craveri, Madame
du Deffand and Her World, trans. Teresa Waugh (Boston: Godine, 1994), 176. Voltaire’s
poem “La Pucelle,” a risqué, licentious history of Jeanne d’Arc, was one of his most popular books. He wrote to Madame du Deffand on 27 January 1764 that she deserved “the
homage of a pucelle. One of your witticisms is quoted in the notes to this theological
work.” Craveri, Madame du Deffand, 239, and see also 468 n. 147.
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miracle of the whole. If the first steps do not survive, there can be only
antiquarian, not fateful or faith-full, interest in the rest of the story.” 11
Marty clearly links fate to the faith of the Saints with a narrow slice of
the Latter-day Saint past—those crucial and decisive generative issues
or first steps.
A Digression on Fate
Why refer to a fateful rather than merely faithful concern for
these crucial elements of the Mormon past? Here and now, when we
confront the word fate, we most likely think of something predetermined or unalterable, and hence of death, destruction, and doom. But
there is, I believe, an older and different sense of fate that links faith—
understood as obedient love and trust in God—to historical events.
This link helps us understand both faith and concern for generative
issues.
Why link fate and faith? Put another way: why refer to a “fateful
interest” in the past rather than the commonplace “faithful history,”
especially since from about the fourteenth century the word fate has
tended to identify an inexorable destiny, a fatal end, and hence doom?
There are, I believe, good reasons for fastening on the word fate, though
I am not claiming that Marty necessarily had them in mind. First, as an
adjective fateful identifies something significant, important, or decisive,
though not necessarily disaster or doom. Marty seems to have been
referring to something of genuine concern, thus to something crucial
or decisive, and not to doom.
In addition, our word fate has roots in the Latin verb fari (“to
speak” ) and also fatum, meaning “that which has been spoken [that
is, by the gods].” 12 One source has it that a fa once identified a speech
11. Marty, “Two Integrities,” 176.
12. The Latin fatum seems to have had the following development: it was first a sentence of the Gods (theosphaton in Greek), then a lot or portion (moira in Greek, which
was personified as a goddess in Homer), and then eventually one of the three goddesses
referred to by the plural fata (fates) who somehow govern the course of human affairs.
Each of these had Greek and Latin names seemingly designating their special directing
functions. The word “faerie [later fairy]” is also related to the Latin fatum. Christianity
seems to have subverted the fata (the three sisters), replacing them in the popular imagi-
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that summoned vassals to arms and consequently also to a legal proclamation.13 Thus in a feudal jurisdiction the lord would issue a fa calling his vassals to their legal duty—that is, to arms (and possibly to
battle) for a given number of days each year. A fas is thus also the
divine proclamation or word, if we have made a covenant with the
Lord, through which we are summoned to his service. The word nefarious once meant something like “not in accord with divine permission
or law.” And words like famous or infamous label certain modes of
speech about an individual, or an event or object.14
But there is more. The proclamation or summons issued by the
lord yields what is called a ban, which once was a proclamation setting out the duty to serve him. If one refused to serve or deserted, one
was banished (that is, outlawed); hence the Italian word bandito and
the English word bandit. The word ban, since it identified something
owed to or alternatively something owned by the lord, also identified
public objects like the “banned mill,” which was a mill provided by
the lord for the vassals that was made available for the welfare of all.
And the word banal even now means commonplace and trite—that is,
something to which everyone has access. In this sense divine mercy
is banal, and the faithful follow a “banner.” They who obey the summons issued by the lord are not cursed or doomed, but, in accord with
the stipulations of the covenant, they are blessed and rewarded for
their service and for obedience to their duty. There is also the word
abandon, which once meant giving up one’s duty to the lord, but now
means to give something up, to place oneself or something under
another’s control and so forth.
nation with fay (a race of beings endowed with curious magical powers). (I wish to thank
Kevin Barney for much needed assistance and useful suggestions. Of course, I take full
credit for any mistakes.)
13. See, for example, the entries under ban and fate in Joseph T. Shipley, Dictionary
of Word Origins (New York: Barnes and Noble, 1995), 39, 149–50.
14. Barney has also pointed out that the Latin fari is related to the Greek phanai (to
say) and phonē (sound, voice). Our words famous and infamous also seem to derive from
a Proto-Indo-European root meaning “to speak, say or tell.”
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“The Miracle of the Whole”
Dissident and cultural Mormons, as well as secular and sectarian
anti-Mormon zealots, seek to exploit incidents in the Mormon past in
their polemic against the Saints. But Marty brushes aside such matters
as merely “borderline religious issues” that are not of genuine significance for the faith of the Saints. As Davis Bitton has recently pointed
out, there is little in the Mormon past, however it is understood, that
has much of anything to do with the crucial ground or content of the
faith.15 As Marty puts it, nothing that happens in the Mormon past
“can really detract from the miracle of the whole” if the first steps in the
promenade survive. This should be obvious, but critics like to point out
that the Saints have human imperfections or make mistakes, that some
fail to obey the commandments or believe silly things, and so forth.
These are what Marty describes as merely “political embarrassments”
that present public relations problems. They are not of genuine intellectual interest, at least to those who have some sense of how faith has
somehow survived the enormity of evil done through the ages by those
presumably following Jesus of Nazareth.16
What is crucial for the faith of the Saints, what must not be abandoned, are what Marty calls “first steps”—the “generative events” or
“issues.”17 It is, of course, these that trouble our critics the most, forming the essential agenda for what they say about the Church of Jesus
Christ of Latter-day Saints and its history. This also explains the constant insistence by both secular and sectarian critics that peace can
come only when the Saints abandon the founding proclamation of the
faith and turn away from the covenants they have made with God. Then
15. See Davis Bitton’s analysis in “I Don’t Have a Testimony of the History of the
Church,” FARMS Review 16/2 (2004): 337–54.
16. For a sober account of the long parade of evil done by those struggling for ecclesiastical honors and dominion, or in league with (or acting as) corrupt secular regimes,
or contending over what constitutes orthodox “Christianity,” see Justo L. González, The
Story of Christianity, 2 vols. (San Francisco: Harper and Row, 1984).
17. Marty, “Two Integrities,” 178, 177.
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and only then can we be thought of as Christians in the eyes of conservative Protestant critics.18
There has been no effort in the Review to picture the Saints as
faultless heroes or the Brethren as infallible, or to defend or recommend a sanitized history of the Saints. Instead, what have been provided and promoted are more richly detailed, carefully written, fully
documented accounts of the crucial texts and events in the Mormon
past—those first steps in the promenade. Our efforts have been
focused primarily on the Book of Mormon and Joseph Smith’s prophetic truth claims—that is, on what Marty labels “the beginnings
of the promenade of Mormon history,” the crucial “first steps.” We
have not striven to prove the Book of Mormon. From the perspective
of sound historical method, only more or less plausible accounts and
not final proofs are possible. From the perspective of faith, though
a deeper appreciation and understanding is both necessary and possible, proof is not necessary. Critics demand proof because they get the
cart before the horse. They thereby slam the door on faith understood
as trust in God.
The growth of an obviously faithful and sophisticated literature
on Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon, much of it published in
this Review or elsewhere under the FARMS imprint, has led to considerable dissonance among dissidents, cultural Mormons, and antiMormon zealots. Critics respond to this scholarly literature with
vilification, animosity, and acrimony, with slurs, name-calling, and
unseemly personal attacks. The tone is shrill; the mode is mockery.
Long before I entered the university, some smug, condescending remarks about the faith and the faithful had made their way into
Midgley family gatherings. Though my father was anything but naive
about the sins of the Saints, this exasperated him. In private I heard
him say, “Fools mock, but they shall mourn.” 19 It distressed him that
18. The constant quarrel over whether the faith of the Saints satisfies some creedal
or theological regula is mere shadowboxing. The real issue always turns out to be the
Book of Mormon and Joseph Smith’s prophetic truth claims. Those most riveted to some
narrow credo seem the most rankled since the crucial “first steps” seem to have survived
critical scrutiny.
19. Much later I discovered that my father was quoting Ether 12:26.
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family members had gone missing from the church, but it exasperated him when they displayed and justified their treason with condescending mockery. Now, looking back, these early encounters with
dissidents turn out to have been a harbinger of the skirmishes I later
discovered were taking place along the Wasatch Front.
My father never attended a university. But he loved literature and
was deeply in thrall to poetry and Shakespeare. When I enrolled at the
University of Utah in 1948, he was curious about what went on there.
We often discussed my experiences in the classrooms and corridors of
that institution. Through me he could vicariously experience portions
of a university. He was appalled when I reported that there were some
at that institution who ridiculed the faith of the Saints; he was also
delighted when I reported that there were some thoughtful, faithful
Latter-day Saints teaching at that school.20
In the late 1940s and early 50s it was not the Gentiles at the Uni
versity of Utah who were critical of the faith of the Saints; it was,
instead, those eager to signal that they were liberated from what they
imagined was a stifling provincialism. More specifically, they sought
a liberation from what they pictured as the oppression or superstition
of the “dominant religion.” Back then it was no secret that there were
those who were busy substituting some trendy ideological fad for their
former faith, or who were otherwise eager to imitate some fashion
found in the popular culture. (Currently such a one might describe
himself or herself as a “DNA Mormon,” 21 whatever that might be, or
20. For example, G. Homer Durham was then chair of the Political Science Depart
ment and later, among other things, president of Arizona State University and eventually
the LDS Church Historian and a General Authority.
21. See Lavina Anderson, “DNA Mormon: D. Michael Quinn,” in Mormon Mavericks:
Essays on Dissenters, ed. John Sillito and Susan Staker (Salt Lake City: Signature Books,
2002), 329–63. The expression “DNA Mormon” is Quinn’s own characterization of himself. When he was excommunicated, he told reporters that he was “a DNA Mormon. It’s in
me, whether they accept or remove me.” Quinn, quoted in “Six Intellectuals Disciplined
for Apostasy,” Sunstone, November 1993, 65–73 at 68. His remarks were attributed to
something that appeared in the Salt Lake Tribune. Anderson seems to have chosen not to
indicate the casual source of the language in her title. In 1998, Quinn sought to defend
himself by returning to his rather odd genetic metaphor. Though excommunicated for
“apostasy and conduct unbecoming a member,” he explained that, “nevertheless, as a
seventh-generation member of the church I remain a DNA Mormon.”
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as a “seventh generation Mormon,” 22 as he or she launches into a diatribe.) I eventually came to describe these as cultural Mormons.23 I
was, of course, borrowing the label from Kulturprotestantismus, an
expression that identified the effort in German-speaking Europe to
bring Christian faith into what turned out to be a harmful harmony
with the science and philosophy of the day—an effort that had its intellectual and emotional roots squarely in the enlightenment critique of
religion. Something like that had permeated the American academy,
and it was alive and well in Utah universities.
“They Were Ashamed . . . and They Fell Away” (1 Nephi 8:28)
Until recently, cultural Mormonism was primarily centered along
the Wasatch Front. When I first encountered it, those who shared elements of this ideology all more or less knew each other. For example,
under the direction of Sterling M. McMurrin (1914–96), and with the
assistance of William Mulder (1915– ), the leading cultural Mormons
along the Wasatch Front met periodically from 1949 to 1955. They officially called themselves the “Mormon Seminar,” but they knew themselves as “Swearing Elders.” 24 As a student, I heard gossip about these
self-styled “Swearing Elders.” I got to know several of them, including McMurrin, Heber C. Snell (1905–74), Waldemer P. Read (1897–
1975), and Obert C. Tanner (1904–93). McMurrin was by far the most
22. Lavina Anderson, for example, claimed that Quinn “inherited his seventhg eneration identity as a Mormon” from his mother. “DNA Mormon,” 353. This kind of
language, often used by sectarian anti-Mormons like Sandra and Jerald Tanner, clearly
has the function of providing the critic with credentials as an inside authority. In Quinn’s
case it also seems to suggest that membership in the church, as well as faith and devotion
to God, are somehow biologically transmitted and hence are not matters of conscious
choice.
23. See my essay entitled “The Secular Relevance of the Gospel,” Dialogue 4/4 (1969):
76–78, for the first use of the label cultural Mormonism in this sense and for a characteri
zation of the ideology and its adherents.
24. For a sympathetic account of the activities of these fellows, see Thomas A. Blakeley,
“The Swearing Elders: The Birth of the Mormon Intelligentsia,” Sunstone, January 1986,
8–13; and, for a reminiscence, see Richard D. Poll, “Swearing Elders: Some Reflections,”
Sunstone, January 1986, 14–17; and, for a recent homily, see Will Bagley, “History Matters:
‘Swearing Elders’ Left Legacy of Lively Debate among Mormon Intellectuals,” Salt Lake
Tribune, 1 December 2002.
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influential, interesting, articulate, genteel, and also the least sarcastic
of these “liberals,” which was the fuzzy label by which back then they
tended to identify themselves. By “liberal” they seem to have meant
something like “liberated from the ‘dominant religion.’ ”
McMurrin was clearly head and shoulders above his disaffected
associates, some of whom were quite nasty and also rather poorly
informed. He was a talented teacher. I was fond of him, learned
much from him, and admired his gifts. But the fact is that even from
McMurrin, the best of the lot, there was little genuine scholarship
where the Church of Jesus Christ was concerned. Instead, he opined
about various isms and how we are confronted with science, enlightenment, and the demands of reason, and he had a vast repertoire of
sometimes amusing anecdotes. His now notorious dogmatism was
that “you don’t get books from angels and translate them by miracles;
it is just that simple.” 25 He simply brushed aside the Book of Mormon.
He liked to boast that he had “never read the entire Book of Mormon.”
He explained that he was not willing “to take the Book of Mormon
seriously as an authentic record, considering the claims of its coming from an angel and being translated by a miracle.” 26 He placed the
Book of Mormon and the account of its recovery in the same category
as Santa Claus. Though he had barely glanced at it, he also boasted
that he had “read enough of it to know that it has a confused theology and is a mixture of good and bad religion.” 27 It should be noted
that these are mere bald assertions and not arguments. But his criticisms of the church were elegantly set forth. This included his dogmatic rejection of its foundational historical truth claims, the Book
of Mormon, and most of its crucial teachings, though not necessarily
all of its moral constraints. He was genuinely urbane and amusing,
25. “An Interview with Sterling McMurrin,” Dialogue 17/1 (1984): 25. A version of
this interview with this same language was also published as “The History of Mormonism
and Church Authorities: An Interview with Sterling M. McMurrin,” Free Inquiry 4/1
(1983–84): 32–34.
26. Sterling M. McMurrin and L. Jackson Newell, Matters of Conscience: Conver
sations with Sterling M. McMurrin on Philosophy, Education, and Religion (Salt Lake
City: Signature Books, 1996), 114.
27. McMurrin and Newell, Matters of Conscience, 114.
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and consequently his opinions were unlike some of the other cultural
Mormons I encountered as a student at the University of Utah beginning in 1948. McMurrin occasionally praised what he liked about the
Latter-day Saint culture, as he understood it. His gentle mockery was
often set out in his repertoire of stories about the foibles of the faithful.
He especially relished telling stories of some his encounters with the
Brethren, including his version of what may have been the beginnings
of an effort to excommunicate him.28
Much to his credit, McMurrin was thoroughly intolerant of sectarian attacks on the faith of the Saints. But, as Martin Marty reminds us,
“the secular academy which despises Mormonism also has to despise
Islam, Catholicism, Protestantism, all of which make theophanic and
revelational claims similar to those of Mormonism.” 29 Part of the reason for rejecting sectarian anti-Mormonism, given what McMurrin
described as his own “essentially agnostic, naturalistic, and humanistic” religious ideology,30 was his thoroughgoing unwillingness to entertain the possibility that there has been anything approaching a divine
special revelation or that anyone has ever really encountered divine
beings. His opinions on religious issues thus fit rather snugly into the
ethos of the secular academy in the immediate aftermath of World
War II. And this explains his own fondness for secular humanism.
Modernity and Mockery
How did prophetic truth claims come to be so thoroughly despised
in the secular academy? A full account of how and why this happened is
obviously beyond the scope of this essay. But a partial account is possible.
In his Tractatus Theologico-Politicus (Theologico-Political Treatise),31
which was first published anonymously in 1670, Benedict Spinoza
(1632–1677) set out what he believed was the origin of superstition (that
28. Matters of Conscience is a useful collection of McMurrin’s playful repartee and
amusing tales.
29. Marty, “Two Integrities,” 187.
30. McMurrin and Newell, Matters of Conscience, 368.
31. For a new translation of the Theological-Political Treatise, see Spinoza, Complete
Works, trans. Samuel Shirley, ed. Michael L. Morgan (Indianapolis: Hackett, 2002),
383–583.
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is, religion). Much like the Roman Epicurean poet Lucretius (99–55
bc) before him, Spinoza argued that religion is both grounded in and
generates fear. Thus, fear of the gods—and also of death and divine
judgment—is the primary source of misery. He insisted that enlightenment would eventually eliminate superstition (aka religion) and thereby
overcome irrational fear. What can be known from the study of nature,
according to Spinoza, should have authority. Everything else should be
consigned to the rubbish bin. Only children or childlike adults—the
unenlightened or unintelligent—have a need to submit to the moral
authority of the scriptures. Spinoza thus pictured faith as a superstitious
response to “fortune’s fickle favours,” which often make of us “wretched
victims of alternating hopes and fears.”32 Those familiar with the much
later secularized accounts of faith set out by Karl Marx (1818–1883) and
Sigmund Freud (1856–1939) will, of course, have encountered similar
explanations and commensurate negative stereotyping of faith in God.
The label modernity in part commonly identifies the network of beliefs
that ground hostility to faith in the reality of God.
Leo Strauss (1899–1973), a Jewish scholar of some distinction,
began his own career working for an influential organization dedicated
to the scientific study of Jewish things (Akademie für die Wissenschaft
des Judentums) that had been founded in 1917 by Herman Cohen
(1842–1918) and Franz Rosenzweig (1886–1929). The first major scholarly effort undertaken by Strauss was a close examination of Spinoza’s
puissant turn against normative Jewish faith. Spinoza contrasted what
can presumably be known through unaided human reason with what
he believed were the sentiments set out in the scriptures and subsequently presented by preachers, which were portrayed as merely emotional and irrational responses to the inevitable exigencies of life.
Soon after he had published his famous book on Spinoza,33 Strauss
came to see that Moses Maimonides (1135–1204), especially in his
32. Spinoza, Complete Works, 388.
33. Leo Strauss, Die Religionskritik Spinozas als Grundlage seiner Bibelwissenschaft:
Untersuchungen zu Spinozas Theologisch-Politischem Traktat (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag,
1930). For the later authorized English translation of this book, see Strauss, Spinoza’s
Critique of Religion, trans. E. M. Sinclair (New York: Schocken Books, 1965).
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enigmatic Guide of the Perplexed,34 also could be read as having entertained heresies that he set out cautiously or even esoterically. Unlike
Maimonides, Spinoza, who had little or no particular loyalty to the
Jewish community, openly mocked what he considered the illusion of
the necessity of obedience to God’s will as set forth in the scriptures
and fostered in both the Jewish and Christian communities. Spinoza
had to confront two different and competing communities of believers, both hostile to his pantheism, which his critics regarded as merely
a cautious or guarded atheism. He flatly rejected his Jewish faith, but
his disdain for Christians went even further. Take the following as an
example of this animosity:
I grant that they are never tired of professing their wonder
at the profound mysteries of Holy Writ; still I cannot discover that they teach anything but speculations of Platonists
and Aristotelians, to which (in order to save their credit for
Christianity) they have made Holy Writ conform; not content
to rave with the Greeks themselves, they want to make the
prophets rave also.35
The impact of Spinoza’s assault on faith grounded in the Bible is
still felt in Jewish as well as in Christian circles.36 Though they are probably not aware of the deeper sources of their ideology, something like
Spinoza’s understanding of the Bible can even now be found among
some dissidents on the fringes of the Latter-day Saint intellectual
community.
Strauss studied the writings of Maimonides, which he then compared with those of Spinoza. He thereby eventually discovered that
mockery was an effective tool in attacking faith grounded in the
Bible. It was not only a powerful polemical weapon, but it turned out
34. Moses Maimonides, The Guide of the Perplexed, trans. Shlomo Pines (Chicago:
University of Chicago Press, 1974).
35. The Chief Works of Benedict de Spinoza: A Theologico-Political Treatise and a Poli
tical Treatise, trans. R. H. M. Elwes (1883; repr. New York: Dover, 1951), 1:7.
36. See Roy A. Harrisville and Walter Sundberg, The Bible in Modern Culture:
Theology and Historical-Critical Method from Spinoza to Käseman (Grand Rapids, MI:
Eerdmans, 1995), especially 32–48.
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to be the chief weapon of assimilated or cultural Jews who followed in
Spinoza’s footsteps in their battle against Jewish orthodoxy.
Even though Strauss himself seems to have been among those
who turned intellectually against their faith, he recognized that nonbelievers often confront faith in God not with solid arguments but
with laughter and mockery. This becomes clear when one uncovers
both the structure of the alternatives set out by Spinoza and also the
grounds upon which atheist arguments are ultimately made to rest or
which they are designed to support. Thus it was
that Spinoza and his like owed such success as they had in
their fight against [Jewish] orthodoxy to laughter and mockery. By means of mockery they attempted to laugh orthodoxy
out of its position from which it could not be dislodged by
any proofs supplied by Scripture or by reason. One is tempted
to say that mockery does not succeed in the refutation of the
orthodox tenets but is itself the refutation. The genuine refutation of orthodoxy would require the proof that the world
and human life are perfectly intelligible without the assumption of a mysterious God; it would require at least the success
of the philosophic system: man has to show himself theoretically and practically as the master of the world and the master of his life; the merely given world must be replaced by the
world created by man theoretically and practically.37
Strauss made a career out of pointing out that none of this has
happened, though much mockery of faith in God persists both in high
culture among intellectuals and in the media and popular culture.
Be that as it may, fear has not disappeared. Nor has unhappiness or
human misery. And ironically, modernity has itself been called into
question and is now on the defensive.
37. Strauss, “Preface to the English Translation,” Spinoza’s Critique of Religion, 28–29.
Strauss described Spinoza as “the greatest man of Jewish origin who had openly denied
the truth of Judaism and had ceased to belong to the Jewish people without becoming
a Christian” (p. 15). See also Strauss, “Preface to Spinoza’s Critique of Religion,” in his
Liberalism: Ancient and Modern (New York: Basic Books, 1968), 239.
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The English word mock comes from Latin, where it initially identified a sign or gesture of contempt, since muccare meant something
like wiping the nose. To appreciate the metaphor, we should think of
the related word mucus and of words like snot or snotty—words that
identify, among other things, one who is spitefully unpleasant, one
who is scornful or who sneers. One certainly does not have to pour out
venom to mock. Still, we often see scornful, sneering, snooty snobs
busy sniffing at (or looking down their noses at) what they picture as
the superstition and sentimentality of believers. To mock is thus to
deride or treat with contempt. And, like children on the playground,
we would rather be beaten than laughed at. Critics of faith in God
know this and continue to take advantage of it.
Mocking the “Sentimentalist” with Slogans and Stereotypes
In an unpublished essay entitled “The Mormon Intellectual,”
written thirty-five years ago, Fawn Brodie (1915–1981) described a
confrontation between a group of heroic “Mormon intellectuals” and
a mass of those she ridiculed as merely mindless “sentimentalists.”
She asserted that “to qualify as an intellectual a Mormon must reject
the divinity of the golden plates,” as well as the Book of Mormon,
“and the authenticity of the Book of Abraham. If he accepts either as
a divinely inspired historical document he is not an intellectual but
a sentimentalist.” 38 The underlying sentiment behind this stereotype
has changed little in subsequent years. Notice that it was not, from her
perspective, a specific coherently spelled-out argument or network of
arguments with supporting evidence that yields the rejection of the
38. Fawn McKay Brodie, “The Mormon Intellectual,” 1. This unpublished item is
a five-page, double-spaced essay written in 1968 at the request of Irma Saffold for the
Western Review: A Journal of the Humanities (a literary magazine published at Western
New Mexico University in Silver City, New Mexico). For reasons that are not clear, the
essay was never published. Saffold indicated to Brodie that a forthcoming issue of Western
Review would contain a symposium “on the Mormon intellectual, his background, his
role, his achievements, and his problems.” See the letter from Saffold to Fawn Brodie,
11 January 1968. The original of both the essay and the letter can be found in the Papers
of Fawn Brodie, Box 65, Fd 2, in Manuscripts Division, J. Willard Marriott Library,
University of Utah, Salt Lake City, Utah.
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Book of Mormon or Joseph Smith’s prophetic truth claims, but it was,
instead, what she called an “important decision” that was crucial.
Thus, according to Brodie, when a Latter-day Saint “resolutely faces
up to the mundane origin of these holy books . . . , then it matters
very little whether he concludes that Joseph Smith was a paranoid, a
charlatan, or a profound religious mystic.” 39 What matters, instead,
is the decision to cease trusting God—that is, to cease being a sentimentalist. It is this decision, and not learning, intelligence, analysis,
argument, or evidence, that turns one into an “intellectual” and thus
liberates one from the emotional bondage of the faith of the Saints.
And, according to Brodie, “this decision comes as a wonderfully
simplifying revolution in his intellectual life. The theological complications disappear as if by magic.” 40 The “honest and open” intellectual
will “find it impossible to conceal a slight contempt for the unthinking acceptance of Mormon dogma on the part of the faithful” and
may therefore “make himself instantly unpopular by trying to convert
others to his point of view.” Why? Brodie’s answer is instructive: “No
man likes to be thought simple-minded by a more bookish companion, and his family and friends are quick to show their consternation
and resentment.” 41 This would seem to explain the contempt that
Brodie insisted would be manifested toward the faith and the faithful
by those who had made the heroic decision to reject the faith of the
Saints. But Brodie was aware that the liberated “Mormon,” who has
rejected the foundations of the faith, often seeks or is in need of an
outlet for his hostilities and also for emotional support.
Dissidents also seem to face the problem of backsliding. A fortunate one who lives “in Salt Lake City” will, Brodie believed, find a
“large colony” of like-minded dissidents with whom he can socialize and thus reinforce his hostilities toward the community of Saints.
“Here he can find kindred souls who have also abandoned the faith if
not the faithful. Theirs is a special kind of brotherhood too. They share
a collection of wry Mormon stories, similar feelings of guilt, exaspera39. Brodie, “The Mormon Intellectual,” 1.
40. Brodie, “The Mormon Intellectual,” 1.
41. Brodie, “The Mormon Intellectual,” 2.
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tion, and liberation. Here they can unburden to each other the problems imposed by a still faithful wife, or husband, or still devout children.” She also believed that the dissident who “has no such friendly
group at hand . . . is in trouble” since, “even if he is tough-skinned as
well as tough-minded, and blessed with a sense of humor, he will find
it difficult to live . . . in the midst of the faithful.” 42 Dissidents “need
each other for emotional as well as intellectual support.” Otherwise
the dissident “may slip back unobtrusively into the Church. If so, the
intellectual in him invariably atrophies. Once he begins to compromise . . . and to look at history again through the parochial lens of
Mormon dogma, he loses his capacity for criticism, for innovation, for
uncompromising analysis, and often even for fruitful research.” 43
Brodie understood that “dissenters cannot reform [the church]
from without,” and, if they are honest, “they cannot reform it from
within, for there are too many tests they cannot pass in order to
reach the seats of power.” She noted an effort by “a new small group
of Mormon intellectuals still relatively close to the Church” who she
thought were striving to effect reforms.44 From her perspective, “the
new journal Dialogue” could or at least might provide a “much-needed
outlet for legitimate dissent.” 45 But she also doubted that this magazine
would accomplish much. The Brethren are simply not inclined to adopt
the perspective of a few noisy dissidents on the fringes of the faith.
But, Brodie also mused, if the church leadership wants to “keep
‘the chosen people’ intact,” it “must eliminate its constant testing for
signs of apostasy. It must find a way to embrace the doubters along
with the faithful” —that is, it must tolerate or perhaps even celebrate
blatant attacks on the foundations of the faith, including the rejection
of the Book of Mormon and Joseph Smith’s prophetic truth claims.46
However, those who pray and pay may believe that they should have
the say and not those who murmur and mock. Put another way, those
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.

Brodie, “The Mormon Intellectual,” 3.
Brodie, “The Mormon Intellectual,” 4.
Brodie, “The Mormon Intellectual,” 4.
Brodie, “The Mormon Intellectual,” 4, 5.
Brodie, “The Mormon Intellectual,” 5.
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who sacrifice and serve may genuinely believe that the community of
Saints ought to be led by apostles and not apostates.
The Current Road Conditions
Of course, Brodie’s analysis in 1968 preceded Signature Books
and Sunstone conferences, as well as the current flush of unseemly
blogs and message boards on the Internet. What was once primarily focused on Salt Lake City, if Brodie was correct, has toadstooled
into an industry reaching the entire world. I am, however, not eager
to identify the self-serving, unsavory, even obscene, and quite unfair
so-called “recovery,” “lampoon” or “salamander” message boards,
blogs, and Web pages. I am inclined to comment on public gatherings
that feature what have become known as “alternative voices” —that is,
gatherings that allow and even feature dissidents and apostates railing
against the Saints and their history, beliefs, and leaders. All of these,
of course, thrive on mockery and not much else.
Many of the Saints who slip away, of course, are not angry or
resentful. For a host of reasons—perhaps because they yielded to the
incessant sybaritic siren call of worldly concerns and self-indulgent
luxuries, or were never really fully converted, or for various other
understandable though not necessarily laudable reasons—they have
gone missing. However, after finding themselves lost and alone in the
inevitable storms of life, in the darkness of this world where they may
eventually sense being in bondage and captivity, they may begin to
yearn for some tiny flicker of light along the shore signaling a safe
harbor and a way to return to the light they once enjoyed or perhaps
never really fully glimpsed but only saw dimly reflected by others.
They cease being concerned about the self and search instead for an
anchor for their souls in the troubled seas in which they find themselves. For these folks a genuine recovery is possible.
But others, who have fled the faith for often less than noble reasons, have filled the resulting void with various secular surrogate religions. At times they are driven by resentment and an overwhelming
urge for revenge. They are confident of their grasp of reality and may
be bloated with pride. They insist on expressing their own intense, raw
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emotions by directing aggression at others. Since they no longer seek
the Lord to establish his righteousness, they now ardently serve an
idol, which is a mere “likeness of this world” (D&C 1:16). Their mode
is mockery, their manner laughter and lampoon.
Brodie described rather well an actual community centered along
the Utah’s Wasatch Front. We now have a small, worldwide, antiMormon cyber-community where former or marginal Saints emit
much violent, negative, highly emotional nonsense. They form a kind
of surrogate “church.” They are passionately religious in their utter
devotion to themselves—thus idolatry thrives among these folks. The
Web has provided a means through which these angry, irrational, marginal, and often emotionally disturbed people can express, reinforce,
and justify their hostility to the faith of the Saints. Their emotional
safety is found within their negative little cyber-community, which
provides a venue for reinforcing and invigorating their shared sense of
exasperation and liberation. They post lurid “exit stories” that are often
larded with self-righteous sentimentality and blatant falsehoods. What
they post frequently manifests outright hatred. This faddish new antichurch, composed of people who refuse to move on, provides a means
of assuaging lingering misgivings and guilt. They post various outright
lies, rumors, and bizarre misinformation. They assist each other in
undermining the faith of their extended families and even of their own
children or parents. They also target the faith of their spouses, where
they always engage in much deception.
Some members of this new surrogate “electronic antichurch” realize that there is a literature that challenges virtually all of their rationalizations for apostasy, and they are therefore constantly engaged
in frenzied, deranged, desperate dissonance management. They give
little evidence of having understood a thing. They also regularly blast
away at the Brethren. They rabble in a rhetorical gutter.
In much the same way that Brodie described those dissident and
cultural Mormons with whom she associated, this new batch of dissidents, even when they appear to be only marginally literate, love to
picture themselves as powerful intellectuals. They imagine that they
are at last thinking for themselves as they try to reassure themselves
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of the absurdity of the faith of the Saints. The mere thought of divine
commandments or any genuine moral restraints often disgusts them.
They tend to demand unnecessary and impossible proofs before they
will even consider turning or returning to God. They thereby effectively shield themselves from the recovery they might otherwise have
from their disease.
By servicing the surging self-help industry, a few who have turned
away from the faith have negotiated notoriety and affluence. Some of
the sentimental “alternative spirituality,” New Age stuff they produce
is being marketed by entertainment celebrities. When obsessed with
the self, the soul disappears. Hence self-satisfaction, self-esteem, selfrealization, and self-love are being sold as a substitute for repentance
and a merciful redemption from sin. The goal is getting in touch with
one’s inner or essential self, whatever that may mean, or gratifying
one’s base desires. Some self-credentialed gurus (for handsome fees,
of course), offer to serve as “spiritual” guides, or as alternative lifestyle
coaches, fully capable of pointing the way to their kind of guilt-free
“good life.”
Other than a few “celebrity” figures who turn themselves into
quaint caricatures, for the most part (quite unlike those Brodie
described) these folks are hoods hiding behind handles. They form an
unruly community of rhetorical beehive-burning bigots who in some
ways resemble the hooded cross-burning Ku Klux Klansmen of an
earlier age. Their rhetoric is unseemly, absurd, violent, relentless; their
language crude, profane, obscene—they are simply incorrigible. Their
new “church” rests heavily and awkwardly on a series of moral (or
actually amoral) negations. Their identities revolve around these raw
negations and the emotions they emit.
A few of them, however, seem a bit troubled by the thought that,
with their new atheism—and so without even tiny remnants of their
former faith—in fifty years nothing they now say or do will mean a
thing. Atheism leaves a few of them rather listless. These somewhat
more thoughtful ones, as they begin to sense that without God they
are merely an accidental, meaningless excrescence on a tiny planet,
describe an enervating ennui, lassitude, or apathy.
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Latter-day Saints are, of course, struggling to endure in a hostile,
gentile world. The unrecovered who have fled their former faith are
not, as they imagine, now somehow free to think new thoughts never
before thought. Instead, they are heirs of a rebellion against God that
started much earlier, whose origins and consequences for the most
part they only dimly comprehend. They pride themselves on having
figured it all out, but they do not realize that their version of atheism
is a rather modern human project and that it has a history—that it
entails, whether they know it or not, a kind of morality or amorality.
They pride themselves on tolerance, except for God and his people.
They fasten themselves to a crude scientism. They devote themselves
to some fashionable secular religion. They thus form a kind of antichurch, whose members are deeply into the latest fads in pop culture
and, of course, rumors and ridicule. They worship novelty. They seek
celebrities who will consecrate art and science for them. They pride
themselves on their new, clever, self-centered “sanity,” while indulging
in an unloving wholesale madness in which there is no place in their
hearts and minds for redemption from sin, or for faith, and exactly no
hope whatsoever beyond the grave.
The Saints have in their possession some explicit prophetic warnings about those in the “attitude of mocking and pointing their fingers
towards those who had come at and were partaking of the fruit” of
the tree of life (1 Nephi 8:27). Still, unfortunately a few of the Saints
are dazzled and beguiled by the “great and spacious building” —the
glamour of the world and of the worldly with their diverse fashions
and fads and their sybaritic, lax, indulgent, self-serving, and souldestroying “morality.”
Should we not keep in mind the powerful impact on our faith of
such scoffing, as we observe the commotions made by various brands
and strands of sectarian and secular anti-Mormonism? Are not some
of the faithful made to feel ashamed and turn away and become lost?
Much of this is, of course, merely the result of an unfortunate yielding
to worldliness or what now might be thought of as the temptations of
wanton, high-end, attractively packaged consumerism. But some of
it comes as the effect of what some preacher maintains is “orthodox,
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biblical, trinitarian” Christianity, or of what reason or history has
supposedly demonstrated. And heaven help those who dare to challenge apostates, dissidents, and cultural Mormons in the attitude of
mocking.
Religious “Decisions” and Practical Matters
Fawn Brodie thought that unbelievers had reached a safe harbor by
making a decision not to believe. This decision—and not deep thought
or rational inquiry, and certainly not careful weighing of the available
evidence—made them “intellectuals.” The decision not to believe was
a passport—as if by “magic,” she wrote—out of the dreadful Deseret
and into a land of contempt for the faith and faithful. This decision,
she thought, is not forced on the erstwhile “believer” by powerful arguments, nor does it flow from the command of the relevant evidence.
But the same is also true of the believer. The decision to either
trust or turn away from God is necessarily made in the absence of
proofs one way or the other and therefore is not based on the actual
or possible evidence. The decision to believe or not to believe tells us
more about the hopes and fears, the longings and desires of the one
making it than it does about his or her intellectual capacities, accomplishments, or command of the evidence. When confronted by claims
to divine special revelations, once the decision not to believe has been
made, some demand “proofs.” When the faithful strive to provide
these “proofs,” they play a game according to rules set by unbelievers
who will deign to believe only when faith is no longer necessary—
when it has been replaced by a secular certainty.
In the face of laughter and mockery, faith should not be an embarrassment to the believer. Instead, for the faithful, faith should be a
badge of honor. “He who has prepared us for this very thing is God,
who has given us the Spirit as a guarantee. So we are always confident,
even though we know that while we are at home in the body we are
away from the Lord—for we walk by faith, not by sight” (2 Corinthians
5:6–7 NRSV). It is the interplay between the work of the Holy Spirit
and faith that troubles unbelievers and leads to mockery. Those unable
to believe, or who are ashamed of their former faith, may see the con-
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tent and ground of faith as an irrational or subrational component
of religion that may be brushed aside as the mischief of priests and
popes or as a deeply held delusion or illusion. They insist that theories
defending faith must be expunged from our hearts and minds. Only
then will we have escaped the prison of faith.
The theories defending faith are misunderstood if they are taken
as the grounds of faith. Whatever else they may be, they are not that.
Instead, they are no more the real grounds of faith than the theories
attacking faith are the real reasons for unbelief. Why? Both faith or
unfaith (and indifference) are practical/moral decisions about how we
desire to live. These decisions tell us more about our hearts then about
the product of our inquiries. Such decisions are made before we have
much in the way of a command of the scriptures, history, science, philosophy, or much of anything else. The persistence with which we pro
ject ourselves and strive to relate to others—including the divine—and
thereby act on our longing and desire or how we understand ourselves
may shift dramatically over time.
A decision to trust God, if it is authentic, will ultimately depend
on our own immediate experiences with the divine and not on some
prior profound understanding of divine things. Our knowledge of
God, as fragmentary and little understood as it is, is more reliable than
any explanation of divine things in some abstract manner or account
of how we come to know divine things. Faith does not depend on a
theology. Our unmediated experience of the work of the Holy Spirit—
given to us by God as a guarantee—is more directly manifest to us
and thereby more reliable than inferences or explanations, including
explanations of how one might come to know divine things. Theology,
or what conservative Protestants now insist on calling a worldview,
cannot save us. Only God can save us. But our direct awareness of
divine things still remains a riddle. Here below we walk by faith. We
should not be ashamed of this fact.
Christian theologians, in fashioning what is now known as “classical theism,” borrowed from pagan philosophers various “proofs” for
the reality of God. Certain of these proofs rested on the assumption
that, among other things, God is an explanation for, and can be seen by
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analogy in, the order that appears in nature. Dogmatic atheism, it should
be noted, is often directed at such proofs and not directly at our encounters with the divine. We might call this the Alma Principle. A direct
encounter with the divine trumps all doubts about divine things. Jesus
of Nazareth did not travel the dusty roads of Palestine offering proofs
that he was Being-itself, the Ground or Power of Being. So it is theology,
understood in part as our always clumsy efforts to fashion proofs and a
worldview, against which atheists direct their heavy artillery.
Though doubts about claims to knowledge of divine things have a
long history and something resembling atheism can be found in certain schools of philosophy (for example, in the Epicurean poetry set
forth by Lucretius), as far as I have been able to discover, a militant,
public, rather than private, atheism was first proclaimed in 1770 by
Paul-Henri Thiry d’Holbach in a book entitled Système de la nature,
which contains a hypothetical account of the apparent order found in
nature. When one begins with the assumption that God is somehow
a necessary element in a purely hypothetical explanation of order in
nature, then Baron d’Holbach’s account might seem to yield atheism.
When direct unmediated experience of the divine has been replaced
by speculation or theories about the divine, then such accounts are
threatening for those who insist that God is an inference from the
structure of nature.
Why did a militant, public atheism arise so recently? Did not the
ancients have doubts? Put another way, why is that ideology such a
novelty? Philosophers, of course, had doubts. But by and large they
were a shy and retiring lot and not bold and adventuresome like modern atheists. They did not doubt that children or childlike adults—that
is, most people most of the time—needed belief in divine sanctions to
control their desires. Those ancient doubters did not doubt the need in
a civilized society for an opiate (a pharmakon) to ground and regulate
the passions and distempers common to human beings of every sort.
It is only very recently that this has all changed and an outright war
has been made on faith in God.
The arguments presumably proving God are linked to the contents
of classical theism. Since I flatly reject classical theism, I watch from
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a distant hillside as two armies battle it out below. I enjoy the battle,
but the outcome does not seem relevant to my faith. If I take sides, it is
with the skeptics who are busy pounding away at classical theism. I do
not believe that the so-called proofs for God are the real reason people
decide to trust or not trust God, or to believe or not believe, though
they may have a certain apologetic or polemical function. Do any of
the arguments for God, or the refutation of those arguments, somehow entail faith or unfaith? I doubt it. Why? There are various reasons.
Atheism, at least in its public guises, would seem to rest on an array of
experiences demonstrating the failure of every claim to divine special
revelation. So it is not in the coherence or soundness of the demonstrations of the reality of God, but, instead, in our own personal stories,
in a kind of history, where the real contest between faith and unfaith
takes place. Be that as it may, atheists should be able to guide the faithful
with perfectly lucid, coherent, and sound arguments from the Deseret,
which the believers mistake for a paradise, into a lush garden where the
divine has been excluded.
But, instead of being kindly guides, unbelievers sometimes behave
like cadre in basic training who order us to make a clean break with
our faith and its practices. With the equivalent of a pistol whip or a
ruthless jab with a bayonet, we must be conditioned or indoctrinated
in a secular dogma in an effort to kill any sign of the illusion within
us. Faith, understood as trust in God, must be replaced with faith in
oneself, or faith in impersonal forces at work in history, with science
and the arts, and so forth. Atheists may wage war on faith or they
may passively recline on a bed of dogmatic atheism. Such unreasoned
unfaith is made to rest, in such cases, on a belief that these issues have
all been settled long ago, once and for all. Put another way, dogmatic
atheism is itself a kind of faith. The relevant issues are thought to
have been settled by science, but probably not the junk science that is
used to market food fads, investment schemes, alternative medicine,
various bizarre conspiracy theories, “scientifically designed” exercise
machines, “life coaching,” hair-loss remedies, and so forth. It is not
any particular theory, always necessarily tentative, but scientism—
and the authority of science—that counts.
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Our new secular cadre reject the God who issues a summons to do
our often unwanted duty. They are troubled by the thought of a God
who makes moral demands, who blesses those who genuinely seek his
mercy, and who curses those who turn their back on their covenants
with him. The more passive forms of dogmatic atheism are thus relics of an older, deeply passionate hostility to God. So we are back with
Spinoza’s insistence that such a deity is a mere human invention, the
function of which is to assuage fear but which also becomes an object
of fear.
If we move from the theoretical side of militant atheism, which I find
interesting, to its practical side, which I find appalling, then we see that
with God dead and when we are properly enlightened, freed from base
superstition, and liberated from the dead hand of the past, everything
we can get away with is permitted, if it brings some measure of pleasure
or power. Those who dogmatically reject God, if they understand the
implications of their stance, are Epicurean—they imagine themselves free
to pleasure themselves with no ultimate justice or other adverse consequences. The current dogmatic atheism reveals just below the surface an
Epicurean practical side. It is this moral or practical component, I believe,
and not the theoretical side, that beguiles those who make a decision
against faith in God. However, those in thrall to an atheism seem to need
more and more proof that they made the right decision. They may suffer
a kind of “buyer’s remorse.” They may worry that they may have made
the wrong decision. They seem to need reassurance. Unbelievers seem to
be as much troubled by doubts, as are the faithful, about their decisions.
Of course, either decision involves risks since we live by faith and not by
sight, unless the decision not to believe is an unreasoned unbelief. Both
stances are instances of faith (or unfaith) seeking understanding.
Strange Bedfellows—A Fundamental Antipathy and a Common
Enemy
Whatever else might be said about Joseph Smith, for various reasons he, and his followers, aroused considerable enmity, calumny, and
mob brutality. It seems to have started with some playful mockery.
On 25 July 1829, Anne Royall, in her Paul Pry’s Weekly Bulletin, began
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emitting spoofs on the Book of Mormon that carried the title “From
the Golden Bible.”47 The label “Gold Bible” became the standard way of
mocking what was then the still unpublished Book of Mormon.48 Both it
and Joseph Smith’s prophetic truth claims were thus greeted with considerable mockery and laughter by those entrenched in Enlightenment
skepticism about divine things.49 And preachers, who were also being
47. See entries in Royall’s Paul Pry’s Weekly Bulletin beginning on 25 July 1829 and
continuing on 8 August and 29 August 1829. Dan Vogel thinks that Jeremiah O. Block
was the editor of Paul Pry’s Weekly Bulletin and hence attributes the three essays attacking Joseph Smith to him. His evidence is that Abner Cole once named Block as editor of
the Rochester Bulletin and referred to him as “a certain Mr. Block, of ‘Paul Pry’ memory.”
Dan Vogel, ed., Early Mormon Documents (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1998), 3:224
n. 2. Vogel does not seem aware that a “Paul Pry” is a type—the name for any belligerent, sarcastic, antireligious zealot—and not a single person. The exact author of those
three essays remains unknown. But the editor of the paper in which they appeared is
known, and it was not Block, as Vogel claims. For details, see Louis Midgley, “Prying into
Palmer,” FARMS Review 15/2 (2003): 366–67.
48. On 26 June 1829, in the first published reference to the Book of Mormon and nine
months prior to its publication, an anonymous writer in the Wayne Sentinel derisively referred
to Joseph Smith’s “Gold Bible.” Later the title “Gold Bible” or “Golden Bible,” according to the
author of “Gold Bible,” Palmyra Reflector, 13 January 1830, 20, was explained as follows: “We
inadvertently neglected in our remarks last week, respecting this wonderful work, to accompany them with the explanations requisite to, correct understanding of it. The appellation of
‘Gold Bible,’ is only a cant cognomen that has been given it by the unbelievers—for be it known
that this Book, as well as the sacred volume which is held so valuable by all good Christians,
is not without its revilers and unbelievers—by way of derision. The true title of the work, as
appears from the copy-right, is ‘the Book of Mormon.’”
49. For those unfamiliar with the bedrock of anti-Mormon rhetoric, the following from Paul Pry’s Weekly Bulletin, 8 August 1829, provides an instructive example:
“Now the rest of the deeds of Israel . . . how he yet liveth in shame, and of Joseph and
Wanton how they still cleave unto Israel, and of Horace the publican ‘how he couldn’t
git no beef ’ on the fourth day of the week, and of Hiram the Jeromite, how he gave
unto Israel a writing promising to cleave unto him, and how he too done the unclean
thing against the body of a large oak near the precincts of the tabernacle, and of
Chad the money lender how he squanders the monies of the children of Samuel the
miser. Behold, all these things, yea many more, are graven on the massy leaves of
the Golden Book, and are now in the custody of Joseph the prophet.” During Joseph
Smith’s lifetime, anti-Mormon literature did not move much beyond this sort of gibberish. Three months after the Book of Mormon was published, the notorious Abner
Cole (aka Obediah Dogberry Jr.) published a bizarre caricature under the title “Book
of Pukei.” See Palmyra Reflector, 22 June and 7 July 1830. Why the name Pukei?
Dan Vogel provides several possible explanations. For example, he thinks that the
word Pukei might have been taken from puke, meaning a “poor puny, unhealthylooking person.” Early Mormon Documents, 3:231 n. 20. Pukei is more likely to have
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pounded by Anne Royall’s skepticism heavily laced with sarcasm,
were also anxious to guard against challenges posed to their version of
Christianity by the publication of the Book of Mormon. On some crucial issues, whatever the deeper differences, sectarian preachers shared
common ground with secular skeptics. Both were anxious to brush
aside Joseph Smith as a mere “juggler.”50
But there were also some deeper differences. These rest in part on
assessments by Protestant clergy of their own factional, sectarian selfinterest. The clergy then, as now, tended to be radical cessationists, dogmatically denying the possibility of genuine messages from the heavens
in addition to those they found in the Bible, which they insist on reading
from the perspective of the ecumenical creeds and with the dogmas of
classical theism securely in place. In 1830, “a divine of the Presbyterian
faith” who was operating in Colesville, New York, seems to have agreed
with the “Paul Pry” style of mockery of the “Gold Bible.”51 The Reverend
John Sherer insisted that Joseph Smith was a mere “juggler,” and he was
certain that “no man in his right mind can think the Book [of Mormon]
or the doctrines it contains, worthy of the least notice; yet there are a
number who profess to believe it.”52 He was also alarmed; some of his
flock had been “stolen” by Joseph Smith.53
At a deeper level, since secular critics also mock the Bible, sectarian
and secular critics of Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon are mortal
enemies. In the secular academy, believers have been marginalized. If
been drawn by Cole from puke, meaning “to burst forth, vomit, spew.” See the 1828
Webster’s under puke. Vogel overlooks this possibility.
50. Juggler is a highly pejorative term. The word has roots in the Latin joculator, where
its cognates include jester, one who “jokes” or tricks. Hence a “juggler” is a person who
deceives by trickery or manipulation. The 1828 Webster’s defines it as “one who praetices
[sic] or exhibits tricks by sleight of hand,” or “a cheat; a deceiver; a tricklish fellow.”
51. See John Sherer’s letter dated 18 November 1830 to the Reverend Absalom Peters of
the American Home Missionary Society. Sherer’s letter is quoted by H. Michael Marquardt
and Wesley P. Walters, Inventing Mormonism: Tradition and Historical Record (Salt Lake
City: Smith Research Associates, 1994), 187.
52. Sherer’s letter, in Marquardt and Walters, Inventing Mormonism, 187.
53. Sherer’s letter, in Marquardt and Walters, Inventing Mormonism, 187. The Reverend
Sherer was also outraged when he discovered that the Saints in Colesville viewed him and
his associates, while Christian, as “formalists, ‘having the form of Godliness, but denying
the power.’”
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they have not been able to exclude entirely faith in God, whether Jewish,
Muslim, or Christian, from the forums in which a dogmatic atheism
tends to dominate, such an ideology, often set out in a confident scientism, is still fashionable in academic circles. All those expressing faith
have been placed on the defensive. On the surface and in the polemical situation in which they find themselves, sectarian and secular antiMormons, whatever their deeper antagonism, from the very beginning
have shared a proclivity to mock Joseph Smith and the Book of Mormon.
In the one instance, it is because there is simply no divine, and in the
other it is because what can be known of the divine is found only within
the categories of classical theism and in the speculation of theologians
and not here and now where angels are still coming and going and the
heavens are not shut tight. In this regard, not all that much has changed
in 175 years—the fundamentalist-formalists fulminate, while the secular fundamentalists still sneer.
Countercult Dynamics
In earlier issues of the Review, we examined some of the literature that is currently being produced and marketed by the fundamentalist/evangelical countercult movement and directed at the faith of
Latter-day Saints. We have grown weary of exposing the weaknesses
of countercult anti-Mormonism, much of which recycles old nonsense
and some of which is far too ludicrous and boring to warrant critical
attention. However, I admit to being fascinated by the existence and
persistence of the countercult industry on the margins of conservative
Protestantism. It has become a sizeable, sometimes well-financed, noisy,
corrupt industry. It is useful, I believe, for the Saints to be aware of
its history and dynamics, beginning in the 1960s when it emerged
under the leadership of the late “Dr.” Walter Martin.54 It is helpful for
the Saints to be aware of who and what we are facing, and why these
individuals and agencies persist in bearing false witness against us.
Fortunately, in Douglas Cowan’s examination of the fundamentalist/
54. See Louis Midgley, “A ‘Tangled Web’: The Walter Martin Miasma,” FARMS Review
of Books 12/1 (2000): 371–434; Louis Midgley, “Anti-Mormonism and the Newfangled
Countercult Culture,” FARMS Review of Books 10/1 (1998): 271–340 at 286–93, 330–31.
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evangelical countercult,55 there is now available a scholarly exami
nation of the entire movement. We have therefore included in this
issue of the Review an additional and more detailed essay by Richard
Holzapfel and David Whitchurch on Bearing False Witness? 56
One feature of the countercult industry that must be stressed is
the scope and intensity of the bitter, and rather amusing, internecine
battles that take place between competing countercult individuals and
agencies. Part of what fuels these curious scuffles is competition for
scarce resources (that is, for income from those on the fringes of the
fundamentalist/evangelical movement). The contentious personalities
of those drawn into the countercult industry and, in some instances,
the urge for revenge, the narcissism of small differences, as well as
the strong differences of opinion on what constitutes historic, biblical,
trinitarian, orthodox Christianity, are always close to the surface, and
each aspect seems to play a role in ugly turf fights. Countercultists are
thus often at each other’s throats over differences in their religious
ideologies, as well as over the control of agencies and resources. These
facts help explain the indifference of countercultists to what the Saints
actually believe, the low level of understanding Mormon things, and
the bizarre caricatures of the faith of the Saints, as well as the gross
distortions of our history 57 commonly found in countercult rhetoric
and literature.
Some instances of the sectarian urge to mock are shameless as well
as scurrilous. A tabloid entitled The Evangel provides an example of
this proclivity. It is published by Utah Missions, Inc. (formerly UMI
Ministries), which is now “a ministry of Watchman Fellowship”—a
countercult agency, with several field offices, that controls and finances
55. For prepublication comments on Douglas Cowan’s Bearing False Witness? An Intro
duction to the Christian Countercult (Westport, CT: Preager, 2003), see Louis Midgley, “On
Caliban Mischief,” FARMS Review 15/1 (2003): xii–xv; and, for brief comments, see also
Midgley, “Cowan on the Countercult,” FARMS Review 16/2 (2004): 395–403.
56. See Richard Neitzel Holzapfel and David M. Whitchurch, “Assessing the Counter
cult,” in this number, pages 311–35.
57. For a striking example of a thoroughly reprehensible, fundamentalist falsification of the history of the Church of Jesus Christ, see Richard Abanes, One Nation under
Gods: A History of the Mormon Church (New York: Four Walls Eight Windows, 2002, rev.
paperback edition 2003).
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several anti-Mormon fronts.58 Reverend Dennis A. Wright proclaimed
in a 2004 issue of The Evangel that “the LDS Church is fundamentally
dishonest.”59 He embellished this remark by claiming that “the church
lies constantly to its members and to non-members; sometimes it
seems as though Mormonism would lie even when the truth would be
more helpful.” He expressed consternation because “it claims that it’s
Christian even though it rejects every essential Christian teaching and
attacks Christianity.”60
When Reverend Wright made these singular allegations, he was
director of Utah Missions,61 having been handed the reigns to that
“ministry” in 1997 by the Home Mission Board (now called the North
American Missions Board) of the Southern Baptist Convention (SBC).
He had somehow come to replace the pugnacious Mike Reynolds, who
in 1991 had been called upon by agents of the SBC to assist the aging
Reverend John L. Smith, who had founded the operation in 1954 and
had moved it to Marlow, Oklahoma, in 1968. He turned his ministry
over to the SBC in 1991.62
58. For example, Watchman Fellowship supports Coleen Ralson’s “Nauvoo Christian
Visitor’s Center,” which is within a stone’s throw of the Nauvoo Temple.
59. Dennis A Wright, “Why I Am Not a Mormon (Part Two),” The Evangel, April 2004, 2.
60. Wright, “Why I Am Not a Mormon (Part Two),” 2. But Wright wrote the following in 2002: “Let me be very quick to admit that there are those involved in Christian
apologetics who are certified ‘nut cases.’ All of us are aware of their tribe and all we can
do is shake our heads at the sadness of their stupidity.” Dennis A. Wright, “A Plethora of
Possibilities,” The Evangel, September 2002, 2.
61. James K. Walker, who for three years has been both “president of Watchman
Fellowship and Utah Missions,” recently admitted that UMI Ministries “has been experiencing a serious shortfall in financial support for a year now,” as an introduction to
the announcement that the Reverend Wright had “resigned” and as part of his explanation for why the publication of the tabloid entitled The Evangel had been postponed.
Walker has taken over as “editor” while an effort is being made to find someone to replace
Wright, who had served as “writer, researcher and speaker,” in addition to directing UMI
Ministries and editing its tabloid, from 1997 until his recent “resignation.” See James K.
Walker, “Dr. Dennis Wright Resigns as Editor of The Evangel,” The Evangel, May/June
2005, 1. Walker advertises himself as a former “4th generation” Saint, who in his youth
was once ordained to the Aaronic Priesthood. See “James Walker, Who Are You?” The
Evangel, May/June 2005, 2.
62. For some details, see Louis Midgley, “Anti-Mormonism and the Newfangled
Countercult Culture,” FARMS Review 10/1 (1998): 271–340 at 332–33. The SBC divested
itself of Utah Missions in 1997.
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When Dennis Wright took control at UMI, he assured me (and other
Latter-day Saints, including Daniel Peterson and William Hamblin)
that he would raise the rhetorical standards.63 It became more literate,
especially after Dennis Wright was able to squeeze John L. Smith out in
January 2000. It also became less amusing.64 But the nonsense did not
cease—in some ways it got worse.
Quite unlike the always befuddled John L. Smith, Dennis Wright
knew what he was doing. For example, after the dedication of the
Nauvoo Temple, Wright fed the bigotry of Baptists by charging that
the temple is decorated with Satanic symbols.65 He knew what he
was doing when he allowed Richard Stout, a member of The Evangel
“research team” —as well as, among other things, an actor in dinner
theater and a home schooling activist—to blast away at the faith of the
Saints in issue after issue of The Evangel. In the same issue in which
Wright opined about the “fundamental dishonesty” of the Saints,66
63. For some of the details, see “Anti-Mormonism and the Newfangled Countercult
Culture,” 333 n. 171.
64. John L. Smith, in his semiliterate way, had become a favorite of LDS countercult watchers, which admittedly was only a tiny group mildly amused by some low-end
entertainment. This is what I have described as the “fun factor” in observing the dreadful
countercult industry.
65. Dennis Wright and his associates at Watchman Fellowship seemed especially
troubled by the Nauvoo Temple. Throughout 2002, efforts were made to mock and belittle
that building and its place in the faith of the Saints. Some of this snide stuff was found
in the columns written by Colleen Ralson, who operates the Nauvoo Christian Visitor’s
Center. She complained about “all the satanic, occult symbols” on the Nauvoo Temple.
Colleen Ralson, “We Survived!” The Evangel, Summer 2002, 9. This kind of language,
of course, fed the bigotry of those who have been told that Latter-day Saint temples are
demonic and filled with occult symbols, supposedly satanic pentagrams, and so forth—
that is, the nonsense published by those Wright identified as the certifiable “nut cases”
among countercultists. Wright published photographs of exterior decorations on the
Nauvoo Temple with the caption reading: “Detail showing the inverted pentagram windows,” The Evangel, Summer 2002, 1. Wright also published a long diatribe by Richard
Seedorf entitled “Nauvoo Temple: A House of Deceit” in the same issue (pp. 1, 5, 10). And
Wright published a photo of a window “still in window maker’s shop in Nauvoo. Is the
pentagram,” he asked, “an occult symbol? We report, you decide.” The Evangel, Winter
2002, 7. Earlier, after he had toured the Nauvoo Temple, he reported that “the most interesting thing [he] saw was the abundance of pentagrams. How about that?” Wright, “I
Visited the Temple,” The Evangel, May 2002, 2.
66. Wright, “Why I Am Not a Mormon (Part Two),” 2.
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Mr. Stout went on a turgid rampage. In what he offered as a spoof
that he attributed to one Jack M. Ormon,67 thereby signaling where his
diatribe was headed, he aimed ridicule at Hugh W. Niblick (Nibley),
William J. Hambone (Hamblin), Daniel C. Peterdout (Peterson), John
L. Snorenson (Sorenson), and me—I became “Ms. Louise C. Midgely.”
Mr. Stout is, of course, an amusing fellow. With this sneering, he
seems to have shown something of his version of dinner-theater comedy. His unseemly spoof was, presumably, included in The Evangel
with Wright’s approval.68 This sort of thing is fortunately not typical
of morally scrupulous Protestants nor of evangelical scholars, but it
tends to be the stock-in-trade of the countercult industry.
The Dawning of a Brighter Day?
Without going into detail, I can say that early in my academic career
I benefited from Protestant and then eventually Roman Catholic scholarship. I will illustrate. Although Sterling McMurrin, who introduced
me to contemporary theology, brushed Karl Barth’s writings aside as
“sheer irrationalism,” when I actually started a careful reading of the
work of Barth (1886–1968), the famous Swiss-German theologian,69
rather than merely labeling him as McMurrin had done, I came away
very much impressed with both his scholarship and his piety.
67. See Richard Stout, “How Could Joseph Smith Have Known That? Part TwentyFive,” The Evangel, April 2004, 3, 10, which took the following juvenile form: “Solomon
Spalding Canonized Minor LDS Prophet, By Jack M. Ormon (Deseret Daily Dispatch—
Evening Edition, 1 April 2004).” See also Stout’s similar unseemly diatribe entitled
“Mormon Professor Claims Football Nephite Sport,” The Evangel, April 2002, 4, 6. After
a number of complaints, Dennis Wright seems to have found it necessary to publish the
following disclaimer: “We here at Utah Missions and Watchman Fellowship do not wish
to be thought of as being among the ‘nut cases’ in Christian apologetics—nor do we wish
for others to so consider Mr. Stout.” Dennis A. Wright, “A Plethora of Possibilities,” The
Evangel, September 2002, 2, emphasis added.
68. When John L. Smith was expelled from UMI Ministries, he started up his own
tabloid, blasting away at Dennis Wright’s hostile takeover. He seems to have drawn away
financial support for UMI Ministries, which had to turn to Watchman Fellowship for
funding.
69. See Karl Barth’s six-million-word, unfinished, thirteen-volume Church Dog
matics, ed. Geoffrey W. Bromiley and T. F. Torrance (Edinburgh: Clark, 1957– ).
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Much more recently, Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger (now Pope Benedict
XVI) has become one of my Roman Catholic favorites.70 His deft
response to “liberal” biblical criticism, which he argues has been eating
away at the faith of Christians and which abets the current culture of
unbelief, matches well the criticisms of revisionist accounts of the Book
of Mormon—some of which I have written—that have appeared in this
Review and under the FARMS imprint. In addition, I have benefited
from reading the work of Edward Schillebeeckx (1914– ), famous Dutch
Roman Catholic historian of theology,71 and of many other Protestant,
Roman Catholic, and Jewish scholars.
From the moment I discovered that there was such a literature,
I have learned much and borrowed heavily from it. Along with my
colleagues, I also have a high regard for the scholarship of a number of contemporary evangelicals.72 With others, I have from time
to time engaged in civil and productive conversations with some of
these fellows. I am therefore pleased that informal conversations have
been taking place between Latter-day Saints and those from various
other Christian traditions, including some recent exchanges with
evangelicals.
I hope that those evangelicals involved in these conversations do
not form the opinion, merely because they have discovered that we
are not the way we have been pictured in countercult literature, that
we wish to be known as conservative Protestants or that we are about
to adopt their notion of what constitutes biblical, historical, orthodox,
trinitarian Christianity. We are not seeking an evangelical Stamp of
Christian Approval. It would be a mistake on the part of evangelicals
70. See, for example, Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger, “Biblical Interpretation in Crisis:
On the Question of the Foundations and Approaches of Exegesis Today,” in Biblical
Interpretation in Crisis: The Ratzinger Conference on Bible and Church, ed. Richard
John Neuhaus (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmanns, 1989), 1–23. Ratzinger read his Erasmus
Lecture on 27 January 1988 at St. Peter’s Church in New York City.
71. See, for example, Edward Schillebeeckx, Christ: The Experience of Jesus as
Lord, trans. John Bowden (New York: Crossroad, 1983); and his Jesus: An Experiment in
Christology, trans. Hurbert Hoskins (New York: Crossroad, 1985).
72. Among a number of other writers, I have in mind Roger Olson, Clark Pinnock,
Stanley Grenz, and John Sanders. For some details, see Midgley, “On Caliban Mischief,”
xxiv–xxxii.
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to assume that the faith of the Saints is somehow in flux and is about
to be fundamentally modified by the pressure or influence they exert
so that we will come to fit their notions of Christian orthodoxy. We
simply are not at all inclined to capitulate to their notions of what
constitutes Christianity. Some evangelicals may perceive a desire on
our part for respectability, which they couple with a common misunderstanding that, because we do not spend our energies in crafting a tight, closed “theological worldview,” we are prime targets for
their evangelistic efforts. If any hold some version of these opinions,
they have not been listening with sufficient care. Or they have let their
desire to evangelize the entire church, rather than a few individuals,
fuel illusions they hold concerning their influence among Latter-day
Saint intellectuals and thereby regarding shifts they imagine are taking or will soon take place among the Brethren and within the Church
of Jesus Christ. Some may wrongly imagine that, through conversations they are having with a few Latter-day Saint scholars who they
believe wield power in the church or have influence with the Brethren,
they will somehow manage to evangelize the entire church.73
Interfaith “Dialogue” ?
Richard J. Mouw, the president of Fuller Theological Seminary,
who has a reputation for civility as well as for an uncanny ability to
facilitate productive interchanges between those who in the past have
tended to talk past each other, has been instrumental in sponsoring
some conversations between evangelical and Latter-day Saint scholars. However, his efforts have not drawn plaudits from countercultists. Why? As I will demonstrate, some insist that “dialogue” must
mean “debate” in which they attack and we are on the defensive. Thus,
instead of striving to come away from conversations with a better
understanding of the other party, countercultists demand an adversarial confrontation with the Saints and their faith.
73. For a recent example of this illusion, see Paul Owen, “Our Witness to the Mormons,”
posted on Pastor Greg Johnson’s Web page, www.standingtogether.org (accessed 5 August
2005).
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When Pastor Greg Johnson (of Standing Together Ministries) and
Robert Millet, an LDS scholar involved in conversations with evangelicals, had Ravi Zacharias deliver one of his stump speeches to an
audience of evangelicals and Latter-day Saints in the Tabernacle on
Temple Square in Salt Lake City on 14 November 2004, Professor
Mouw provided the introduction. He stole the show by indicating in
his introduction that he is
now convinced that we evangelicals have often seriously misrepresented the beliefs and practices of the Mormon community. Indeed, let me state it bluntly to the LDS folks here
this evening: we have sinned against you. The God of the
Scriptures makes it clear that it is a terrible thing to bear false
witness against our neighbors, and we have been guilty of that
sort of transgression in things we have said about you.74
Mouw’s remarks drew the attention of the print media, which are
always looking for something seemingly sensational; they also generated a firestorm of protests from the anti-Mormon element among
countercultists and their clientele.75 The remarks by Ravi Zacharias
about Jesus, the substance of which, without the melodrama, is central
to the faith of Latter-day Saints, were mostly lost in the subsequent
scuffle. In fact, Mouw’s remarks should have been expected, since he
had already written the following in 2002:
as an evangelical I must confess that I am ashamed of our
record in relating to the Mormon community. To be sure,
there are deep differences between our worldviews. I strongly
disagree with what I understand to be traditional Mormon
teachings about God, about human nature, and about what
it takes for a sinner to get right with God—matters on which
74. Quoted from Richard Mouw, “Response to Criticism of Richard Mouw (We Have
Sinned against You),” at www.standingtogether.org/Responses_mouw.doc, p. 4 (accessed
2 December 2004, but no longer available).
75. Though anti-Mormons might have imagined that what Ravi Zacharias said on
that occasion was a much deserved punishment for the pagan Mormons present that
evening, the talk he gave was one of his theatrical stump speeches about Jesus, which
Latter-day Saints did not find either especially enlightening or at all objectionable.
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the Latter-day Saints differ not only from standard Protestant
teachings but from the Roman Catholic and Orthodox teachings as well. But none of these disagreements give me or any
other evangelical the license to propagate distorted accounts
of what Mormons believe. By bearing false witness against
our LDS neighbors, we evangelicals have often sinned not
just against Mormons but against the God who calls us to be
truth-tellers.76
Still Another Occasion for Countercult Acrimony
Our relationships with morally earnest evangelicals, including
scholars, must always be governed by mutual respect—by the unspoken rules of comity. When this happens, conversations can be both
civil and mutually enlightening. Of course, both sides will, each in
its own way, be attempting to evangelize the other, but not in an
adversarial manner. The Saints know that, while they must defend the
faith, they cannot argue anyone into the kingdom.
My own experience leads me to believe that relations with countercultists are almost always adversarial—they inevitably end up in
unpleasant confrontations. When a genuine, mutually respectful conversation takes place, there is no real or imagined audience having its
residual biases reaffirmed, keeping score, or awarding points. But this
is about all that is going on when people are driven by loathing or an
urge for vengeance or fear of the challenge the other party presents to
their own understanding of divine things. Unfortunately, some of the
better informed evangelicals cannot quite decide whether they desire
respectful conversations with Latter-day Saints or whether they must
function in an adversarial and confrontational mode, attempting to
batter us into submission in an effort to overcome what they perceive
as a grave challenge to the health and growth of what they understand
as authentic Christianity.
76. Richard J. Mouw, foreword to The New Mormon Challenge, ed. Francis J. Beckwith,
Carl Mosser, and Paul Owen (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2002), 11.
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Countercultists, some of whom were not present to hear Professor
Mouw’s apology and who are also not well-informed on the current
conversations taking place between evangelical and Latter-day Saint
scholars, went berserk when they heard reports of his remarks.77 AntiMormons protested in whatever venue they could find and in some
cases directly to Professor Mouw. They expressed indignation at the
suggestion that they might ever have been guilty of the offenses he
had described and for which he apologized. Some of them demanded
that he identify the alleged culprits who had been guilty of “bearing
false witness.” Mouw obliged and pointed directly at the countercult
industry, identifying as examples the literature produced by the old
father of the countercult, Walter Martin, and one of its most strident
operatives, Dave Hunt.78
For my purposes, it is unnecessary (as well as tedious) to review
the entire assortment of responses to Mouw’s apology. I will, however, examine one complaint to illustrate the penchant for belligerency towards the Saints and also for evidence of an unwillingness
to overcome the urge to “bear false witness” against the faith of the
Saints. It comes from Ronald V. Huggins,79 who was present in the
77. James White, of Alpha and Omega Ministries, has discovered that the blog is a
superb instrument of aggression. He loves confrontations; he revels in setting out his hostility toward those who do not agree with his extreme version of Calvinism. So on 2 May
2005 he started a rant about the publication by Eerdmans Publishing—an evangelical
press—of Robert L. Millet’s A Different Jesus (which had the endorsement of Richard
Mouw). For the details, see www.aomin.org/index.php?itemid=411 (accessed 8 August
2005). White has quarreled recently with Richard Mouw, Douglas Cowan, Paul Owen,
and a host of others. These amusing items can be accessed by going to the organization’s
Web page and then searching the archive of White’s blog.
78. For details, see Midgley, “Cowan on the Countercult,” 403. Pastor Greg Johnson
had the item on his Web page in which Mouw identified Walter Martin and Dave Hunt
as examples of those who “bear false witness” against the Saints. This has unfortunately
now been removed.
79. See, for example, Ronald V. Huggins, “An Appeal for Authentic EvangelicalMormon Dialogue.” This item is available on a Web page operated by Luke Wilson in
Grand Rapids, Michigan, under the curious name Institute for Religious Research. It is
not an academic institution, but merely a sectarian propaganda mill parading under an
academic title. Wilson offers a general countercult Web page (see www.irr.org, accessed
8 August 2005) and an anti-Mormon adjunct site under the deceptive name “Mormons
in Transition” (see www.irr.org/mit, accessed 8 August 2005). The essay by Huggins can
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Tabernacle and was deeply troubled by Mouw’s remarks. Huggins was
clearly aware of the earlier statement by Professor Mouw and also of
his propensity for honesty.
Huggins claims that the appearance of Ravi Zacharias in the Salt
Lake Tabernacle provided “a remarkable opportunity for interfaith
dialogue between Mormons and Christians.” 80 While granting that
“some Evangelicals have certainly been unkind to Mormons and have
been guilty of inaccurately portraying Mormon beliefs,” Huggins
asserts that this “does not characterize . . . most evangelical churches
and ministries.” 81 What he does not seem to realize is that his own
diatribes against the faith of Latter-day Saints fit rather nicely under
the stricture issued by Mouw.
Huggins opines that the Church of Jesus Christ “does not appear
ready for, nor does it seem to really desire, authentic dialogue with
Evangelicals.” Why? The reason he gives is that the church—presumably
orchestrated by the Brethren—has a “project of marginalizing (rather
than interacting with) careful and credible critics like Jerald and Sandra
Tanner, the Institute for Religious Research (IRR), and others.”82 So it
appears that Huggins thinks that unless the Saints get down in the rhetorical gutter with the likes of Sandra Tanner or Luke Wilson or some
other virulent anti-Mormon, we are not interested in an “authentic dialogue with Evangelicals.” And in an ironic way he is right. He also imagines that the Saints “desire . . . mainline respectability” but will not pay
the price to get it. What is the price? Caving in to Sandra Tanner?
Huggins also complains that the way the church—that is, newspaper reporters—treated that evening in the Salt Lake Tabernacle when
evangelicals got to perform was “somewhat self-serving” and manifested “apparent bad faith.” The reason is that attention was focused by
be found at the following address: www.irr.org/mit/authentic-dialogue.html (accessed
8 August 2005). Not surprisingly, “An Appeal for an Authentic Evangelical-Mormon
Dialogue” was also published by the Watchman Fellowship in The Evangel, May/June
2005, 1, 3. Huggins is an executive board member of Luke Wilson’s Institute for Religious
Research, as well as an assistant professor of theological and historical studies at the Salt
Lake Theological Seminary.
80. Huggins, “An Appeal for Authentic Evangelical-Mormon Dialogue.”
81 Huggins, “An Appeal for Authentic Evangelical-Mormon Dialogue.”
82. Huggins, “An Appeal for Authentic Evangelical-Mormon Dialogue.”
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the media on Mouw’s apology and not on the speech given by Zacharias.
What Huggins seems to believe is that, because Mouw apologized for
the lies that have been told by countercultists about the Church of Jesus
Christ, the Saints ought to have manifested “greater ethical integrity.” 83
He also claims that many of the conservative Protestants present at
that meeting thought that those who put that meeting together—Pastor
Greg Johnson and his associates—have what he calls an “unhealthy,
lopsided relationship with Mormon apologists.” 84 And he is convinced
that “Mormon apologists [are] not ready for real dialogue.” 85 The reason is, from his perspective, that they will not slug it out with antiMormons in the rhetorical gutter. And he claims that those who deal
with these unworthy “Mormon apologists” are engaged in a program
of he calls the “Pander/Slander” of countercultist anti-Mormons.86
A civil, fruitful conversation between those of different faiths
has to be between equals, and it must occur in a respectful fashion in
which both sides listen and learn from the other. It cannot be a confrontation in which one side pounds away at the other. Such “debates,”
a favorite of some of the most strident anti-Mormons, are efforts at
appearing to score points; they are pure theater and exhibitions of
pride. Huggins bemoans the fact that some evangelicals now “pander
to them [the Latter-day Saints] without challenging them.” What he
appears to mean by an authentic evangelical dialogue with Latter-day
Saints is an ugly confrontation in which evangelicals pound away and
the Saints just take it on the chin. We are simply not interested in an
“interfaith dialogue” in which Huggins and his anti-Mormon associates do the talking and we do the listening or where they attack and
we must defend our faith on their terms—and presumably be battered
into seeing the error of our ways before surrendering.
“Mormon apologists,” according to Huggins, take on a “cloak of
victim privilege.” 87 And he claims that evangelicals who are friendly
with those he describes as “victim-bull[ies]” are merely “buying credi83.
84.
85.
86.
87.

Huggins, “An Appeal for Authentic Evangelical-Mormon Dialogue.”
Huggins, “An Appeal for Authentic Evangelical-Mormon Dialogue.”
Huggins, “An Appeal for Authentic Evangelical-Mormon Dialogue.”
Huggins, “An Appeal for Authentic Evangelical-Mormon Dialogue.”
Huggins, “An Appeal for Authentic Evangelical-Mormon Dialogue.”
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bility with Mormon apologists.” 88 He also boasts that he has been saying for quite some time that “it was incumbent on nobody to interact
with the work of Mormon apologists until they produce something of
real scholarly significance that could stand on its own outside Mormon
circles.” 89 We have in this issue of the Review an essay by Larry Morris
examining in detail the “scholarship” of Ronald Huggins.90
Some Secular Anti-Mormon Mockery Exposed
This issue of the Review is not focused exclusively on sectarian
anti-Mormonism; we also have essays dealing with secular attacks on
the faith of the Saints. Nicholas Literski,91 an expert on Freemasonry,
has reviewed a remarkably inept book by Clyde Forsberg.92 When we
read his criticism of Forsberg’s Equal Rites, we were astonished by
what appeared to be Forsberg’s ignorance of Freemasonry. We made
a genuine effort to determine if these criticisms were sound. What
is even more amazing is that the Columbia University Press published a book by an author whose command of both Freemasonry and
Mormonism is confused and deeply flawed—primitive at best. When
I read Literski’s review, I wondered how well Forsberg understands
Mormon things. So I had a close look at his master’s thesis, done at the
University of Calgary, and his doctoral dissertation, done at Queens
88. Huggins, “An Appeal for Authentic Evangelical-Mormon Dialogue.”
89. Huggins, “An Appeal for Authentic Evangelical-Mormon Dialogue.” On 26 July
2003 at the Salt Lake Theological Seminary, there was a day-long conference that featured
the presentation of an approach called “Bridges” that was developed by Ken Mulholland
and his associates, including Ron Huggins, on “how Christians can relate to their
Mormon neighbors with sensitivity and awareness.” Pastor Greg Johnson actually began
the presentations at this conference by describing his conversations, both public and private, with Robert Millet. He did not, however, remain to take heat from Ronald Huggins,
Kurt Van Gorden, Luke Wilson, Sandra Tanner, Bill McKeever, and others. However, I
did stay for the entire conference and found it very divisive.
90. Larry E. Morris, “ ‘I Should Have an Eye Single to the Glory of God’: Joseph
Smith’s Account of the Angel and the Plates,” in this number, pages 11–82.
91. See Nicholas S. Literski, “Mormonism, Masonry, and Mischief: Clyde Forsberg’s
Equal Rites,” in this number, pages 1–10.
92. Clyde R. Forsberg Jr., Equal Rites: The Book of Mormon, Masonry, Gender, and
American Culture (New York: Columbia University Press, 2004).
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University.93 It turned out that both of these works are simply not well
done. It seems that in his frenzy to attack the church (in his recent
book), Forsberg garbles both the Latter-day Saint and Masonic sides.
But he is always highly opinionated and confident.
Andrew and Dawson Hedges have looked at Dan Vogel’s latest effort
to pull the church from its foundations,94 and Ryan Parr has examined
Simon Southerton’s attack on the Book of Mormon.95 Two essays by Kent
Jackson and Gregory Taggart expose the wanton nonsense invented by
Martha Beck to justify her life-style choice by fabricating calumny—
that is, patently absurd charges maliciously calculated to misrepresent
her father—and in a kind of New Age, faddish way, richly rewarded
with wealth and celebrity status as a life coach. She has turned against
everything her father stood for and is striving to destroy his reputation
and to mock the church he sought to defend.96
93. See Clyde R. Forsberg Jr., “The Roots of Early Mormonism: An Exegetical Inquiry”
(master’s thesis, University of Calgary, May 1990), which was in religious studies, and
also his “In Search of the Historical Nephi: The Book of Mormon, ‘Evangelicalism’ and
Antebellum American Popular Culture c. 1830s” (PhD dissertation, Queen’s University,
April 1994). Forsberg claims that he got support for this work from Brent Metcalfe,
Dan Vogel, Bill Russell, and Newell Bringhurst (p. vi). A portion of his dissertation was
published as “Retelling the Greatest Story Ever Told: Popular Literature as Scripture in
Antebellum America,” Dialogue 29/4 (1996): 69–86. The following is an example of the
confusion in Forsberg’s dissertation, which follows fourteen years of intensive study.
He asserts that “the underlying assumption of [Hugh] Nibley’s work is that scientific or
historical truth are one and the same” (p. 4). What this means is that “at bottom, the
assumption is that faith can be proven scientifically” (p. 4). Then he argues that this
notion faces “the great stumbling block of the ‘scientific history’ of the last century, that
‘noble dream’ which assumed that science was the friend of faith and objectivity and the
lamp of the righteous.” He has, to the degree that any of this makes sense, gotten it exactly
backwards. Latter-day Saint scholars, especially those who have published in this Review,
have argued consistently against the illusion that history is a science or that objectivity is possible or even desirable. Forsberg has also self-published a novel entitled All the
King’s Horses and All the King’s Men: Love, Alienation and “Reconciliation” in a Big, BIG
Mormon Family (Xlibris, 2001).
94. See Andrew H. Hedges and Dawson W. Hedges, “No, Dan, That’s Still Not His
tory,” in this number, pages 205–22.
95. See Ryan Parr, “Missing the Boat to Ancient American . . . Just Plain Missing the
Boat,” in this number, pages 83–106.
96. See Kent P. Jackson, “Leaving the Facts and the Faith,” in this number, pages 107–
21; and Gregory Taggart, “How Martha Wrote an Anti-Mormon Book (Using Her Father’s
Handbook as Her Guide?),” pages 123–70. Jackson once published a highly critical review
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Since the Saints may encounter the claims of those anxious to
brush every manifestation of faith aside in a world unencumbered by
the current findings of science, we have included an essay by Allen
Buskirk dealing with the popular speculation of Carl Sagan. He is one
of the more media-savvy celebrity-science figures who has an urge to
explain away the divine.97
A Concluding Postscript
The current title of this periodical, The FARMS Review, is intentional. It allows for review essays, as well as book notices, book reviews,
and bibliographical essays or assessments of the literature on various
topics, and for essays not linked directly to a single book. We occasionally include older items that never were printed, or we republish items
that in our estimation have not had sufficiently wide circulation, and
we may occasionally publish interviews with scholars on important
topics. We do not intend to publish rejoinders or letters to the editor.
Those who wish to quarrel with something that we publish have available to them various venues, with editors and publishers sympathetic
with their ideology, such as the Signature Books Web page, or perhaps
Sunstone and Dialogue. We feel no obligation to fill that niche.
In this issue of the Review, Alan Keele has translated an essay
by the late Ernst Benz, a prominent German historian. Much of this
essay originally appeared in an English translation in a collection of
essays edited by Truman Madsen.98 It should be noted that, unlike
of Hugh Nibley’s scholarship; see Kent P. Jackson, review of Old Testament and Related
Studies, by Hugh Nibley, BYU Studies 28/4 (1988): 114–19. I showed that Jackson was
mistaken on every substantive point; see Midgley, “Hugh Winder Nibley: Bibliography
and Register,” in By Study and Also by Faith: Essays in Honor of Hugh W. Nibley, ed.
John M. Lundquist and Stephen D. Ricks (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS,
1990), lxxi–lxxiii.
97. See Allen R. Buskirk, “Science, Pseudoscience, and Religious Belief,” in this number, pages 273–309.
98. See Truman Madsen, ed., Reflections on Mormonism: Judaeo-Christian Parallels
(Provo, UT: Religious Studies Center, 1978), 201–19. On 30 March 1976, Professor Benz
delivered a forum address at BYU entitled “Mormonism and the Secularization of
Religions in the Modern World”; see BYU Studies 16/4 (1976): 627–39.
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some sectarian critics, Professor Benz found nothing outrageous in
the Latter-day Saint emphasis on deification.
We have reprinted an address by Dil Parkinson on the problems
associated with learning a foreign language, which, I believe, can teach
us much about what can be called participatory understanding and the
need to go beyond the current limits of our understanding.99 Parkinson
draws some insightful parallels between our efforts to master a foreign language and our efforts to learn the gospel. Unfortunately the
Saints sometimes use the language of “testimony” —referring to their
initial conviction that the gospel has been restored and that the Book
of Mormon is true—as an excuse for making that initial, rudimentary
experience of a conviction the terminus of their understanding. As
such, it tends to function as a rough equivalent of the fundamentalist/
evangelical initial born-again experience. What Parkinson so eloquently points out is that the Saints should always be avidly seeking
further light and knowledge and never think that they have mastered
the “foreign language” of divine things.
Those who wish to find a stumbling block to obeying God’s will,
or who cannot stand the mocking of the residents of the Great and
Spacious Building and who turn their back on a fateful history, may
find justifications in the foibles of the Saints and their leaders, neither of whom have ever thought of themselves as infallible or omniscient. They may also strive to rationalize their refusal to take seriously divine special revelations as a way of justifying their decision
to avoid being a part of fateful history. When one’s behavior does not
come close to conforming to what one believes, then what is often
called dissonance management takes place. Unless there is genuine
repentance, one merely changes one’s beliefs and begins to attack God
and his covenant people. The deeper the belief, the more likely that
apostates will not be able to leave the church alone. They may end up
wasting and wearing out their lives waging a war against their former faith. It is easy to find excuses—to rationalize turning against
the faith and the Saints. But for me and my associates, keeping the
99. See Dilworth B. Parkinson, “ ‘We Have Received, and We Need No More,’ ” in this
number, pages 255–71.
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covenants we have made with God, obeying his will, and looking for
our redemption to Jesus as our Lord and Savior are warranted by our
experiences with the Holy Spirit, which is consonant with our deepest
longings and desires and also made plausible by the best scholarship
currently available—some of which we strive to publish in the pages
of this Review.
Editor’s Picks, by Daniel C. Peterson
In accordance with tradition, we now offer a rating of some of the
books considered in the present issue of the Review. These evaluations
emerge from personal examination of the books, coupled with a reading of the relevant reviews or book notes, and after conversations with
those who assist in the production of the Review. This is the rating
scale we traditionally use:
****	Outstanding, a seminal work of the kind that appears only
rarely
*** Enthusiastically recommended
** Warmly recommended
* Recommended
Of the books considered in the present issue of the FARMS Review,
we feel that we can recommend:
**** Richard L. Bushman, with Jed Woodworth, Joseph Smith:
		 Rough Stone Rolling
**** John W. Welch, with Erick B. Carlson, eds., Opening the
		 Heavens: Accounts of Divine Manifestations, 1820–1844
*** Douglas E. Cowan, Bearing False Witness? An 			
		 Introduction to the Christian Countercult
*** Terryl L. Givens, The Latter-day Saint Experience in 		
		 America
*** Robert L. Millet, A Different Jesus: The Christ of the 		
		 Latter-day Saints
*** Noel B. Reynolds, ed., Early Christians in Disarray: 		
		 Contemporary LDS Perspectives on the Christian Apostasy
*** Andrew C. Skinner, The Garden Tomb
** Margaret Barker, An Extraordinary Gathering of Angels
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** Gabriel Fackre, Ronald H. Nash, and John Sanders, What
		 about Those Who Have Never Heard? Three Views on the
		 Destiny of the Unevangelized
** Avraham Gileadi, Studies in the Book of Mormon
** Roger E. Olson, The Story of Christian Theology: Twenty
		 Centuries of Tradition and Reform
** John Sanders, No Other Name: An Investigation into the
		 Destiny of the Unevangelized
* Gregory A. Prince and William Robert Wright, David O.
		 McKay and the Rise of Modern Mormonism
* Jana Riess and Christopher K. Bigelow, Mormonism for
		 Dummies
* Thomas P. Rausch, ed., Catholics and Evangelicals: Do They
		 Share a Common Future?
This current number of the Review would not have been possible without the valuable assistance of numerous individuals. To the
authors and reviewers, we owe a great debt of gratitude. Kevin L.
Barney, Kevin M. Christensen, Stephen D. Ricks, and D. Charles Pyle
lent their expertise on various technical matters. Shirley S. Ricks coordinated the work at all stages, and Louis C. Midgley and George L.
Mitton worked diligently and thoughtfully to improve the content
and presentation of the essays and book notes. Alison V. P. Coutts
offered useful comments and suggestions on each of the contributions
and served as the main typesetter. Paula Hicken supervised the source
checking and proofreading done by Linda Sheffield, Amanda Smith,
Sandra Thorne, and Renee Wald. I offer my sincere thanks and appreciation for a job well done.

Mormonism, Masonry, and Mischief:
Clyde Forsberg’s Equal Rites
Nicholas S. Literski

W

hen I first saw an advertisement for Clyde Forsberg’s Equal Rites:
The Book of Mormon, Masonry, Gender, and American Culture,
I must admit I was somewhat alarmed. Since I fully intend to explore
Forsberg’s background and apparent motives, it is only fair that I do the
same with my own. For some time now, I have been researching and
writing a history of the impact of Freemasonry on early Mormonism,
due to be published in late 2005 or early 2006. When I learned that
Equal Rites would be published well before my book was completed, I
wondered if my work would be wasted. Would Forsberg, a scholar published by the Columbia University Press, beat me to the punch, steal my
thunder, and otherwise tell “my” fascinating story to the world?
When Forsberg’s book was released, I began to hear from my
friends in the Mormon historical community. Reluctant to trust their
lackluster appraisals, I purchased my own copy of Forsberg’s work.
Surely, I thought, Dr. Forsberg will have made important contributions that I must not ignore. At the very least, the book would point
me to sources that I had missed. When I began to read his preface, I
Review of Clyde R. Forsberg Jr. Equal Rites: The Book of Mormon,
Masonry, Gender, and American Culture. New York: Columbia
University Press, 2004. xxiv + 326 pp., with index and bibliography.
$35.00.
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learned that Forsberg claimed the blessing of such prominent historians of Mormonism as Jan Shipps and Klaus Hansen. I thought I was
in for what must be a serious and insightful work!
In the end, however, Equal Rites was not the thoughtful analysis
that I had expected. If anything, I found myself utterly perplexed that
such a book was published at all. I decided that I should learn what I
could about Forsberg’s background to ascertain his experience with
the subject matter at hand. Oddly enough, it was not Forsberg’s religious studies that came to my attention but his evident skill as a jazz
musician! It seems that Forsberg was born into a Latter-day Saint family with no less than thirteen children, where jazz rescued him from
what he considered “an abusive, patriarchal home and racist, social
vision for the future.”   His previously published book, reflecting this
perspective, was titled All the King’s Horses and All the King’s Men:
Love, Alienation, and “Reconciliation” in a Big, BIG Mormon Family.
Forsberg’s low esteem for his family and religious background
seems not to have changed. In Equal Rites he glowingly acknowledges
“all the Mormon and non-Mormon friends over the years with whom I
have sat down around a kitchen table of one kind or another to discuss
the ‘Gospel’ and badmouth the church” (p. xxiv). Forsberg does not
save his distrust of religion for the Church of Jesus Christ of Latterday Saints alone. At least twice, Forsberg authoritatively declares that
Moses was the “figment of Hebrew imagination” (p. 2; see p. 83).
To his credit, Forsberg promptly lays out his thesis: The Book of
Mormon was “a well-crafted defense of Christian Masonry” through
which Joseph Smith “hoped to outflank the Evangelical opposition by
making the secret ritual world of manhood available to women, first
in book form and subsequently in an androgynous Masonic raising
	. In a conversation with Klaus Hansen subsequent to drafting this review, I learned
that he specifically forbade Forsberg from using his name to promote this book. Jan
Shipps, e-mail communication, 20 July 2005, neither gave Forsberg permission to use her
name nor had she read the manuscript.
	. Robert D. MacKenzie, review of Not Black and White: The Lost Recordings, by
Clyde R. Forsberg Jr., at www.communication.ca/soundbytes/archives/clydeforsberg.html
(accessed 1 May 2005).
	. Clyde R. Forsberg Jr., All the King’s Horses and All the King’s Men: Love, Alienation,
and “Reconciliation” in a Big, BIG Mormon Family (Philadelphia: Xlibris, 2000).
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ceremony indoors” (p. xxii, emphasis removed). Presumably, such an
ambitious undertaking should require a firm understanding of both
Mormonism and Freemasonry. I therefore examined Forsberg’s text
for clues that would demonstrate his expertise in each of these fields.
Forsberg on Mormonism
As any reader might expect, Forsberg is careful to inform his
readers of what he believes to be the historical and theological underpinnings of Mormonism. After all, without such a foundation, how
can one evaluate the relationship between Latter-day Saint scripture,
Mormon history, and Freemasonry? Despite his having been raised
in a “big, BIG Mormon family,” however, Forsberg’s mistakes in this
area are legion.
As for Joseph Smith, Forsberg claims that the Prophet was “of
Royal Arch stock” (p. 17), referring to the fourth through seventh
degrees of York Rite Masonry, in which initiates are taught concerning
legends of a lost sacred word. I would have been delighted if Forsberg
was able to support this claim, yet he provides no citation whatsoever.
I have spent years researching early Masonic sources in every state in
which the Smith family lived and have been unable to find a single
shred of evidence that any of the Smiths were Royal Arch Masons.
Of course, not all Masonic records from the early nineteenth century
have survived. However, the Smith family may have been exposed to
the legends of Royal Arch Masonry through sources such as their local
newspaper, The Weekly Wanderer, which in 1804 published a poem
based on the legend of the lost “Mystic Word.” 
Notwithstanding this supposed “Royal Arch stock,” Forsberg suggests that Joseph Smith was unable to join a Masonic lodge because of
a slight limp sustained in his boyhood leg surgery (pp. 17, 22). Forsberg
fails to identify, however, what sources suggest that a rule excluding
someone so afflicted existed in New York Freemasonry. Instead, he
states Joseph’s “risk of rejection” as a universal truism, ignoring the
fact that Joseph was later raised to the sublime degree of a Master
	. “Royal Arch,” Weekly Wanderer (Randolph, VT), 25 June 1804.
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Mason in Nauvoo. This “limping Joseph” theory becomes critical
because Forsberg argues that, being unable to join a Masonic lodge,
Joseph invented his own version of Freemasonry, with The Book of
Mormon being a thinly veiled Masonic “monitor” (p. 22)—that is, a
book of Masonic ritual instruction.
In spite of his “limping Joseph” theory, Forsberg subsequently argues
that Smith may have become a Freemason in 1830 “and kept it a secret”
(p. 45). In order to bolster this paradoxical suggestion, Forsberg relies
upon an 1860 source of “Masonic law,” which in his mind “states categorically” that one month must intervene between the taking of Masonic
degrees. According to Forsberg, Joseph’s receipt of three degrees in two
days must have been a sham initiation, staged to fool those who did not
know Joseph was already a Mason. In doing so, Forsberg incorrectly relies
upon an 1860 source in an effort to determine “Masonic law” in Illinois
in the 1840s (p. 45). Forsberg ignores the well-established fact that Joseph
was made a mason “on sight” under the direct supervision of the Grand
Master of Illinois—hardly an occasion for a “sham” initiation.
In short, Forsberg wishes his readers to believe that Joseph was
rejected as a Mason for physical imperfections but was secretly initiated without any record being made so that, twelve years later, another
state’s grand lodge could pretend to make him a Mason. This argument
is dizzying, at best.
Similar questionable historical claims ensue throughout the
book. In describing Joseph’s employment by Josiah Stowell, Forsberg
claims that it was Josiah himself, rather than relatives, who had Joseph
brought before a justice of the peace (p. 52). Forsberg further states
that on the “precise day, month, and year when Smith should have
become a Mason, he discovered the golden plates” instead (p. 53). As
with most American jurisdictions, the Grand Lodge of New York
required a young man to be twenty-one years of age at the time of initiation, which for Joseph would have been 23 December 1826. By his
own account, Joseph first discovered the gold plates on 22 September
1823 (Joseph Smith—History 1:29–52). He actually acquired the plates
	. Tom Savini (director of the Chancellor Robert R. Livingston Library of the Grand
Lodge of New York), in correspondence with author, 27 January 2005.
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four years later, on 22 September 1827 (Joseph Smith—History 1:59).
Forsberg’s allegation is simply incorrect. Forsberg could have accurately claimed that Smith obtained the plates during the same time
period that he could have become a Freemason, but he inexplicably
rejects this approach.
Forsberg seems unable to report even Smith’s death correctly.
Unlike the Joseph Smith who was jailed on a charge of treason,
Forsberg’s Smith was in the Carthage Jail awaiting “trial proceedings
for his part in the attempted murder of Lilburn W. Boggs, the governor of Missouri” (p. 78). Even more bizarre, those familiar with the
Prophet’s death would be shocked to find that, according to Forsberg,
Joseph’s “executioners then erected a scaffold from which to hang the
lifeless body of the Mormon leader” (p. 78). Forsberg’s fanciful version of the Carthage mob, in fact, describes them as being dressed “in
Indian costume” (p. 22). It is significant that Forsberg backs none of
these erroneous claims with any sources. It appears that he makes up
history as he goes.
Forsberg on the Book of Mormon
If Forsberg’s grasp of Mormon history is lacking, his reading of
the Book of Mormon is even more so. Forsberg’s history of the Book
of Mormon includes a number of never-before-published “facts,” such
as that it was given “through an angelic dictation, like the Qur’an”
(p. 25) and that its golden plates were discovered “in a hill behind
[Smith’s] home in Palmyra” (p. 26). Using Mark Hofmann’s forgery of
the Anthon transcript as a primary source, Forsberg diagnoses Joseph
as having a “severe reading and writing disorder” as exhibited by his
arrangement of the copied characters (see p. 28).
In an effort to promote his theory of the Book of Mormon as a
super-secret Masonic monitor, Forsberg proceeds to interpret the
entire narrative accordingly. Lehi becomes “the first Grand Master of
this ancient American Grand Lodge” (p. 67). When Lehi speaks to his
sons, specifically Laman and Lemuel, his words are “more Masonic
analogue” and “Masonic hellfire” (p. 72). Laman and Lemuel’s plotting
against Nephi is inexplicably interpreted as a recasting of the Masonic
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legend of Hiram Abiff’s murder (p. 94). Abish, a Lamanite servant in the
Book of Mormon, becomes the “female incarnation” of Freemasonry’s
Hiram Abiff, “in name and deed,” presumably because the names
share three letters (p. 95). The appearance of Christ to the Nephites,
with the tempests and earthquakes, is transformed by Forsberg into “a
Masonic raising of the American continent herself,” complete with the
resurrected Jesus making “Knights Templar of his devoted followers”
(p. 131), apparently based solely on the fact that Christ wears a white
robe at the time.
All these interpretations of the Book of Mormon would be intriguing, particularly if Forsberg bothered to bolster them with an actual
demonstration of how the narrative events reflect Masonic legend
and practice rather than by making bald assertions. There is a reason
Forsberg does not do this—a reason that perhaps only Freemasons
would immediately recognize: Forsberg knows even less about Free
masonry than he does about Mormonism.
Forsberg on Freemasonry
Forsberg actually did grow up in a “big, BIG Mormon family,” but
he makes no similar claim to have experienced Masonic ritual. The first
lesson in which Forsberg fails is the basic structure of Freemasonry.
An ordinary Masonic lodge, often called a “craft lodge” or “blue
lodge,” confers the first three degrees of Freemasonry, being Entered
Apprentice, Fellowcraft, and Master Mason. After one has become a
Master Mason, he is free to receive additional degrees through the
Scottish Rite, York Rite, or both. While Forsberg makes reference to
the Scottish Rite, the majority of his allusions are to York Rite degrees.
Within the York Rite, a chapter confers the fourth through seventh
degrees of Royal Arch Masonry, including Mark Master, Past Master,
Most Excellent Master, and Royal Arch. A council, composed of Royal
and Select Masters, confers the eighth and ninth degrees of “Cryptic
Masonry.” A “commandery” confers the three additional “orders”
through which one is created a Knight Templar.
Sadly, nobody seems to have explained this to Forsberg, leaving
him unable to master the most basic Masonic terminology. When he
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quotes from the “Olive Branch Council of Select Masters,” he misinforms his readers that this was “a Royal Arch lodge” (p. 16). He was
apparently unaware that not only is a “council” a body of Cryptic
Masons, but that there are no “lodges” of Royal Arch Masons. Forsberg
makes this sort of error repeatedly. Then, as if his lack of research has
yet to be adequately demonstrated, he attributes the symbolic use of
blue for craft lodges and red for Royal Arch chapters as demonstrative
of competing Revolutionary War loyalties! Of course, not a citation is
in sight.
Forsberg further makes truly bizarre claims regarding the basic
nature of Freemasonry. At one point, he claims that orthodox Masonry
“considers itself a Jewish faith” (p. 128), despite the fact that Freemasonry
is a fraternal organization and emphatically not a religion. Later, however, he contradicts his assertion by suggesting that it “seems obvious”
that Freemasons would “worship stone” (p. 114). I suppose I should now
be confused—does Forsberg think I, as an active Latter-day Saint and
a Freemason, worship Jewish stones? One thing is certain—his understanding of the role of Freemasonry in early America rises only to the
level of contempt. Referring to the Founding Fathers of America, many
of whom were Freemasons, Forsberg speaks of “patriots who liked to
play dress-up” (p. 7). As if this is not sufficiently insulting, he attributes
Freemasonry to “the tradition of boys’ night out” and men “dancing
half naked, beating their chests, and howling at the moon with impunity” (p. 7). Where was I on the night my Masonic brethren were doing
that? What would my wife say if I were involved in such antics?
Forsberg also demonstrates his ignorance of the supporting legends cited in Masonic rituals. With regard to the Royal Arch cere
monies, he first confuses the setting of these degrees by inserting
destructive “Romans” into the ritual (p. 3) and then tells readers that
the rite centers on “the [Israelite] flight from Egypt” (p. 102). Both are
wrong—the Royal Arch degree is actually set during the reign of King
Cyrus of Persia and centers on the building of the Second Temple.
Similarly, Forsberg confuses the Master Mason degree with that of
the Royal Arch, resulting in a hopelessly garbled account of supposed
Masonic ritual (p. 58).
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Given his source material, Forsberg’s frequent factual errors should
not be surprising. The use of anachronistic sources, ranging upward
to 1970, plagues Forsberg’s entire work. In one case, Forsberg refers
to “the reigning Masonic monitor of [Joseph’s] day,” while the endnote actually cites an 1860 volume (pp. 51, 256 n. 36). While it is true
that Masonic legend and practice is highly resistant to “innovations,”
Forsberg evidently fails to understand that different jurisdictions (that
is, different states in the United States) often differ in both their rituals
and regulations. As a result, he seems to assume that any text claiming
to be Masonic will be an accurate reflection of Freemasonry, across all
time and space.
In addition to his repeated factual errors, Forsberg demonstrates a
consistent determination to apply the “Masonic” label without textual
support. When George Washington dedicated the Capitol building as
a “temple dedicated to the sovereignty of the people,” Forsberg advises
readers that Washington really meant that the Capitol was a Masonic
lodge (pp. 8–9). To Forsberg, Joseph’s role as a so-called “money digger” is a “masonic apprenticeship,” despite a complete lack of such
activity in the rituals of Freemasonry (p. 46). Zion’s Camp must be
Masonic because Forsberg sees the word camp used in the thirtysecond degree of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite (p. 47). With
regard to Joseph’s first vision, Forsberg claims “the Deity’s response[s]
all have a masonic tone” (p. 60). Joseph’s praying in his bedroom prior
to the appearance of Moroni becomes Forsberg’s “Masonic ‘Chamber
of Reflection’ scenario” (p. 61). Joseph Smith Sr.’s much later recorded
dreams “come straight from the lodge” (p. 68). Again, one craves the
sort of analysis that would show why Forsberg finds these features to
be “masonic,” but in the vast majority of cases, this hope goes unrewarded. Forsberg simply applies the “Masonic” label to all things Mor
mon, expecting his readers to follow his lead.
Conclusion
Forsberg’s Equal Rites serves only to demonstrate the author’s
ignorance of both Mormonism and Freemasonry. The author promises much but delivers little other than unsupported, unreasoned
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assertions. Time after time, he tells his readers that Mormonism, in
virtually every feature of its history and doctrine, is Masonic, yet he
fails to demonstrate how he reaches this conclusion. Despite his lack
of understanding regarding Freemasonry, Forsberg makes repeated,
desultory comments about the fraternity’s members. Even if he had
bothered to argue his assertions, he neglects to enlighten the reader as
to why a link between Freemasonry and Mormonism matters.
As I prepared this review, I worried that in detailing the book’s
shortcomings, I would come across as a bully—maybe even one who
liked to “dance half naked” and “howl at the moon with impunity.” I
wish that I could have found more to praise in Forsberg’s book, given
my own interest in this topic. In the end, however, I find that Robert D.
MacKenzie, reviewer of Forsberg’s jazz trumpet efforts, inadvertently
gave the best summation of this work. Accordingly, I echo MacKenzie:
“If we get lucky, maybe Clyde Forsberg will take a break from his academic career and make another recording. That will be worth the
wait.” 
Editor’s Note: We think that readers of Nicholas Literski’s review
of Forsberg’s Equal Rights will appreciate the following brief review,
written by Arturo de Hoyos, the Grand Archivist and Grand Historian
of the Southern Jurisdiction of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish
Rite. The following review was published in the Scottish Rite Journal
112/5 (September–October 2004): 30–31 and is used by permission.
Every now and then you hear about a book you just have to read.
My traditional Latter-day Saint upbringing fostered an abiding interest in Mormon history. Thus, I gratefully accepted an offer to review
a prepublication copy.
My excitement turned to disappointment. Dr. Forsberg’s confused
views of Mormonism (founded 1830) and Freemasonry do disservice
to both. For example, he asserted that the Scottish Rite’s philosophy
was “the inspiration for the Book of Mormon and the rationale of the
Mormon faith.” He supported this view by referencing Morals and
	. MacKenzie, review of Not Black and White.
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Dogma (which actually expresses the post-1857 philosophical meanderings of Albert Pike).
Dr. Forsberg’s errors were rampant. He claimed that Mormon
founder Joseph Smith Jr. was a 33° Mason (he was not), that there is no
reference to Hiram Abiff in the Hebrew Bible . . . (there is: 2 Chronicles
4:16), that there were three Degrees in Masonry in 1717 (there were
two), that the Chevalier Ramsey invented a system which included the
Royal Arch Degree and a “fanciful tale of Enoch’s Golden plates.” All
this is wrong.
He also claims Benjamin Franklin abandoned Freemasonry and
its “macabre business of secret suicide pacts” (he didn’t, and there are
none), he calls the Scottish Rite “a decidedly Christian application”
(it isn’t), and [he] asserts there are “religious tests” in Freemasonry,
which include a belief in the “resurrection . . . of Hiram Abiff” (both
are untrue). In a prepublication conversation, Dr. Forsberg admitted
to me that he didn’t have any authentic pre-1830 Scottish Rite documents or rituals to support his opinions.
After receiving a copy of the published book, I was disappointed
to discover that he simply revised the book point-by-point to omit the
errors I observed. This was inadequate, and the book remains fundamentally flawed; it cannot be fixed with a masking-tape approach.
Save your money.

“I Should Have an Eye Single
to the Glory of God” :
Joseph Smith’s Account of the
Angel and the Plates
Larry E. Morris

R

onald Huggins, an assistant professor of theological and historical studies at Salt Lake Theological Seminary, claims that Joseph
Smith’s account of Moroni and the plates originated as a “moneydigger’s yarn” and was later transformed into “restoration history.”
Huggins believes that “careful study” allows one “to trace the story’s
development from its earlier to its later version” (pp. 19, 22).
Huggins’s work, however, hardly qualifies as a careful study. In the
first place, he does not account for the complex interweaving of faith
and folk culture so common in the early 1800s, an interweaving that
made it possible for Joseph Smith to initially live in both religious and
“treasure-seeking” worlds. Furthermore, Huggins neglects essential
primary documents, obscures the timeline, and hides crucial details.
A genuinely careful examination of the textual evidence reveals a pattern quite the opposite of that proposed by Huggins: early accounts
of Moroni’s visit emphasized restoration history, while later versions
introduced Captain Kidd and his ghost.
Review of Ronald V. Huggins. “From Captain Kidd’s Treasure
Ghost to the Angel Moroni: Changing Dramatis Personae in Early
Mormonism.” Dialogue 36/4 (2003): 17–42.
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Basic Standards of Good History
Huggins’s first failing is not keeping up with current scholarship. Two years before Huggins’s “Captain Kidd’s Treasure Ghost”
appeared, Mark Ashurst-McGee published an important paper entitled
“Moroni: Angel or Treasure Guardian?”  Since they are dealing with
the very same question, it would have been instructive to see Huggins
respond point-by-point to Ashurst-McGee’s arguments. Huggins,
however, does not mention Ashurst-McGee’s work. Ashurst-McGee
gives attention to historical methodology that is absent in Huggins’s
discussion. As Ashurst-McGee puts it, addressing the angel/treasure
guardian question “requires an application of the basic standards of
source criticism and good history.”  He defines these standards as
follows: (1) “Eyewitness testimony is the most important standard of
historical reliability”; (2) “sources composed closer to the time of the
event” take precedence over “sources composed later on.”  I certainly
agree with these standards and suggest a few others (which are implied
by Ashurst-McGee): (3) all relevant sources must be accounted for;
(4) corroboration (or a lack thereof) is a key criterion in evaluating
sources; and (5) each separate claim within a historical account must
be evaluated on its own merits.
Moreover, the coming forth of the Book of Mormon presents
some unique challenges for historians. First, not a single document
related to the plates has survived from the crucial period of Moroni’s
visits—that is, from September 1823 to September 1827. Indeed, the
written record offers no mention whatsoever of the Book of Mormon
until June 1829. Second, the first accounts that are extant are brief
mentions in letters or general reports in newspapers, both of which
	. Mark Ashurst-McGee, “Moroni: Angel or Treasure Guardian?” Mormon His
torical Studies 2/2 (2001): 39–75. Ashurst-McGee also completed a master’s thesis on
a closely related topic: “A Pathway to Prophethood: Joseph Smith Junior as Rodsman,
Village Seer, and Judeo-Christian Prophet” (master’s thesis, Utah State University, 2000).
Dan Vogel, quite unlike Huggins, is one critic who is well aware of Ashurst-McGee’s
work. See Joseph Smith: The Making of a Prophet (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 2004),
570 n. 43.
	. Ashurst-McGee, “Angel or Treasure Guardian?” 48.
	. Ashurst-McGee, “Angel or Treasure Guardian?” 49–50.
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lack the detail of subsequent versions. Third, those who had in-depth
discussions with Joseph Smith about the plates did not tell their stories until at least the 1830s—after Joseph had became a controversial
figure and opinion about him had generally split into either the hostile
or friendly camp. (In addition, by the time they related their experiences with Joseph, these individuals had had opportunities to discuss
the matter among themselves.) Therefore, any given witness might
be presumed to be biased for or against Joseph Smith. Finally, those
who talked to Joseph did not record their stories in the same order
they heard them, which throws an interesting wrinkle into applying
Ashurst-McGee’s second standard (i.e., which is an “earlier” source—
person A, who talked with Joseph Smith in 1823 but did not record the
conversation until 1840, or person B, who did not talk to Joseph until
1828 but made a record in 1835?).
Huggins could have assisted his readers by acknowledging that
he is offering a radical revision of Joseph’s telling of the angel and
the plates that occurred during a period when there is absolutely no
documentation available. It is difficult to imagine a parallel issue in
nineteenth-century American historiography. It is as if no primary
documents of the three-year Lewis and Clark Expedition existed,
and yet a modern historian was attempting to claim that Meriwether
Lewis said one thing about an 1803 incident on the Ohio River at the
time and something quite different about the same incident later on
in 1806—with no actual documents available until 1807. The least a
historian could do is admit the difficulty of the task and propose a
methodology for reaching conclusions. I find it quite revealing that
Ashurst-McGee discusses methodology in detail, but Huggins does
not raise the subject.
Clearly, the whole issue of what Joseph Smith said and how his
explanation possibly changed would be much simpler to analyze if letters, diaries, and other documents written on the spot were available.
	. I don’t believe in qualifying—or disqualifying—a source based on whether it is
friendly or hostile to Joseph Smith. Asking such questions as whether the account is firstor secondhand, when it was recorded, and whether it can be corroborated will separate
the wheat from the chaff.
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But since we have no such sources, we have to do the best we can with
what we have. To that end, I have included the following documents in
the appendixes following this article:
Appendix A: References to the plates in newspapers from June
1829 to June 1830. Interestingly, newspapers offer the earliest contemporary record of the coming forth of the Book of Mormon.
Appendix B: References to the Book of Mormon in letters and
diaries from 1829 to 1831. Listing these, like the newspaper articles,
in chronological order allows us to see what was being said about the
Book of Mormon and how it may have changed over time.
Appendix C: Both first- and secondhand descriptions of what
Joseph Smith said about the plates, from the first reported visit of
Moroni in 1823 to the publication of the Book of Mormon in 1830.
Since Huggins claims that Joseph’s account changed from one thing (a
money-digger’s yarn) to another (the religious story of an angel), the
best way to test his thesis is to discover when various people talked to
Joseph and compare their reports. These sources are thus listed in the
order these individuals talked to Joseph Smith (or someone else).
Appendix D: Key excerpts from Joseph Smith’s 1832 and 1838 histories. The first represents not only Joseph’s first written record of the
plates but indeed the first detailed description offered by anyone; the
second is the well-known version now included in the Pearl of Great
Price.
These categories represent the best evidence, evidence that deserves
thorough and systematic investigation. (Huggins is neither thorough
nor systematic.) In terms of the third category listed above, descriptions
of what Joseph Smith said—the category where Huggins focuses virtually all of his attention—Ashurst-McGee’s standard is quite helpful in
determining the historical value of various statements. These statements
fall into the following groups: firsthand or secondhand and early or late.
Firsthand accounts were recorded by those who talked directly to Joseph
Smith—secondhand are from those writers who talked to someone else
who had talked to Joseph. I also propose using 1850 as a dividing line
between early and late (a division that requires no hair-splitting because
we have no documents at all between 1845 and 1862). The most valuable
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statements are those that are both early and firsthand, meaning they
were recorded before 1850 by someone who heard of the plates from
Joseph Smith himself. I have marked such statements with an asterisk.
(By this standard, James Murdock’s 1841 interview with William Smith
does not qualify because it is secondhand; and although William Smith
later recorded his testimony himself, it does not qualify because it is
late.) Of course, saying a document has evidential value is not the same
as claiming it is accurate. It is always possible that the author of any
given document either knowingly or unknowingly misstated the facts.
Checking the document for internal consistency and comparing it with
other documents therefore become crucial.
“The Persisting Idea of American Treasure Hunting”
Joseph Smith’s treasure-seeking activities are, of course, central
to Huggins’s thesis, so it is important for him to provide a historical
context for his discussion. Once again, Huggins should have drawn
upon relevant scholarship, particularly Ronald W. Walker’s claim
that “Mormonism was . . . born within an upstate New York matrix
that combined New England folk culture with traditional religion.” 
And although Huggins is aware of this paper (pp. 27, 33), he fails to
respond to Walker’s view that “magical treasure hunting was . . . part
of the culture and religion of the folk . . . , a blend of humankind’s
deep myths and Christian ideas.”  Instead, Huggins narrows his discussion of treasure seeking to tales of Captain Kidd, introducing and
concluding his article with mentions of the notorious pirate and his
legendary plunder.
Focusing on Captain Kidd allows Huggins to ignore the larger
context of American treasure seeking and to skew the entire debate.
He does this by casting American folk beliefs in a negative light and
then linking Joseph Smith to those beliefs. We see this when we contrast Walker’s approach with Huggins’s. For example, Walker points
out that “the cutting ritual [of divining rods] was filled with religious
	. Ronald W. Walker, “The Persisting Idea of American Treasure Hunting,” BYU
Studies 24/4 (1984): 450.
	. Walker, “Persisting Idea of American Treasure Hunting,” 451–52.
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imagery” and that a person as prominent as future Massachusetts chief
justice Peter Oliver claimed the rod “ ‘exceeded what I had heard’ ” and
could “locate a single Dollar under ground, at 60 or 70 feet Distance.” 
Huggins, on the other hand, characterizes the folk culture of the
period by telling us of a spirit nicknamed “Mr. Splitfoot” that “began
rapping out answers to questions on the farm of John and Margaret
Fox in the little village of Hydesville, New York.” As it turned out, two
of the Fox daughters admitted forty years later that “they had made
the rappings themselves by cracking their toes” (p. 31). This story, of
course, has nothing to do with Joseph Smith, but Huggins implies
guilt by association by mentioning Joseph Smith in the same paragraph as the Fox daughters.
Again, Walker notes that “Nathaniel Wood, a lapsed Congrega
tional minister, . . . formed a congregation at Middletown, Vermont,
which used the divining rod for religious purposes.” Walker adds that
Wood and his followers used rods as revelatory devices, spoke of the
ministry of angels and modern temples, and prophesied the coming
of the New Jerusalem. Huggins, however, ignores these religious elements and restricts his discussion of the Wood group to “Winchell, the
Vermont money-digger who stayed for a time in the home of Oliver
Cowdery’s father” and who “included a treasure-guardian spirit as
part of his routine” (p. 27). Huggins adds that a nineteenth-century
historian suggested a link between Winchell and Joseph Smith Sr. but
does tell his readers that subsequent research has effectively demonstrated that allegations of a Winchell-Smith connection are without
foundation.
Huggins neglected to even mention Walker’s thesis about the
close relationship between religion and folk culture and arguments
for or against it and hence does not discuss the possible implications
for the Joseph Smith story in the process. Instead, Huggins skirts the
	. Walker, “Persisting Idea of American Treasure Hunting,” 441.
	. Walker, “Persisting Idea of American Treasure Hunting,” 450.
	. See Larry E. Morris, “Oliver Cowdery’s Vermont Years and the Origins of
Mormonism,” BYU Studies 39/1 (2000): 113–18. Huggins also neglects to tell his readers
that Winchell stayed briefly at the Cowdery home three years before the treasure-seeking
incident and that a contemporary witness of the affair made no mention of Cowdery.
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entire issue, creating the false impression that the treasure seeking of
Joseph Smith’s day had everything to do with Captain Kidd and little
to do with Christian religiosity. Alan Taylor, by contrast, argues that
“treasure seeking lay at the murky intersection of material aspiration
and religious desire; it possessed a dual nature: functioning at once
as a supernatural economy (an alternative to a disappointing natural
economy) and as a materialistic faith (an alternative to unsatisfactory
abstract religion).” 10
A Muddled Timeline
Relying on this limited treatment of nineteenth-century folk culture, Huggins concludes that “ultimately only two basic versions of
the story [of the plates] exist. The first is a fairly typical preternaturalistic money-diggers’ yarn while the second has become an integral component of the story of the restoration of authentic primitive
Christianity” (p. 19). Huggins never spells out an exact chronology of
how Joseph Smith’s story allegedly changed, but he places the Willard
Chase version at one end of the spectrum and the Henry Harris version at the other end, with a progression that apparently looks something like this:
Willard Chase > Joseph Knight Sr. > Lewis brothers > Henry Harris
Looking at each of these steps in order helps us understand
Huggins’s theory:
Step 1: Willard Chase. Calling the Chase account “the one preserving the earliest version of the story,” Huggins notes that Chase
includes the following treasure-seeking elements:
• A “spirit” that appears to Joseph and tells him of the record
• Instructions to Joseph to wear black clothes and bring a black
horse
• Instructions to “demand the book in a certain name” and
“neither lay it down nor look behind him”
10. Alan Taylor, “The Early Republic’s Supernatural Economy: Treasure Seeking
in the American Northeast, 1780–1830,” American Quarterly 38/1 (1986): 8. Taylor is a
prominent scholar of early American history. His book William Cooper’s Town received
the Bancroft, Beveridge, and Pulitzer prizes for American history.
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• “Something like a toad, which soon assumed the appearance
of a man”
• Three unsuccessful attempts to retrieve the record, with the
spirit striking Joseph “on the side of his head,” knocking him “three
or four rods,” and hurting him “prodigiously”
• Instructions to bring Alvin Smith (p. 22)
Step 2: Joseph Knight Sr. According to Huggins, “Joseph Knight’s
account appears to reflect a stage soon after Emma replaced Lawrence
as the person Joseph would know” (p. 24). In the Chase account,
Samuel Lawrence replaces Alvin as the one who must accompany
Joseph to obtain the plates (information that Chase apparently got
from Lawrence himself). Joseph Knight Sr., on the other hand, names
Emma Hale as the “right person.”
Step 3: Joseph and Hiel Lewis. Emma Smith’s cousins Joseph and
Hiel Lewis tell a story that is, according to Huggins, “still clearly
related to Joseph Smith’s earlier money-digging yarn, and the links
between this version and that related by Willard Chase are numerous and obvious” (p. 25). A key difference is that the Lewis brothers describe “ ‘a man standing over the spot, which to [Joseph Smith]
appeared like a Spaniard, having a long beard coming down over his
breast . . . with his throat cut from ear to ear, and the blood streaming down,’ ” apparently a reference to Captain Kidd’s ghost (p. 25).
(Huggins mentions that “the significance of the cut throat is made
explicit in Fayette Lapham’s account” [p. 26] but does not include the
account by Lapham as an actual step in the story’s progression.)
Step 4: Henry Harris. “In the affidavit of Henry Harris,” writes
Huggins, “the transformation to the later, Christianized version . . .
is almost complete; Joseph learned of the plates via a ‘revelation from
God,’ and he received his instructions about getting them from ‘an
angel’ ” (pp. 24–25).
There is no doubt that this timeline, as outlined by Huggins,
reveals radical changes in the story of the recovery of the Book of
Mormon—indeed, only one “treasure-digging” detail mentioned by
Chase is present in the Henry Harris account. Huggins’s explanation
might seem convincing to someone not familiar with the primary
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documents. A close look at Huggins’s timeline, however, reveals a
multitude of problems.
Reconstructing the Chronology
Take, for example, the Chase document, which was recorded in
December 1833. Huggins calls it “the earliest account” of the story
of the plates (p. 22). This isn’t true. Joseph Smith recorded his first
account of the plates more than a year earlier. Second, newspapers
began reporting on the plates as early as 1829 (see appendix A). Third,
between 1829 and 1831, a host of people discussed the plates in letters
or other documents. This list includes Jesse Smith, Diedrich Willers,
Eli Bruce, W. W. Phelps, David Burnett, James Gordon Bennett, and
others (see appendix B).
Calling the Chase affidavit the earliest account is also problematic
because it implies that Willard Chase was the first person to hear a
detailed account of the plates. Again, not true. Chase states that he
heard the story from Joseph Smith Sr. in June 1827. Lucy Mack Smith,
William Smith, Lorenzo Saunders, Joseph Knight Sr., and Joseph
Knight Jr. all heard the story prior to that time (see appendix C). A
reasonable timeline places these accounts before the Chase version.
(And even for Huggins’s timeline, Joseph Knight must come before
Chase.) Chase’s statement is important, but it is not the prime piece of
evidence Huggins makes it out to be. It is secondhand.11
Huggins’s preoccupation with the Chase affidavit is inexplicable
in light of his failure to call the best witness of all to the stand: Lucy
Mack Smith. The entire Smith family heard the story of the plates
directly from Joseph, but Lucy was the first to record the experience,
and she did so with a wealth of detail, covering her son’s four-year
quest to obtain the plates in a way unmatched by any other source.
Huggins ignores her. This is a glaring omission, and it is compounded
by Huggins’s neglect of other key primary documents from the likes
11. Chase’s statement does qualify as “earliest” in one sense: it was recorded before
any of the other statements in appendix C.
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of Jesse Smith, Diedrich Willers, William Smith, Lorenzo Saunders,
Joseph Knight Jr., and Orlando Saunders.
The next problem has to do with the dating of the Harris document. If it really represents a later stage of the story, it would have
been written after the other stages. But it is not possible to determine
exactly when Henry Harris talked to Joseph Smith. As Huggins himself notes, the conversation between Harris and Joseph Smith took
place sometime between February 1828 and March 1830, a span of
more than two years. By contrast, the Lewis brothers date their conversation with Joseph by saying it took place “at the commencement
of his translating his book, in Harmony,” 12 or in April 1828 (when
Joseph Smith, with Martin Harris, began translating). This means
that Joseph could have told Harris a religious story before telling the
Lewis brothers a “Captain Kidd” story, which would result in a timeline that looks like this:
Joseph Knight Sr. > Willard Chase > Henry Harris > Lewis brothers
Such a possibility, of course, flies in the face of Huggins’s thesis
and has Joseph’s story bouncing back and forth from religious to
magical. But Huggins avoids the difficulty of discussing such a scenario by never providing a systematic timeline (and exploring the
implications).
An accurate timeline of the persons hearing the story (see appendix C) actually looks like this:
Lucy Mack Smith > William Smith > Lorenzo Saunders > Joseph
Knight Sr. > Joseph Knight Jr. > Willard Chase > Benjamin Saunders
> Orlando Saunders > John A. Clark > Lewis brothers > Oliver
Cowdery > Henry Harris > Fayette Lapham
The Fayette Lapham version also throws a wrench in the works
for Huggins. Lapham talked to Joseph Smith Sr. between July 1829
and early October 1830, but he did not record his experience until
1870 (making his account both late and secondhand). Lapham thus
heard of the plates quite late in the game, more than two years after
Chase and most likely after Harris (since the time span for Harris
12. Dan Vogel, Early Mormon Documents (Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1996–
2003), 4:303.
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begins seventeen months earlier than that for Lapham and ends seven
months earlier). Not only that, but Lapham’s story is in many ways the
archetypal Captain Kidd story, emphasizing all of the following:
• A seer stone discovered in a money-digging context
• A “very large and tall man” dressed in ancient, bloody clothes,
who appears in a dream
• Strict instructions that will allow Joseph to obtain “a valuable
treasure, buried many years since”
• A supernatural power that assists Joseph in dislodging the
boulder covering the treasure
• A supernatural power that causes the boulder and artifacts
to slide back into place and that also strikes Joseph with considerable
force
• The disclosure that the treasure guardian had been “murdered
or slain on the spot”
• Instructions that Joseph should bring his oldest brother with
him
• A reference that “a host of devils began to screech and to
scream” when Joseph arrived to retrieve “the hidden treasure”
Regardless of exactly when Lapham talked to Joseph Sr.—and
Lapham himself says, “I think it was in the year 1830” 13—the account
does damage to Huggins’s theory because it sounds more like a
Captain Kidd yarn than even Chase’s version, giving the impression
that Joseph’s story was taking on more treasure-seeking elements as
time passed, not fewer.
Hide and Seek
Along with obscuring the timeline and neglecting key primary
documents, Huggins suppresses important details. For example,
Huggins quotes Benjamin Saunders thus: “‘I heard Joe tell my Mother
and Sister how he procured the plates. . . . When he took the plates there
was something down near the box that looked some like a toad that rose
up into a man which forbid him to take the plates’” (p. 27). Huggins uses
13. Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 1:456.
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ellipsis points to indicate missing words, something scholars do from
time to time. But consider the words Huggins deletes (marked by italics): “I heard Joe tell my Mother and Sister how he procured the plates.
He said he was directed by an angel where it was. He went in the night to
get the plates. When he took the plates there was something down near
the box that looked some like a toad that rose up into a man which forbid him to take the plates.”14
Saunders had this conversation with Joseph Smith in the autumn
of 1827 (see appendix C.7), just a few months after Chase talked to
Joseph Sr. and several months before the Lewis brothers heard their
“bleeding ghost” account. So what does Huggins do in discussing
an account of the plates that comes right in between two of his key
“Captain Kidd” accounts? He conveniently includes Saunders’s mention of “something down near the box that looked some like a toad”
(p. 53, which helps establish his point) and conveniently deletes mention of an angel (which runs contrary to his thesis). Huggins is clearly
misleading his readers.
Huggins does something similar in discussing Abner Cole, editor of a newspaper called the Reflector. Huggins quotes the following
1831 statement by Obediah Dogberry Jr. (Cole’s pseudonym): “It is well
known that Jo Smith never pretended to have any communion with
angels, until a long period after the pretended finding of his book.” 15
This claim certainly supports Huggins’s view, but he does not tell us the
rest of the story. When he first began discussing the Book of Mormon,
Cole took a fair-minded, wait-and-see approach. “We do not intend at
this time,” he wrote early in 1830, “to discuss the merits or demerits
of [the Book of Mormon]. . . . The Book, when it shall come before
the public, must stand or fall according to the whims and fancies of
its readers. . . . we cannot discover any thing treasonable. . . . As to its
religious character, we have as yet no means of determining and if we
14. Benjamin Saunders interview, circa September 1884, cited in Vogel, Early Mor
mon Documents, 2:137, emphasis added.
15. Palmyra (NY) Reflector, 28 February 1831, 109, emphasis in original. Thanks to
Matt Roper for sharing his copies of original newspaper articles.
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had, we should be quite loth to meddle with the tender consciences of
our neighbors.” 16
So, in his first extensive treatment of Joseph Smith, written two
months before the Book of Mormon was published, Cole had no criticisms and made no claims about Joseph’s prior experience. A short
time later, however, Joseph Smith learned that Cole had begun illegally publishing excerpts from the Book of Mormon (which was being
typeset at the same Palmyra office—Grandin’s—where Cole printed
the Reflector). Joseph soon arrived from Pennsylvania and demanded
that Cole cease violating the Book of Mormon copyright. Lucy Mack
Smith described what happened next: “At this Mr. Cole threw off his
coat, rolled up his sleeves, and came towards Joseph, smacking his
fists together with vengeance, and roaring out, ‘do you want to fight,
sir? do you want to fight? I will publish just what I please. Now, if you
want to fight, just come on.’ ” 17
Joseph Smith refused to fight Cole, who “finally concluded to submit to an arbitration, which decided that he should stop his proceedings forthwith.” 18 After suffering this defeat, Cole radically changed his
approach to the Book of Mormon and began ridiculing Joseph Smith.
“And it came to pass in the latter days, that wickedness did much
abound in the land,” he wrote in a parody of the Book of Mormon
called “The Book of Pukei,” “and the ‘Idle and slothful said one to
another, let us send for Walters the Magician [Luman Walters, claimed
by some to have been a treasure-digging associate of the Smiths], who
has strange books, and deals with familiar spirits.’ . . . Now the rest of
the acts of the magician, how his mantle fell upon the prophet Jo. Smith
Jun. and how Jo. made a league with the spirit, who afterwards turned
out to be an angel, and how he obtained the ‘Gold Bible,’ Spectacles,
and breast plate—will they not be faithfully recorded in the book of
Pukei?” 19 Two weeks later, Cole switched from parody to sarcasm: “The
16. Palmyra (NY) Reflector, n.s., 2, 2 January 1830, 13, emphasis in original.
17. Lucy Mack Smith’s history of Joseph Smith, published manuscript, Lavina Field
ing Anderson, ed., Lucy’s Book: A Critical Edition of Lucy Mack Smith’s Family Memoir
(Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 2001), 474.
18. Anderson, Lucy’s Book, 475.
19. Palmyra (NY) Reflector, 3rd ser., 5, 12 June 1830, 36–37, emphasis in original.
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age of miracles has again arrived, and if the least reliance can be placed
upon the assertions, daily made by the ‘Gold Bible’ apostles, (which is
somewhat doubtful,) no prophet since the destruction of Jerusalem by
Titus, has performed half so many wonders as have been attributed to
that spindle shanked ignoramus JO SMITH.” 20
Considering this sequence of events, we have good reason to be
suspicious of Cole’s claims. But Huggins tells us none of this.
Again, in discussing Captain Kidd and Joseph Smith, Huggins
informs us that “Early Danish convert John Ahmanson, reports that
‘Joseph Smith found his [plates] while he was digging for treasure
which was supposed to have been buried by the notorious buccaneer
Captain Kidd in the western part of New York State’ ” (p. 39). Huggins
offers no further details but certainly implies that Ahmanson got his
information from Joseph Smith or someone else on the scene. He also
implies that Ahmanson is a friendly source by describing him as a
“convert.” Here again, however, Huggins has violated a basic standard
of good history. Born in 1827, Ahmanson converted to Mormonism
in 1850 in Denmark and came to Utah with the Willie handcart company in 1857 (and therefore had no direct knowledge of Joseph Smith’s
activities). He later became disillusioned with the church and wrote
a book to warn the Danish people of the dangers of Mormonism.
(Huggins neglects to mention this.) More important, a check of the
original source shows that Ahmanson makes his “Captain Kidd”
claim without giving any source whatsoever. His having reported a
rumor therefore has no evidential value, and Huggins has no business
bringing it up.
Dressing Joseph Smith in Other Men’s Clothes
But this infraction is minor. “Within a month-and-a-half of the
Book of Mormon’s first public appearance on the shelves of Grandin’s
bookstore in Palmyra,” according to Huggins, “an article appeared
in the Rochester Gem (May 15, 1830) describing an attempt by one of
the Smith sons at finding Kidd’s treasure. It is not clear whether the
20. Palmyra (NY) Reflector, 3rd ser., 7, 30 June 1830, 53, emphasis in original.
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‘oracle’ referred to is Joseph or one of his brothers” (p. 40). (See appendix A.5 for the complete text of the article in question.)
Huggins next quotes from the article itself, which tells of a young
seer named Smith, who found a stone that “presented to him on the
one side, all the dazzling splendor of the sun in full blaze—and on
the other, the clearness of the moon.” The young man realizes he is
to become an oracle, and he tells his tale for money, helping others
search for “Kidd’s money hid in these parts.” 21
The newspaper article certainly seems to offer support for Huggins’s
point about the Smiths’ treasure-seeking activities and casts the family
in a negative light. The trouble is, the article itself states quite plainly
that it is not referring to the Joseph Smith Sr. family. After beginning
with a description of the Book of Mormon, the author of the article
goes on to say: “This story brings to our mind one of similar nature
once played off upon the inhabitants of Rochester and its vicinity, near
the close of the last war [of 1812]. . . . If we remember aright, it was in
the year 1815, that a family of Smiths moved into these parts, and took
up their abode in a miserable hut on the east bank of the river, now
near the late David K. Carter’s tavern. They had a wonderful son, of
about 18 years of age.” 22
As noted, the Gem article ties the treasure-seeking episode quite
specifically to the end of the War of 1812 in the early months of 1815.
The Joseph Smith Sr. family was still in Vermont until at least 1816.
Nor are they known to have spent any time in the Rochester area.23 The
Smiths described in the article are not the Joseph Smith Sr. family, and
the article makes that clear. Even Huggins’s source, Dan Vogel, states
in his introduction, “this early report compares the coming forth of
the Book of Mormon with the Rochester money diggers.” 24 Huggins
manifests a recklessness in handling the documents.
21. Rochester (NY) Gem, 15 May 1830, 15.
22. Rochester (NY) Gem, 15 May 1830, 15, as cited in Francis W. Kirkham, A New
Witness for Christ in America: The Book of Mormon, rev. ed. (Salt Lake City, 1959), 2:47,
48.
23. See Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 5:383–84.
24. Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 3:271.
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Ironically, the Gem article mentioned by Huggins is remarkable
for at least two reasons. First of all, this is apparently the first written record—either published or unpublished—of Joseph Smith being
mentioned in the same context as the tales about Captain Kidd’s
treasure—and more particularly, of someone using a seer stone to
search for the treasure. Second, the account of the “oracle” bears striking resemblances to tales later told about Joseph: both are from poor
families who moved to the area from other locations; both are named
Smith; both are in their late teens (Joseph was a few months shy of
his eighteenth birthday in September 1823); and both gaze at a stone
in a hat and then give directions to money diggers (who draw close
to the treasure before it slips out of their grasp). Therefore, the question inevitably comes up, since this article begins by talking about
the Book of Mormon and ends by talking about a search for Kidd’s
treasure, could readers have possibly ended up falsely associating the
two? Could that misinterpretation have led to additional misinterpretations? Or, as Francis W. Kirkham put it almost fifty years ago: “Was
this ridiculous story the origin of the accusations that were heaped
upon Joseph Smith?” 25
Of course, there is no way of tracing this article’s impact on the
rumor mill surrounding Joseph Smith. But since this piece appeared
three years before Philastus Hurlbut was employed by Howe “to obtain
affidavits showing the bad character of the Mormon Smith family,” 26
it is entirely possible that some New York residents confused the two
Smiths and ended up, in Hugh Nibley’s words, “trying to dress Joseph
Smith in other men’s clothes.” 27 Huggins provides an example of someone who confused things and subsequently misinformed others.
25. Kirkham, New Witness for Christ in America, 2:46.
26. E. D. Howe, affidavit, 8 April 1885, Arthur B. Deming collection, Chicago His
torical Society, cited in Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 2:13.
27. Hugh Nibley, The Myth Makers (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1961), 183; reprinted
in Tinkling Cymbals and Sounding Brass (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS,
1991), 294. Since certain individuals such as Joshua Stafford and Isaac Butts claimed
firsthand knowledge of Joseph Smith’s interest in treasure seeking and his use of a seer
stone or hazel rod, I believe Nibley overstates the case when he says that the “digging
stories” about Joseph “don’t fit at all” (ibid., 182). However, a close look at the Hurlbut,
Kelley, Thorne, and Deming collections reveals a great deal of hearsay and surprisingly
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Early Newspaper Accounts
Showing Huggins’s research to be inadequate does not answer the
question of whether the story surrounding the plates changed. To solve
that riddle, we need to study the primary documents. Table 1 summarizes seven newspaper articles published between June 1829 and June
1830 (see appendix A).
The first-known newspaper accounts of the Book of Mormon
clearly describe Joseph Smith’s claims in religious terms. The first
“treasure-seeking” element is the mention that Joseph had been commanded to let no mortal see the plates, under the penalty of instant
death, which itself is explained in a religious context. The first mention of something approaching magic (in April 1830) merely accuses
Joseph Smith of “hocus pocus” in acquiring influence over Martin
Harris and implies nothing about a Captain Kidd yarn.
More important, Abner Cole initially proved himself to be quite
reasonable in regard to the Book of Mormon’s content, reprinting
part of it accurately and advising readers to judge for themselves (in
January 1830). Nor did he suggest that the book had its origins in treasure seeking. All in all, this issue of the Reflector represents one of the
fairest hearings given the Book of Mormon by a nineteenth-century
press.
As previously noted, the first mention of Captain Kidd came in
the section of the Gem article (in May 1830) describing the Rochester
money-digging fiasco, while the editors acknowledged that Joseph
Smith himself offered a religious explanation of the origin of the
ancient record. Furthermore, the first mentions of “Walter(s) the
Magician,” treasure seeking and a treasure guardian, “witchcraft,” a
“rusty sword,” a “magic stone,” and even a “stuffed Toad,” came when
Cole launched his “Book of Pukei” attack after being confronted by
Joseph Smith over the copyright violations.28
little direct testimony concerning Joseph Smith (see Vogel, Early Mormon Documents,
2:13–214).
28. Palmyra (NY) Reflector, 3rd ser., 5, 12 June 1830, 36–37, emphasis in original.
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The evidence shows that early newspaper accounts consistently
emphasized the religious context of the story of the plates; Cole’s
“Captain Kidd” motif was a later and conspicuous exception.
Early References in Letters and Diaries
Table 2 summarizes ten of the first contemporary references to the
Book of Mormon in letters and diaries (see appendix B).
The initial references to the recovery of the Book of Mormon saw
it in religious terms, emphasizing the appearance of an angel, a translation accomplished through inspiration, and a divine purpose surrounding the ancient record. In the very first written reference to the
Book of Mormon (penned on 17 June 1829, nine days before the Wayne
Sentinel article was published), Joseph Smith’s uncle Jesse Smith vehemently objected to Joseph’s claims, protesting precisely because they
were so thoroughly religious—and in his mind, so blasphemous. “To
such as make lead books,” Jesse warned, “and declare to the world
that they are of the most fine gold, calling on the great & dreadful
name of the most High to witness the truth of their assertions, [God]
says ‘depart from me ye that work iniquity,’ and again ‘these shall go
away into everlasting punishment, they shall be cast into everlasting
fire prepared for the devil and his angels’ these are the angels that tell
where to find gold books.” 29
Almost two years after Jesse Smith wrote this letter, individuals
such as David Burnett and James Gordon Bennett began to associate
the plates with treasure seeking, a ghost, and a vanishing chest.
Reminiscences of Joseph’s Account
Table 3 summarizes the reminiscences of thirteen people who heard
substantial details of the plates—either from Joseph or from someone
close to him—between the time of Moroni’s first visit in September 1823
and the publication of the Book of Mormon in March 1830. Individuals
are listed in the order they heard of the plates (as closely as can be
29. Jesse Smith to Hyrum Smith, 17 June 1829, cited in Vogel, Early Mormon Docu
ments, 1:552.
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determined; see appendix C). The prime witnesses—those who talked
directly to Joseph Smith and recorded their accounts before 1850—are
marked with an asterisk.
Certainly a host of people—from Solomon Chamberlain to Stephen
S. Harding to Joshua McKune—learned of the plates before the publication of the Book of Mormon. Most of their statements, however, do
not bear directly on the ghost/angel question. Furthermore, this list just
happens to represent a good cross section of witnesses: four of them
can be described as hostile (Willard Chase, John A. Clark, the Lewis
brothers, and Henry Harris); four as neutral (Lorenzo, Benjamin, and
Orlando Saunders and Fayette Lapham); and five as friendly (Lucy and
William Smith, Joseph Knight Sr. and Jr., and Oliver Cowdery).30
This graphic representation of the evidence makes several things
clear. First, Huggins’s thesis that Joseph’s story started as a Captain Kidd
yarn and evolved into the description of a religious epiphany is wrong.
In fact, the 1829 account of Henry Harris (which Huggins calls “the later,
Christianized version” [p. 24]) is quite similar to Lorenzo Saunders’s 1823
statement, one of the earliest versions. In addition, of the three “Captain
Kidd” accounts (Chase, Lewis, and Lapham), the first does not appear
until almost four years after Lucy and William Smith heard of the plates.
If anything, this list indicates that Joseph Smith’s account evolved from
a religious story to a treasure-digging one, though the details are more
complex than that. In addition, none of the three Kidd tales comes from
a prime witness. Another interesting wrinkle is that two of three Kidd
versions (Chase and Lapham) claim Joseph Smith Sr. as their source, not
30. Every item on the chart is mentioned by at least two witnesses. That makes it difficult to argue that any of these individuals simply made up one of these details. It is also
important to note, however, that three of these people did not talk to Joseph Smith: Chase
and Lapham talked to Joseph Sr., and John A. Clark talked to Martin Harris. Furthermore,
a close look at the evidence shows that for the three categories on the far left—the toad,
the treasure guardian, and the claim that Joseph was instructed to bring a black horse or
wear black clothes when he came for the plates—only one person claims to have heard the
detail in question directly from Joseph Jr. (His father was the source for the other reports.)
Therefore, it cannot be corroborated that Joseph Jr. mentioned a toad, a ghost, or a black
horse or black clothes. Just as important, none of the prime witnesses said anything about
these details. Finally, since these are all reminiscences, any person on this list could have
recorded a version that differed from the one he or she originally heard.
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Joseph Jr. Is the Captain Kidd motif actually a reflection of Joseph Sr.’s
interpretation of what happened at the Hill Cumorah? Huggins does not
consider this possibility.
The most common elements among the thirteen accounts are the
mention of an angel and a divine purpose. At least one of these is mentioned in every account except those of Chase and the Lewis brothers
(whom Huggins calls as his star witnesses). The pattern is clear: the earliest witnesses emphasized the religious aspects of the story; accounts
emphasizing “Captain Kidd” elements were later developments. This
is the same pattern revealed with both newspapers and early letters
and diaries. In every case, religious elements are included in the first
accounts and are more common than the later magical elements.
“An Angel of the Lord Came and Stood Before Me”
Is it possible, then, to reconstruct what Joseph Smith originally
said about the plates? I believe the textual evidence indicates that he
included the following details when he first described the events of
the evening of 21 September 1823 and the subsequent visit to the Hill
Cumorah the following morning:
• A prayerful, religious setting surrounding the appearance of
an angel from God
• A divine purpose announced by the angel: Joseph had been
commissioned to bring forth an ancient record
• The disappearance of the plates after Joseph first removed them
from the stone box
• A “shock” that prevented him from removing the plates a second time
• Instructions by the angel that Joseph should bring someone
with him to obtain the plates
Part of what may have started Huggins down the wrong track is the
fact that some of these elements seem to fall in the “treasure-seeking”
category, specifically the disappearance of the plates, the “shock,” and
instructions that Joseph should have someone accompany him (all
three of which are part of Chase’s version). As D. Michael Quinn points
out, accounts that the plates disappeared are “completely consistent
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with early American treasure-digging beliefs that the treasure would
disappear at the slightest breach of the treasure-guardian’s requirements.” 31 What are we to make of this? And what are we to make of the
fact that these elements are not present—or are they?—in the account
now included in the Pearl of Great Price?
It is possible, of course, to see these elements—as Huggins does—
strictly as part of the nineteenth-century, treasure-seeking mind-set.
But it is also possible to see them in a biblical context, for there are
strong echoes of the Old Testament—particularly the prophet Moses—
throughout Joseph Smith’s early history:32
• Joseph claimed that the ancient record had been produced by
a group of ancient Jews, a remnant of the house of Israel that wandered in the wilderness and sought solace in the example of Moses
(see 1 Nephi 4:2; 17:23–33).
• Joseph obtained the plates on Rosh ha-Shanah, the Jewish
New Year (which had begun at sundown on 21 September 1827). At
Rosh ha-Shanah the faithful were commanded to set a day aside as
“a sabbath, a memorial of blowing of trumpets, an holy convocation”
(Leviticus 23:24).
• In 1834, Joseph found with the plates “a curious instrument”
consisting of “two transparent stones set in the rim of a bow fastened
to a breastplate,” to be known as the Urim and Thummim, which
means “lights and perfections” in Hebrew. “And thou shalt put in the
breastplate of judgment the Urim and the Thummim,” the Lord had
told Moses, “and they shall be upon Aaron’s heart, when he goeth in
before the Lord: and Aaron shall bear the judgment of the children of
Israel upon his heart before the Lord continually” (Exodus 28:30).
• In May 1829, a heavenly messenger appeared to Joseph Smith
and Oliver Cowdery—then in the midst of translating the Book of
Mormon—and ordained them to the “Priesthood of Aaron,” said to
hold “the keys of the ministering of angels, and of the gospel of repen31. D. Michael Quinn, Early Mormonism and the Magic World View, rev. and enl.
(Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 1998), 160.
32. This was first suggested to me by George L. Mitton.
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tance, and of baptism by immersion for the remission of sins” (Joseph
Smith—History 1:69).
This link with Moses in the account of Joseph Smith recovering
the Book of Mormon is made even more explicit in a Book of Mormon
prophecy that speaks of a “choice seer,” whose “name shall be called
after me [Joseph]; and it shall be after the name of his father” (2 Nephi
3:7, 15). This seer, proclaims the scripture, “shall be great like unto
Moses” (2 Nephi 3:9).
Still, this emphasis on Moses only grew larger after the Book
of Mormon was published. In June 1830, as Joseph Smith prepared
to commence his work on the Bible, he dictated to a scribe a revelation containing “the words of God, which he spake unto Moses at a
time when Moses was caught up into an exceedingly high mountain”
(Moses 1:1). The culmination came on 3 April 1836, at the Kirtland
Temple, when Joseph and Oliver Cowdery wrote that “the heavens
were again opened unto us; and Moses appeared before us, and committed unto us the keys of the gathering of Israel from the four parts
of the earth, and the leading of the ten tribes from the land of the
north” (D&C 110:11).
The Rod of Aaron
In April 1829, Joseph Smith placed one aspect of nineteenthcentury folk culture squarely in the context of the Old Testament
when he dictated a revelation directed to Oliver Cowdery. “I will tell
you in your mind and in your heart by the Holy Ghost,” the Lord said
to Oliver, “which shall come upon you and which shall dwell in your
heart. Now, behold this is the Spirit of revelation:—behold this is the
spirit by which Moses brought the children of Israel through the Red
Sea on dry ground” (Book of Commandments 7:1–2).
“Now this is not all,” the scripture continued, “for you have another
gift, which is the gift of working with the rod: behold it has told you
things: behold there is no other power save God, that can cause this rod
of nature, to work in your hands, for it is the work of God; and therefore
whatsoever you shall ask me to tell you by that means, that will I grant
unto you, that you shall know” (Book of Commandments 7:3).
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Oliver Cowdery, like many others in New England and New York
at that time, had apparently used a divining rod for various purposes.
Young Joseph seems to have been familiar with this practice, for he
and his father had both reportedly used rods to search for water or
treasure. In the revelation received for Oliver, however, Joseph Smith
declared that Oliver was now to use the rod exclusively for religious
purposes. “Remember that without faith you can do nothing,” the reve
lation read. “Trifle not with these things. Do not ask for that which
you ought not. Ask that you may know the mysteries of God, and that
you may translate all those ancient records, which have been hid up,
which are sacred, and according to your faith shall it be done unto
you” (Book of Commandments 7:4).
In emending this revelation for publication in the Doctrine and
Covenants, Joseph Smith reemphasized the religious role of the rod—
and the connection with Moses—by replacing the phrases “working
with the rod” and “rod of nature” with “the gift of Aaron” (see D&C
8:6–7). As Joseph may have known, such phrases as “ ‘rod of Aaron’ ”
and “ ‘Mosaical rod’ ” had been used since at least the 1700s to describe
divining rods.33 Joseph thus acknowledges that implements used for
supposedly “magical” purposes can also be used for what we call religious purposes—or perhaps it is the other way around. This is not
at all surprising when Joseph Smith’s early religious experiences are
compared to those of Moses.
Like Moses, Joseph Smith saw God in a vision. Moses beheld a
“flame of fire out of the midst of a bush,” and “God called unto him
out of the midst of the bush,” saying, “Moses . . . I am the God of thy
father, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of Jacob”
(Exodus 3:2, 4, 6). Joseph saw a “pillar of fire light above the brightness
of the sun at noon day,” and the Lord spake unto him, saying, “Joseph
<my son> thy sins are forgiven thee.” 34
Joseph may have reported plates that disappeared, which is strange
in the context of the technological world of the twenty-first century,
33. Quinn, Early Mormonism, 38.
34. Joseph Smith history, 1832, in Personal Writings of Joseph Smith, comp. and ed.
Dean C. Jessee, rev. ed. (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 2002), 11.
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to be sure, but hardly strange when compared to Moses’s hand, which
was healthy one moment and leprous the next; Joseph was “shocked”
by some unseen power, hardly fantastic when compared to Moses’s rod
that turned into a serpent. Finally, Joseph reported being instructed
to bring someone with him, not unlike the command that Moses be
accompanied by his brother Aaron (see Exodus 4).
“And thou shalt take this rod in thine hand,” the Lord said to Moses,
“wherewith thou shalt do signs” (Exodus 4:17). When Moses and Aaron
subsequently entered the royal court, “Aaron cast down his rod before
Pharaoh, and before his servants, and it became a serpent.” But this hardly
daunted Pharaoh, who immediately called “the magicians of Egypt,”
who “did in like manner with their enchantments,” turning their rods
into serpents just as Aaron had (Exodus 7:10–11). This passage shows
how the same implement—a staff—can be used for either what we would
now call religious purposes or magical ones. The text, of course, makes
it quite clear which miracle was divinely sanctioned because Aaron’s serpent swallowed the serpents of Pharaoh’s magicians.
A striking parallel can be seen in Joseph Smith’s experience. When
the Manchester treasure seekers came looking for the plates, they
brought divining rods and seer stones to assist them—the same kind of
objects Joseph, and later Oliver, used to receive revelation. According
to Joseph Knight, Samuel Lawrence and “a [great] Rodsman” came to
the Smith home and tried to bargain with Joseph Smith for a share
of the plates. When Joseph refused, the rodsman took out his rods
and held them up. When they pointed down to the hearth—where
the plates were indeed hidden—the rodsman cried out, “There . . . it is
under that [hearth].” 35
Not long after that, wrote Lucy Smith, “a young woman by the name
of Chase, sister to Willard Chase,” who had “a green glass, through
which she could see many very wonderful things,” announced that she
35. Joseph Knight Sr. reminiscence, circa 1835–1847, cited in Vogel, Early Mormon
Documents, 4:16; Knight claims the rodsman was Alva Beaman, but I believe he is mistaken because Lucy Smith and Martin Harris both state that Beaman helped the Smiths
hide the plates during this same period (Lucy Mack Smith, published manuscript, in
Anderson, Lucy’s Book, 391; Martin Harris interview with Joel Tiffany, 1859, in Vogel,
Early Mormon Documents, 2:307).
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had seen “the precise place where ‘Joe Smith kept his gold bible hid.’ ”
At Sally Chase’s instructions, a mob ransacked the Smiths’ cooper’s
shed, tearing up the floor—where the plates had shortly before been
hidden—and smashing the box that had held the record. The mob left
empty-handed, even though the plates were above them in the loft,
stowed away in a pile of clothes and flax.36
Of course, whether one ultimately believes Joseph Smith was a
genuine prophet—or, for that matter, whether Moses was—is an article of personal faith (or an absence of faith). The point, however, is
that two powerful currents were moving through Joseph’s young life
from approximately 1818 (when he was twelve years old and began
searching the scriptures and possibly also began using a divining rod)
to 1827 (when, at age twenty-one he abandoned treasure seeking and
received the plates). One was the folk culture of the day, with its offer
of economic reward; the other was faith centered in Christ, with its
offer of purely spiritual reward. Any serious study of Joseph’s life during this period must account for both currents and the way they may
have merged or parted.
“A Wound upon My Soul”
Religion and folk culture seem to have been closely linked for
many people living in New England and New York in the early 1800s.
According to Richard Bushman, “Christian belief in angels and devils
made it easy to believe in guardian spirits and magical powers. The
Smith family at first was no more able to distinguish true religion
from superstition than their neighbors.” 37 This is quite understandable when one considers the sixteenth-century ritual for cutting a
divining rod, in which the rodsman prayed, “I ask you o great Adonay,
36. Lucy Mack Smith, published manuscript, in Anderson, Lucy’s Book, 393; Martin
Harris states that an angel warned Joseph to move the plates from beneath the floor of the
shop to the loft (Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 2:307).
37. Richard L. Bushman, Joseph Smith and the Beginnings of Mormonism (Urbana:
University of Illinois Press, 1984), 72.
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Elohim, Ariel, and Jehova, to give this rod the force and virtue of those
of Jacob, Moses, and the great Joshua.” 38
As Joseph matured, he began to separate religion from treasure
seeking. Describing the years from 1820 to 1823—the period in which
he apparently first used a seer stone to search for treasure—Joseph
confessed that he “fell into transgressions and sinned in many things
which brought a wound upon my soul.” (It therefore seems perfectly
fitting that the first announcement made by the angel was that Joseph
had been forgiven of his sins.) When he first saw the plates he could
not obtain them because he “had been tempted of the advisary and
saught the Plates to obtain riches.” 39 He was thinking as a treasure
seeker.
Joseph does not explain exactly what prevented him from obtaining the plates, but he does say he was “excedingly frightened” and that
he “cried unto the Lord in the agony of my soul why can I not obtain
them[?]” 40 According to Lucy, her son took the plates out of the stone
box and then set them down, only to have them disappear. When he
tried to get them again, “he was hurled back upon the ground with
great violence.” 41 In Oliver Cowdery’s words, Joseph was shocked by
“an invisible power.” 42 Joseph Knight gave a similar account, saying
that Joseph Smith took the plates out of the box and “laid [them] Down
By his side . . . [thinking] there might be something else.” The plates
then disappeared—Joseph found them back in the box but could not
“stur” them.43
We thus have a fascinating irony: according to money-digging
lore, one obtained worldly treasure by strictly following the treasure38. This is a sixteenth-century ritual cited in Ashurst-McGee, “Pathway to Prophet
hood,” 140.
39. Joseph Smith history, 1832, in Jessee, Personal Writings, 12–13.
40. Jessee, Personal Writings, 13.
41. Lucy Mack Smith, published manuscript, in Anderson, Lucy’s Book, 347.
42. Oliver Cowdery to W. W. Phelps, October 1835, cited in Vogel, Early Mormon
Documents, 2:458.
43. Joseph Knight Sr. reminiscence, cited in Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 4:12–
13. In her account, Lucy Smith is not clear whether she is referring to Joseph’s experience
at the hill in 1823 or 1824. I believe it more likely she means 1823 because she immediately thereafter discusses Alvin’s death (which occurred in November 1823).
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guardian’s instructions; Joseph found, however, that he could obtain
heavenly treasure (an ancient book of scripture) only by obeying an
angel’s command to avoid thoughts of worldly treasure, for Joseph states
unequivocally—and Lucy and Oliver concur—that notions of gain were
precisely what prevented him from acquiring the plates. According to
Martin Harris, the angel stressed this same theme when he delivered
the plates in 1827, warning Joseph that “he must quit the company of
the money-diggers,” for “there were wicked men among them.”44
Joseph’s 1832 report is thus much more restoration history than
money-digging yarn: his guilt over his “transgressions” brings a
“wound” to his soul and prompts him to pray; he is shown “a heavenly
vision” and visited by “an angel of the Lord”; he learns that the Lord
“had forgiven [his] sins”; he hears of a record created by “the servants
of the living God . . . and deposited by the commandments of God.” 45
True, the details of the plates’ disappearance and the shock, which
Joseph acknowledges by describing three unsuccessful attempts to get
the plates and the intense fright that followed, appear to have been
part of a money-digging tale. But the frequent references to God and
to commandments and revelations—as well as the overall tone of the
writing—make it clear that Joseph experienced these events in a religious setting and with religious meanings and purpose. Furthermore,
Joseph’s 1832 history is quite compatible with accounts given by those
who first talked to him about the plates (including the Smiths, the
Knights, and Lorenzo Saunders), offering solid evidence that Joseph
was giving substantially the same report in 1832 that he did six to nine
years earlier. But Huggins virtually ignores this crucial source, giving
the 1832 history nothing more than passing mention in a footnote
(p. 21 n. 16).
“The Rise and Progress of the Church”
At first glance, Joseph Smith’s 1838 history seems to give quite a
different account of the plates than the 1832 history. I believe, how44. Martin Harris interview with Joel Tiffany, cited in Vogel, Early Mormon Docu
ments, 2:309.
45. Joseph Smith history, 1832, in Jessee, Personal Writings, 12–13.
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ever, that the later version is true to the spirit of the former because it
expands on aspects of the experience always considered most important by Joseph—the religious setting surrounding the visit of an angel
and the divine purpose associated with the restoration of an ancient
record. As shown earlier, newspaper articles, letters, and reminiscences all agree that Joseph stressed these elements from the start. So
it is no surprise that Joseph describes the angel in detail, tells of each
of the three visits during the night, and relates which scriptures the
divine messenger quoted.
As for “treasure-seeking” details, Joseph has surely de-emphasized
these, but he still alludes to them. He refers to treasure seeking explicitly
when he speaks of Josiah Stowell and implicitly when he affirms that
he fell “into many foolish errors, and displayed the weakness of youth”
(JS—H 1:28); again, his mention that he “made an attempt to take [the
plates] out but was forbidden by the messenger” can be seen as a subdued reference to the disappearance of the plates and the shock; finally,
in detailing the period between 1823 and 1827, Joseph mentions both
Alvin and Emma, the two people the angel reportedly told Joseph to
bring with him. In addition, the fact that Joseph took Emma with him
when he obtained the plates is consistent with the claim that he was
instructed to bring her.
Still, the question remains, why does Joseph merely allude to
details that seemed important to him when he first told of the plates?
Lucy and William Smith and Joseph Knight Sr., for instance, all heard
about the plates disappearing, but there is no indication of this in
the 1838 history. Similarly, as late as 1835 Oliver Cowdery described
the shock in a letter that was published and widely distributed—
apparently with Joseph’s approval—but the 1838 history is silent on
the subject.46
Joseph Smith did not comment on these changes. There are several
possible explanations. First, the times were rapidly changing. Treasure
seeking in the American northeast gathered momentum in the late 1700s,
46. Oliver Cowdery to W. W. Phelps, October 1835, cited in Vogel, Early Mormon
Documents, 2:458–59.
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hit a crescendo in the 1820s, then quickly tailed off.47 As Enlightenment
rationalism spread from the elite to the masses, public opinion—always
fickle at best—shifted, and ordinary people who had once practiced the
craft felt embarrassed to admit it.
This factor alone could have influenced Joseph Smith, but his difficulties were compounded by acquaintances trying to pin the blame
on someone else. As Richard Bushman argues, Joseph’s neighbors
came up with all kinds of imaginative ways to downplay their own
roles in money digging: William Stafford admitted going on “ ‘nocturnal excursions’ ” but said he did so only because he was curious;
Peter Ingersoll claimed he went because it was lunchtime and he was
in the mood for some “rare sport”; Willard Chase dictated a lengthy
statement ridiculing Joseph Smith’s treasure searching but kept mum
on his own efforts—nor did he mention that he was among the gang of
men who came searching for the plates in September 1827.48
At the same time they were minimizing their own treasure-seeking
activities, these Manchester neighbors were exaggerating the Smiths’
role, claiming, as Ingersoll put it, that “the general employment of the
[Smith] family, was digging for money.”49 To hear some of the neighbors talk, one might think that the Smiths were the only people seriously looking for hidden wealth. The various affidavits, however, reveal
a healthy list of neighbors involved in treasure seeking. This distortion,
promoted by E. D. Howe in his book Mormonism Unvailed (published
in 1834), clearly offered a second possible motivation for Joseph to deemphasize his own quests for treasure. There are other plausible reasons.
In producing the history of the church, Joseph was addressing a generation (and future generations) not well equipped to understand what a
divining rod or a seer stone meant to people like the Smiths. And by
1838 his experiences of more than a decade earlier likely meant something different to him than they had at the time. In the 1820s, and even
in 1832, he tended to view his religious experiences in a very personal
way. He agonized over his sins and pleaded for forgiveness. His failure
47. See Taylor, “Treasure Seeking in the American Northeast,” 26–27, table 1.
48. Bushman, Beginnings of Mormonism, 72.
49. Peter Ingersoll statement, 1833, cited in Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 2:40.
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to obtain the record in 1823, accompanied by vanishing plates and a
shock that hurled him “back upon the ground with great violence,” was
something he took extremely personally. “When he recovered,” Lucy
wrote, “the angel was gone, and he arose and returned to the house,
weeping for grief and disappointment.”50
By 1838, however, Joseph Smith was into his thirties and had
been the leader of the church for eight years; he had married and
had children—and had lost some of them. He had seen a number of
people—including apostles—convert, dedicate their lives to the cause,
then fall away. His perspective had inevitably changed—just as our
perspectives change—and he now offered a public account to “present
the various events in relation to this Church,” 51 whereas he had earlier written a personal “account of his marvilous experience.” 52 In 1838
Joseph could honestly say of his initial experience with the plates, “I
made an attempt to take them out but was forbidden by the messenger
and was again informed that the time <for> bringing them forth had
not yet arrived.” 53
Joseph Smith’s first account of the plates included some details
that could be associated with tales of a quest for Captain Kidd’s treasure, and it cannot be doubted that his account of fifteen years later
obscured those details. From the start, however, Joseph’s narrative
was deeply religious, concentrating on “plates of gold upon which
there was engravings which was engraven by Maroni & his fathers the
servants of the living God in ancient days and deposited by the commandments of God and kept by the power thereof.” 54

50.
51.
52.
53.
54.

Lucy Mack Smith, published manuscript, in Anderson, Lucy’s Book, 347–48.
Joseph Smith history, 1838, in Jessee, Personal Writings, 226–27.
Joseph Smith history, 1832, in Jessee, Personal Writings, 9.
Joseph Smith history, 1838, in Jessee, Personal Writings, 237.
Joseph Smith history, 1832, in Jessee, Personal Writings, 12.
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Appendix A: Newspaper Articles
1. Palmyra (NY) Wayne Sentinel, 26 June 1829
Just about in this particular region, for some time past, much
speculation has existed, concerning a pretended discovery, through
superhuman means, of an ancient record, of a religious and a divine
nature and origin, written in ancient characters, impossible to be
interpreted by any to whom the special gift has not been imparted by
inspiration. It is generally known and spoken of as the “Golden Bible.”
Most people entertain an idea that the whole matter is the result of a
gross imposition, and a grosser superstition.55
2. Palmyra (NY) Freeman, circa August 1829 (reprinted in the
Rochester [NY] Daily Advertiser and Telegraph, 31 August 1829)
The Palmyra Freeman says—The greatest piece of superstition that
has ever come within our knowledge, now occupies the attention of a
few individuals of this quarter. It is generally known and spoken of as
the “Golden Bible.” Its proselytes give the following account of it.—In
the fall of 1827, a person by the name of Joseph Smith, of Manchester,
Ontario county, reported that he had been visited in a dream by the
spirit of the Almighty, and informed that in a certain hill in that town,
was deposited this Golden Bible, containing an ancient record of a
divine nature and origin. After having been thrice thus visited, as he
states, he proceeded to the spot, and after penetrating “mother earth”
a short distance, the Bible was found, together with a huge pair of
Spectacles! He had been directed, however, not to let any mortal being
examine them, “under no less penalty” than instant death! They were
therefore nicely wrapped up, and excluded from the “vulgar gaze of
poor wicked mortals!” It was said that the leaves of the bible were
55. The article goes on to quote the title page of the Book of Mormon. In this and the
excerpts that follow, any emphasis in the original has been retained. On 25 July, 8 August,
and 29 August 1829, Paul Pry’s Weekly Bulletin, in Rochester, New York, used biblical
language to satirize local politics. Vague references were also made to Joseph Smith and
the plates.
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plates of gold, about 8 inches long, 6 wide, and one eighth of an inch
thick, on which were engraved characters or hyeroglyphics. By placing the spectacles in a hat, and looking into it, Smith could (he said so,
at least,) interpret these characters.56
3. Palmyra (NY) Reflector, 2 January 1830
We do not intend at this time, to discuss the merits or demerits of
this work, and feel astonished that some of our neighbors, who profess
liberal principles, and are probably quite as ignorant on the subject as
we are, should give themselves quite so much uneasiness about matters that so little concern them. The Book, when it shall come before
the public, must stand or fall, according to the whims and fancies of
its readers. How it will stand the test of rigid criticism, we are not
prepared to say, not having as yet examined many of its pages.—We
are, however, prepared to state, that from a part of the first chapter,
now before us, and which we this day publish, we cannot discover any
thing treasonable, or which will have a tendency to subvert our liberties. As to its religious character, we have as yet no means of determining, and if we had, we should be quite loth to meddle with the tender
consciences of our neighbors.57
4. Rochester (NY) Daily Advertiser, 2 April 1830
The “Book of Mormon” has been placed in our hands. A viler
imposition was never practised. It is an evidence of fraud, blasphemy
and credulity, shocking to the Christian and moralist. The “author
and proprietor” is one “Joseph Smith, jr.” —a fellow who, by some
hocus pocus, acquired such an influence over a wealthy farmer of
56. A very similar article appeared in the Rochester (NY) Gem on 5 September
1829.
57. This editorial, entitled “GOLD BIBLE,” followed Cole’s reprinting of 1 Nephi
1 and the first three verses of 1 Nephi 2 (reproduced accurately except for one minor
error). The editorial was followed by references to “J****h the Prophet” and “the Temple
of Nephi” in a biblical parody concerned with local politics and Freemasonry. Cole ran
articles mentioning Joseph Smith or the Book of Mormon on 13 January, 22 January,
27 February, 16 March, 30 March, 19 April, 1 May, and 1 June.
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Wayne county [Martin Harris], that the latter mortgaged his farm
for $3000, which he paid for printing and binding 5000 copies of the
blasphemous work.58
5. Rochester (NY) Gem, 15 May 1830
Some months ago a noise was made among the credulous of the
earth, respecting a wonderful production said to have been found
as follows. An ignoramous near Palmyra, Wayne county, pretended
he had found some “Gold Plates,” as he is pleased to call them, upon
which is said to be engraved characters of marvelous and misunderstandable import, which he, nor no other mortal could divine. These
characters he has translated into the English language, and lo! they
appear to be no other than the mysticisms of an unrevealed Bible! A
person more credulous or more cunning, than him who found the
plates, ordered the translation thereof, mortgaged his farm, sold all he
had, and appropriated it to the printing and binding of several thousand copies of this pearl, which is emphatically of GREAT PRICE! The
book comes before the public under the general title of the “Book of
Mormon,” arranged under different heads, something as follows. The
book of Mormon—containing the books of Nephi, Nimshi, Pukei, and
Buckeye—and contains some four or five hundred pages. It comes out
under the “testimony of three witnesses,” and of “six witnesses,” who
say they “have seen and hefted the plates,” that “they have the appearance of gold,” and that divers and strange characters are “imprinted
on them.” The author, who has the “copy-right secured according to
law,” says, “that he was commanded of the Lord in a dream,” to go
and find, and that he went and found. At one time it was said that he
was commanded of the Lord not to show the plates, on pain of instant
death—but it seems he has shown them to the said witnesses, and yet
is alive! At another time it is said that none could see them but he who
was commanded;—that though they should lie in the middle of the
street beneath the broad glare of the meridian sun, in the presence of
58. Articles mentioning the publication of the Book of Mormon appeared in various
newspapers on 19 March, 26 March, 30 March, 31 March, and 27 April.
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hundreds, yet no eye but his could see them! The translator if we take
his word for it, has been directed by an angel in this business, for the
salvation and the edification of the world! It partakes largely of Salem
Witchcraft-ism, and Jemima Wilkinson-ism, and is in point of blasphemy and imposition, the very summit. But it is before the public,
and can be had for money, at various places.
This story brings to mind one of a similar nature once played off
upon the inhabitants of Rochester and its vicinity, near the close of
the last war. During the war, we were subject to many inconveniences
at this place, and were in constant danger of attack from the enemy.
Those who lived here at that time, can well remember the frequent
attempts made by the enemy to land at the mouth of the Genesee, at
which point our army had deposited heavy stores. Our village was
then young, and the abodes of men were “few and far between.” If
we remember aright, it was in the year 1815, that a family of Smiths
moved into these parts, and took up their abode in a miserable hut on
the east bank of the river, now near the late David K. Carter’s tavern.
They had a wonderful son, of about 18 years of age, who, on a certain
day, as they said, while in the road, discovered a round stone of the size
of a man’s fist, the which when he first saw it, presented to him on the
one side, all the dazzling splendor of the sun in full blaze—and on the
other, the clearness of the moon. He fell down insensible at the sight,
and while in the trance produced by the sudden and awful discovery,
it was communicated to him that he was to become an oracle—and
the keys of mystery were put into his hands, and he saw the unsealing of the book of fate. He told his tale for MONEY. Numbers flocked
to him to test his skill, and the first question among a certain class
was, if there was any of Kidd’s money hid in these parts of the earth.
The oracle, after adjusting the stone in his hat, and looking in upon it
sometime, pronounced that there was. The question of where, being
decided upon, there forthwith emerged a set, armed with “pick-axe,
hoe and spade,” out into the mountains, to dislodge the treasure.
We shall mention but one man of the money-diggers. His name was
Northrop. He was a man so unlike anything of refined human kind,
that he might well be called a demi-devil sent forth upon the world
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to baffle the elements of despair, and wrestle with fate. As you will
suppose, he was an enemy to all fear. Northrop and his men sallied
out upon the hills east of the river, and commenced digging—the
night was chosen for operation—already had two nights been spent
in digging, and the third commenced upon, when Northrop with his
pick-axe struck the chest! The effect was powerful, and contrary to an
explicit rule laid down by himself he exclaimed, “d—m me, I’ve found
it!”
The charm was broken!—the scream of demons,—the chattering of spirits—and hissing of serpents, rent the air, and the treasure
moved! The oracle was again consulted, who said that it had removed
to the Deep Hollow. There, a similar accident happened—and again it
was removed to a hill near the village of Penfield, where, it was pretended the undertakers obtained the treasure.
About this time the enemy’s fleet appeared off the mouth of the
Genesee, and an attack at that point was expected—this produced a
general alarm.—There are in all communities, a certain class, who do
not take the trouble, or are not capable of thinking for themselves, and
who, in cases of alarm, are ready to construe every thing mysterious
or uncommon into omens of awful purport. This class flocked to the
oracle. He predicted that the enemy would make an attack; and that
blood must flow.—The story flew, and seemed to carry with it a desolating influence—some moved away into other parts, and others were
trembling under a full belief of the prediction. At this time a justice of
the peace of the place visited the oracle, and warned him to leave the
country. He gravely told the magistrate that any one who opposed him
would receive judgments upon his head, and that he who should take
away the inspired stone from him, would suffer immediate death! The
magistrate, indignant at the fellow’s impudence, demanded the stone,
and ground it to powder on a rock near by—he then departed promising the family further notice.
The result was the Smiths were missing—the enemy did not land—
the money diggers joined in the general execration, and declared that
they had had their labor for their pains—and all turned out to be a
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hoax! Now in reference to the two stories, “put that to that, and they
are a noble pair of brothers.”
6. Wayne County (PA) Inquirer, circa May 1830 (reprinted in the
Cincinnati Advertiser, and Ohio Phoenix, 2 June 1830)
A fellow by the name of Joseph Smith, who resides in the upper
part of Susquehanna county, has been, for the last two years we are
told, employed in dedicating as he says, by inspiration, a new bible.
He pretended that he had been entrusted by God with a golden bible
which had been always hidden from the world. Smith would put his
face in a hat in which he had a white stone, and pretend to read from it,
while his coadjutor transcribed. The book purports to give an account
of the “Ten Tribes” and strange as it may seem, there are some who
have full in his Divine commission.
7. Palmyra (NY) Reflector, 3rd ser., 5, 12 June 1830, 36–37
1. And it came to pass in the latter days, that wickedness did much
abound in the land, and the “Idle and slothful[”] said one to another,
let us send for Walters the Magician, who has strange books, and
deals with familiar spirits; peradventure he will inform us where the
Nephites, hid their treasure, so be it, that we and our vagabond van, do
not perish for lack of sustenance.
2. Now Walters, the Magician, was a man unseemly to look upon,
and to profound ignorance added the most consummate impudence,—
he obeyed the summons of the idle and slothful, and produced an
old book in an unknown tongue, (Cicero’s Orations in latin,) from
whence he read in the presence of the Idle and Slothful strange stories
of hidden treasures and of the spirit who had the custody thereof.
3. And the Idle and Slothful paid tribute unto the Magician, and
besought him saying, Oh! thou who art wise above all men, and can
interpret the book that no man understandeth, and can discover hidden things by the power of thy enchantments, lead us, we pray thee to
the place where the Nephites buried their treasure, and give us power
over “the spirit,” and we will be thy servants forever.
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4. And the Magician led the rabble into a dark grove, in a place
called Manchester, where after drawing a Magic circle, with a rusty
sword, and collecting his motley crew of latter-demallions, within the
centre, he sacrificed a Cock (a bird sacred to Minerva) for the purpose
of propiciating the prince of spirits.
5. All things being ready, the Idle and Slothful fell to work with a
zeal deserving a better cause, and many a live long night was spent in
digging for “the root of all evil.”
Howbeit, owing to the wickedness and hardness of their hearts,
these credulous and ignorant knaves, were always disappointed, till
finally, their hopes, although frequently on the eve of consummation—
like that of [t]he hypocrite perished, and their hearts became faint
within them.
7. And it came to pass, that when the Idle and Slothful became
weary of their nightly labors, they said one to another, lo! this imp of
the Devil, hath deceived us, let us no more of him, or peradventure,
ourselves, our wives, and our little ones, will become chargeable on
the town.
8. Now when Walters the Magician heard these things, he was
sorely grieved, and said unto himself, lo! mine occupation is gone,
even these ignorant vagabonds, the idle and slothful detect mine
impostures. I will away and hide myself, lest the strong arm of the law
should bring me to justice.
9. And he took his book, and his rusty sword, and his magic stone,
and his stuffed Toad, and all his implements of witchcraft and retired
to the mountains near Great Sodus Bay, where he holds communion
with the Devil, even unto this day.
10. Now the rest of the acts of the magician, how his mantle fell
upon the prophet Jo. Smith Jun. and how Jo. made a league with the
spirit, who afterwards turned out to be an angel, and how he obtained
the “Gold Bible,” Spectacles, and breast plate—will they not be faithfully recorded in the book of Pukei?
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Appendix B: References in Letters and Diaries
1. Jesse Smith to Hyrum Smith, 17 June 1829
Once as I thot my promising Nephew, You wrote to my Father
long ago, that after struggling thro various scenes of adversity, you
and your family, you had at last taught the very solutary lesson that the
God that made the heavens and the earth w[o]uld at onc[e] give success to your endeavours, this if true, is very well, exactly as it should
be—but alas what is man when left to his own way, he makes his own
gods, if a golden calf, he falls down and worships before it, and says
this is my god which brought me out of the land of Vermont—if it be a
gold book discovered by the necromancy of infidelity, & dug from the
mines of atheism, he writes that the angel of the Lord has revealed to
him the hidden treasures of wisdom & knowledge, even divine revelation, which has lain in the bowels of the earth for thousands of years
[and] is at last made known to him, he says he has eyes to see things
that art not, and then has the audacity to say they are; and the angel of
the Lord (Devil it should be) has put me in possession of great wealth,
gold & silver and precious stones so that I shall have the dominion in
all the land of Palmyra.59
2. Lucius Fenn to Birdseye Bronson, 12 February 1830
There is som[e]thing that has taken place lately that is mysterious
to us[.] it is this[:] there has been a bible found by 3 men but a short
distance from us which is som[e]thing remarkable we think. there
was it is said an an angel appeared to these 3 men and told them
that there was a bible concealed in such a place and if one of them
would go to that place he would find it[.] he went and found as the
angel said[.] it was a stone chest[.] what is most to be wondered at is
this that the man that found it could not read at all in the english
language but he read this bible and nobody else cannot[.] it has been
concealed there for fourteen hundred years[.] it is written on a kind
of gold leaf[.] it is the same that ours is only there is an addition to
59.
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it[.] they are a printing it in Palmyra[.] it is expected that it <will>
come out soon so that we can see it[.] it speaks of the Millenniam day
and tells when it is a going to take plais [place] and it tells that the
man that is to find this bible his name as [is] Joseph and his fathers
name is Joseph.60
3. Diedrich Willers to Reverend Brethren, 18 June 1830
The greatest fraud of our time in the field of religion is most certainly one Joseph Smith, the professed translator of a book which carries the title, [“]The Book of Mormon, an account written by the hand
of Mormon upon plates taken from the plates of Nephi . . . [” ]
[Book of Mormon title page quoted in English]
The publication of the aforesaid work of lies rests on a speculative
venture intended to serve the interests of the publisher [Joseph Smith]
and of those who are connected to him. Like a Swedenborg of the past
century, this man claims to keep company with spirits and angels.
Because, according to the claim, the plates on which the original book
is supposed to have been written were gold, it is known in this region
by the title, The Golden Book. . . .
He [Smith] claimed that the angel of the Lord had appeared and
made known to him that in the neighborhood of Palmyra, there were
golden plates hidden in the earth on which was written the fate of a
Jewish prophet’s family, together with many as yet unfulfilled prophesies, and that the Lord had appointed him to translate the same from
ancient languages into English. He claimed that a pair of spectacles
had been hidden beneath the plates—without which he could not
translate the plates—and that through the use of these spectacles he
(Smith) was enabled to read these languages which he had never studied and that the Holy Ghost would give him the translation in English.
He (Smith) had, therefore, made his way to Manchester Township,
Ontario County, and found everything as described, had dug the
60.
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plates and the spectacles next to them out of the earth, and now had
almost completed the translation of the work.61
4. Peter Bauder’s interview with Joseph Smith, October 1830
I will name some of the particular discoveries which through
Divine Providence I was favored with in an interview with Joseph
Smith, Jr. at the house of Peter Whitmer, in the town of Fayette,
Seneca County, state of New York, in October, 1830. I called at P[eter].
Whitmer’s house, for the purpose of seeing Smith, and searching into
the mystery of his system of religion, and had the privilege of conversing with him alone, several hours, and of investigating his writings,
church records, &c. I improved near four and twenty hours in close
application with Smith and his followers: he could give me no christian experience, but told me that an angel told him he must go to a
certain place in the town of Manchester, Ontario County, where was a
secret treasure concealed, which he must reveal to the human family.
He went, and after the third or fourth time, which was repeated once
a year, he obtained a parcel of plate resembling gold, on which were
engraved what he did not understand, only by the aid of a glass which
he also obtained with the plate, by which means he was enabled to
translate the characters on the plate into English. He says he was not
allowed to let the plate be seen only by a few individuals named by the
angel, and after he had a part translated, the angel commanded him
to carry the plate into a certain piece of woods, which he did:—the
angel took them and carried them to parts unknown to him. The part
translated he had published, and it is before the public, entitled the
Book of Mormon.62
5. Eli Bruce’s diary, 5 November 1830
November 5th—Not so much pain in my head as yesterday. Had a
long talk with the father of the Smith, (Joseph Smith,) who, according
61. Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 5:271–73; the original letter was written in
German.
62. Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 1:16–17.
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to the old man’s account, is the particular favorite of Heaven! To him
Heaven has vouchsafed to reveal its mysteries; he is the herald of the
latter-day glory. The old man avers that he is commissioned by God to
baptize and preach this new doctrine. He says that our Bible is much
abridged and deficient; that soon the Divine will is to be made known
to all, as written in the new Bible, or Book of Mormon.63
6. W. W. Phelps to E. D. Howe, 15 January 1831
Canandaigua, Jan. 15, 1831.
Dear Sir—Yours of the 11th, is before me, but to give you a satisfactory answer, is out of my power. To be sure, I am acquainted with
a number of the persons concerned in the publication, called the
“Book of Mormon.” —Joseph Smith is a person of very limited abilities
in common learning—but his knowledge of divine things, since the
appearance of his book, has astonished many. Mr. Harris, whose name
is in the book, is a wealthy farmer, but of small literary acquirements;
he is honest, and sincerely declares upon his soul’s salvation that the
book is true, and was interpreted by Joseph Smith, through a pair of
silver spectacles, found with the plates. The places where they dug for
the plates, in Manchester, are to be seen. When the plates were said
to have been found, a copy of one or two lines of the characters, were
taken by Mr. Harris to Utica, Albany and New York; at New York, they
were shown to Dr. Mitchell, and he referred to professor Anthon who
translated and declared them to be the ancient shorthand Egyptian.
So much is true. The family of Smiths is poor, and generally ignorant
in common learning.
I have read the book, and many others have, but we have nothing
by which we can positively detect it as an imposition, nor have we any
thing more than what I have stated and the book itself, to show its
genuineness. We doubt—supposing, if it is false, it will fall, and if of
God, God will sustain it.
I had ten hours discourse with a man from your state, named
Sidney Rigdon, a convert to its doctrines, and he declared it was true,
63.
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and he knew it by the power of the Holy Ghost, which was again given
to man in preparation for the millennium: he appeared to be a man of
talents, and sincere in his profession. Should any new light be shed on
the subject, I will apprise you.
Respectfully,
W. W. PHELPS.
E. D. HOWE, ESQ.64
7. David S. Burnett’s account, 7 March 1831
For a long time in the vicinity of Palmyra, there has existed an impression, especially among certain loose classes of society, that treasures
of great amount were concealed near the surface of the earth, probably
by the Indians, whom they were taught to consider the descendants
of the ten lost Israelitish tribes, by the celebrated Jew who a few years
since promised to gather Abraham’s sons on Grand Island, thus to
be made a Paradise. The ignorance and superstition of these fanatics
soon conjured up a ghost, who they said was often seen and to whom
was committed the care of the precious deposit. This tradition made
money diggers of many who had neither intelligence nor industry sufficient to obtain a more reputable livelihood. But they did not succeed and as the money was not dug up, something must be dug up to
make money. The plan was laid, doubtless, by some person behind the
curtain, who selected suitable tools. One Joseph Smith, a perfect ignoramus, is to be a great prophet of the Lord, the fabled ghost the angel
of his presence, a few of the accomplices the apostles or witnesses of
the imposition, and, to fill up the measure of their wickedness and
the absurdity of their proceedings, the hidden golden treasure, is to
be a golden bible and a new revelation. This golden bible consisted
of metallic plates six or seven inches square, of the thickness of tin
and resembling gold, the surface of which was covered with hieroglyphic characters, unintelligible to Smith, the finder, who could not
read English. However the angel (ghost!) that discovered the plates to
him, likewise informed him that he would be inspired to translate the
64.
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inscriptions without looking at the plates while an amanuensis would
record his infallible reading; all which was accordingly done. But now
the book must be published, the translation of the inscriptions which
Smith was authorized to show to no man save a few accomplices, who
subscribe a certificate of these pretended facts at the end of the volume. Truly a wise arrangement!65
8. Abram W. Benton’s reminiscence, March 1831
For several years preceding the appearance of his book, he was about
the country in the character of a glass-looker: pretending, by means
of a certain stone, or glass, which he put in a hat, to be able to discover
lost goods, hidden treasures, mines of gold and silver, &c. Although
he constantly failed in his pretensions, still he had his dupes who put
implicit confidence in all his words. In this town, a wealthy farmer,
named Josiah Stowell, together with others, spent large sums of
money in digging for hidden money, which this Smith pretended he
could see, and told them where to dig; but they never found their treasure. At length the public, becoming wearied with the base imposition
which he was palming upon the credulity of the ignorant, for the purpose of sponging his living from their earnings, had him arrested as a
disorderly person, tried and condemned before a court of Justice. But,
considering his youth, (he then being a minor) and thinking he might
reform his conduct, he was designedly allowed to escape. This was
four or five years ago. From this time he absented himself from this
place, returning only privately, and holding clandestine intercourse
with his credulous dupes, for two or three years.
It was during this time, and probably by the help of others more
skilled in the way of iniquity than himself, that he formed the blasphemous design of forging a new revelation, which, backed by the terrors
of an endless hell, and the testimony of base unprincipled men, he
hoped would frighten the ignorant, and open a field of speculation for
the vicious, so that he might secure to himself the scandalous honor
65.
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of being the founder of a new sect, which might rival, perhaps, the
Wilkinsonians, or the French Prophets of the 17th century.
During the past Summer [of 1830] he was frequently in this vicinity, and others of the baser sort, as [Oliver] Cowdry, Whitmer, etc.,
holding meetings, and proselyting a few week and silly women, and
still more silly men, whose minds are shrouded in a mist of ignorance,
which no ray can penetrate, and whose credulity the utmost absurdity
cannot equal. . . .
[Joseph Smith] was again arraigned before a bar of Justice, during
last Summer, to answer to a charge of misdemeanor. This trial led to
an investigation of his character and conduct, which clearly evinced
to the unprejudiced, whence the spirit came which dictated his inspirations. During the trial it was shown that the Book of Mormon was
brought to light by the same magic power by which he pretended to
tell fortunes, discover hidden treasures, &c. Oliver Cowdry, one of
the three witnesses to the book, testified under oath, that said Smith
found with the plates, from which he translated his book, two transparent stones, resembling glass, set in silver bows. That by looking
through these, he was able to read in English, the reformed Egyptian
characters, which were engraved on the plates.66
9. James Gordon Bennett’s account, 1831
A few years ago the Smith’s and others who were influenced by
their notions, caught an idea that money was hid in several of the hills
which give variety to the country between the Canandaigua Lake and
Palmyra on the Erie Canal. Old Smith had in his pedling excursions
picked up many stories of men getting rich in New England by digging in certain places and stumbling upon chests of money. The fellow
excited the imagination of his few auditors, and made them all anxious to lay hold of the bilk axe and the shovel. As yet no fanatical or
religious character had been assumed by the Smith’s. They exhibited
the simple and ordinary desire of getting rich by some short cut if
possible. With this view the Smith’s and their associates commenced
66.
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digging, in the numerous hills which diversify the face of the country
in the town of Manchester. The sensible country people paid slight
attention to them at first. They knew them to be a thriftless set, more
addicted to exerting their wits than their industry, readier at inventing stories and tales than attending church or engaging in any industrious trade. On the sides & in the slopes of several of these hills, these
excavations are still to be seen. They would occasionally conceal their
purposes, and at other times reveal them by such snatches as might
excite curiosity. They dug these holes by day, and at night talked and
dreamed over the counties’ riches they should enjoy, if they could only
hit upon an iron chest full of dollars. In excavating the grounds, they
began by taking up the green sod in the form of a circle of six feet
diameter—then would continue to dig to the depth of ten, twenty, and
sometimes thirty feet.67
It was given out that visions had appeared to Joe Smith—that a
set of golden plates on which was engraved the “Book of Mormon,”
enclosed in an iron chest, was deposited somewhere in the hill I have
mentioned. People laughed at the first intimation of the story, but the
Smiths and [Rigdon] persisted in its truth. They began also to talk very
seriously, to quote scripture, to read the bible, to be contemplative,
and to assume that grave studied character, which so easily imposes
on ignorant and superstitious people. Hints were given out that young
Joe Smith was the chosen one of God to reveal this new mystery to
the world; and Joe from being an idle young fellow, lounging about
the villages, jumped up into a very grave parsonlike man, who felt he
had on his shoulders the salvation of the world, besides a respectable
looking sort of blackcoat. Old Joe, the ex-preacher, and several others, were the believers of the new faith, which they admitted was an
improvement in christianity, foretold word for word in the bible. They
treated their own invention with the utmost religious respect. By the
special interposition of God, the golden plates, on which was engraved
the Book of Mormon, and other works, had been buried for ages in the
hill by a wandering tribe of the children of Israel, who found their way
to western New York, before the birth of christianity itself. Joe Smith
67.
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is discovered to be the second Messiah who was to reveal this word to
the world and reform it anew.
In relation to the finding of the plates and the taking the engraving, a number of ridiculous stories are told.—Some unsanctified fellow looked out the other side of the hill. They had to follow it with
humility and found it embedded beneath a beautiful grove of maples.
Smith’s wife, who had a little of the curiosity of her sex, peeped into
the large chest in which he kept the engravings taken from the golden
plates, and straightway one half the new Bible vanished, and has not
been recovered to this day. Such were the effects of the unbelievers on
the sacred treasure. There is no doubt but the ex-parson from Ohio is
the author of the book which was recently printed and published in
Palmyra, and passes for the new Bible.68
10. Ezra Booth to Ira Eddy, 24 October 1831
REV. & DEAR SIR—
. . . [Joseph] Smith is the only person at present, to my knowledge,
who pretends to hold converse with the inhabitants of the celestial
world. It seems from his statements, that he can have access to them,
when and where he pleases. He does not pretend that he sees them
with his natural, but with his spiritual eyes; and he says he can see
them as well with his eyes shut, as with them open. So also in translating.—The subject stands before his eyes in print, but it matters not
whether his eyes are open or shut; he can see as well one way as the
other.
You have probably read the testimony of the three witnesses
appended to the Book of Mormon. These witnesses testify, that an
angel appeared to them, and presented them the golden plates, and the
voice of God declared it to be a Divine Record. To this they frequently
testify, in the presence of large congregations. When in Missouri, I had
an opportunity to examine a commandment given to these witnesses,
previous to their seeing the plates [D&C 17]. They were informed that
they should see and hear those things by faith, and then they should
68.
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testify to the world, as though they had seen and heard, as I see a
man, and hear his voice: but after all, it amounts simply to this; that
by faith or imagination, they saw the plates and the angel, and by faith
or imagination, they heard the voice of the Lord.
Smith describes an angel, as having the appearance of a “tall,
slim, well built, handsome man, with a bright pillar upon his head.”
The Devil once, he says, appeared to him in the same form, excepting
upon his head he had a “black pillar,” and by this mark, he was able to
distinguish him from the former.
It passes for a current fact in the Mormonite church, that there
are immense treasures in the earth, especially in those places in the
State of N.Y. from whence many of the Mormonites emigrated last
spring: and when they become sufficiently purified, these treasures
are to be poured into the lap of their church; and then, to use their
own language, they are to be the richest people in the world. These
treasures were discovered several years since, by means of the dark
glass, the same with which Smith says he translated most of the Book
of Mormon—Several of those persons, together with Smith, who were
formerly unsuccessfully engaged in digging and searching for these
treasures, now reside in this county, and from themselves I received
this information.
Yours, affectionately,
EZRA BOOTH.69

Appendix C: Reminiscences of Early
Conversations concerning the Plates
These reminiscences are listed in the order the conversations
occurred, with the corresponding date listed first. The date the reminiscence was recorded or published is listed in brackets. Firsthand
discussions with Joseph Smith that were recorded before 1850 are
identified with an asterisk.
69.
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*1. 1823: Lucy Mack Smith’s account [1844–45]
One evening we were sitting till quite late conversing upon the subject
of the diversity of churches that had risen up in the world and the
many thousand opinions in existence as to the truths contained in
scripture. Joseph who never said many words upon any subject but
always seemed to reflect more deeply than common persons of his age
upon everything of a religious nature.
This After we ceased conversation he went to bed <and was pondering in his mind which of the churches were the true one> an but he
had not laid there long till <he saw> a bright <light> entered the room
where he lay he looked up and saw an angel of the Lord stood <standing> by him The angel spoke I perceive that you are enquiring in your
mind which is the true church there is not a true church on Earth No
not one Nor <and> has not been since Peter took the Keys <of the
Melchesidec priesthood after the order of God> into the Kingdom of
Heaven The churches that are now upon the Earth are all man made
churches Joseph there is a record for you and you must get it one day
get it There is a record for you and Joseph when you have learned to
keep the commandments of God but you cannot get it untill you learn
to keep the commandments of God <For it is not to get gain> But it is
to bring forth that light and intelligence which has been long lost in
the Earth Now Joseph <or> beware <or> when you go to get the plates
your mind will be filld with darkness and all manner of evil will rush
into your mind To keep <prevent> you from keeping the commandments of God <that you may not succed in doing his work> and you
must tell your father of this for he will believe every word you say the
record is on a side hill on the Hill of Cumorah 3 miles from this place
remove the Grass and moss and you will find a large flat stone pry
that up and you will find the record under it laying on 4 pillars—<of
cement> then the angel left him[.]70
70.
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2. 1823: William Smith’s reminiscences [1883, 1884]
At length [Joseph Smith] determined to call upon the Lord until
he should get a manifestation from him. He accordingly went out
into the woods and falling upon his knees called for a long time upon
the Lord for wisdom and knowledge. While engaged in prayer a light
appeared in the heavens, and descended until it rested upon the trees
where he was. It appeared like fire. But to his great astonishment, did
not burn the trees. An angel then appeared to him and conversed with
him upon many things. He told him that none of the sects were right;
but that if he was faithful in keeping the commandments he should
receive, the true way should be made known to him; that his sins were
forgiven, etc. A more elaborate and accurate description of his vision,
however, will be found in his own history.
The next day I was at work in the field together with Joseph and
my eldest brother Alvin. Joseph looked pale and unwell, so that Alvin
told him if he was sick he need not work; he then went and sat down
by the fence, when the angel again appeared to him, and told him to
call his father’s house together and communicate to them the visions
he had received, which he had not yet told to any one; and promised
him that if he would do so, they would believe it. He accordingly asked
us to come to the house, as he had something to tell us. After we were
all gathered, he arose and told us how the angel appeared to him; what
he had told him as written above; and that the angel had also given
him a short account of the inhabitants who formerly resided upon this
continent, a full history of whom he said was engraved on some plates
which were hidden, and which the angel promised to show him. He
continued talking to us sometime. The whole family were melted to
tears, and believed all he said. Knowing that he was very young, that
he had not enjoyed the advantages of a common education; and knowing too, his whole character and disposition, they were convinced that
he was totally incapable of arising before his aged parents, his brothers and sisters, and so solemnly giving utterance to anything but the
truth. All of us, therefore, believed him, and anxiously awaited the
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result of his visit to the hill Cumorah, in search of the plates containing the record of which the angel told him. He went, and upon his
return told us that in consequence of his not obeying strictly the commandments which the angel had given him, he could not obtain the
record until four years from that time.71
I well remember the effect produced apon [upon] my father’s family,
when [Joseph Smith] told them he was to receive the plates; how they
looked forward with joy, and waited until the time should come. The
circumstances that occurred, and the impressions made on my mind at
that time, I can remember better than those which occurred two years
ago. We were all looking forward for the time to come, father, mother,
brothers, and sisters. He did not receive the plates at the time he expected,
but some four years afterward. He had not lived as directed. When he
went to get the plates he found them as he was told he should. He took
them from the stone box in which they were found, and placed them
on the ground behind him, when the thought came into his mind that
there might be a treasure hidden with them. While stooping forward
to see, he was overpowered, so that he could not look farther. Turning
to get the plates, he found they had gone; and on looking around found
that they were in the box again; but he could not get them, and he cried
out, “Why can’t I get the plates as Moroni told me I could?” The angel
then appeared to him, and told him it was because he had not done as
directed. That the plates could not be had for the purpose of making
money. That he could not have them for four years.72
3. 1823: Edmund L. Kelley’s interview with Lorenzo Saunders
[1884]73
E.L.K.

So you saw Rigdon in 1827? A[nswer]. Yes sir. Is not it possible that it was in 1830?

71. Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 1:495–96.
72. Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 1:504–5.
73. Enoch and Abigail Saunders and their family were close neighbors of the Smiths.
Three of the sons—Orlando, Lorenzo, and Benjamin—were interviewed about Joseph
and the plates. Lorenzo (“Mr. L.S.” ) was born in 1811, the same year as William Smith.
He was interviewed in 1884 by Edmund L. Kelley (“E.L.K.” ), of the Reorganized Church
of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
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Mr. L.S.

No. because it was when Jo. Smith claimed to get the plates.
Jo. Smith told the story but he told so many stories, it was a
hard thing to get the fact in any way or shape. Now I can tell
you what he told to our house respecting this revelation that he
had in the very commencement before Alvin died, his brother;
Sometime before this he claimed that he saw the Angel & that
he was notified of these plates & all that & the time would be
made known to him but it was not at that time made known
to him but he must take his oldest brother & go <to> the spot
& he could obtain them. Before that time his oldest brother
died. Jo. Smith got that revelation a year or two before that. I
do not know as I can tell what year Alvin died in[.] It was in
the summer before Alvin died he told it at our house. perhaps
Mrs. Smith has got the date of Alvins death in her record. After
that Alvin died; Then Joseph said that he saw the angel again;
The Angel told him he must go & get him a wife & then he
could take his wife & go & get the plates. & he pretended he
must get a black horse or a mule to go & get the plates[.] We
went there & we examined the hill all over where he claimed
to got the plates & we could not find a place that was broke &
there was no plates on the ground where the hill was not broke.
Robinson said he tried many times to find the hole where he
took them out, that is on the west hill it was C cleared off[.]74

*4. 1826: Joseph Knight Sr.’s reminiscence [circa 1835–47]75
[…] From thence he [Joseph Smith] went to the hill where he was
informed the Record was and found no trouble[,] for it appeared plain
as tho he was acquainted with the place it was so plain in the vision that
74. Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 2:159–60. Saunders insists that he saw Sidney
Rigdon at the Smith home in 1827, a claim not corroborated by any other source and
not consistent with Rigdon’s known history. However, Saunders’s claim that Joseph
spoke of the angel and the plates before Alvin’s death is corroborated by Lucy Mack
Smith and William Smith. Saunders pinpoints his first conversation with Joseph about
the plates as falling between the first visit of Moroni (22 September 1823) and Alvin’s
death (19 November 1823).
75. The Knights heard the story from Joseph Smith in November 1826.
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he had of the place[.] he went and found the place and opened it and
found a plane Box he onconvered it and found the Book and took it out
and laid [it] Down By his side and thot he would Cover the <place> over
again thinkinking [thinking] there might be something else here But he
was told to take the Book and go right away and after he had Covered
the place he turned to take <the> Book and it was not there and he was
astonished that the Book was gone he thot he would look in the place
again and see if it had not got Back again[.] he had heard People tell
of such things and he opened the Box and Behold the Book was gone
there he took hold of it to take it out again and Behold he Could not stur
the Book any more then he Could the mount[a]in[.] he exclaimed why
Cant I stur this Book[?] and he was answer[e]d you have not Done rite
you should have took the Book and a gone right away you cant have it
now[.] Joseph says when can I have it[?] the answer was the 22nt Day of
September next if you Bring the right person with you[.] Joseph Says
who is the right person[?] the answer was your oldest Brother But before
September Came his oldest Brother Died then he was Disap[o]inted and
did not [k]now what to do But when the 22nt Day of September [1824]
Came he went to the place and the personage appeared and told him
he Could not have it now But the 22nt Day of September nex[t] he mite
have the Book if he Brot with him the right person[.] Joseph Says who is
the right Person[?] the answer was you will know[.] then he looked in his
glass and found it was Emma Hale Daughter of old Mr Hail [Isaac Hale]
of Pensylvany a girl that he had seen Before[,] for he had Bin Down there
Before with me[.] . . .
[Joseph Smith] had talked with me and told me the Conversation
he had with the personage which told him if he would Do right
according to the will of God he mite obtain [the plates] the 22nt Day
of Septem[b]er Next and if not he never would have them.76
5. 1826: Joseph Knight Jr.’s history [1862]
My father bought three other farms and hired many hands; in 1827
[1826] he hired Joseph Smith; Joseph and I worked and slept together.
76.

Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 4:12–15.
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my Father said Joseph was the best hand he ever hired. we found him
a boy of truth, he was about 21 years of age. I think it was in November
[1826] he made known to my Father and I, that he had seen a vision,
that a personage had appeared to him and told him <where> there was
a gold book of ancient date buried, and if he would follow the directions of the Angel he could get it. we were told it in secret; I being the
youngest son, my two older brothers did not believe such things; my
Father and I believed what he told us, I think we were the first after
his father’s family; he went to see them, but did not go as he was told
so he could not get them; as my Father has given the particulars I will
skip over; at last he got the plates, and rode in my Father’s wagon and
carried them home.77
6. 1827: Willard Chase’s statement [1833]
In the month of June, 1827, Joseph Smith, Sen., related to me the
following story: “That some years ago, a spirit had appeared to Joseph
his son, in a vision, and informed him that in a certain place there was
a record on plates of gold, and that he was the person that must obtain
them, and this he must do in the following manner: On the 22d of
September [1823], he must repair to the place where was deposited this
manuscript, dressed in black clothes, and riding a black horse with a
switch tail, and demand the book in a certain name, and after obtaining
it, he must go directly away, and neither lay it down nor look behind him.
They accordingly fitted out Joseph with a suit of black clothes and borrowed a black horse. He repaired to the place of deposit and demanded
the book, which was in a stone box, unsealed, and so near the top of
the ground that he could see one end of it, and raising it up, took out
the box of gold; but fearing some one might discover where he got it,
he laid it down to place back the top stone, as he found it; and turning
round, to his surprise there was no book in sight. He again opened the
box, and in it saw the book, and attempted to take it out, but was hindered. He saw in the box something like a toad, which soon assumed
the appearance of a man, and struck him on the side of his head.—Not
77.

Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 4:71–72.
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being discouraged at trifles, he again stooped down and strove to take
the book, when the spirit struck him again, and knocked him three or
four rods, and hurt him prodigiously. After recovering from his fright,
he enquired why he could not obtain the plates; to which the spirit made
reply, because you have not obeyed your orders. He then enquired when
he could have them, and was answered thus: come one year from this
day, and bring with you your oldest brother, and you shall have them.
This spirit, he said was the spirit of the prophet who wrote this book,
and who was sent to Joseph Smith, to make known these things to him.
Before the expiration of the year, his oldest brother died; which the old
man said was an accidental providence![”]78
7. 1827: William H. Kelley’s interview with Benjamin Saunders
[1884]79
I knew young Joseph just as well as I did my own brothers. went to
the Same school together with the younger boys. He was older Joseph
was older some what than I was and [mated?] with larger boys. We
used to coon hunt together ie with Wm. and Carlos. . . . I heard from
<Joe> tell my Mother and Sister how he procured the plates. He said
he was directed by an angel where it was. He went in the night to get
the plates. When he took the plates there was something down near
the box that looked some like a toad that rose up into a man which
forbid him to take the plates. He found a big pair of Spectacles <also
with the plates>. As he went home some one tried to get the plates
away from him. He said he knock[ed] the man down and got away.
78. Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 2:66–67, emphasis in original. The bracketed
quotation mark is my addition. Chase uses opening quotation marks to begin his description of his conversation with Joseph Smith Sr. There are two problems with this, however:
first, the quotation marks are incorrect because Chase is not actually quoting Joseph Sr.;
second, Chase never adds closing quotes. Therefore, it is difficult to know exactly when he
intends to stop referring to this specific conversation. I have added the closing quotation
mark at the end of the paragraph because the subsequent five paragraphs appear to be
based on a conversation with Samuel Lawrence and on neighborhood rumors.
79. Benjamin was born in 1814 and was therefore twelve or thirteen when Joseph
recovered the plates. He was interviewed by William H. Kelley, of the Reorganized
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.
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Had two or three skirmishes on the way. I saw his hand all sweled up
and he said it was done in hitting the enemy.80
8. Circa 1827: William H. Kelley’s interview with Orlando Saunders
[1881]81
[WHK:] How well did you know young Joseph Smith?
“Oh! just as well as one could very well; he has worked for me
many a time, and been about my place a great deal. He stopped with
me many a time, when through here, after they went west to Kirtland;
he was always a gentleman when about my place.”
What did you know about his finding that book, or the plates in
the hill over here?
“He always claimed that he saw the angel and received the book;
but I don’t know any thing about it. Have seen it, but never read it as I
know of; didn’t care any thing about it.” 82
9. 1827 & 1828: John A. Clark’s interviews with Martin Harris
[1840]
[Martin Harris] then proceeded to remark that a GOLDEN BIBLE
had recently been dug from the earth, where it had been deposited for
thousands of years, and that this would be found to contain such disclosures as would settle all religious controversies and speedily bring
on the glorious millennium. That this mysterious book, which no
human eye of the present generation had yet seen, was in the possession
of Joseph Smith, Jr., ordinarily known in the neighborhood under the
more familiar designation of Jo Smith: that there had been a revelation
made to him by which he had discovered this sacred deposit, and two
80. Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 2:137–38. Saunders’s detail about Joseph’s
injured hand makes it clear that this conversation took place in the autumn of 1827, after
Joseph obtained the plates and before he and Emma left for Pennsylvania (in November
or December).
81. Born in 1803, Orlando was two years older than Joseph Smith, and, as noted,
lived quite close to the Smiths. It seems safe to assume that Saunders heard of the plates
by 1827.
82. Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 2:104.
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transparent stones, through which, as a sort of spectacles, he could read
the Bible, although the box or ark that contained it, had not yet been
opened; and that by looking through those mysterious stones, he had
transcribed from one of the leaves of this book, the characters which
Harris had so carefully wrapped in the package which he was drawing
from his pocket. . . .
I would remark in passing, that Jo Smith, who has since been the
chief prophet of the Mormons, and was one of the most prominent
ostensible actors in the first scenes of this drama, belonged to a very
shiftless family near Palmyra. They lived a sort of vagrant life, and
were principally known as money-diggers. Jo from a boy appeared dull
and utterly destitute of genius; but his father claimed for him a sort of
second sight, a power to look into the depths of the earth, and discover
where its precious treasures were hid. Consequently long before the
idea of a GOLDEN BIBLE entered their minds, in their excursions
for money-digging, which I believe usually occurred in the night, that
they might conceal from others the knowledge of the place where they
struck upon treasures, Jo used to be usually their guide, putting into a
hat a peculiar stone he had through which he looked to decide where
they should begin to dig.
According to Martin Harris, it was after one of these night excursions, that Jo, while he lay upon his bed, had a remarkable dream. An
angel of God seemed to approach him, clad in celestial splendour. This
divine messenger assured him, that he, Joseph Smith, was chosen of
the Lord to be a prophet of the Most High God, and to bring to light
hidden things, that would prove of unspeakable benefit to the world.
He then disclosed to him the existence of this golden Bible, and the
place where it was deposited—but at the same time told him that he
must follow implicitly the divine direction, or he would draw down
upon him the wrath of heaven. This book, which was contained in
a chest, or ark, and which consisted of metallic plates covered with
characters embossed in gold, he must not presume to look into, under
three years. He must first go on a journey into Pennsylvania—and
there among the mountains, he would meet with a very lovely woman,
belonging to a highly respectable and pious family, whom he was to
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take for his wife. As a proof that he was sent on this mission by Jehovah,
as soon as he saw this designated person, he would be smitten with her
beauty, and though he was a stranger to her, and she was far above
him in the walks of life, she would at once be willing to marry him
and go with him to the ends of the earth. After their marriage he was
to return to his former home, and remain quietly there until the birth
of his first child. When this child had completed his second year, he
might then proceed to the hill beneath which the mysterious chest
was deposited, and draw it thence, and publish the truths it contained
to the world.83
10. 1828: Joseph and Hiel Lewis’s statement [1879]84
[Joseph Smith] said that by a dream he was informed that at such
a place in a certain hill, in an iron box, were some gold plates with
curious engravings, which he must get and translate, and write a
book; that the plates were to be kept concealed from every human
being for a certain time, some two or three years; that he went to the
place and dug till he came to the stone that covered the box, when he
was knocked down; that he again attempted to remove the stone, and
was again knocked down; this attempt was made the third time, and
the third time he was knocked down. Then he exclaimed, “Why can’t
I get it?” or words to that effect; and then he saw a man standing over
the spot, which to him appeared like a Spaniard, having a long beard
coming down over his breast to about here, (Smith putting his hand to
the pit of his stomach) with his (the ghost’s) throat cut from ear to ear,
and the blood streaming down, who told him that he could not get it
alone; that another person whom he, Smith, would know at first sight,
must come with him, and then he could get it. And when Smith saw
Miss Emma Hale, he knew that she was the person, and that after they
were married, she went with him to near the place, and stood with
83. Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 2:262–64, emphasis in original.
84. Cousins of Emma Smith, Joseph (born in 1807) and Hiel (born about 1817)
said they heard Joseph Smith tell about finding the plates “at the commencement of his
translating his book, in Harmony” —which was in April 1828. Vogel, Early Mormon
Documents, 4:303.
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her back toward him, while he dug up the box, which he rolled up in
his frock, and she helped carry it home. That in the same box with the
plates were spectacles; the bows were of gold, and the eyes were stone,
and by looking through these sbectacles [spectacles] all the characters
on the plates were translated into English.
In all this narrative, there was not one word about “visions of God,”
or of angels, or heavenly revelations. All his information was by that
dream, and that bleeding ghost. The heavenly visions and messages of
angels, etc., contained in Mormon books, were after-thoughts, revised
to order.85
*11. 1829: Oliver Cowdery’s letters to W. W. Phelps [1835]
On the evening of the 21st of September, 1823, previous to retiring
to rest, our brother’s mind was unusually wrought up on the subject
which had so long agitated his mind—his heart was drawn out in fervent prayer, and his whole soul was so lost to every thing of a temporal
nature, that earth, to him, had lost its claims, and all he desired was
to be prepared in heart to commune with some kind messenger who
could communicate to him the desired information of his acceptance
with God.
At length the family retired, and he, as usual, bent his way, though
in silence, where others might have rested their weary frames “locked
fast in sleep’s embrace;” but repose had fled, and accustomed slumber
had spread her refreshing hand over others beside him—he continued
still to pray—his heart, though once hard and obdurate, was softened,
and that mind which had often f[l]itted, like the “wild bird of passage,” had settled upon a determined basis not to be decoyed or driven
from its purpose.
In this situation hours passed unnumbered—how many or how
few I know not, neither is he able to inform me; but suppose it must
have been eleven or twelve, and perhaps later, as the noise and bustle
of the family, in retiring, had long since ceased.—While continuing
85. Vogel, Early Mormon Documents, 4:303–5, emphasis in original. I treat the Lewises
as a single witness because they gave a joint statement.
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in prayer for a manifestation in some way that his sins were forgiven;
endeavoring to exercise faith in the scriptures, on a sudden a light
like that of day, only of a purer and far more glorious appearance and
brightness, burst into the room.—Indeed, to use his own description,
the first sight was as though the house was filled with consuming and
unquenchable fire. This sudden appearance of a light so bright, as must
naturally be expected, occasioned a shock or sensation, visible to the
extremities of the body. It was, however, followed with a calmness and
serenity of mind, and an overwhelming rapture of joy that surpassed
understanding, and in a moment a personage stood before him.
Notwithstanding the room was previously filled with light above
the brightness of the sun, as I have before described, yet there seemed
to be an additional glory surrounding or accompanying this personage, which shone with an increased degree of brilliancy, of which he
was in the midst; and though his countenance was as lightening, yet it
was of a pleasing, innocent and glorious appearance, so much so, that
every fear was banished from the heart, and nothing but calmness
pervaded the soul. . . .
But it may be well to relate the particulars as far as given—The
stature of this personage was a little above the common size of men in
this age; his garment was perfectly white, and had the appearance of
being without seam.
Though fear was banished from his heart, yet his surprise was no
less when he heard him declare himself to be a messenger sent by commandment of the Lord, to deliver a special message, and to witness to
him that his sins were forgiven, and that his prayers were heard; and
that the scriptures might be fulfilled, which say—“God has chosen the
foolish things of the world to confound the things which are mighty;
and base things of the world, and things w[h]ich are despised, has God
chosen; yea, and things which are not, to bring to nought things which
are, that no flesh should glory in his presence. Therefore, says the
Lord, I will proceed to do a marvelous work among this people, even a
marvelous work and a wonder; the wisdom, of their wise shall perish,
and the understanding of their prudent shall be hid; for according to
his covenant which he made with his ancient saints, his people, the
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house of Israel, must come to a knowledge of the gospel, and own that
Messiah whom their fathers rejected, and with them the fulness of the
Gentiles be gathered in, to rejoice in one fold under one Shepherd.” 86
After arriving at the repository, a little exertion in removing the
soil from the edges of the top of the box, and a light pry, brought to
[Joseph Smith’s] natural vision its contents. No sooner did he behold
this sacred treasure than his hopes were renewed, and he supposed
his success certain; and without first attempting to take it from its
long place of deposit, he thought, perhaps, there might be something
more equally as valuable, and to take only the plates, might give others an opportunity of obtaining the remainder, which could be secure,
would still add to his store of wealth. These, in short, were his reflections, without once thinking of the solemn instruction of the heavenly
messenger, that all must be done with an express view of glorifying
God.
On attempting to take possession of the record a shock was produced upon his system, by an invisible power, which deprived him,
in a measure, of his natural strength. He desisted for an instant, and
then made another attempt, but was more sensibily shocked than
before. What was the occasion of this he knew not—there was the pure
unsullied record, as had been described—he had heard of the power of
enchantment, and a thousand like stories, which held the hidden treasures of the earth, and supposed that physical exertion and personal
strength was only necessary to enable him to yet obtain the object of his
wish. He therefore made the third attempt with an increased exertion,
when his strength failed him more than at either of the former times,
and without premeditating he exclaimed, “Why can I not obtain this
book?” “Because you have not kept the commandments of the Lord,”
answered a voice, within a seeming short distance. He looked, and to
his astonishment, there stood the angel who had previously given him
the directions concerning this matter. In an instant, all the former
instructions, the great intelligence concerning Israel and the last days,
were brought to his mind: he thought of the time when his heart was
86. Oliver Cowdery to W. W. Phelps, February 1835, cited in Vogel, Early Mormon
Documents, 2:428–29.
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fervently engaged in prayer to the Lord, when his spirit was contrite,
and when his holy messenger from the skies unfolded the wonderful
things connected with this record. He had come, to be sure, and found
the word of the angel fulfilled concerning the reality of the record, but
he had failed to remember the great end for which they had been kept,
and in consequence could not have power to take them into his possession and bear them away.87
*12. Circa 1829: Henry Harris’s statement [circa 1833]
I, Henry Harris, do state that I became acquainted with the family
of Joseph Smith, Sen. about the year 1820, in the town of Manchester,
N[ew]. York. They were a family that labored very little—the chief they
did, was to dig for money. Joseph Smith, Jr. the pretended Prophet,
used to pretend to tell fortunes; he had a stone which he used to put in
his hat, by means of which he professed to tell people’s fortunes.
Joseph Smith, Jr. Martin Harris and others, used to meet together
in private, a while before the gold plates were found, and were familiarly
known by the name of the “Gold Bible Company.” They were regarded
by the community in which they lived, as a lying and indolent set of
men and no confidence could be placed in them.
The character of Joseph Smith, Jr. for truth and veracity was such,
that I would not believe him under oath. I was once on a jury before
a Justice’s Court and the Jury could not, and did not, believe his testimony to be true. After he pretended to have found the gold plates,
I had a conversation with him, and asked him where he found them
and how he come to know where they were. He said he had a revelation
from God that told him they were hid in a certain hill and he looked in
his stone and saw them in the place of deposit; that an angel appeared,
and told him he could not get the plates until he was married, and
that when he saw the woman that was to be his wife, he should know
her, and she would know him. He then went to Pennsylvania, got his
wife, and they both went together and got the gold plates—he said it
87. Oliver Cowdery to W. W. Phelps, October 1835, cited in Vogel, Early Mormon
Documents, 2:458–59.
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was revealed to him, that no one must see the plates but himself and
wife.88
13. Circa 1830: Fayette Lapham’s interview with Joseph Smith Sr.
[1870]
[Joseph Smith Sr.’s] son Joseph, whom he called the illiterate, when
about fourteen years of age, happened to be where a man was looking
into a dark stone and telling people, therefrom, where to dig for money
and other things. Joseph requested the privilege of looking into the
stone, which he did by putting his face into the hat where the stone was.
It proved to be not the right stone for him; but he could see some things,
and, among them, he saw the stone, and where it was, in which he could
see whatever he wished to see. Smith claims and believes that there is a
stone of this quality, somewhere, for every one. The place where he saw
the stone was not far from their house; and, under pretence of digging a
well, they found water and the stone at a depth of twenty or twenty-two
feet. After this, Joseph spent about two years looking into this stone,
telling fortunes, where to find lost things, and where to dig for money
and other hidden treasure. About this time he became concerned as to
his future state of existence, and was baptized, becoming thus a member of the Baptist Church. Soon after joining the Church, he had a very
singular dream; but he did not tell his father of his dream, until about a
year afterwards. He then told his father that, in his dream, a very large
and tall man appeared to him, dressed in an ancient suit of clothes,
and the clothes were bloody. And the man said to him that there was a
valuable treasure, buried many years since, and not far from that place;
and that he had now arrived for it to be brought to light, for the benefit
of the world at large; and, if he would strictly follow his directions, he
would direct him to the place where it was deposited, in such a manner
that he could obtain it. He then said to him, that he would have to get
a certain coverlid, which he described, and an old-fashioned suit of
clothes, of the same color, and a napkin to put the treasure in . . . ; and
when he had obtained it, he must not lay it down until he placed it in
88.
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the napkin. “And,” says Smith, “in the course of a year, I succeeded in
finding all the articles, as directed; and one dark night Joseph mounted
his horse, and, aided by some supernatural light, he succeeded in finding the starting point and the objects in range.” Following these, as far
as he could with the horse without being directed to stop, he proceeded
on foot, keeping the range in view, until he arrived at a large boulder, of
several tons weight, when he was immediately impressed with the idea
that the object of his pursuit was under that rock. Feeling around the
edge, he found that the under side was flat. Being a stout man, and aided
by some super-natural power, he succeeded in turning the rock upon its
edge, and under it he found a square block of masonry, in the centre of
which were the articles referred to by the man seen in the dream. Taking
up the first article, he saw the others below; laying down the first, he
endeavored to secure the others; but, before he could get hold of them,
the one he had taken up slid back to the place he had taken it from, and,
to his great surprize and terror, the rock immediately fell back to its
former place, nearly crushing him in its descent. His first thought was
that he had not properly secured the rock when it was turned up, and
accordingly he again tried to lift it, but now in vain; he next tried with
the aid of levers, but still without success. While thus engaged, he felt
something strike him on the breast, which was repeated the third time,
always with increased force, the last such as to lay him upon his back. As
he lay there, he looked up and saw the same large man that had appeared
in his dream, dressed in the same clothes. He said to him that, when the
treasure was deposited there, he was sworn to take charge of and protect
that property, until the time should arrive for it to be exhibited to the
world of mankind; and, in order to prevent his making a improper disclosure, he was murdered or slain on the spot, and the treasure had been
under his charge ever since. He said to him that he had not followed his
directions; and, in consequence of laying the article down before putting it in the napkin, he could not have the article now; but that if he
would come again, one year from that time, he could have them. The
year passed over before Joseph was aware of it, so the time passed by;
but he went to the place of deposit, where the same man appeared again,
and said he had not been punctual in following his directions, and, in
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consequence, he could not have the article yet. Joseph asked when he
could then have them; and the answer was, “Come in one year from
this time, and bring your oldest brother with you; then you may have
them.” During that year, it so happened that his oldest brother died; but,
at the end of the year, Joseph repaired to the place again, and was told
by the man who still guarded the treasure, that, inasmuch as he could
not bring his oldest brother, he could not have the treasure yet; but there
would be another person appointed to come with him in one year from
that time, when he could have it. Joseph asked, “How shall I know the
person?” and was told that the person would be known to him at sight.
During that year, Joseph went to the town of Harmony, in the State of
Pennsylvania, at the request of some one who wanted the assistance of
his divining rod and stone in finding hidden treasure, supposed to have
been deposited there by the Indians or others. While there, he fell in
company with a young woman; and, when he first saw her, he was satisfied that she was the person appointed to go with him to get the treasure
he had so often failed to secure. To insure success, he courted and married her. When his work was ended at Harmony, he returned with her
to his father’s, in Wayne-county; and, at the expiration of the year, he
procured a horse and light wagon, with a small chest and a pillow-case,
and proceeded, punctually, with his wife, to find the hidden treasure.
When they had gone as far as they could with the wagon, Joseph took
the pillow-case and started for the rock. Upon passing a fence, a host
of devils began to screech and to scream, and made all sorts of hideous
yells, for the purpose of terrifying him and preventing the attainment
of his object; but Joseph was courageous, and pursued his way, in spite
of them all.89

Appendix D: Joseph Smith’s Accounts
1. 1832 history
I fell into transgressions and sinned in many things which brought a
wound upon my soul and there were many things which transpired
89.
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that cannot be writen and my Fathers family have suffered many persicutions and afflictions and it came to pass when I was seventeen
years of age I called again upon the Lord and he shewed unto me a
heavenly vision for behold an angel of the Lord came and stood before
me and it was by night and he called me by name and he said the Lord
had forgiven me my sins and he revealed unto me that in the Town of
Manchester Ontario County N.Y. there was plates of gold upon which
there was engravings which was engraven by Maroni & his fathers the
servants of the living God in ancient days and deposited by the commandments of God and kept by the power thereof and that I should
go and get them and he revealed unto me many things concerning the
inhabitants of the earth which since have been revealed in commandments & revelations and it was on the 22d day of Sept. AD 182290 and
thus he appeared unto me three times in one night and once on the
next day and then I immediately went to the place and found where
the plates was deposited as the angel of the Lord had commanded
me and straightway made three attempts to get them and then being
excedingly frightened I supposed it had been a dreem of Vision but
when I considred I knew that it was not therefore I cried unto the Lord
in the agony of my soul why can I not obtain them behold the angel
appeared unto me again and said unto me you have not kept the commandments of the Lord which I gave unto you therefore you cannot
now obtain them for the time is not yet fulfilled therefore thou wast
left unto temptation that thou mightest be made acquainted of with
the power of the advisary therefore repent and call on the Lord thou
shalt be forgiven and in his own due time thou shalt obtain them for
now I had been tempted of the advisary and saught the Plates to obtain
riches and kept not the commandment that I should have an eye single
to the glory of God therefore I was chastened and saught diligently to
obtain the plates and obtained them not untill I was twenty one years
of age and in this year I was married to Emma Hale Daughtr of Isaach
Hale who lived in Harmony Susquehana County Pensylvania on the
90. The year is incorrectly given as 1822—it was actually 1823, which is consistent
with Joseph saying he was seventeen years old.
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18th [of] January AD. 1827, on the 22d day of Sept of this same year I
obtained the plates.91
2. 1838 history
During the space of time which intervened between the time I had the
vision and the year Eighteen hundred and twenty-three, (having been
forbidden to join any of the religious sects of the day, and being of
very tender years and persecuted by those who ought to have been my
friends, and to have treated me kindly and if they supposed me to be
deluded to have endeavoured in a proper and affectionate manner to
have reclaimed me) I was left to all kinds of temptations, and mingling
<with> all kinds of society I frequently <fell> into many foolish errors
and displayed the weakness of youth and the corruption <foibles> of
human nature which I am sorry to say led me into divers temptations
to the gratification of many appetites offensive in the sight of God.
In consequence of these things I often felt condemned for my weakness and imperfections; when on the evening of the abovementioned
twenty first of september, after I had retired to my bed for the night, I
betook myself to prayer and supplication to Almighty God for forgiveness of all my sins and follies, and also for a manifestation to me, that I
might know of my state and standing before him. For I had full confidence in obtaining a divine manifestation as I had previously had one.
While I was thus in the act of calling upon God I discovered a light
appearing in the room which continued to increase untill the room
was lighter than at noonday and <when> immediately a personage
<appeared> at my bedside standing in the air for his feet did not touch
the floor. He had on a loose robe of most exquisite whiteness. It was a
whiteness beyond any<thing> earthly I had ever seen, nor do I believe
that any earthly thing could be made to appear so exceedin[g]ly white
and brilliant, His hands were naked and his arms also a little above
the wrists. So also were his feet naked, as were his legs a little above the
91. “A History of the Life of Joseph Smith,” in Joseph Smith Letterbook 1, Jessee,
Personal Writings of Joseph Smith, 12–13. The section prior to this, which describes the
first vision, is in Joseph Smith’s handwriting; this section is in the hand of Frederick G.
Williams.
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ankles. His head and neck were also bare. I could discover that he had
no other clothing on but this robe, as it was open so that I could see
into his bosom. Not only was his robe exceedingly white but his whole
person was glorious beyond description, and his countenance truly
like lightning. The room was exceedingly light, but not so very bright
as immediately around his person. When I first looked upon him I
was afraid, but the fear soon left me. He called me by name and said
unto me that he was a messenger sent from the presence of God to me
and that his name was Nephi <Moroni>. That God had a work for me
to do, and that my <name> should be had for good and evil among all
nations kindreds and tongues. or that it should be both good and evil
spoken of among all people. He said there was a book deposited written upon gold plates, giving an account of the former inhabitants of
this continent and the source from whence they sprang. He also said
that the fullness of the everlasting Gospel was contained in it as delivered by the Saviour to the ancient inhabitants. Also that there were
two stones in silver bows and these (put <stones fastened> into a breast
plate) which constituted what is called the Urim & Thummin deposited with the plates, and <the possession and use of these stones> that
was what constituted seers in ancient or former times and that God
<had> prepared them for the purpose of translating the book. . . .
I left the field and went to the place where the messenger had told
me the plates were deposited, and owing to the distinctness of the
vision which I had had concerning it, I knew the place the instant
that I arrived there. Under a stound stone of considerable size, lay the
plates deposited in a stone box, This stone was thick and rounding in
the middle on the upper side, and thinner towards the edges, so that
the middle part of it was visible above the ground, but the edge all
round was covered with earth. Having removed the earth off the edge
of the stone, and obtained a lever which I got fixed under the edge
of the stone, and with a little exertion raised it up, I looked in and
there indeed did I behold the plates, the Urim and Thummin, and the
Breastplate, as stated by the messenger The box in which they lay was
formed by laying stones together in some kind of cement, in the bottom of the box were laid two stones crossways of the box, and on these
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stones lay the plates and the other things with them. I made an attempt
to take them out but was forbidden by the messenger and was again
informed that the time <for> bringing them forth had not yet arrived,
neither would untill four years from that time, but he told me that I
should come to that place precisely in one year from that time, and
that he would there meet with me, and that I should continue to do so
untill the time should come for obtaining the plates. Accordingly as I
had been commanded I went at the end of each year, and at each time
I found the same messenger there and received instruction and intelligence from him at each of our interviews respecting what the Lord
was going to do, and how and in what manner his kingdom was to be
conducted in the last days. . . .
At length the time arrived for obtaining the plates, the Urim and
Thummin and the breastplate. On the twentysecond day of September,
One thousand Eight hundred and twenty-seven, having went as usual
at the end of another year to the place where they were deposited, the
same heavenly messenger delivered them up to me with this charge
that I should be responsible for them. That if I should let them go
carelessly or <through> any neglect of mine I should be cut off, but if
I would use all my endeavours to preserve them untill <he> (the messenger) called should call for them, they should be protected.92

92. Joseph Smith, “History of the Church,” vol. A–1, in Jessee, Personal Writings of
Joseph Smith, 232–34, 237–39. This excerpt is mostly in the hand of James Mulholland.

Missing the Boat to Ancient America . . .
Just Plain Missing the Boat
Ryan Parr

“Is there any conflict between science and religion?” There
is no conflict in the mind of God, but often there is conflict in
the minds of men.
Henry Eyring

A

ccording to a widely circulated media piece, “Plant geneticist
Simon Southerton was a Mormon bishop in Brisbane, Australia,
when he woke up the morning of Aug. 3, 1998, to the shattering conclusion that his knowledge of science made it impossible for him to believe
any longer in the Book of Mormon.”  He now claims that the Book of
Mormon is strictly a fictitious invention composed and orchestrated
by Joseph Smith—with no inspiration, no angels, no revelation (he
remains silent about Joseph’s motives). However, Southerton strives
to explain the scientific rationale supporting his feelings (although,
	. Henry Eyring, Reflections of a Scientist (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1983, 1998
pagination), 2.
	. Patty Henetz, “LDS Scholarship Revising Doctrine in Light of DNA Research,”
Salt Lake Tribune, 24 July 2004.

Review of Simon G. Southerton. Losing a Lost Tribe: Native Americans,
DNA, and the Mormon Church. Salt Lake City: Signature Books, 2005.
xvi + 207 pp., with index and appendix. $24.95.
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incidentally, individuals belonging to the Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints are criticized for using their feelings as a criteria of
belief; pp. 44–45). He draws heavily on current population genetics
data of Native Americans and Polynesians, specifically mitochondrial
DNA (mtDNA) and Y chromosome information, which he insists indicates an Asian, as opposed to an ancient Near Eastern origin for these
groups. In addition, he proposes that Latter-day Saint scholars, particu
larly those associated with the Foundation for Ancient Research and
Mormon Studies (FARMS), are attempting to alter what he considers
official church views that Native Americans and Polynesians are exclusively descendants of those groups described in the Book of Mormon.
He argues that the Latter-day Saint view of Native American ancestry
is being changed not by revelation but by contemporary research.
Background behind the Claim
The biological blueprints of life are archived in the nucleus of every
human cell. This information is written in the simple four-letter genetic
alphabet: G, A, T, and C. The mere presence of these instructions indicates a passage through numerous generations for a very long time. It is
the divinely sculptured biological inheritance of the human family. Most
of the arguments made by Southerton involve two unique archives of
information, the Y chromosome, which is inherited exclusively through
the father (paternal inheritance), and mtDNA, which is transferred solely
through the mother’s ovum (maternal inheritance) (fig. 1).
By analogy, the nuclear archive holds the approximate information
content of about fifty sets of encyclopedias, while mtDNA holds as little
as ten pages of instructions (fig. 2). Literally spelled out with the four
genetic letters is a “biochemical” paternal name in the Y chromosome
and a “biochemical” maternal name in mtDNA. These names have the
potential to persist through many generations because they are not
shuffled or altered like nuclear DNA. This shuffling of nuclear information accounts for the endless variety of individuals seen everywhere. In
fact, a maternal mtDNA name may retain the same spelling for as many
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Figure 1. The gray shading follows the maternal inheritance patterns of mtDNA
and the paternal inheritance pattern of the Y chromosome. Both a son and
daughter receive their mtDNA from their mother, but only the daughter can
pass it to the next generation. Y chromosome inheritance follows a father-toson only pattern.

as 33 generations or 825 years; however, it is also important to realize
that this spelling can change through mutation within as little as one
generation. In general, the Y chromosome will accrue one difference, at
any given marker, every 1,450 generations, or 36,250 years. The term
haplogroup refers to a cluster of related names with subtle differences in
spelling. There are generally five Native American mtDNA haplogroups,
	. Thomas J. Parsons et al., “A High Observed Substitution Rate in the Human Mito
chondrial DNA Control Region,” Nature Genetics 4/15 (1997): 364.
	. Lev A. Zhivotovsky et al., “The Effective Mutation Rate at Y Chromosome Short
Tandem Repeats, with Application to Human Population-Divergence Time,” American
Journal of Human Genetics 74 (2004): 54–55. The mutation rate at a Y chromosome “DNA
finer print” locus, or the specific address on a chromosome, is estimated at 6.9 x 10 –4
mutation events every generation (or every 25 years). This means it takes 1,450 generations or 36,250 years for a change to occur; however, a Y chromosome has many different
fingerprint addresses. This means if we look at 10 different fingerprints we would expect
to see a change at one of these every 3,625 years.
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Figure 2. The information content between nuclear and mtDNA is vastly different. Mitochondrial DNA has 0.0005% that of the nucleus.

or biochemical maternal names: A, B, C, D, and X. Importantly, there
are limitations to the persistence of these names. Ordinarily, each name
must be selected by a random biological lottery from generation to
generation. Statistically, this is known as “coalescence.” For example,
mothers pass their mtDNA name, or haplotype, on to their sons and
daughters; however, only daughters hold the potential to further perpetuate this name by having their own daughters. The same is true of
the Y chromosome, which persists through generations by father-to-son
transmission. Yet this biological process can be final—if there is a generation or family with a minimal number of children (what is known
as a genetic bottleneck), then these names may quickly be erased by
nature. If no children are born, for example, then these names are extin	. John C. Avise and R. C. Vrijenhoek, “Mode of Inheritance and Variation of Mito
chondrial DNA in Hybrido-genetic Fishes of the Genus Poeciliopsis,” Molecular Biology
and Evolution 4 (1987): 514–25.
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guished. Indeed, over time, the fate of most Y and mtDNA lineages is
extinction through coalescence (fig. 3).
Southerton contends that since Native Americans do not have
Y chromosome and mtDNA names indicative of ancient Near Eastern
ancestry, the Book of Mormon cannot possibly be true.
Earlier History

Generations

1

10

20

Figure 3. In general, if eighteen unique mtDNA, or Y chromosome “names” are
followed through time, by the twentieth generation, only two names will have
survived. John C. Avise, Molecular Markers, Natural History, and Evolution,
2nd ed. (Sunderland, MA: Sinauer, 2004), 144 fig. 4.9.
	. John C. Avise, Molecular Markers, Natural History, and Evolution, 2nd ed.
(Sunderland, MA: Sinauer, 2004), 144–45.
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Limitations of the Science
Southerton has done a reasonable job of summarizing the current
data set describing Native American haplotype/haplogroup frequencies of mtDNA and Y chromosomes; however, the obvious difficulty
is the clear and persistent insistence that these data are an accurate
archive of all past population histories in the Americas. This is an unrealistic and vast simplification of population dynamics. Specifically,
the difficulty and reliability of genetically characterizing past populations in detail has been noted: “There are, however, many complex
possible histories of subdivision, population growth, and bottlenecks,
and we can hope to understand the consequences of different histories
only in the most general way.”  Others have expressed similar views:
“Biologists must necessarily view with caution estimates of prehistori
cal population sizes estimated from data drawn only from genetic
diversity studies of modern populations, since the same result can be
theoretically explained by multiple evolutionary scenarios.”  The specifics of population dynamics are frequently obscured through time.
For example, genetic characterization of Native American populations
currently suggests one migration or wave of individuals from Asia
into the New World. Genes move with their hosts; however, based
on chance (coalescence) and selection, which has recently been documented for mitochondrial haplotypes, this genetic heritage changes
in frequency in different populations. One needs only to survey the
data in appendix B of Southerton’s book (pp. 211–22) to understand
this process. Many distinct histories are seen here. The absence of one
or more haplogroups within these groups or tribes is not unusual.
Some populations are essentially fixed or are characterized by one
haplogroup, while others have varying frequencies of all five mtDNA
groups. Absence of a haplogroup in any of these populations cannot
	. H. C. Harpending, S. T. Sherry, and A. R. Rogers, “The Genetic Structure of
Ancient Human Populations,” Current Anthropology 34 (1993): 494.
	. Rebecca L. Cann and J. Koji Lum, “Dispersal Ghosts in Oceania,” American
Journal of Human Biology 16 (2004): 447.
	. Ripan S. Malhi et al., “The Structure of Diversity within New World Mitochon
drial DNA Haplogroups: Implications for the Prehistory of North America,” American
Journal of Human Genetics 70 (2002): 905.
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be taken as evidence that it was not present at some time in the past.
Past events responsible for these current genetic frequencies are not
always possible to understand. The very processes that could obscure
genetic signatures from the ancient Near East are readily operative
in the data used by Southerton to refute the Book of Mormon. And
this applies to the Y chromosome as well. Recent work attempting to
reconstruct the migration and movements of men in Africa is also a
complex process that cannot be fully understood except in the generalities suggested by modern Y chromosome frequencies.10
It is not difficult to imagine a multiple millennial stroll across the
Bering land bridge, mostly because this idea is part of the “contemporary wisdom” that anthropologists have professed and to which they
have adhered for some time; however, the associated archaeological
clues do not offer the requisite breadth and detail to reconstruct more
than broad generalities of this ancient process. The same is true of
the genetic data. Although current Native American populations have
Y chromosome and mtDNA paternal and maternal names that are
Asian, there is no record of those maternal and paternal haplotypes
lost in antiquity. Selection and haplotype extinction are ancient and
ongoing processes; ancient and modern frequencies may be quite distinct.11 In a historical sense, migratory groups, such as those crossing Beringia, are small and likely kin-associated.12 In the absence of
gene flow from other small populations, fixation could occur rapidly.
Indeed, haplotype extinction is extremely likely. It is probable that
through this process some haplotypes were lost, some persisted, and
yet perhaps some unique haplotypes arose. Statements such as “The
question of whether or not Jews or members of the Ten Lost Tribes
anciently found their way to the New World is susceptible to examination using DNA technology” (p. 118) indicate an ignorance of the
10. For example, see Fulvio Cruciani et al., “A Back Migration from Asia to SubSaharan Africa Is Supported by High-Resolution Analysis of Human Y-Chromosome
Haplotypes,” American Journal of Human Genetics 70 (2002): 1197–214.
11. Ryan Parr, “Molecular Genetic Analysis of the Great Salt Lake Wetlands Fremont”
(PhD diss., University of Utah, 1998), 18–35.
12. W. Y. Adams, D. P. VanGerven, and R. S. Levy, “The Retreat from Migration,”
Annual Review of Anthropology 7 (1978): 488.
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complexities of population dynamics. Such an effort, at its best, requires
the comparison of archaeologically well-defined ancient populations
in an archaeological context representative of the groups intended for
comparison. In instances in which comparative ancient and contemporary data exist, specific and detailed conclusions are often difficult
to construct. For example, much work has been done in the American
Southwest toward a general reconstruction of ancient haplogroup frequencies, using both modern and ancient data. These studies demonstrate continuity in pre-Columbian haplogroup patterns in North
America as far back as the time of Christ; however, patterns before
this date are uncertain.13 In addition, attempts to address archaeological issues with comparative DNA work have had some success.
Movements of Numic speakers, beginning around the time of Christ,
from what is now known as Death Valley, California, into the Great
Basin and areas northward, explain the distribution of ancient and
contemporary haplogroup frequencies in this area; still, these efforts
are justifiably tempered with terms such as probable, suggestive, and
consistent with.14 This caution is understandable since specific, representative population data is difficult to obtain in these circumstances.
Such movements occur over relatively long periods of time, over large
areas within which subtle stochastic forces are operational. Moreover,
in the instance of the Numic migration, some have questioned the
reality of the temporal, spatial “pottery trail” and the pottery forms
used to define this movement from an archaeological perspective.15
13. Malhi et al., “Structure of Diversity,” 906, and references therein.
14. Frederika Kaestle and David G. Smith, “Ancient Mitochondrial DNA Evidence for
Prehistoric Population Movement: The Numic Expansion,” American Journal of Physical
Anthropology 115 (2001): 8, and references in the article.
15. See S. R. Simms, “Unpacking the Numic Spread,” in Across the West: Human
Population Movement and the Expansion of the Numa, ed. David B. Madsen and
David Rhode (Salt Lake City: University of Utah Press, 1994), 76–83; D. K. Grayson,
“Chronology, Glottochronology, and Numic Expansion,” in Across the West, 20–23;
S. R. Simms, “Farmers, Foragers, and Adaptive Diversity: The Great Salt Lake Wetlands
Project,” in Prehistoric Lifeways in the Great Basin Wetlands: Biological Reconstruction
and Interpretation, ed. Brian E. Hemphill and Clark S. Larsen (Salt Lake City: University
of Utah Press, 1999), 21–54.
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Distribution, burial patterns, time intervals, preservation, and the
cultural context of ancient human remains are not always clear. In
addition, the ideal of obtaining samples from a continuous biological
breeding population is rarely, if ever, met; however, consistent provenance, reliable dating methods, and proper archaeological context
indicate that the sample set is representative of the intended population. Once this information is ensured, an arduous and lengthy task
remains to extract accurate and meaningful information from ancient
human remains. Only those experienced with ancient DNA analyses
appreciate these challenges.16
From the Ancient Near East to Mesoamerica
Members of the Church of Jesus Christ do not read the Book of
Mormon for nuances and echoes of population demographics and
population genetics. To do so would be like reading the Sermon on
the Mount with a concern for the exact date and location of the event
and the ethnic composition of the audience but without any regard for
its wisdom for society. The Book of Mormon is read, studied, prayed
about, and taught for its instructions and insights on the journey to
a Christlike life, centered in service and concern for others. Like the
Old and New Testaments, the purpose of the Book of Mormon is to
serve as a witness for Christ. For the most part, the Book of Mormon
follows the ecclesiastical and secular history of Lehi and his family, who left Jerusalem prior to the Babylonian conquest of Judea in
587 bc.17 Living one thousand years after the arrival of Lehi’s party,
Mormon, as final editor of the records, was not primarily interested
in the population dynamics during that entire period. Gregor Mendel
is nearly fifteen hundred years in the future, as are James Watson and
Francis Crick. Anyone who has read the Book of Mormon account can
readily understand Mormon’s concern and preoccupation with other
issues. What we consider important, here and now, was unknown to
the ancients.
16. Frederika A. Kaestle and K. Ann Horsburgh, “Ancient DNA in Anthropology,”
Yearbook of Physical Anthropology 45 (2002): 92–130.
17. John Bright, A History of Israel, 3rd ed. (Philadelphia: Westminster, 1981), 330.
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Lehi’s group was relatively small and perhaps closely kin-associated.
It is possible, based on some attested Old Testament associations, that
Ishmael was related in some way to either Lehi or his wife Sariah.18 In
addition, there was limited genetic diversity within this association, with
a maximum of four mitochondrial lineages if the families were maternally unrelated (Sariah, Ishmael’s wife, and the wives of two of Ishmael’s
sons). Moreover, Zoram, Ishmael, and Lehi represent at least three
Y chromosome types within this small gene pool, assuming that Lehi and
Ishmael were paternally unrelated (1 Nephi 5:14; 6:1–2; 2 Nephi 3:4; Alma
10:3). When this small group of immigrants disembarked in approximately 589 bc in what is believed by many Book of Mormon scholars to
be Mesoamerica, the geographical and genetic circumstances were dramatically different from those of the ancient Near East. An immediate
limitation may well have been the imported mitochondrial genetics of the
ancient Near East. Mitochondria are vital cellular components because
they generate the fuel that fires metabolism. Moreover, mitochondria work
in concert with a subset of the major archive of genetic information in the
nucleus to accomplish this task. It is likely that biological selection operates for or against specific types of mitochondria, based on the specific
haplotype. Recently, mitochondrial haplotype selection based on climate
has been demonstrated.19 This natural elimination of “foreign” mtDNA
haplotypes would accelerate mtDNA coalescence. In addition, this would
increase the loss of Y haplotypes in males with mtDNA at a selective disadvantage. Once a specific haplotype is lost, it leaves no record of ever
having existed. This presents yet another difficulty for those expecting
Native Americans to appear, from a genetic sense, as ancient Near Eastern
populations since the genetic characteristics of these ancient Near Eastern
populations remain unknown. Moreover, small kin-associated groups,
without outside genetic contribution, digress to extinction because recessive, disease-associated genes become prevalent in the population. An
18. For example, Abraham insisted that his son, Isaac, marry a relative. Isaac married his paternal cousin, Rebekah (Genesis 24). Likewise, Isaac’s son Jacob married two
cousins, Rachel and Leah (Genesis 29).
19. Eduardo Ruinz-Pesini, Dan Mishnar, Martin Brandon, Vincent Procaccio, and
Douglas C. Wallace, “Effects of Purifying and Adaptive Selection on Regional Variation
in Human Mitochondrial DNA,” Science 303 (2004): 225.
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additional challenge is the extensive peopling of Mesoamerica, attesting
to large populations that ancient Near Eastern genetics would have to displace to reach a detectable frequency. These estimates top off at 25 million in Central America at the beginning of the fifteenth century (p. 84).20
Numerous serial migrations from the ancient Near East may be necessary
to enforce a genetic presence.21 Interestingly, Southerton quotes the following: “religions spread more by conversion than by the sword” (p. 118).
This philosophy parallels very closely many details from the Book of
Mormon. There are many instances of attempts to reclaim dissenters or
to convert Lamanites and Nephites throughout the account. These efforts
are widespread. Some attempts are very successful (for example, Alma
23:8–13), while others fail (for example, Jacob 7:24). It is not difficult to see
how Lehi’s posterity could become numerous and prosper, based not on
genetic association but rather on religious affiliation.
There are other practical limitations as well. For example, in the
mortuary population of Kellis, a Romano-Byzantine-Coptic Christian
site in the Dakhleh Oasis of southwest Egypt, insight into the mortality rate of ancient populations is well illustrated. The inhabitants of
ancient Kellis buried all human remains, even fetuses. The cemetery
associated with Kellis may hold as many as three thousand burials. The
paleodemography of 378 of them indicates a prereproductive mortality
of 63 percent.22 A group’s arrival in a foreign land in relatively small
numbers and perhaps at a selective disadvantage reduces the probability
that its ancient Near Eastern mitochondrial and Y chromosome types
will ever be recognized in large indigenous populations twenty-six hundred years later. Moreover, the practice of polygamy is precluded early
in the Book of Mormon record (Jacob 2:27). Y chromosomes do not
have a polygamy-driven advantage leading to the concentrated paternal
genealogies recorded in some Old Testament records (e.g., 1 Chronicles
1–9).
20. Michael H. Crawford, The Origins of Native Americans: Evidence from Anthro
pological Genetics (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1998).
21. Cann and Lum, “Dispersal Ghosts in Oceania,” 441.
22. J. Eldon Molto, “Bio-archaeological Research of Kellis 2: An Overview,” in
Dakhleh Oasis Project: Preliminary Reports on the 1994–1995 to 1998–1999 Field Seasons,
ed. Colin A. Hope and Gillian E. Brown (Oxford: Oxbow Books, 2002), 238–55.
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The fate of most individuals and events is lost through time. For
example, the presence of the children of Israel in Egypt is not found in
Egyptian records. Indeed, an event such as the exodus and the national
repercussions for Egypt, as described in the book of Exodus, would
surely have been noted. However, there is little evidence from archaeology other than a boundary stela erected by Merenptah, the elderly
son of Ramses II (Ramses II is considered by many to be the pharaoh
of the exodus of the children of Israel from Egypt, as recorded in the
book of Exodus), which mentions Israel only as a political entity.23
Genetic evidence of Israel’s four hundred years in Egypt remains to
be uncovered.
Limitations of “Genetic Genealogy” in General
The three great patriarchs of the Old Testament—Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob—were promised extensive posterity and that “in thy seed
shall all the nations of the earth be blessed” (see Genesis 22:17–19;
26:4; 28:14). Perhaps this refers to an ideological/theological belief. The
Abrahamic covenant is not driven by genetics—that would simply not
be possible. Specific nuclear DNA finding its way through time from
any one of these progenitors to any descendent of today is extremely
unlikely from a biological perspective. The “Law of Increasingly Irrele
vant Remote Ancestors” provides an explanation:
All of the long-settled families of the Alsace region of
France invariably include heroic Charlemagne of eighth century in their genealogical trees. Charlemagne, who was king of
the Franks, later became emperor of all the Romans. Similarly,
all the Japanese families of the Genji lineage include emperor
Seiwa of [the] ninth century as the most illustrious ancestor in
their genealogies, whereas another emperor, Kanmu of eighth
century, plays the same role in the genealogical trees of those
belonging to the Heike lineage. Such a genealogical claim has
traditionally been dismissed outright as an absurd fantasy
23. Gaalyah Cornfeld, Archaeology of the Bible: Book by Book (Peabody, MA: Hen
drickson, 1989), 35.
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borne of a wishful delusion. Quite to the contrary, this study
reveals that unlike the Ne [those individuals contributing
genes to the following generation] of population genetics, the
number of ancestors at the AN SA generation [generation in
the past at which all adults become ancestral] was very large,
probably numbering in the millions, and the ancestors of the
AN SA and all generations previous to the AN SA included
all progeny-produced adults of the entire ancestral population. It follows that among them had to be all the local kings
of the times. Not to be forgotten, however, are other ancestors
of the times, for also included in the ancestry were murderers,
thieves, embezzlers, prostitutes, and all other social misfits of
the times.
The expression of “diluted blood” is frequently used to
lament the ineptness of a descendant in comparison with
his or her illustrious, but remote, ancestor. Indeed, as one’s
ancestors fade into the remote past, there is an ever-increasing
chance that they have become totally irrelevant in the genetic
sense in that they left no trace in the genome of their descendants of today.24
Increasing ancestral time depth means increasingly remote chances
of having any trace of specific ancestral genetics. Recent Y chromosome
characterization of male Cohen Jews (those responsible for traditional
priestly duties), of both Ashkenazic and Sephardic descent, indicate that
50 percent share specific Y chromosome markers, indicating paternal
clustering of half the males in these groups; however, the remaining 50
percent do not have these markers.25 Does this imply that these individuals are not Cohen Jews and should therefore be precluded from
their traditional duties? Of course not! Yet the data remains—some of
the children of Abraham are characterized as genetic outliers if specific
24. Susumu Ohno, “The Malthusian Parameter of Ascents: What Prevents the Expo
nential Increase of One’s Ancestors?” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 93
(1996): 15278.
25. Mark G. Thomas et al., “A Genetic Date for the Origin of Old Testament Priests,”
Nature 394 (1998): 138–40.
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molecular definitions are enforced. This is where the Israelite-like-DNA
reasoning becomes absurd. To complete the ideal direct-descent Hebrew
lineage for those demanding strict religious and genetic associations,
these individuals should also retain the correct mitochondrial DNA
haplotype, as well as definitive nuclear DNA “fingerprints,” a process
demanding strict inbreeding and resulting in “genetic suicide” through
the concentration of recessive alleles.
The biological process of descent indicates that the presence of
genetic markers is not particularly indicative of the history of the children of Abraham. For example, “Jewish populations have clearly been
through significant bottlenecks in their history. However, their strong
genetic ties to European populations are readily apparent” (p. 124).26
Genetic bottlenecks result in the extinction of genetic markers and
the loss of genetic distinctiveness. Curiously, critics like Southerton
deny this well-attested process of lost genetic diversity to small groups
of immigrants from ancient Israel to Mesoamerica.
One group of Jewish migrants who seem to be currently winning
the genetic lottery is the African Lemba.27 Southerton cites this example as his expected outcome for Lehi and others. However, the process
of genetic drift and Y chromosome coalescence is underway; 30 percent of Lemba males are African in paternity, indistinguishable from
encompassing Bantu populations. Moreover, the Lemba are African
in appearance. Given greater time depth, genetic integration may be
complete and all traces of Israelite paternity lost. Yet again, this process is denied Lehi’s “descendants” by Southerton.
The ability to genetically identify these groups, such as the Lemba,
may be indicative of many movements of small populations or kin26. Mark G. Thomas et al., “Founding Mothers of Jewish Communities: Geographi
cally Separated Jewish Groups Were Independently Founded by Very Few Female Ance
stors,” American Journal of Human Genetics 70 (2002): 1411–20; M. Richards et al.,
“Tracing European Founder Lineages in the Near Eastern mtDNA Pool,” American Journal
of Human Genetics 67 (2000): 1251–76; M. F. Hammer et al., “Jewish and Middle Eastern
Non-Jewish Populations Share a Common Pool of Y-Chromosome Biallelic Haplotypes,”
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences of the USA 97 (2000): 6769–74.
27. Mark G. Thomas et al., “Y Chromosomes Traveling South: The Cohen Modal
Haplotype and the Origins of the Lemba—the ‘Black Jews of Southern Africa,’ ” American
Journal of Human Genetics 66 (2000): 674–86.
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associated groups out of ancient Israel; however, many may well lose
their genetic identity, becoming invisible from a genetic perspective,
indistinguishable from surrounding populations. These examples sug
gest the possibility of many such movements, some still genetically
visible and some now genetically invisible.
Plant Genetics
A curiosity of this book is Southerton’s lack of success in systematically addressing the literature that suggests widespread human movement across the South Pacific attested by the distribution of cultigens,
or crops. This logical scientific approach should appeal to Southerton
since he is a plant geneticist. Indeed, he admits to potential contact
between Polynesia and the Americas as one avenue of cultigen introduction (p. 114). The plant data casts serious doubt on the claim of
“no-contact” between the Americas, South Pacific, and Asia. Table 1
lists enough potential work to employ a molecular plant geneticist for
several careers (pp. 105–6).
Interestingly, Amerindian Y haplotypes have been found in eastern Polynesia on the island of Rapa (two potentially transported cultigens to East Polynesia are attested in table 1); however, this is credited
to the presence of three men from Chile and Mexico who were integrated into the island population in 1863–64. All were from the Cora,
an illegal Peruvian slave ship. Slaves infected with dysentery and small
pox began an epidemic on the island; twenty males are thought to
have survived, inclusive of these Native Americans (p. 112). But there
are limitations to this assumption. Were these men part of the effective population (those who reproduced)? If so, how many sons did
they father? Again coalescence, or the allelic sorting process, indicates
that in general 72 percent of the Y chromosomes held individually by
these twenty men have “drifted” out of the population, given that four
generations have since elapsed (assuming a generous thirty years per
generation).28 Clearly, the Cora incident is not the only explanation.
28. At the conclusion of the fourth generation, 13 of 18 Y-haplotypes would have
coalesced, or become extinct. See Avise, Molecular Markers, Natural History, and Evo
lution, 144.
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If men were sailing this area in the 1800s, why would people not
be traversing these waters much earlier? Some have suggested a sea
going, migratory wave for Native American haplogroup B thousands
of years ago.29 Additionally, seafaring is well attested in the ancient
Near East, long before Lehi and others began their journey. Indeed, a
settlement on the coast of the Persian Gulf at Umm an-Nar indicates a
long acquaintance with sea travel. This village dates from around the
period of Gilgamesh (2800 bc), the epic king of the Sumerian city of
Uruk.30
Additionally, what we would call folklore (for example, stories
such as Paul Bunyan) appears to make its way across the waves as well.
For example, the mythical story of the posthole murder motif may
well have been exchanged between Micronesia and Mesoamerica in
pre-Columbian times.31 The direction of transfer is not known; however, this suggests cultural contact without regard to what the current
genetic records portray.
Belief and Science
Southerton warns of a change in Latter-day Saint views toward
the origins of Native Americans, driven by research as opposed to revelation; however, varying notions on the subject of Native Americans,
Asian origins, and the Book of Mormon are not unfamiliar topics.
Southerton seems surprisingly unaware of church doctrine and policy
established well over 150 years ago: “seek ye diligently and teach one
another words of wisdom; yea, seek ye out of the best books words
of wisdom; seek learning, even by study and also by faith” (D&C
88:118). This admonition drives a strong belief in secular education.
29. A. Torroni et al., “MtDNA Variation of Aboriginal Siberians Reveals Distinct
Genetic Affinities with Native Americans,” American Journal of Human Genetics 53 (1993):
603–4.
30. Geoffrey Bibby, Looking for Dilmun (New York: Knopf, 1969), 338.
31. J. D. Stewart, “A Consideration of the Posthole Murder Motif,” in Diffusion and
Migration: Their Roles in Cultural Development, ed. P. G. Duke, J. Ebert, G. Langemann,
and A. P. Buchner (Calgary: The Archaeological Association of the University of Calgary,
1978), 226–35; Joe D. Stewart, “Ethnohistorical Implications of a Mythological Theme in
Micronesia and Mesoamerica,” Canadian Journal of Anthropology 4/1 (1984): 23–37.
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Included in this philosophy is this traditional wisdom: “In this church
you don’t have to believe anything that isn’t true.” 32 This same advice
holds for secular knowledge as well. If what Southerton suggests is
true, that secular knowledge has no place in an understanding of
the Book of Mormon, then it is a curious fact that within the First
Presidency and Quorum of the Twelve Apostles are many highly educated men who hold advanced degrees in areas such as medicine, law,
and education. Operative in all aspects of the church is this ancient
observation welding together the concepts of faith and knowledge:
“precept upon precept; line upon line . . . here a little and there a little”
(Isaiah 28:10). Knowledge and understanding is a product of patience,
time, and work. As a result, Latter-day Saint scholars are encouraged
to participate in all areas of research, including analyses of the Book
of Mormon. To represent the church as an uneducated, backward
organization indicates a fundamentalist-type mind-set. Indeed much
research has been done in this area, although Southerton’s distrust
of these efforts is understandable—to some extent. As a plant geneticist, he lacks the necessary in-depth expertise in what continues to be
a multidisciplinary approach to the Book of Mormon in areas such
as linguistics, languages (e.g., Hebrew, Demotic, Middle Kingdom
Egyptian hieroglyphics), text analysis involving statistics, ancient
Near Eastern history, and an understanding of the cultural nuances
of these ancient groups.33 If the “evidence” isn’t strictly archaeological
or genetic, Southerton becomes very narrow, an unusual trait for a
scientist.
The introduction to the 1981 edition of the Book of Mormon states,
in part, that the Lamanites “are the principal ancestors of the American
Indians.” Critics have been particularly noisy over this line; however,
haste usually takes precedence over diligence. For example, this statement was neither included in the original 1830 edition of the Book of
Mormon nor in subsequent editions previous to 1981. This seems to
32. Eyring, Reflections of a Scientist, 1.
33. See Daniel C. Peterson, “News From Antiquity,” Ensign, January 1994, 16–21;
Daniel C. Peterson, “Mounting Evidence for the Book of Mormon,” Ensign, January
2000, 19–24.
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indicate a variance in opinion and belief concerning this issue, yet these
elements seem to escape critics. People of faith are naively believed
incapable of holding differing views on certain issues.34 In other words,
this statement is not a central aspect of belief; nevertheless, it appears
insurmountable to critics or to those searching for reasons to disbelieve. The issue is one of genetics—and it is on this basis that the Book
of Mormon is being criticized. Moreover, it is the misconceptions about
genetics that drives the criticisms. From a genetic perspective we have
yet to demonstrate the Native American-ancient Near East genetic connection, but should we expect such a connection? The critics certainly
think so, but critics generally propose many desperate scenarios that are
clearly wrong—as is this one. Given the implied population genetics,
why should we expect a chapter and verse genetic definition? Our faith
must lift us above the sophistry of our critics.
Typically, this particular line would rarely be noticed; the preface
is consistently bypassed in favor of the actual scriptural account. Their
determined focus on one noncanonical phrase suggests a desperate
search for negative material on the part of critics. Moreover, other statements in the preface are far more powerful and merit investigation—for
example: “The crowning event recorded in the Book of Mormon is the
personal ministry of the Lord Jesus Christ among the Nephites soon
after his resurrection. It puts forth the doctrines of the gospel, outlines
the plan of salvation, and tells men what they must do to gain peace in
this life and eternal salvation in the life to come” (preface to the Book
of Mormon).
Southerton states that “one feature of the emerging map of human
genes is that people usually share the most genetic similarity with their
closest neighbors” (pp. 121–22 ).35 We should not be surprised, then,
when the small founder groups described by the Book of Mormon,
after twenty-six hundred years and more, appear genetically like their
34. For a discussion of a variety of Latter-day Saint views involving Native Americans
and Book of Mormon peoples, see Matthew Roper, “Nephi’s Neighbors: Book of Mormon
Peoples and Pre-Columbian Populations,” Journal of Book of Mormon Studies 15/2 (2003):
91–128.
35. See Luigi Luca Cavalli-Sforza, Paolo Menozzi, and Alberto Piazza, The History
and Geography of Human Genes (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1994).
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closest neighbors, the Native Americans, having assimilated with
varying frequencies of Native American mtDNA and Y chromosome
haplotypes/haplogroups. Conversion of indigenous populations may
well have hastened this genetic incorporation. In addition, communication of ideology could be distant, much like the movement of cultigens in the general South Pacific and maternal and paternal genes
from Asia now found in the Americas. It is important to understand
that early after arriving in the New World, the labels of Lamanite and
Nephite lose implications of descent or genetic relationship; they are
typically used to identify nonbelievers and believers (Jacob 1:13–14),
a notion reinforced later in the text (4 Nephi 1:17, 20). Reasonably, the
migratory groups described in the Book of Mormon are genetically
lost through integration, selection, migration, coalescence, and the
effects of time. From a genetic perspective, a subset of ancient Native
Americans are the Book of Mormon peoples. A Mesoamerican setting for Book of Mormon events with widespread cultural elements
transferred in a give-and-take fashion appears likely; however, if the
Mesoamerican setting is incorrect, then there is an incredibly large
area in which to locate a Book of Mormon setting.36
Although Lehi may be an increasingly irrelevant ancestor from
a genetic perspective, the importance of his bringing the covenant of
Abraham to the New World persists. This ideology is not written in the
language of inheritance and once established remains a perpetual promise: “in thy seed shall all the nations of the earth be blessed” (emphasis
added; see Genesis 22:17–19; 26:4; 28:14).37 In the October 2004 priesthood session of general conference, President James E. Faust explained:
“Anyone who is righteous and desires to possess greater knowledge and
to become ‘a greater follower of righteousness’ can, under the authority
36. Dallin H. Oaks, “The Historicity of the Book of Mormon,” in Historicity and the
Latter-day Saint Scriptures, ed. Paul Y. Hoskisson (Provo, UT: BYU Religious Studies
Center, 2001), 238–39.
37. See D. Jeffrey Meldrum and Trent D. Stephens, “Who Are the Children of Lehi?”
Journal of Book of Mormon Studies 12/1 (2003): 38.
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of the priesthood, obtain a greater knowledge of God. . . . ‘They become
the sons of Moses and of Aaron and the seed of Abraham.’”38
Some Observations on the Text
Southerton’s separation from the church appears to be motivated
by a rigid, unrelenting perspective that the Book of Mormon must
meet his private interpretations and expectations, or it cannot be
true. This attitude, of necessity, includes Latter-day Saint church leaders who are also expected to agree with his views of what the Book
of Mormon does and does not mean and who are held to a narrow
interpretation of what they have and have not said about the Book
of Mormon. This inflexible insistence, that his view is true, generates
criticisms resulting in a constant reintroduction of old issues that distract from the major theme of his book. For example, he is critical of
the Church Educational System, including Brigham Young University
and its programs of “indoctrination.” This particular chapter (“The
Lord’s University” ) has a “home-cooked” feel about it. The criticisms
appear “Salt-Lake-centric” and play out the party line of detractors
from this particular region. But Southerton was born in Australia,
joined the church, served a mission, and received his education in
Australia. It is doubtful he would have the “cultural exposure” that
would support these specific criticisms. Other subjects in this particular book, which are often cited by critics, have been debated at length
elsewhere (for example, racism and origins of the Book of Abraham)39
and, with the foregoing, seem to act as page filler here, clogging the
main flow of the narrative.
As a scientist, Southerton twists some material from Henry
Erying’s Reflections of a Scientist for his own purposes (pp. 144–45),
and yet critical and inspired advice from the same book is ignored: “I
38. James E. Faust, “The Key of the Knowledge of God,” Ensign, November 2004, 52,
53 (quoting D&C 84:34).
39. See John A. Tvedtnes, “The Charge of ‘Racism’ in the Book of Mormon,” FARMS
Review 15/2 (2003): 183–97. Creating misunderstanding of the Book of Abraham is a
well-worn tactic; for example, see Mark Ashurst-McGee, “A One-Sided View of Mormon
Origins,” FARMS Review 15/2 (2003): 316–19, for his discussion on the origins of the
Book of Mormon.
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have trouble understanding why people drift away from the Church.
. . . There are all kinds of contradictions that I don’t understand, but I
find the same kind of contradictions in science, and I haven’t decided
to apostatize from science.” 40
Such practical wisdom eludes Southerton and confounds any ability to reason, think, and ponder through what he sees as inconsistencies. This drives a misunderstanding of the nature and character of
the Book of Mormon and yields an unwillingness to acknowledge the
limitations of the science upon which he relies so heavily. In addition,
Southerton seems unfamiliar with the Book of Mormon. The second
sentence of his preface proclaims that the principal groups and populations of the Book of Mormon “were practicing Christians centuries
before the birth of Christ” (p. vii).
These myopias are astonishing for one claiming special insider
knowledge not only as a former long-time member of the Church of
Jesus Christ, but also as a scientist. One is left with the impression
that this effort is really a “vent” of chronic frustration pressured by a
personal inability to reconcile long-held religious beliefs with current
scientific understanding, entangled with every criticism possible of
anything Latter-day Saint. Southerton certainly is not the first LDS
person to take note of some of the genetic data he describes; however,
he demands that scientific proof must precede his faith—the unrealized irony forgotten here is that, in science, faith precedes the light
of understanding. Two tragedies are woven between the lines of this
book—Southerton’s bitter estrangement from a religion that he cannot leave alone and the fact that many will believe what he has written
as accurate background information on the Church of Jesus Christ
but are unwittingly “studying the Church only through the eyes of its
defectors—like interviewing Judas to understand Jesus.” 41
40. Eyring, Reflections of a Scientist, 47.
41. Cory H. Maxwell, ed., The Neal A. Maxwell Quote Book (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft,
1997), 71.
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Conclusion
Nothing within the Book of Mormon precludes an Asian ancestry
for Native Americans, nor is there any reason to believe that these
same people, given geographic constraints, were not part of the events
described therein. There are no “chapter-and-verse” genetic requirements for any of these groups, nor should we expect any. This does
not mean that genetic markers of an ancient Near Eastern origin will
never be found in the genetic record of Native Americans; however,
there are compelling reasons to accept their absence. There will always
be those who must have every detail before them prior to any acceptance of truth. This view always generates a cascade of doubt that ends
in an appeal to the secular judge of science; however, in this particular
instance, the insistence that the presence of small groups from the
ancient Near East must absolutely be present in the current genetic
record of Native Americans, as a means of testing the authenticity of
the Book of Mormon, is an unrealistic expectation.
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Table 1. Plants for which there is decisive evidence
of transoceanic movement.42
Species

Common Name

Origin

Moved To

Amaranthus caudatus

love-lies-bleeding

Americas

Asia

Amaranthus cruentus

amaranth

Americas

Asia

Amaranthus
hypochondriacus

amaranth

Americas

Asia

Amaranthus spinosus

spiked amaranth

Americas

South Asia

Ananas comosus

pineapple

Americas

India, Polynesia

Aristida subspicata

Americas

Polynesia

Aster divaricates

Americas

Hawaii

Bixa orellana

achiote, annatto

Americas

Oceania, Asia

Capsicum annuum

chili pepper

Americas

India, Polynesia

Carica papaya

papaya

Americas

Polynesia

Ceiba pentandra

kapok, silk cotton
tree

Americas

Asia

Cucurbita ficifolia

chilacayote

Americas

Asia

Cyperus vegetus

edible sedge

Americas

India, Easter
Island

Gossypium barbadense

a cotton

Americas

Marquesas
Islands

Gossypium hirsutum

a cotton

Mexico

Africa, Polynesia

Gossypium tomentosum

a cotton

Americas

Hawaii

Heliconia bihai

balisier

Americas

Oceania, Asia

42. John L. Sorenson and Carl L. Johannessen, “Scientific Evidence for PreColumbian Transoceanic Voyages to and from the Americas,” Sino-Platonic Papers 133,
CD-ROM (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania, 2004). This data comes from an
expanded version of a presentation given at a conference, “Contact and Exchange in the
Ancient World,” held at the University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, 5 May 2001, 4–6.
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Species

Common Name

Origin

Moved To

Hibiscus tiliaceus

linden hibiscus

Americas

Polynesia

Ipomoea batatas

sweet potato

Americas

Polynesia, China

Lagenaria siceraria

bottle gourd

Americas

Asia, East
Polynesia

Americas

Easter Island

Lycium carolinianum
Manihot sp.

manioc

Americas

Easter Island

Maranta arundinacea

arrowroot

Americas

Easter Island,
India

Mucuna pruriens

cowhage

Americas

India, Hawaii

Nicotiana tabacum

tobacco

Americas

South Asia

Americas

China, Oceania

Osteomeles anthyllidifolia
Pachyrhizus erosus

jicama

Americas

Asia

Pachyrhizus tuberosus

jicama, yam bean

Americas

India, China,
Oceania

Physalis peruviana

husk tomato

Americas

East Polynesia

Polygonum acuminatum

a knotweed

Americas

Easter Island

Psidium guajava

guava

Americas

China, Polynesia

Sapindus saponaria

soapberry

Americas

India, East
Polynesia

Schoenoplectus californicus

bulrush, totora reed

Americas

Easter Island

Sisyrhynchium acre

a “grass”

Americas

Hawaii

Solanum candidum /
S. lasiocarpum

naranjillo

Americas

Oceania,
Southeast Asia

Americas

Oceania

Solanum repandum /
S. sessiflorum
Solanum tuberosum

potato

Americas

Easter Island

Sophora toromiro

toromiro tree

Americas

Easter Island

Leaving the Facts and the Faith

Kent P. Jackson

L

eaving the Saints is not an important book. But it has received a
great deal of attention, and many copies of it have been sold. It is
the memoir of Martha Nibley Beck, native of Provo, Utah, Harvard
PhD, mother of three, best-selling author, national columnist, professional “life coach,” former Latter-day Saint, and daughter of Hugh
Nibley. The latter two items are the most important for the book
because they, more than anything else, are what the book is about.
Leaving the Saints focuses on Beck’s experiences from the time she left
Harvard for a new life in Provo to the time she left Provo for a new life
in Arizona, roughly from 1988 to 1994. But it contains many detours
to earlier times, beginning with Beck’s childhood, that set the stage
for the life-changing events of those Provo years.
The literary framework of the book is an account of Beck meeting with her father in a Provo motel room, to which he had been taken
under false pretext by Beck’s cousin and in which he was held against
his will for some time while Beck confronted him face to face for sexually abusing her when she was a young child. Nibley was in his nineties
at the time, and he had not seen his daughter for a decade since she
first made the accusation. Beck’s reason for arranging the meeting was
Review of Martha Beck. Leaving the Saints: How I Lost the Mormons
and Found My Faith. New York: Crown, 2005. ix + 306 pp. $24.95.
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to give her father the opportunity to come to grips with his dark past
before he died. From that motel room, the book takes us through a series
of flashbacks to various earlier episodes in Beck’s life, each contributing to her spiritual journey toward the freedom she had always sought.
By means of those episodes, readers are introduced to the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, Brigham Young University, Latter-day
Saint culture, the Nibley family, and Hugh Nibley and his fame within
the Latter-day Saint community—all in unflattering images that are at
best caricatures and at worst outright misrepresentations. Readers are
also introduced to Beck’s husband and three children, various experiences in her education, and her life in Provo. More important still are
the events through which she recovered the long-lost memory that her
father had ritually raped her on multiple occasions from the time she
was five until she was eight. Not coincidentally, it was the awakening of
those memories that also awakened Beck to the understanding that the
church and its teachings are not what they claim to be, its leaders are
oppressive, its scriptures are frauds, and her father’s academic work—
like much of Mormonism—is a lie. Beck portrays her actions in the
motel room as motivated by a desire to free both herself and her father
from the effects of his crime against her. She wants him to confess so
he can die in peace, and she finds reasons for his behavior that parallel
the reasons for her own lifetime of pain, nightmares, and grief. Nibley,
she decides, was sexually abused by his own mother and suffered his
own post-traumatic stress as a result of his experiences in World War II.
But more than anything else, it was Nibley’s impossible life mission of
defending Mormonism that drove him to madness and perversion.
Beck is a very engaging writer, and she skillfully tells her story in
such a way that the reader is drawn into it and is eager to keep reading.
My guess is that her target audience—those who like stories about people
victimized by powerful men and powerful institutions—will find it to be
not only a good read but also absolutely convincing. And I suspect that
virtually all who will read the book will believe every word of it, unless
they have some reason for doing otherwise. I have many such reasons.
It would be easy to call this book a work of fiction and be done
with it, but the matter is not really that simple. Accusations of sexual
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abuse of a child have to be taken very seriously. Three hypothetical
possibilities exist regarding the molestation, each of which is frightening. First, Beck may be telling the truth, presenting us with the vision
of a revered defender of the faith and long-time BYU icon being the
rapist of his own daughter. Second, the sexual abuse never happened,
but Beck, for whatever reasons, came to think that it did and sincerely
believes that it did. That scenario is tragic for all involved, making
Nibley the victim of someone’s false memory and Beck the victim of
bad counseling, bad psychological health, or other sad circumstances.
The third option is that Beck made up the story of sexual abuse and
knows that it is not true. That proposal is horrible, because it presents
us with the thought that a person could have so much malice in her
heart that she could knowingly fabricate a story with such tragic and
far-reaching implications.
In my mind, the first of these options, that Hugh Nibley sexually
abused his daughter, is to be ruled out, for reasons that I will explain
below. Through much of the book, I was more or less convinced that
the second option is true, that the sexual abuse did not happen but
that Beck truly believes that it did. But now I am not sure.
I do not believe that Hugh Nibley molested his daughter, and I
trust that objective thinkers will draw the same conclusion from the
available evidence. At the outset, it must be admitted that sexual abuse
of children does happen, even among Latter-day Saints. It is a horrible
crime, and, regrettably, sometimes the honest accusations and appeals
of victims are ignored or silenced. But I cannot believe the story. I find
it significant that her seven siblings have gone on record to say unanimously that the abuse not only did not occur but that Beck’s accusations of it are consistent with other destructive behavior throughout
her life. On 22 February 2005, in anticipation of the publication of
Leaving the Saints, her brothers and sisters issued a statement over all
their signatures denouncing the claim as untrue.
Knowing our sister and the circumstances of our home, we
agree that Martha Beck’s portrayal of our family in “Leaving
the Saints” is false. We are saddened by the book’s countless
errors, falsehoods, contradictions, and gross distortions. She
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misrepresents our family history, the basic facts of our lives,
our family culture. . . . She also omits critical facts including
. . . the tortuous process—including self-hypnosis—by which
she achieved her “recovered memories.”
Martha’s most egregious accusation—that our father molested
her over several years and the family covered up the crime—is not
true. While salacious accusations sell books, the reader should
know that in this case it simply did not happen. . . .
Martha is a masterful storyteller, and throughout her
writing career she has dramatically altered her beliefs and
positions in order to focus on different audiences and market segments. Now, apparently to sell books, Martha has once
again resorted to using storytelling in the place of research,
discredited pop psychology for science, and fantasy instead
of fact. In her book Martha calls for the highest standards of
scholarship and social science professionalism, yet sadly her
own writing is closer to tabloid journalism, failing to come
anywhere close to the standards she claims to espouse.
. . . We love our sister and are very concerned for her at this
time. We fear this is another instance of the self-destructive
behavior that has haunted Martha throughout her life. No
one in our family has any desire to choose sides between our
father and our sister; however, intellectual honesty is a fundamental value of the Nibley family, and sadly we do not see that
tradition reflected in “Leaving the Saints.” 
One of Beck’s sisters added, “Her accusation that our family would
in any way tolerate a crime as hideous as the sexual abuse of a child is
probably just another sad attempt by Martha to claim the limelight and
make herself the hero/victim in one of her fanciful stories.”  Another
sister wrote, “We shared a bunk bed during the entire time Martha
	. “Nibley Family Response to Martha Beck’s ‘Leaving the Saints,’ ” which can be
found at www.hughnibleydefense.com (accessed 18 May 2005). I should point out that I
personally do not know any members of the Nibley family.
	. “Postscript” to “Nibley Family Response,” Christina Nibley Mincek, “an attorney
who has studied and written on sexual violence.”
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says she was being abused.” “We shared everything—clothes, friends,
secrets. I don’t believe for a minute that during that whole time, she
was being molested by our father. I’m shocked that her editors would
release this book without checking even the most basic facts.” 
Beck’s brother-in-law, Boyd Petersen, thoroughly researched Nibley,
his family background, his war-time experiences, his domestic life, and
his professional career for an impressive biography of Nibley published
in 2002. Petersen has written a response to Leaving the Saints that pre
sents arguments against the book based on the firsthand observation of
those closest to Beck. He presents a series of reasons why he and other
family members disbelieve the story of the abuse after having given it
what they feel was a fair and honest hearing. Petersen found no evidence that Nibley was abused by his mother or that he suffered from
post-traumatic stress disorder. He points out errors in Beck’s presentation of circumstances relating to Nibley’s scholarship, including some
of her most significant claims. He explains how Beck’s earlier memoir,
Expecting Adam, not only contains much that is not truth but was originally written as a work of fiction. And he itemizes error after error in
Leaving the Saints regarding events and circumstances that family members themselves witnessed. None of the family members believe that the
abuse happened or even could have happened in the small, crowded
Nibley home, where privacy and secrets were virtually impossible.
I find these responses by Beck’s family members to be compelling. As
painful as it must be for them to be thrust into the situation brought about
by the book, their candid reaction to it should cause reasonable readers
	. “Postscript,” Zina Nibley Petersen, PhD. In response to Beck’s appearance on
ABC Television’s “Good Morning America,” Beck’s siblings and mother stated: “We are
united in our belief that the repeated abuse alleged in the book could not have taken place
without any of us knowing. Furthermore, none of us would ever cover up such a serious crime” (“Family Responds to Martha Beck’s Appearance,” abcnews.go.com/GMA/
story?id=586190, accessed 18 May 2005). Family members have made similar statements
in subsequent media interviews—for example, in a KUER-FM interview, Salt Lake City,
30 March 2005.
	. Boyd J. Petersen, Hugh Nibley: A Consecrated Life (Salt Lake City: Kofford Books,
2002).
	. See Petersen, “Response to ‘Leaving the Saints,’ ” found at www.fairlds.org/
Reviews/Rvw200504.html (accessed 19 May 2005).
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to have serious doubts about its veracity. It is one thing to have a different
perception of events, but it is another to portray events in a manner that
others who witnessed them view as clearly contrary to fact.
For someone like myself who has no knowledge of the inner
workings of the Nibley home, there is still ample cause to disbelieve
the claims of Leaving the Saints. Like many others, I am reasonably
familiar with the doctrines and activities of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints, and I also have a working knowledge of Brigham
Young University and its recent history. Beck’s portrayals of the
church and BYU are so consistently erroneous that I have every reason
not only to doubt everything else in the book but also to question the
motives of the author. Beck’s depictions of the church and BYU are so
far removed from reality that it is clear that from the start she ruled
out BYU faculty, other academics, and informed Latter-day Saints as
potential readers. There was obviously no attempt made to establish
credibility with those groups. Again, this book was written for those
who like stories about people victimized by powerful men and powerful institutions. Yet those who really know what she has written about
will have a very hard time believing anything in the book.
The misrepresentations about the church are too numerous even
to mention. Those quoted here should give readers a taste of what
Leaving the Saints is like:
“Lineage matters in Mormonism. A lot. . . . To this day the social
structure of the Latter-day Saint community is more aristocracy than
democracy. Descendants of the early pioneers enjoy a subtly but distinctly higher status than new converts” (p. 31). “The one occupation
	. Petersen is frank to point out that not all the Nibley children share their father’s
belief in Mormonism and that some of them have issues with how their father—“obsessed
with his research and writing, and constantly in demand to lecture, to write, and to
travel—neglected them in their youth” (Petersen, “Response” ). But that admission only
adds to the credibility of their rejection of Beck’s stories about him.
	. To readers who are not Latter-day Saints: I have chosen not to comment on these
and most other statements from the book because Latter-day Saint readers, to whom
this review is primarily addressed, will recognize them immediately as untrue, silly, and
often laughable in their distortion and misrepresentation. Please rest assured that Beck’s
characterizations of the beliefs and history of the Latter-day Saints are not accurate, and
all of the following statements could easily be annotated to show that they are false.
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recommended for Mormon females: breeding well in captivity” (p. 45).
“The more chicks per man-God, the better” (p. 75). “The celestial kingdom has a central zone called the kingdom of the firstborn, reserved for
Mormons who live the ‘true and eternal principle of plural marriage’
(polygamy)” (p. 87). “A good Mormon girl doesn’t ever” engage in “direct
communication” (p. 107). “Most Mormons see financial wealth as a
sign of God’s favor” (p. 148). After the Egyptian papyri were acquired
in 1835, the church’s claim was that “the Mormon Church now owned
the original, physical manuscripts upon which the Pentateuch (the first
five books of the Old Testament, the Torah) had been written. Over the
year, Joseph Smith managed to translate the sections he said were written by Moses and Abraham” (p. 154). “Mormons are discouraged from
reading any materials about the Church that are not produced through
official channels” (p. 176). “The imminent switch back to polygamy”
(p. 177). “Infallible male leaders” (p. 178). “Men are to be pleased and
protected, . . . and women are to do what they’re told. This includes
excusing or ignoring sexual shenanigans on the part of the patriarch
and siding with the male authority figure in any ‘he said, she said’ conflicts” (pp. 178–79). “My family specifically, along with Mormons generally, has a tradition of winking at sexual ‘abominations’ committed
by men in the leadership structure, helping cover up any remaining
gossip” (p. 180). “I suspected that even though the Mormon powers
that be might not actually threaten my life, they would probably try to
ruin it. Yes, these suspicions were outlandish. Yes, they were paranoid.
And yes, they were completely accurate” (p. 182).
Through the voices of unnamed BYU professors, Beck tells us that
the “Strengthening the Membership Committee” is “a squad of investigators who work for the Church. Very hush-hush. A lot of ex-CIA
guys” (p. 189). “They gather information about most BYU professors.
. . . Sometimes they stake out rebels’ houses and take down the license
plate numbers of anyone who comes to visit them. Then those people
are suspects. Next thing you know, they’re getting hauled in by their
own bishops, maybe put on trial” (p. 189).
“Every now and then, Utah papers record murders with uniquely
Mormon flavoring (death by temple-sanctioned methods, for example),
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and the word that goes out on the Latter-day grapevine is Danite”
(p. 190).
I could—and would—continue hanging out with my “dissident” friends. But I couldn’t do it without fear. I wasn’t sure
exactly what there was to be afraid of. I was just consumed
with a vague anxiety that some anonymous representative of
the Mormon Church would soon do Something Bad to contain me and my treasonous stories.
Even years later, writing this, I can feel the twinges of that
old terror. . . . I don’t think most people realize how much the
Latter-day Saints’ history of quietly perpetrated violence still
resonates throughout the community, what a powerful agent
of social control it still is. . . .
. . . Fear stalked me as I rocked on my babies, stood behind
me as I taught class, smiled its chilling smile at me every morning when I opened my eyes. I couldn’t stop it. (pp. 190–91)
Beck told a Provo hair stylist that she wanted her hair cut short.
“The stylist checked my left hand for a wedding ring, then reported
my request to the owner of the salon, who asked me to call my husband to ascertain that I had his permission to change my hairstyle”
(p. 193). “Two university administrators told me they’d been ‘called in’
[for questioning by their bishops] after their home telephones started
making strange clicking sounds and that the religious authorities who
reprimanded them knew things they could only have gleaned from
listening to the administrators’ private phone conversations” (p. 221).
Beck and her husband also noticed “a strange, intermittent clicking
sound” in their phone. When a repairman investigated, “he discovered that our phone line had been crossed with another line inside a
phone junction box at the nearby Mormon chapel—something, the
repairman said, that could not have happened accidentally. He sepa
rated the wires. The clicks went away. A few days later, they came
back” (p. 233). “Many Latter-day Saints lived in mental and social
prisons that perpetuated precisely the kind of insanity with which I’d
grown up. It wasn’t slavery, but it was a powerful form of bondage:
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the belief that God had ordained a pattern of secrets and silence, that
religious authority always trumped one’s individual sense of right and
wrong, that the evidence of the senses must bow to the demands of
orthodoxy, no matter how insane. It was a kind of institutionalized
madness” (p. 239).
These and other such statements are so outlandish that they do
not require rebuttal or even serious comment. Readers of this review
will recognize them for what they are and will realize that if Beck can
misrepresent the church with such ease, she can probably misrepresent other things as well.
Leaving the Saints also tells us much about Brigham Young Uni
versity. But the problem for Beck regarding this topic is the same as
that regarding her depictions of the church—namely, many of her
claims can be tested empirically. Following are some statements from
the book.
“Men must also wear socks, on the premise that the hair on human
ankles can be thought of as an extension of pubic hair” (pp. 77–78). A
BYU faculty member said, “They’ll never let us tell the truth” (p. 79).
Beck writes concerning BYU faculty members’ fears of their scholarship being repressed: “I suddenly remembered where I’d seen people
act this way: in the People’s Republic of China, where I’d gone to do
research in 1984” (pp. 80–81). BYU professors live in fear of being
“called in” by church leaders. “It’s the way the Church jerks your
chain—you know, reminds you that they can fire you anytime. It’s
been happening a lot around here lately” (p. 186). “It occurred to me
that although the Mormon Church wouldn’t endanger these professors’ lives, it could definitely take away their living. Once academics
have spent several years at BYU, most other universities won’t touch
them; rightly or wrongly, they’re seen as religious loonies who prefer fundamentalist doctrine to academic process” (p. 81). Beck tells
of a BYU clinical psychology professor who had a client who was the
daughter of a man who was “financially important to the Church”
(p. 184). A general authority called the professor and warned him to
institutionalize his client and “put her back on the antipsychotics”
so she would not be able to talk. The general authority threatened,
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“There are plenty of psychologists who have lost their careers over less
than this” (p. 185). When Beck counseled her friend to go public, he
responded:
“But Martha, I’ve got five kids. If I don’t do as I’m told,
BYU will fire me and say it’s for poor performance. I’ll never
get another teaching job, and they’ll make sure I can’t start a
decent private practice. What’s going to happen to my family?” . . .
“Allen, I really don’t think the Church is that powerful.”
He gave a humorless snort of laughter. “Oh, yeah. Tell that
to all the non-Mormons who’ve been run out of business in
this state.” (p. 185)
Beck tells of a classroom encounter with a male student: “ ‘You see,
Sister Beck,’ he told me in an earnest voice, ‘I hold the priesthood, and
that means I’ll always know better than you.’ Most of the class nodded sagely in agreement. . . . In the context of a Mormon worldview,
his argument was flawless” (p. 222). To assure that everyone listens to
campus devotionals, “the sound systems in the social science building
(and all others, as far as I know) had been set with a central override
switch so that it was impossible for faculty members to turn the sound
in their offices off—or even down” (p. 222). “The General Authorities
were destroying the careers of BYU’s best young professors, firing
them for ‘shoddy scholarship’ when, in our view, their work was the
only publishable material coming out of the university” (p. 232). “As
tensions continued to mount, most BYU employees kept a tighter and
tighter reign on their tongues. . . . Anything one said could be overheard and reported; it did not pay to trust. Even friends could turn
state’s evidence, reporting on their colleagues’ heresy in order to save
their own jobs” (p. 232).
Beck lists topics that BYU professors are to avoid altogether: evolution, Mormon history, American archaeology, and feminism (p. 81).
Regarding these, the following comments may be helpful. All, or
perhaps virtually all, BYU life science professors both believe in and
teach evolution, and they do so without fear of the repercussions that
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Beck wants her readers to believe would come from the university and
the church. As for LDS history, BYU has a flourishing community of
excellent historians who research and write openly about the church
and its past. BYU has long had excellent research and teaching in the
archaeology of Mesoamerica and the American Southwest, contrary
to Beck’s claim. And it is significant that shortly after Beck’s brief stay
as a part-time instructor, BYU hired a non-LDS scholar who is among
the leading Mesoamerican archaeologists in the world. Feminism is
taught and researched at BYU as well, and faculty members in several
disciplines draw from and study its contributions. Beck’s complaints
against the university on these topics are very old news. Of course,
the beliefs and values of Latter-day Saint scholars influence how they
approach these and other topics, which aspects of their disciplines
they choose to accept or reject, and how they present their findings.
But those things are true of non-LDS scholars as well.
One of the most revealing episodes in Leaving the Saints is Beck’s
story about her research in the BYU library. Seeking sources on Sonia
Johnson, a critic of the church who attracted national attention in the
late 1970s, Beck went to the library at BYU. She writes:
Not a single reference to [Sonia Johnson] showed up on
the library’s retrieval system. Puzzled, I checked the references
I’d gotten from books, the ones that quoted specific articles
in major newspapers. I found the correct papers, dates, and
page numbers, then scrutinized the microfilm screens with
the care of an art restorer examining a painting. And what I
found, while insignificant in the scheme of things, troubled
me just a bit.
The articles were simply missing.
All of them.
Someone in the BYU library had spent an enormous
amount of time and effort to excise every single reference to
Sonia Johnson that had ever appeared in print. Whatever splash
she’d made in the non-Mormon world, in the microcosm that
was the Lord’s University, it was as though nothing about
Johnson . . . had ever existed at all. (p. 83)
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No one who knows anything about BYU, or about universities
in general, or about university libraries, will believe any part of this
fanciful story. Imagine what it would take to bring about this coverup. An army of people with microscopes and surgical knifes would
have to go through each roll of microfilm to find every reference to
Sonia Johnson and then cut them all out by hand. Within BYU’s
microfilm collection are the New York Times, the Washington Post,
the Los Angeles Times, the local Utah newspapers, and others. All of
the microfilms of each of those newspapers had to be physically edited
by hand to remove every reference to Sonia Johnson. But even if such
an information purge had been possible, how could it have been kept
secret all these years? Why did no one else notice it until Beck published her book in 2005? How did all those articles get back in place
today? Perhaps even more important, why would BYU even want to
do such a thing? What purpose could it possibly serve?
Beck tells the story of her chance meeting in a grocery store with a
man in a tweed jacket who worked as a source checker for her father’s
publisher. He confronts her with the claim that her father is a liar:
“His footnotes. He makes them all up.” “All of them?” she asks. The
man in tweed states, “I’d say, conservatively, 90 percent of them.”
“Sometimes what he said was exactly the opposite of what the author
meant. Sometimes a quotation he’d footnote just wasn’t there.” Nibley
“could see anything on any page that needed to be there.” When Beck
asked the man why he continued to play along, he said:
“I needed the job. I wanted to finish school. I’d already
been working toward a PhD for four years. If I’d gotten kicked
out with bad references, no other school would take me.”
“You think BYU would have blackballed you?”
“Not just BYU. The Church. And no, I don’t think so, I
know so. I’d have been lucky to get a job sweeping floors. . . .
The Church gets pretty much anything it wants, and it wants
your father protected.”
. . . “In this state, you don’t just go around spouting stuff
that may be a problem for the Church. Like, some of the other
fact-checkers on my team got a little mouthy after we finished
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the project. They’re not doing well. Can’t get jobs. Incredible
pressure from their families. Hints about excommunication.”
(pp. 165–67)
The man in the tweed jacket gave Beck the phone numbers of other
source checkers, and from them she heard “unanimous confirmation”
that many of Nibley’s footnotes were “fictional” (p. 169).
There are serious and insurmountable problems with this story.
First, Nibley’s books still exist, and thus the notes are available to
be examined by anyone who wants to take the time. And those who
checked his references for the publication of his collected works are
known people who are credited by name in the books. Beck’s claims
regarding the notes can therefore be tested. Boyd Petersen’s review
includes statements from some of the footnote checkers, and they
deny the claim of falsified references. In 1989 I published a review
of one of Nibley’s books in which I pointed out what I felt were major
problems in his scholarship, particularly in the book I was reviewing.
It may be the most critical review of Nibley ever written by a believing Latter-day Saint, and it may even be the source for some of the
ideas and language coming out of the mouth of Beck’s man in tweed.
Among my critiques was that Nibley often generalized excessively,
saw “things in the sources that simply don’t seem to be there,” let his
“predetermined conclusions set the agenda for the evidence,” and
misinterpreted authors he cited.10 Others, including some of Nibley’s
greatest admirers, have found the same problems in his scholarship.
But the academic transgressions committed by Nibley (hardly unique
to him) were the products of carelessness and wishful thinking, not
of fraud and deception. Nibley’s greatest skill as a scholar was his
ability to see the big picture, not his ability to finesse the fine details.
Nowhere in my own examination of his research and writing did I
	. One reference checker told me: “We never found anything that Nibley made up or
intentionally misquoted. I would characterize his use of sources as sloppy but certainly
not dishonest” (Terrence L. Szink, personal communication, 8 April 2005).
	. Kent P. Jackson, review of Old Testament and Related Studies, by Hugh Nibley,
BYU Studies 28/4 (1988): 114–19.
10. Jackson, review of Old Testament and Related Studies, 116–17.
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find any hint of his making up sources for fictional references. I do not
believe it happened. And as for the fear of losing one’s job at BYU and
suffering reprisals from the church, I should note that my review was
published in BYU’s official academic journal, BYU Studies, and none
of the consequences foretold by the man in the tweed jacket happened
to me.11 For those reasons, I doubt that the man in tweed ever really
existed, except in Beck’s Leaving the Saints.
With the stories of the Sonia Johnson research and the footnote
checker in tweed, Beck seems to be signaling to informed readers that
she does not care that we know she is not telling the truth. Some of
the stories regarding members of her family seem intended to signal
the same thing to them. In fact, I suspect that aside from Beck and her
family, virtually all the characters in the book are fictional—literary
devices created by Beck to assist her in telling the story. Her use of
pseudonyms for almost everyone she mentions makes this possible.
Even so, Leaving the Saints, marketed as a work of nonfiction, will still
be a best seller, and her targeted audience will likely believe it all.
Leaving the Saints is so full of misrepresentations about the church
and BYU, and so full of things that seem imaginary, that I find it hard
to believe the core elements of the story, including the story of the
child sexual abuse. I sincerely hope that the author truly believes she
was sexually abused by her father because that is the least troubling of
the hypothetical possibilities. But if she truly believes it, why then did
she go out of her way to destroy any chance of credibility by including so many tall tales—assertions and stories that are demonstrably
untrue and that she undoubtedly knows are untrue?
When I first wrote this review, I ended it here with these words:
“Leaving the Saints is not an important book, nor is it a must-read for
anyone. It will have its day, and it will continue for a while to draw
attention to itself and to its author. But like so many other works of
this sort, it will soon be forgotten.” All of that is true, but in the mean11. I was promoted on schedule to full professor at Brigham Young University two
years later. The only negative consequence to come from the review is that several antiMormon Web sites have posted it, or provided links to it, imagining that to find fault with
Hugh Nibley is to destroy the foundation of the church. Some few Latter-day Saints who
sent me angry letters apparently believe the same thing.
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time, there is more to be said. Leaving the Saints hurts real people.
It tells untruths about the Church of Jesus Christ and its teachings.
It insults me and other believers who love our religion and find in it
the answers to life’s hardest questions. It deceives thousands of honest
readers who find the author convincing and do not know better. It has
forced Hugh Nibley’s widow and children into a spotlight they never
chose for themselves, violating their privacy and misrepresenting
their lives. It demeans in a profound way my wife, my three daughters, and all other believing Latter-day Saint women, depicting them
as weak and stupid. And it hurts real victims of real sexual abuse. It
will also undoubtedly taint by association future discussions of critical issues relating to women in the church. I do not know if Random
House (parent company of Crown) knew the true nature of Leaving
the Saints when agreeing to publish it. But either way, this book hurts
the company’s credibility with me. I feel sorry for the author’s clients
and readers, who look to her for help. And I feel genuinely sorry for
Martha Beck. I know from personal experiences and from the experiences of others that life can be very hard, and I am deeply sympathetic to whatever struggles and challenges she may have faced. But
regardless of what they are, and regardless of what it is that drives or
torments her, writing this book—an act of unkindness that overflows
with words that are not true—was not the answer.12

12. After writing this review, I read the following thoughtful and recommendable
reviews written by others: Tania Rands Lyon, “An Exhausted Memoir of Reading Leaving
the Saints,” Sunstone, March 2005, 62–67; and Allen L. Wyatt, “Loss and Sadness among
the Saints,” at www.fairlds.org (accessed 25 April 2005).

How Martha Wrote an
Anti-Mormon Book
(Using Her Father’s Handbook
as Her Guide?)
Gregory Taggart

“It is understandable that nearly all the standard exposés of
Mormonism have been written by women.” 
Hugh Nibley
I’d Rather Be Fishing

F

irst, let’s deal with the elephant in the room: If Martha Beck’s allegations of sexual abuse against her father are true, he deserved
every punch she threw in her newest book, and she deserves our sympathy. Abuse of any kind practiced on child or adult is offensive to
both God and humanity.
That said, I don’t think her allegations are true. In fact, given the
many distortions, misrepresentations, and outright absurdities in her
book—about facts that we can check—I see no reason to believe her
	. See Hugh W. Nibley, “How to Write an Anti-Mormon Book (A Handbook for
Beginners),” in Tinkling Cymbals and Sounding Brass (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book
and FARMS, 1991), 474–580, which was a tongue-in-cheek exposé of anti-Mormon
techniques.
	. Nibley, “How to Write an Anti-Mormon Book,” 556.

Review of Martha Beck. Leaving the Saints: How I Lost the Mormons
and Found My Faith. New York: Crown, 2005. ix + 306 pp. $24.95.
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side of her alleged “she said/he said” incidents. None. Thus, my sympathies are with her recently deceased father and with her family—all
of whom deny the abuse ever took place. As I provide evidence to
back up my contention, I hope I can walk the fine line between love
and humor, concern and fact—a line her father walked quite well.
When I first decided to review Martha Nibley  Beck’s new book,
Leaving the Saints, I was certain that I wanted to use her father’s humorous handbook for aspiring anti-Mormon writers as a guide. After all,
I had discovered, her book is not much more than an anti-Mormon
book, masquerading as a journey from abuse to newfound faith and
freedom. However, as I assessed the poor quality of her evidence, I
was often pulled in other directions. At one point, I drifted toward
the courtroom model, where I could employ the cross-examination
skills of a trial attorney to shine a bright light on the many contradictions in her book, much as her father did with nineteenth-century
anti-Mormon writers in his book The Myth Makers. At another point,
frustrated by Martha’s apparent unfailing ability to read minds, hands,
and facial tics in ways that always supported the case against her father
or the church, Nibley’s pamphlet No, Ma’am, That’s Not History, a
response to Fawn Brodie’s psychobiography of Joseph Smith, seemed
like the better model. In the end, I decided to see how closely Martha
followed her father’s thirty-six rules for beginning anti-Mormon writers. The circumstantial evidence indicates that she must own at least
one copy of his handbook.
As its title suggests, Martha’s book is the story of her becoming
disenchanted with the faith of her fathers, then of finding new faith
and hope as she leaves Mormonism behind. However, the title does
not tell the whole story. First, she devotes virtually every other chapter of her book to a lengthy confrontation that apparently took place
	. See Hugh Nibley Defense at www.hughnibleydefense.com (accessed 18 August
2005).
	. As with her more recent books, Martha dropped her middle name for this one,
going it alone as Martha Beck and in some small way preserving her father’s anonymity.
Unfortunately, her graciousness ended on the book’s cover.
	. Hugh Nibley, The Myth Makers (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1961).
	. Hugh Nibley, No, Ma’am, That’s Not History (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1946).
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between her and her father in a hotel room in 2001 when she was 39
and he was 91. In the book’s other chapters, sprinkled among the hotel
chapters, she relates the story of her return to Utah in 1988 with her
husband John and their two children shortly after the birth of Adam,
their Down syndrome child, and their five-year stay in Provo as she
finished her dissertation and worked part time at Brigham Young
University. Whereas she uses the hotel chapters to lay out the “facts”
and theory of her case against her father, she uses the other chapters to
give the reader a guided tour of her dysfunctional birth family and the
even more dysfunctional Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints,
commonly known in anti-Mormon circles as “one of the world’s most
secretive religions” (dust jacket).
Leaving the Saints is a frustrating book. It is also a dishonest book,
calling to mind Mary McCarthy’s famous critique of Lillian Hellman’s
writing: “Every word she writes is a lie—including ‘and’ and ‘the.’ ”  
Ms. Beck caricatures sacred ordinances and doctrines, fabricates dialogue, turns the silliest myth into organizational policy, and creates
	. Mary McCarthy, statement given on PBS’s Dick Cavett Show, 18 October 1979.
See www.kirjasto.sci.fi/marymcc.htm (accessed 12 July 2005).
	. Many reviews of Martha’s book have praised her writing; I’m not so enthusiastic.
She’s often too cute by more than half. But the most disconcerting thing about her writing is her dialogue. It’s often wooden, unbelievable, and too pat (by pat I mean that the
people in her book always say just what needs to be said at exactly the right time). Not
surprisingly, those three characteristics show up together. For example, her mother supposedly tells Martha, “Think how many people’s testimonies of the Gospel depend on
your father,” and then asks Martha, who wants to talk to a counselor about her abuse,
“What about the therapist’s testimony?” When Martha says that she’ll go to someone
who’s never heard of her father, a non-Mormon even, her mother replies, “There is no one
who has never heard of your father” (p. 139). This is bad dialogue. It’s pat and only serves
the purpose of making her mother appear strange and her father appear essential to the
mission of the church, both of which are important to her case. In another instance of
bad dialogue, “I’ll call her Laura,” a Boston psychotherapist, cautions Martha, “Maybe
this is your mission, to protect the Church. To honor the secret” (p. 140). Honor what
secret? The only “secret” I have ever been asked to honor is what goes on in the temple—a
“secret” that Martha is obviously not concerned about, despite her protests to the contrary (pp. 14–17). Other examples abound. Her father saying “sternly” to Martha, “Well,
yes . . . but we must serve the Gospel first” (p. 245). Serve the Church. Serve the Lord. But
serve the Gospel? She has her stake president asking John about his decision to leave the
Church, “Were you wearing your garments when you made this decision” (p. 258)? I can
imagine a stake president asking John whether he’d stopped wearing his garments in an
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events out of whole cloth with an aplomb that boggles the mind. To
give just one example, she describes a meeting that took place between
her, her husband John, and their bishopric after John had submitted
his letter of resignation from the church. The bishop had come to make
sure that John understood the consequences of his decision—standard
church policy. Having determined that John understood what he was
doing, the bishop turned to Martha and asked, “Is there anything I
can help you with right now? Any questions you want to ask?”
Martha, describes herself as looking at him wearily. “Where to
begin?” she asks herself.
“Well,” I said, “I guess I’d like to know why the Church keeps
attacking anyone who has material evidence disconfirming
Mormon scripture. I’d like to know how people who talk all
day about Truth can spend all their time trying to hide it. I—”
But there was no point in going on, because the good
bishop had literally stuffed his forefingers in his ears. “I can’t
hear you, I can’t hear you, I can’t hear you,” he chanted.
I am not making this up [she assures the reader]. (p. 257)
Yes she is. And if you believe her, she has a bridge, er, book for you.
It will include the likes of this little gem about life at Brigham Young
University: “Men must also wear socks, on the premise that the hair
on human ankles can be thought of as an extension of pubic hair”
(pp. 77–78). Of course, she gives no source for this absurdity (and if
she had, you can be sure the source would be something like “one BYU
administrator told me” ).10 Now is there some crazy aunt in BYU’s attic
attempt to ascertain where John stood in his decision to leave. But after Martha’s earlier
discourse on the magical powers of garments (pp. 14–15), I think she’s simply piling on
here. The stake president looks silly asking that question in the manner she has him asking it, and our writer knows it.
	. This is strange stuff from a writer who continually sics her attorney on organizations or people who question the assertions in her book. See Boyd Petersen, “As Things
Stand at the Moment: Responding to Martha Beck’s Leaving the Saints” (presentation,
FAIR Conference, Sandy, Utah, 5 August 2005, unpublished copy in my possession).
10. “Martha Beck Responds to Boyd Petersen” (10 March 2005, unpublished copy
in my possession), 18 (hereafter “Beck Responds” ). In Martha’s unpublished written
response to Boyd Petersen’s review of her book that was originally posted by Sunstone
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that might have uttered such nonsense? Possibly. Did some student
or faculty member ever joke that maybe that was the reason behind
the policy? Surely. Does any sane person believe that was the real reason behind the policy? No, and that includes Martha Beck, a woman
who constantly reminds the reader that she is a Harvard-trained sociologist (p. 126) who is in a “love affair with evidence” (p. 5) and who
tries not “to jump to conclusions” (p. 207). Yet she blithely states this
absurd rationale for the socks policy as fact.
Caveat Lector—I Mean It!
Before we go too much further, I must stress one point, something I will discuss in greater detail below: There is not one source
or footnote in Martha’s book other than a reference here and there
to Shakespeare or Sartre or some such. None, or virtually none—it
is hard to keep track—of the people she quotes or paraphrases has a
real name with the exception of her husband and children. Certainly
everyone who is anyone in Martha’s little book is either unnamed or
has a pseudonym. Thus, whenever anyone talks, the only one you can
be sure is talking is Martha. She is the puppet master. And frankly, I
was often unsure if, when she quoted herself, she was quoting accurately. The dialogue is that pat.11
Ostensibly, the unstated reason for all secrecy is to protect people’s privacy. In some cases, that may have been a judicious choice.
However, in other cases it allowed her to pad the events in her story
and to have people say things that are convenient to her storyline. For
example, she tells the story of an abuse panel she actually moderated
and is now on FAIR (www.fairlds.org/Reviews/Rvw200504.html; accessed 12 July 2005),
she claims that “The ‘leg hair is pubic hair’ argument was legendary at BYU in the 1980s
[who said it wasn’t?]. I heard it repeated by many people, from many different places in
the university. I included their comments because I thought the explanation an amusing
illustration of life at BYU. . . . But I do understand it is embarrassing for some BYU partisans when the outside world hears about some of the more bizarre aspects of BYU living.”
She also mentions a posting on Amazon.com that “confirms that this story was common
knowledge.” The point is not that there was no “story” about the reason for the socks
policy. The point is that ankle/pubic hair was not the official reason for the policy; rather,
it was a ridiculous rumor that you would expect a Harvard-trained PhD to understand.
11. See note 8 above.
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at the 1993 BYU Women’s Conference with two other panelists: a Utah
medical doctor and a counselor in the general Primary presidency.
However, in Martha’s version there are three panelists in addition to
her: a Utah medical doctor, a “midlevel Church authority,” and “the
daughter of an apostle” (pp. 263–64). And no, the Primary counselor
who was actually there is not an apostle’s daughter. In other words,
Martha misrepresents both the identities and the number of the participants on the panel. According to the actual panelists, she misrepresents them as well.
You see, I have spoken with both the doctor, John C. Nelson, current national president of the American Medical Association (at the
time, he was a Salt Lake obstetrician/gynecologist and was studying
for his Master’s of Public Health), and to Ruth B. Wright (second counselor in the general Primary presidency at the time, a University of
Utah graduate, and a former fifth-grade teacher). They disagree with
virtually all but one quotation from Martha’s version of the panel.12
First, Martha begins her tale of the session by telling us about a
conversation she had with the Utah doctor who told her that he had
“become obsessed with preventing sexual abuse” because he’d seen so
much of it in his practice. He also explained that he’d taken his concerns to the General Authorities, one of whom told him, “The Church
is not run by doctors.” “It really reminded me not to interfere with
God’s authority,” Martha quotes the doctor, and then helpfully adds,
“I suspect [he meant] in the doublespeak of Mormon dissidence, I hate
those controlling bastards” (p. 264, her emphasis).
Well, in fact, he didn’t mean that, and he is not a dissident. Rather,
Dr. Nelson says:
I did speak to Elder Neal A. Maxwell, a fellow ward member and a man for whom I have immense respect, admiration,
and love. When I shared with him what I knew of abuse in the
Church and asked what the Brethren could do, he answered
that this was an especially sensitive area and that since we
12. Greg Taggart, telephone interviews with Dr. John Nelson and Ruth Wright, 8 March
2005, transcripts in my possession. They do agree with Martha on certain incidental facts
such as that the panel was well attended and that there were many questions.
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are a worldwide Church that any response to abuse needed to
be at a high enough level to account for cultural differences.
He said nothing to condone abuse in any form. Significantly,
not many months after this [abuse panel], President Hinckley
announced the Proclamation on the Family. There is specific
reference to abuse near the end. I have always felt that the message passed on from Ruth Wright to the Brethren [see below]
helped make this statement possible.13
In a later e-mail Dr. Nelson spoke to the alleged “The Church is
not run by doctors” comment:
As a gynecologist, I feel I know women rather well. I do
recall some nervous titter as [Martha and I] spoke about some
very difficult subjects, but not nearly the reaction described by
Ms. Beck. Elder Maxwell had a most sensitive and kind heart.
He was reminding me gently that the Lord and the Prophet
were perfectly capable of leading the Church. I appreciated
his advice.
During the Q&A that followed the panelists’ prepared remarks,
both Sister Wright and Dr. Nelson recall that near the end, Martha
did stand up, take the microphone, and say that she was sexually
abused as a child, much as she said in the book (pp. 263–69). They
both remember that the room was completely full and abuzz, much
as Martha said. They both agree that there were a lot of questions on
child and wife abuse, again much as Martha said. But they both disagree with the words Martha put in their mouths.
Sister Wright, for example, told me that her short speech that
preceded the Q&A session appeared in a book of speeches that the
Women’s Conference publishes after each conference and, though it
was edited slightly for publication, represents fairly what she said.14
13. John Nelson, personal correspondence to Greg Taggart, 10 March 2005, copy in
my possession.
14. “Beck Responds,” 13. Apparently, Martha is under the mistaken assumption that
there is no paper trail for this panel. In her response to Boyd Petersen, “Response to
Martha Beck, Leaving the Saints: How I Lost the Mormons and Found My Faith” (hereafter
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And what she said was “Child abuse is increasing in frequency and
intensity throughout the world, even in the Church.” She quoted scripture, “But whoso shall offend one of these little ones which believe in
me, it were better for him that a millstone were hanged about his neck,
and that he were drowned in the depth of the sea” (Matthew 18:6), and
then something from President Monson:
The Church does not condone such heinous and vile conduct [speaking of child abuse]. Rather, we condemn in the
harshest of terms such treatment of God’s precious children.
. . . Let the offender be brought to justice, to accountability,
for his actions. . . . When you and I know of such conduct
and fail to take action to eradicate it, we become part of the
problem. We share part of the guilt. We experience part of the
punishment.15
She then laid out a four-point plan to follow if a child claimed
abuse: (1) “Understand that disclosure is the beginning of the healing process,” stressing that how an adult reacts to the disclosure is
important to the child’s ability to trust. (2) Respect the child’s privacy
and confidence. “Children seldom lie about being assaulted or sexually abused.” (3) “Support the child’s decision to tell the story,” making it clear that it is “the right thing to do.” (4) Finally, “it is vitally
important to explain to the child that she or he is not responsible and
has done no wrong.” 16
Dr. Nelson told me that he didn’t recall saying anything that would
have made any woman believe that she would have had a difficult time
going to her bishop. He did tell them that there were at least two avenues that needed to be dealt with: the physical or emotional facet by
the medical and counseling community and the ecclesiastical part by
“Petersen Response” ), she says that “some [conference] addresses were published, but not
all, and none of the panels I was on were published.”
15. Ruth B. Wright, “ ‘Precious Children’: Responding to a Disclosure of Abuse,” in
Women in the Covenant of Grace: Talks Selected from the 1993 Women’s Conference, ed.
Dawn Hall Anderson and Susette Fletcher Green (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1994),
140–41.
16. Wright, “ ‘Precious Children,’ ” 141–42.
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the appropriate priesthood authority. He didn’t remember exonerating anybody or saying that forgiveness would solve everything.
I am exquisitely sensitive to the idea of blaming the victim. So if I did make any reference to the victim, it would
have been in the context of forgiving the abuser NOT acting
as if the victim needed to be forgiven. That would suggest that
I blame the victim, not the abuser, which is not the case at
all. In fact, that was a key point that had been stressed in the
Master’s of Public Health program that I was enrolled in at
the time.
I didn’t want to downplay abuse. I wanted to suggest that
while this is something that is difficult to talk about, there are
significant medical and sociological consequences, and that
people who are victims have to have a safe place to go, and the
two places that were safe places to go were to their physician
and their bishop. That’s what I said. I’m not going to excuse
an abuser, but I’m also not going to talk against the Brethren.
I’m not.
Dr. Nelson’s wife also attended the panel and agrees that his “comments
[were] sensitive, clinically correct, and respectful of the Brethren.” 17
17. John Nelson, personal correspondence to Greg Taggart, 9 March 2005, copy in
my possession. In a later e-mail (16 March 2005), Dr. Nelson continued, “It is never fun to
talk about abuse. It is even more difficult to speak about it in front of sisters, particularly
in this instance because given the title of the presentation, the panel would likely have
attracted more abuse victims than would be normal in an audience that size. As part of
the presentation, someone had a group of teen-age girls do an interpretive dance. I recall
looking at my watch and noting that all three of us speaking, including the dance, took
31 minutes. I was excited that we would have an hour to respond to questions. Runners
brought us written questions, and a lot of them were along the lines of ‘I have talked
to my Church leaders (of all kinds) and he/she did not believe me.’ Recall that when a
victim comes forth and is not believed that makes the victim feel that she is to blame for
the abuse. It is interesting that my wife Linda, Sister Wright and I have similar recollections of what happened so very long ago, but one person recalls it quite differently. ‘In
the mouths of two or three witnesses shall every word be established.’ I have a strong
testimony of the Gospel of Jesus Christ. I am concerned that our sisters are not immune
from the horrors of abuse. There needs to be an increased sensitivity towards those who
come forth. Professional help is likely to be needed by nearly all victims. And those who
have been called by our Heavenly Father need to be especially in tune as they attempt to
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Both Dr. Nelson and Sister Wright agree that they looked at the
pile of questions18 that the runners brought to the panel, of which the
first thirty or so were about women or children who had been abused
and felt that that it had not been addressed adequately by their priesthood leaders. And both agree that they said to the crowd, through the
microphone, that they were going to take the unedited questions to
the Brethren. “I said I would take all the questions and hand them to
Elder Maxwell myself,” said Sister Wright, “and I did.” 19
And how did Martha report the story? Besides not naming anyone
on the panel, adding a nonexistent participant, and misidentifying
some of the panelists as well, she says that before the Q&A, the doctor
help these fragile sisters. I wish that I could say that the patients I have seen who are abuse
victims are not members of the Church. But most of them are. It is important to state that
I sustain President Hinckley and the Twelve (including Elder Maxwell at the time) and
would not wish in any way to state or act in such a way as to make anybody feel otherwise.
Sister Beck is apparently in deep pain, and I do not know the reasons. I wish I could help
her.”
Also, according to written comment on the conference by a sister from Idaho,
Martha was less than respectful of the Brethren. “I found this panel discussion to be
informative, and I particularly appreciated hearing the remarks of Dr. Nelson, himself
a convert to the church whose occupation brings him into very personal contact with
victims of abuse, whose anonymous situations and comments he used to help bring this
unpleasant, yet pervasive problem into focus. I was, however, somewhat disturbed by
the almost ‘Anti-Priesthood’ feeling that seemed to pervade the atmosphere. Also, the
moderator, Martha Beck, seemed perhaps a little overzealous in her desire to eradicate
the problem by means of some overwhelming force (?), which, if it could only be managed
and brought to bear by people such as herself, might somehow cure everything. When
someone demanded to know, ‘And what is the Church doing about all this?’ Sister Beck
responded emphatically, ‘Not Enough!’ ” (Women’s Conference comment on “Abuse and
Healing in LDS Homes” panel, copy in my possession).
18. Carol Lee Hawkins, the person in charge of Women’s Conference that year, said
that virtually every panel that dealt with family and family issues generated lots of questions every year and that several of those questions were often very personal in nature.
The abuse panel was not exceptional in that regard (personal telephone conversation,
20 April 2005).
19. An interesting side note shows that, contrary to Beck’s unsupported assertion
(p. 247), Mormon men do listen to Mormon women. For instance, Dr. Nelson suggested
that they “distill” the comments and take them to the Brethren. Sister Wright said no.
They would deliver the actual unedited comments. And that’s what they did. In reporting
this, I don’t mean to imply that Dr. Nelson’s intent was to cover up anything. He was simply thinking of putting the comments in a more manageable form (phone conversation
with Ruth Wright, 8 March 2005).
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and the apostle’s daughter (and the midlevel authority, even though
there wasn’t one there) read “carefully worded statements that tactfully acknowledged the possibility of abuse within Mormon homes,
without explicitly stating that it really did exist” (p. 265).
She quotes the “midlevel church leader” as answering one question by saying that “we must consider the issue of blame. Most scenarios we call sexual abuse have at least two participants, and we must
be very careful to make sure that everyone involved takes full responsibility for his—or her—participation” (p. 266).
She quotes the doctor as saying, “What we have to focus on, again,
is forgiveness. Yes, terrible things do happen to children—I’ve seen
evidence of that in my practice. And those children, even when they’re
grown, have to pay special attention to Christ’s teachings. Seventy
times seven, we must forgive those who harm us. We must turn the
other cheek, go the extra mile” (p. 267).
Or as Martha unhelpfully characterized her fellow panelist’s
efforts, “Everything that had been said in the meeting reinforced my
own suspicion that if the whole Mormon establishment had witnessed
what was done to me as a child, they would respond by saying, ‘Oh,
my goodness, this is terrible. What do we have to do to make that
kid shut up and take it’ ” (p. 267)?20 In short, Martha’s version—the
one without sources or named participants, the one that includes a
nonexistent participant and that conveniently makes the church look
bad—is almost entirely different from the version described by the
other two panelists.
Do two named witnesses who are on the record trump a puppeteer who would put such nonsense in the mouths of her unnamed, and
one too many, panelists? They do in my opinion. Should the reader
keep in mind Martha’s penchant for using no names or pseudonyms
as she or he reads Martha’s book? You bet, because Martha uses the
same methods throughout her book. As her father might have said
20. This is one of many instances where Martha is setting the reader up for the inevitable: Her family’s denial that the abuse took place and their claim that her story has
changed over time.
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when he wasn’t chanting the Egyptian mumbo jumbo she put in his
mouth when he allegedly abused her, “Caveat lector.”
More Impeaching Evidence
If the reader needs further evidence that Martha the writer can’t
be trusted, here are two more examples of things that she gets wrong
in her book (intentionally, in my view). Once again, these are things
we can check. Though they don’t relate to the abuse case, they do speak
to Martha’s credibility and trustworthiness.
In the first, she claims that when she was doing research on
Mormon feminism in 1991, she discovered that BYU had removed all
references to Sonia Johnson, the infamous and self-described Mormon
“heretic,” 21 from the microfilm of all newspapers and magazines in
its periodical room. Further, “not a single reference to her showed up
on the library’s retrieval system” (p. 83). When I read that, I immediately sat down at my computer and did a search of Harold B. Lee
Library’s (HBLL) online catalog. At least eight books and interviews
by and about Sonia showed up, all but one published before 1988, the
year Martha and her husband returned to Utah Valley. Then I called
Sandy Tidwell, a reference librarian at BYU’s HBLL, and asked her to
do a quick search of the HBLL’s microfilm for me. In the short time
she had, she turned up nine listings in the 1979 New York Times
Print Index, six in the 1979 Los Angeles Times Print Index, three in
the Chicago Times, and two in the Christian Science Monitor Print
Index. The HBLL has microfilm for all four papers. Sandy only had
time to check the actual microfilm for the first three articles in the
Los Angeles Times Print Index. Surprise. All three were there and had
been since the articles were published.22 I have no doubt that the other
articles would be there as well.
21. Sonia Johnson, From Housewife to Heretic (Albuquerque: Wildfire Books, 1989).
22. Sandy Tidwell, personal correspondence to Greg Taggart, 28 February 2005, in my
possession. See also the thread titled “M. Beck’s Claim re: BYU’s Purge of Sonia Johnson,
I decided to take a look . . .” at www.fairboards.org/index.php?showtopic=7424&hl=
(accessed 18 August 2005) for the search results by another party interested in Beck’s
allegations.
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Next, in the epilogue to her book, Martha reviews what has happened to some of the church’s critics, including Steve Benson (President
Benson’s grandson) and Deborah Laake (who is famous for writing a
book mocking the temple ordinances). The last person she mentions
is described only as a “Mormon geneticist in Washington State” who
was threatened with excommunication in 2003 “after studying the
DNA of several American Indian populations and discovering that
they were of ancient Asian ancestry, without a trace of Middle Eastern
blood” (p. 305). Other than the fact that Thomas Murphy (he’s unidentified in Martha’s book) is from Washington, she gets everything else
wrong. His stake president said only that he wanted to talk to him.
The “threat of excommunication” is the spin Murphy’s supporters put
on the affair. Second, Murphy held a master’s degree in anthropology
at the time. Though he finally has his PhD, he is an anthropologist,
not a geneticist. Finally, he didn’t study the DNA of American Indian
populations; he studied only the literature on studies done by real
geneticists, none of which related to the Book of Mormon, and thus he
didn’t discover anything.23 Apparently, Martha needed a geneticist to
make her case against Mormonism. Rather than find one, she made
one up.
There are many more examples of twisted, distorted, and madeup facts in her book, but time is short. If you are interested, compare
her version of her father’s near-death experience (pp. 108–11) with the
one he tells in the video Faith of an Observer 24 or check her representation of her father’s study of Egyptian (pp. 148, 156–60) against his
biographer’s version.25 In each case, you will find that her version is
twisted to support her case. The careful reader should wonder why he
23. Daniel C. Peterson, “Prolegomena to the DNA Essays,” FARMS Review 15/2
(2003): 25–34.
24. See The Faith of an Observer: Conversations with Hugh Nibley, DVD (American
Fork, UT: Covenant Communications, 2004). See also Gary P. Gillum, Of All Things!
Classic Quotations from Hugh Nibley, 2nd ed. (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS,
1993), 68.
25. Boyd J. Petersen, Hugh Nibley: A Consecrated Life (Salt Lake City: Kofford Books,
2002), 141, 275, 307, 312–13, 415–17; “Petersen Response,” 4.
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should believe Martha’s abuse story when she gets wrong so many of
the things he can check.
Watch Out Obediah, Here Comes Martha!
Now what about Martha’s nineteenth-century version of Mormon
ism that we haven’t seen the likes of since Eber D. Howe, Pomeroy
Tucker, and Obediah Dogberry? Well, like the works of those preeminent adversaries of Mormonism, Martha has written a book that
strictly abides by virtually every one of the thirty-six rules her father,
tongue firmly planted in cheek, laid out for writing a good, even great,
anti-Mormon book.26
“Rule 1: Don’t be modest!” According to Nibley, it’s important that
the budding anti-Mormon make clear from the start that he or she is
the man or woman for the job. As Martha points out in the beginning
of her book, “There are layers and layers of Latter-day Saint culture,
and niceness is only the top layer. . . . No one talks about the layers
that lie beneath the surface, so most outsiders never know they exist”
(p. 11). But readers should not worry, former Sister Beck assures them,
because in returning to Utah, she “felt like a salmon swimming home
to the stream where I was spawned, guided by some built-in homing
device, genetically bent on reproducing in a familiar environment”
(p. 10). Can there be any better guide? Martha thinks not.
“Rule 2: A benign criticism of your predecessors will go far
towards confirming your own preeminence in the field.” In some
respects, Martha stands alone in this field. Hers is, after all, the only
book out there that accuses her father, a prominent Mormon apologist, of sexual abuse. Still, she makes clear on the inside flap of the
book’s dust jacket that her little tome “offers a rare glimpse inside one
of the world’s most secretive religions,” as if her book is one of a few
to dare tell those secrets. Well, as Grant Palmer, Jon Krakauer, Jerald
and Sandra Tanner, James White, Sally Denton, and a host of others27 might say, “Get in line.” The words rare and most secretive were
26. See Nibley, Tinkling Cymbals and Sounding Brass.
27. Grant H. Palmer, An Insider’s View of Mormon Origins (Salt Lake City: Signature
Books, 2002); Jon Krakauer, Under the Banner of Heaven: A Story of Violent Faith (New
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first applied to Mormonism more than a century ago 28 and are almost
always displayed prominently on any anti-Mormon book worth its
weight in fool’s gold.29 Secrets sell.
“Rule 3: Curtsies and bouquets to everyone can be delivered in
a profuse and unctuous appendix or introduction and go a long way
toward establishing the image of the writer as a really good fellow
who admires and respects everybody and is therefore the last man
in the world to distort or exaggerate.” Martha keeps this rule without breaking a sweat. She expresses her gratitude to “the Utah friends
who helped me negotiate the events described in this book . . . I won’t
blow your cover here,” and she acknowledges the contributions of her
“beautiful, hilarious, and ever shapely-cousins ‘Diane’ and ‘Miranda’
Nom de Plume,” and “the Princess of Pink (not her real name),” among
others. She even thanks the people at R&R Ski Lodge. Would anyone
so grateful ever distort or exaggerate?
“Rule 4: Proclaim the purity of your motives, especially your freedom from mercenary considerations.” Though Martha’s not shy about
peddling her book(s)—she reminds the reader that she’s already written a book about her son Adam, “you’re more than welcome to read it”
(p. 9)—she’s even quicker to assure you that she did it all for you, the
reader: “They say that religion is for people who are afraid of going to
hell, and spirituality is for people who’ve been there. If you’re in the
York: Doubleday, 2003); Jerald and Sandra Tanner, The Changing World of Mormonism
(Chicago: Moody, 1981); James R. White, Is the Mormon My Brother?: Discerning the
Differences between Mormonism and Christianity (Minneapolis: Bethany House, 1997);
and Sally Denton, American Massacre: The Tragedy at Mountain Meadows, September
1857 (New York: Knopf, 2003).
28. For example, J. H. Beadle, Polygamy: Or, the Mysteries and Crimes of Mormonism
. . . (Cincinnati, OH: National, 1882); E. D. Howe, Mormonism Unvailed: Or, a Faithful
Account of That Singular Imposition and Delusion (Painesville, OH: the author, 1834);
W. S. Parrott, The Veil Uplifted, or the Religious Conspirators of the Latter-day Saints
Exposed (Bristol: Taylor and Sons, 1865).
29. See, for example, Pamela McCreary, Out of the Shadows: A Rape Victim Examines
Her Life in and out of Mormonism (iUniverse: 2004): “An insider’s glimpse of life in the
secret society of Mormonism”; Richard Ostling and Joan K. Ostling, Mormon America:
The Power and Promise: A History of the Mormon Church (San Francisco: Harpers, 2000):
“Well-guarded secrets” front cover; Richard Abanes, One Nation under Gods (New
York: Four Walls Eight Windows, 2003): “Rarely discussed aspects of Mormon history”;
“known only to serious investigators.”
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second category, this book is dedicated to you” (p. v). After all, though
the details of her story are unique (to say the least), she is “sure the
pattern is not” (p. 306). In other words, having been there and done
that, she’s there to guide you. Besides, as her cousin “Diane” pleads
to Nibley, “Martha loves you. She has nothing to gain by making this
up” (p. 220). And you might believe her too, unless you saw her on
“Good Morning America” on Monday, 7 March 2005, or read the promotion schedule on the back of the review copy of her book: “20-City
Morning-Drive Radio Satellite Tour, 6-City Author Tour; New York,
Phoenix, San Francisco, Washington, DC, Advertising; USA Today,
Outreach to Ex-Mormon Community . . .”
“Rule 5: Proclaim your love for the Mormon people.” If there was
ever a clarion call of anti-Mormonism, this is it. J. Edward Decker of
The God Makers fame begins his pamphlet To Moroni with Love by
saying, “It is given to you, my LDS friend, in love and in Christ. If you
are a member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, you
may doubt the sincerity of that love, but I assure you that it is real and
it is honest.” 30 Berean Christian Ministries, an outreach ministry to
Mormons, says much the same, “We have nothing but warm regard
for most of the Mormon people; they make good neighbors, citizens,
friends and co-workers.” 31 These guys are right at home in Martha’s
world. On “Good Morning America,” she was virtually a Mormon
Tabernacle Choir as she sang the church’s praises. “I think it’s a wonderful religion, and I love the people of Mormonism. . . . Mormons
are people who get up everyday and try to do their absolute best,” she
tells Charlie Gibson.32 The Latter-day Saints, Martha assures us in her
book, are “so earnest, so guileless, that they had virtually no defense
against cynicism” (p. 35).
In fact, Martha and John returned to Utah because she knew the
Utah Mormons, unlike the Harvard crowd, would happily accept her
Down syndrome child (pp. 8, 57). According to Martha, the people of
30. J. Edward Decker, To Moroni with Love, pamphlet found at www.saintsalive.com/
mormonism/tomoroniwithlove.htm (accessed 18 August 2005).
31. FAQ at www.bcmmin.org/ (accessed 18 August 2005).
32. Transcript of Good Morning America appearance, 7 March 2005, copy in my
possession.
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Provo, her hometown—“an incredibly nice place” —“are so nice they
make the Trapp Family Singers look like Hell’s Angels” (p. 11). And
the Oak Hills Fourth Ward was a veritable house of love. In fact, upon
hearing that the ward had been praying for her son Adam, Martha’s
“eyes filled with tears as I remembered the long, cold months when I
had felt so isolated. . . . all that time . . . these gentle people had been
silently sending me their support. . . . It felt like a miracle to be so welcome and so safe. . . . Nothing I could ever do would set me outside the
circle of their acceptance” (pp. 57, 59).
Of course, as in all good anti-Mormon books, even first efforts,
the love fest is short-lived since the author is there to make a point. By
the next sentence, Martha manages to wipe away her tears and intone
forebodingly, “Looking back over the various illusions I’ve harbored
during my lifetime, I would have to say that this was one of the very,
very best” (p. 59).
By page 250 of her tome, Martha says that the good folks of Oak
Hills “who had embraced us at church meetings now turned away,
showing us their backs until we were out of sight” in a scene she
describes as mura hachibo or “expulsion from the village,” a scene evidently intended to plant the idea in the reader’s mind that Mormons
practice a form of ritualistic shunning (pp. 240, 242, 250). Martha sets
this little scene up on page 242, when she wonders whether distant
relatives or friends had decided to “shun” her (quotation marks in
original). And note that she doesn’t say “some” or “many.” Assuming
anyone actually turned their back to her, could there possibly be any
other reason? No, in Martha’s world of Mormonism, they don’t get to
act uncomfortable when something untoward happens in their ranks.
They can’t be at a loss for words in the face of tragedy. No, they simply “turned away, showing . . . their backs” —shunning her, in other
words—because that’s what religious fanatics do.
“Rule 6: Allow the Mormons a few normal human failings.” How
else, asks her father, can anti-Mormon writers show that they are tolerant? However, I hasten to add, make sure those failings play to your
case. For example, when Martha is wondering whether her relatives
might be shunning her, she wonders as well “if they were simply afraid
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someone would catch them speaking to me” (p. 242). Thus, she uses
fear, a normal emotion, to support her paranoid contention that the
dreaded Mormon Church was keeping tabs on her and her friends.
Martha does the paranoid two-step again when she meets with
her stake president. As Martha might say, “Let’s call him President
Dick.” (Ever the humorist, she gives her bishop the pseudonym Harry.)
President Dick has come to see if he can “keep John in the kingdom”
(he’d recently “resigned” from the church) and asks questions such
as “Were you wearing your garments when you made this decision
[to resign]?” as he glares at John.33 Dick then turns to Martha and
asks, “What’s the state of your testimony? . . . Exactly what do you
believe?” Martha tells him that there’s a lot of good in Mormonism
and that the leaders are probably very good men, but “if one of them
ordered me to do something that I felt in my heart was wrong, I would
refuse.” Then President Dick leans toward her and whispers, “Well,
privately, I agree with you,” because he’s human, you know, but only
for an instant because Martha’s got a case to prove. According to her,
he then “reared up again, ‘But if you ever make a statement like that in
public, the Church will have to take action against you’ ” (p. 258).
“Rule 7: Furnish documents!” Nibley’s seventh rule called for
imaginative photos (or engravings, in the nineteenth century) to help
the reader get as near as possible to the source. Once again, Martha
obediently follows the rule, using a shadowy photograph of the Angel
Moroni atop the Salt Lake Temple on her cover and a reproduction
from the Joseph Smith Papyri of a figure of the body of a snake walking on two legs to help the reader “see” Mormonism (p. 171). She even
provides commentary on the snake, taking a cheap shot at a good
man—Oliver Cowdery—to get an easy laugh. The joke, however, is on
her, as we shall see in her rigid adherence to the next rule.
“Rule 8: Avoid footnotes!” This is the safest route, Nibley cautions the budding anti-Mormon. And apparently his daughter took
him seriously. Martha, who fails to document even the most minor
element of her story—there is not one footnote in the book (see rule
10 for more on her use of sources)—takes pains to introduce us to
33. See note 8 above.
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Tweedy—a pseudonym, of course—who slaved away for Nibley’s publisher, checking his famously prodigious footnotes. “Your father is a
liar,” Tweedy says to her in the grocery story after drawing a deep
breath. “He makes them up . . . his footnotes. He makes them all up.”
And if you don’t believe the anonymous Tweedy, surely you’ll believe
the rest of his equally anonymous “team.” “We all [helped cover it up],”
Tweedy continues, “everyone on the team.” Tweedy finally backed
down, just a little, saying only 90% of them were wrong, “conservatively” (pp. 165–66). Even the mysterious Tweedy obeys our Harvardtrained puppet master.
Of course, you won’t find a source for that allegation, but you will
find many sources who dispute it. Boyd Petersen, Nibley’s son-in-law
and biographer, has personal correspondence from Todd Compton,
Glen Cooper, William Hamblin, Stephen Ricks, and John Gee, scholars all, and all of whom vouch for the fact that Nibley did not make
up his sources. In fact, Gee checked the footnotes in one Nibley essay
and found that “87% of the footnotes were completely correct, 8% of
the footnotes contained typographical errors, 5% were wrong in some
way.” Todd Compton, who was critical of Nibley’s interpretation of
some of his sources, nevertheless wrote, “I believe that saying that
90% of his footnotes were wrong is a wild overstatement.” 34 But then,
that’s par for the course that Martha’s playing on.
“Rule 9: Be lavish in your appendix!” Martha chose to abide by
this rule in her acknowledgments. There she thanks her Utah friends,
her therapy group, the Bensons, and various others, who get none of
the blame for her book “but all of the credit for anything worthwhile
that may have strayed onto its pages” (pp. viii–ix). Interesting word
choice, “strayed.” Maybe Martha forgets that writing is an intentional
act, one where writer and editor strive for accuracy in the facts and
34. “Petersen Response,” 30 n. 17. In Martha’s response, she dismisses all these scholars by saying “The fact checkers Boyd spoke to obviously knew him as a devout follower
of Hugh, and of Mormon dogma. It is possible that some of these fact checkers fear they
will receive the reaction I am getting if they speak frankly. I believe the admission that
my father ‘got sloppy at times’ is their way of speaking the party line (i.e., don’t go against
the church scholar). When I spoke to the fact checkers I knew, who may or may not be the
same people who spoke with Boyd . . .” (pp. 16–17). Well, you know the rest.
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beauty in the telling. Apparently, since she named them immediately
after “the great O,” she is most grateful to her editors for letting her
write an entire book without naming a soul, other than her husband
John, who might verify any of her claims. John, by the way, disputes a
number of her claims.35
“Rule 10: Be a name dropper!” Martha’s editors must have a copy of
Nibley’s guide sitting on their bookshelves next to Strunk and White’s
Elements of Style and Fowler’s Modern English Usage. How else can you
explain a book that basically names Shakespeare, Sartre, and her editors, but literally gives no name (to her immediate family members,
including her father; a skeptical Eygptologist; BYU faculty, administrators, and students; and church administrators) or pseudonyms (to
Tweedy, other BYU faculty, church leaders, therapists, doctors, and
the like) to the sources who either back her claims or supply her with
gossipy “facts” about Mormonism? She does name her children, her
husband, and the “gentle force that put [her] back together” (p. ix).36
Rosemary Douglas, her friend in the Oak Hills Fourth Ward; Mona, her
first therapist; Scott, the colleague with the red bow tie; Elder Clements,
the apostle; Orin Hicks, who criticized Elder Clements’s master’s thesis
in print; Rachel Grant, her second therapist and the one with the telltale
mark of the garment: all get pseudonyms.
The pseudonym she chose for “Dr. Rachel Grant” may warrant
moving Martha from the ranks of neophyte anti-Mormon writers to
the big leagues. As she’s sitting in Dr. Grant’s waiting room to see
her for the first time, Martha “wondered if Dr. Grant was descended
from former Mormon President Heber J. Grant [a real name for once]”
because Martha’s grandfather had played an embarrassing joke on
him many years before. “If [Dr. Grant] was the grandchild of Heber J.
Grant, maybe she would want revenge,” she worries (pp. 234–35). Yes,
that might be the fake Dr. Grant’s first inclination if her name really
35. John Beck, “Discrepancies,” his view of Leaving the Saints, posted as a “Spotlight
Review” of Martha’s book at www.amazon.com/exec/obidos/tg/detail/-/0609609912/
qid=1121734275/sr=1-1/ref=sr_1_1/102-0150380-8186574?v=glance&s=books (accessed
18 July 2005).
36. Footnotes are superfluous here. Virtually every page of her book has her referring
to someone by a pseudonym or saying “let’s call him . . . .”
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was Dr. Rachel Grant. Unfortunately for Martha’s credibility and fortunately for you evidence hounds out there, the good doctor’s real
name is Ruth Killpack.37
Martha even gives her cousins pseudonyms—the ones she had
hidden in or just outside the hotel room when she confronted her
father so she would have witnesses to the event. “I’m making sure
there are witnesses to every word we say. Everything” (p. 2; see pp. 3,
5). Most importantly, if the reader is interested in evidence, Martha
fails to name any of the three doctors who she says examined her and
found vaginal scarring, the linchpin of her allegations against her
father. You have to wonder at the value of witnesses with no names or
fake names.
“Rule 11: Control your sources!” Of course! One of the benefits
of not naming your sources is that you can control what they say so
much better. If you need your cousin “Diane” to back you up when
you read your father’s facial tics and thus know he’s lying, you can suit
“Diane” up and have her shake her head “to tell [Martha] that she, too,
has the feeling my father is fibbing” (p. 272). Or if you need support for
your crazy theory for why your father did what you claim he did, you
can turn to “Diane” again and have her smile lovingly at Nibley and
say, “You have such a big, fat, whopping case of posttraumatic stress
syndrome” (p. 287).
Martha is an equal-opportunity controller. When she’s not using
her unnamed and fake-named characters to convict her father, she
is using them to take potshots at everything Mormon, especially
Brigham Young University and the church’s Strengthening the
Membership Committee. To paraphrase Art Linkletter, grown people
say the darndest things, at least when they don’t have to account for
it; thus, we get to listen in on a Sociology Department faculty meeting
37. Boyd Petersen, personal correspondence to Greg Taggart, 7 March 2005. Martha
doesn’t miss a beat explaining this lapse. “The therapist I called ‘Dr. Rachel Grant’ was
named neither Rachel nor Grant. However, the story of my grandfather accompanying
Mormonism’s singing prophet Heber J. Grant has been popular lore in our family for years
and my father particularly enjoyed telling this story. There was a therapist named Grant
whom I considered seeing, but decided not to, thinking she might be related to Heber J.
Grant.” The correct response to her explanation is “What?” (“Beck Responds,” 5).
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where the department chairman says, “I’m sure you are all aware that
the brethren in Salt Lake are asking BYU faculty to refrain from publishing in any journals that are considered ‘alternative voices.’ ” I know,
you’re thinking, “That’s true. The Brethren did counsel the faculty to
avoid publishing in Sunstone and Dialogue. I remember hearing about
that.” Yes, you did. But apparently, Martha didn’t hear it that way (she
writes that “alternative voices” are anything “not approved by the
Church authorities, from the Christian Science Monitor to Hustler” ),
and neither did Scott, the professor in the red bow tie. Pay attention to
the words Martha puts into his mouth: “But that’s ridiculous! Where
are we supposed to publish? Nobody takes church journals seriously.
I mean, I don’t take them seriously. They’ll never let us tell the truth”
(p. 79). Neat trick, that. In one little made-up conversation, Martha
manages to belittle the church, denigrate a university, and caricature
its faculty. And she did it all by controlling her sources.
Martha starts early and controls often, putting words in the mouths
of her grade-school teacher after she had befriended a Catholic girl at
school (“Now, Martha, considering who your father is, don’t you think
you can find other girls to play with?” [p. 33]); of an unnamed adviser
on the proper way to advertise for a babysitter in Utah County (“we
were told that ‘nanny’ was forbidden—Mormon women are expected
to raise their own children,” [p. 66]); of a young, unnamed, male BYU
student (“ ‘You see, Sister Beck,’ he told me in an earnest voice, ‘I hold
the priesthood, and that means I’ll always know better than you’ ” —
of course, the puppets in the “class nodded sagely in agreement,” as
Martha pulled their strings [p. 222]); and of the bishop of a close friend
who had just told him that the church’s doctrine made her feel like a
second-class citizen (“But, sister,” he told her, “you are a second-class
citizen” [p. 222]). Now, I realize that there are Mormons who have
said the darndest things. I’ve heard some and said some myself. But
Martha is a magnet for the weird, so much so that she has to reassure
us, “I am not making this up” (p. 257). I repeat—yes, she is.
“Rule 12: Wave your credentials!” When Nibley established this
rule, he recommended “remind[ing] the reader from time to time of
your ‘years of intensive research.’ ” Martha took him seriously. She
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reminds us all the time. Starting on page three, she touts her Harvard
education, her sociological training, and her “love affair with evidence” (pp. 3, 5). And she relentlessly beats that drum to the end. She
tells us that she follows “the Baconian model of believing nothing until
it was proven true” (p. 9); that she commuted from Provo to Harvard
to work on her PhD (p. 49); and that she’s a Harvard-trained sociologist who’s “used to fighting” (p. 126). She can’t remind us enough that
her “psychological training tells” her something or other, typically, a
signal that she’s reading minds or interpreting comments to suit her
purposes (p. 148). Finally, she assures us that she’s “trained as a social
scientist, which means that [she tries] very hard not to jump to conclusions” (p. 207). I guess her objective in flashing her credentials in her
readers’ faces is an appeal to authority: You can believe me because I
went to Harvard. She may have achieved an unintended effect: How
does a Harvard-trained PhD in a love affair with evidence and who
tries very hard not to jump to conclusions write some of the things
she does with a straight face? How does a Harvard-trained sociologist
show so little sensitivity and respect for the culture she’s studying?
“Rule 13: Establish immediate intellectual ascendancy by opening your book, as is the fashion, with a tremendous blast of meticulous
erudition to intimidate the reader and discourage any smart-aleck
questions.” Does the writer take too long to establish that ascendancy
if she waits until say, the second paragraph, first sentence of her book
to say, “A Shakespearean phrase pops into my mind: ‘ . . . a world too
wide/For his shrunk shank.’ From As You Like It, I think” (p. 1). Does
she wait too long if she waits until page two to mention Santayana?
If she waits until page four to point out that scholars have dismissed
the Book of Mormon because of DNA, is she waiting too long? If her
first reference to her Harvard education finally appears on page five?
If her bold, self-serving admission on page six that “The only conviction I embrace absolutely is this: whatever I believe, I may be wrong” ?
(And does it matter if fifteen pages later, she writes, “Of one thing I am
absolutely certain: I haven’t invented a single thing” [p. 21]?) In any
event, within six pages, the reader should be sufficiently cowed that
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he or she will buy anything from this writer. And that’s good because
she’s in a rush to comply with rule 14.
“Rule 14: Have something new to sell.” And the product is, of
course, her alleged abuse at the hands of her father and an insider’s view
of one of Mormondom’s most prominent families. The rest is twentiethand twenty-first-century Mormonism trashed with nineteenth-century
tools.
“Rule 15: Get an inside track!” And it’s available, Grant Palmer
having left the scene. Now, it’s Martha’s turn. Strong Mormon pedigree (p. 32). Educated. Witty. And a room with a view into the tiny
“swimming-pool blue” house (p. 42) with the large family, a position
at BYU, and connections to the inner workings of Salt Lake City that
the Tanners would kill to have (p. 32). Tout your apostasy (p. 20),
become a “hiss and a byword” (p. 7), be “far more vocal about [your]
beliefs than most [dissidents]” (p. 237), and you’ve got the inside track
all to yourself—until the next guy.
“Rule 16: Don’t answer questions!” Quoting A. E. Houseman,
Nibley lays out something that Martha must have counted on when
she wrote this book:
The average reader knows hardly anything about textual
criticism, and therefore cannot exercise a vigilant control
over the writer: the addle-pate is at liberty to maunder and
the imposter is at liberty to lie. And, what is worse, the reader
often shares the writer’s prejudices, and is far too well pleased
with his conclusions to examine either his premises or his
reasoning.38
Thus the reader doesn’t ask, and Martha doesn’t answer, why not one
of those omniscient and omnipresent church authorities in her book
ever gets an opportunity to tell the church’s side in Martha’s little
drama; why nary a BYU professor with an opposing view is allowed to
speak; why only the silliest things ever emanate from a BYU student’s
mouth (p. 82).
38. A. E. Housman, Selected Prose (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1961),
136, as quoted in Nibley, “How to Write an Anti-Mormon Book,” 494–95.
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So let me take this opportunity to lend a helping hand, as it were.
First, I’d like to ask her if I could get the names of her students who
took the following test, so I could ask them why only three of forty students “got it” (in case you’re Mormon, the answer in each case is “scientifically indeterminable” ). Ms. Beck’s test question was “Determine
whether each statement was true, false, impossible to determine from
empirical evidence” (pp. 221–22):
1. God has blue eyes. (true, false, scientifically indeterminable)
2. The Three Nephites live in the United States. (true, false, scientifically indeterminable)
3. Polygamy is the eternal order of marriage. (true, false, scientifically indeterminable)
Another question would be, “As a part-time instructor at BYU
with an at-will contract in an at-will state, why do you say that BYU
would ‘have a hard time legally firing me’ ” (p. 259)?
And another would be, “Would you mind naming names? For
example, name the teachers who almost every year ‘would privately
instruct [you] not to play or speak to the non-Mormon’ ” (p. 274).
Surely you don’t want to protect such mean-spirited people who may
have preyed on the biases of little children.
Another would be about that intrusive hairdresser. Just how wide
do your nostrils have to flare before a Provo hairdresser will back
down and allow you to have your hair cut short without your husband’s approval (p. 193)? Would you mind telling me the name of the
salon, so my wife can avoid it? I kind of like her hair short, but I don’t
want to interrupt my busy day to exercise my priesthood just to say
“yes, she can get her hair cut short.”
And while we’re on the subject of short hair, what do you mean
when you say that “boy-short” hair is “technically permitted under
the dress code, but clearly unsettling to the Man” (p. 193)? If it’s “technically permitted,” is that the same as saying it’s permitted? Maybe
you could show us a copy of the dress code from which you derive all
of this technical mumbo jumbo? When my wife, a BYU student, cut
her hair short, should I have called our bishop and asked him to hold
court?
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Why was it necessary for you to add polygamy to the mix in that
story of the guy with five wives who visited your father to discuss doctrine and then not long after shot himself? Then, according to you, his
wives pushed their children to their death “from a tall building in Salt
Lake City, then jumped to their own deaths” (p. 224)? Were you aware
that the actual story involved a man and his only wife and that the
man asphyxiated himself in Little Cottonwood Canyon rather than
shot himself?39 Given that he did not have five wives, wasn’t a polygamist, and did not shoot himself, can we safely assume that he didn’t
visit with your father either?
Why do you say that you “didn’t know anything about the [Joseph
Smith] papyri” (p. 146) when in fact you helped illustrate your father’s
book The Message of the Joseph Smith Papyri, published in 1975 when
you were approximately thirteen? 40 Why do you contradict yourself
a mere eleven pages later when you write, “I grew up hearing stories
from Saints (my father’s acolytes) who were particularly interested in
the discovery of the Joseph Smith papyri” (p. 157)? Why do you ask us
on the one hand to believe that as a six-year-old you were perceptive
enough to know that your father “was horribly afraid of death” (p. 89),
but at age ten—the age you say you drew those drawings41—you were
not perceptive enough to gather that they concerned the Joseph Smith
Papyri (JSP)?
And another: You do a relatively decent job telling the basic story
of the Joseph Smith Papyri, so I’m bewildered by your statement that it
“took much longer to learn [the story behind the story] than it will to
tell” (p. 150). Were you unfamiliar with the many books and articles,
including some your father wrote for the Improvement Era, Dialogue,
and BYU Studies, that tell much of that story? 42 Why do you make
39. Cynthia Gorney, “The ‘Prophet’ Who Failed: Immanuel David’s Tragic Journey,”
Washington Post, 11 August 1978, B1, B3.
40. Hugh Nibley, The Message of the Joseph Smith Papyri: An Egyptian Endowment
(Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1975), xiii.
41. “Beck Responds,” 3.
42. Peterson, The Story of the Book of Abraham; Nibley, The Message of the Joseph
Smith Papyri; Hugh Nibley, “A New Look at the Pearl of Great Price,” Improvement Era,
January 1968 through May 1970; Petersen, Hugh Nibley: A Consecrated Life, 275, 307.
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it sound as if the church lied about the disappearance and probable
destruction of the JSP (p. 156)? Were you playing up the sinister implications of the quotation “People underestimate the capacity of things
to disappear” that you attribute to your father and which you repeat
in your book (pp. 4, 83)? Do you have evidence to back up this claim?
Can you explain how the church simultaneously kept the JSP “under
lock and key, shown only to those who could be absolutely trusted
to support Joseph Smith” (p. 158) and yet published color reproductions of the JSP in the February 1968 issue of The Improvement Era,
less than three months after the church announced the acquisition of
the JSP? 43 Assuming for sake of argument that the church was a bit
slow for your tastes in publicizing the JSP, is there possibly some other
explanation for the delay other than the sinister one you give?
The questions just keep coming once you get the knack of this
critical text stuff: You refer a couple of times to how DNA has essentially disproved the Book of Mormon (pp. 4, 305). Have you interacted at all with the scholarship on this issue? What is your opinion
of the articles written in the Journal of Book of Mormon Studies by
Dr. Michael Whiting, who holds a PhD in entomology from Cornell,
is a recipient of multiple National Science Foundation grants, and an
expert in DNA, and by Dr. John Butler, who holds a PhD in chemistry
from the University of Virginia and is the author of the acclaimed
book, Forensic DNA Typing: Biology and Technology behind STR
Markers? 44
Given that Utah consistently ranks among the top states in which
to do business, according to Fortune Magazine,45 and given the fact
that Provo and Orem consistently rank among the most livable cities
43. H. Donl Peterson, The Story of the Book of Abraham: Mummies, Manuscripts, and
Mormonism (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1995), 236. That announcement came after
negotiations between the church and New York’s Metropolitan Museum that lasted about
a year. See “The Facsimile Found: The Recovery of Joseph Smith’s Papyrus Manuscripts,”
Dialogue 2/4 (1967): 50–64.
44. Michael F. Whiting, “DNA and the Book of Mormon: A Phylogenetic Perspective,”
24–35; John M. Butler, “A Few Thoughts from a Believing DNA Scientist,” 36–37, both in
Journal of Book of Mormon Studies 12/1 (2003).
45. See www.fortune.com/fortune/print/0,15935,397793,00.html (accessed 16 March
2005). Women-owned businesses also fare well in Utah, according to Fortune: found at
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in the United States, according to Forbes, Money Magazine, and others,46 can you explain the quotation you put in Allen’s mouth, “Oh,
yeah. Tell that to all the non-Mormons who’ve been run out of business in this state” (p. 185).
As a Harvard-trained sociologist with a PhD who has a love affair
with evidence, do you feel that you have adequately and fairly treated
the doctrines and beliefs of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints in your book? Have you presented the church’s story with the
sensitivity and respect that a scholar would give it?
Finally, you state in your book that your mother threw a fit when
you were admitted to Harvard (p. 45). According to your family, your
mother filled out your application to Harvard because you were too
busy to get it done.47 Which one of those statements is closer to the
truth?
“Rule 17: In place of evidence use Rhetoric!” Nibley suggests that
the writer should abide by two basic principles of classical rhetoric:
(1) build up the “case not on facts but on probabilities,” and (2) appeal
to “familiar stock phrases to avoid thought” and use “emotive words
of tested reliability to avoid evidence.”
Martha’s case against her father and the church is just that: all
probability—from the first “perhaps,” (p. 6) to the last “I am convinced”
(p. 303)—and stock phrases. For instance, female Mormon missionaries don’t walk around Temple Square, they “prowl.” And when she
says that only the most attractive are called to Temple Square, she says
that “on good authority” (p. 12).
Inside the temple, it’s “holy underthings” and “entrails” (p. 14).
Martha chooses each word for its rhetorical effect: to ridicule Mormon
ism, to stop thought, and to avoid the need for evidence.
www.fortune.com/fortune/smallbusiness/articles/0,15114,645906,00.html (accessed 16
March 2005).
46. See Provo City Web site at www.provo.org/econdev.Media_Recognition_main
.html and Orem City Web site at www.cedo.org (accessed 18 August 2005). See also
“Mormons, Mountains, Startups,” Business Week Online, 12 July 2005 at www.busines
sweek.com/smallbiz/content/jul2005/sb20050713_158581.htm (accessed 13 July 2005).
47. Personal conversation with Boyd Petersen, 20 April 2005, notes in my possession.
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At “the Lord’s University,” it’s more of the same: “official Mormon
perspective” (p. 77), “church’s code of conduct” (p. 77), “religious loonies” (p. 81). Martha looks at the campus and marvels how clean the
buildings were. “Probably because they had just been washed—an
administrator once told me that the windows and floors were cleaned
up to six times a day” (p. 78, bolded emphasis supplied). Note just how
well Martha caught the spirit and letter of rule 17. First, there’s the requisite study in probabilities. Next, we have an unnamed administrator
furnishing the story. Finally, . . . well is there a finer set of weasel words
than “up to” ? The reader is left wondering whether Mormonism holds
a particular attraction for obsessive-compulsive janitors. As Nibley
warned, under rule 17, every sentence is speculative, every word is an
escape hatch.
“Rule 18: Use lack of evidence as evidence!” Our Harvard-trained
PhD scores a perfect 10 on this rule. She very quickly lets the reader
in on a Mormon secret, quoting her father as saying “People underestimate the capacity of things to disappear” (p. 4), and then uses that
quotation as a lead-in to an experience she had at Harvard where a professor criticized a paper she wrote because her “language was duplicitous, and [her] evidence shadowy” (p. 5). In short order, the reader
knows that Martha loves evidence, but that Mormons don’t. So don’t
be surprised if the only evidence she ever offers is her word of honor:
The cravenness of Mormonism? “An all Mormon jury convicting me
of murder by conversation—and don’t think they wouldn’t” (p. 20).
Socks policy? “I don’t know what group . . . made this determination,
but whoever they are . . .” (p. 78). Her father’s mental health? She simply hints and lets the reader do the rest: “Whatever his mental illness,
whatever his repressed or forgotten past . . .” (p. 23). Her evidence to
support her claims? “Could I possibly be so sick, so fundamentally
evil, to invent fantasies of abuse by my own father and then imagine
that my mother believed me” (p. 138)? (Don’t miss the irony of her
preferred answer to that question: No, but my entire family is sick
enough to deny it.) Her father’s dilemma when he received the assignment to defend the Book of Abraham? “I have no trouble believing
that . . . he felt caught in a trap from which there was no exit” (p. 169),
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hoping her readers will follow suit in spite of the lack of evidence. How
the church dealt with those it excommunicated? “By privately hinting
that all the accused were adulterers” (p. 240). If it was a private hint,
how does she know?
Time after time, Martha gives the reader less than promised
but leaves them thinking they got more than they bargained for.
Finally, she tells us that “[she is] convinced” that her story is true
(p. 303). Could the reader possibly want any further evidence than
that? Why, when they can follow Martha into the anti-“Mormon
gossip system” (p. 238).
“Rule 19: Use the unfulfilled condition to make out a case against
the Mormons where there is neither evidence nor absence of evidence, i.e., where nothing at all has happened.” In other words, spread
rumors. And Martha offers up a ton of those. Orson Hicks (not his real
name—surprise), a BYU professor, is rumored to be up for excommunication. Martha wonders, “ ‘They would actually ex someone for hating Elder Clement’s [also not his real name] master’s thesis?’ I couldn’t
believe it,’ ” Martha tells us (p. 188). No, but she hopes the reader does.
And she also hopes the reader will believe that the Danites are up to
no good: “ ‘I wonder when they call out the Danites,’ said Scott [not his
real name either]. I stared at him. ‘The Danites still exist?’ My friends
stopped laughing” (p. 190). And where’s an ex-Mormon when you
need one to start a rumor? Heck, you can find one right at Martha’s
elbow to offer up some spine-tingling hooey after Martha told her that
she had decided to write the book under review: “They’ll kill you,”
she tells Martha without a trace of levity (p. 191). And obviously they
all mean it because even now, Martha claims she still receives death
threats.48
“Rule 20: Be generous with hints—they are very effective and you
never have to prove anything.” Martha is no beginner when it comes
to hinting. And she spares nobody and nothing as she goes wink,
wink, nudge, nudge with her reader. “Judging by what [she] knew of
[her father’s] history and personal quirks, [he] was a walking textbook
of unhealed incest wounds,” she intones (p. 137). Why sure, she must
48. Transcript of Good Morning America appearance, 7 March 2005, in my possession.
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know something or she wouldn’t have said that. And when she confronts him later about the Joseph Smith Papyri, “the whole issue . . .
seems to create unbearable anxiety for him. . . . Anyone who knows
Mormon history would understand” (p. 149). That hint’s a twofer, and
it illustrates Martha’s pro status. In those few words, she “supports”
her abuse theory and “proves” that there is something unsavory in
Mormon history that would create that anxiety that she senses in him,
all with hints and without evidence. But she can’t stop there. No, in
the next sentence she writes, “Now, it’s true that the Church has done
a good job of making sure that this particular part of Mormon history remains obscure even to most Latter-day Saints” (p. 149). Once
again, Martha scores a twofer. This time she “proves” that the church
has obscured the history of the JSP and at the same time ensconces
herself as one of the chosen with an insider’s view—a lot of that going
around lately. Unfortunately for Martha’s “truth,” publications about
the Joseph Smith Papyri—defending it and decrying it—abound.49
Evidently, the church has done a very poor job of obscuring the truth
after all.
“Rule 21: Use quotations marks without sources—the most effective hinting device, and the most popular with anti-Mormon writers.”
“A source, a source! My kingdom for a source!” the thinking reader will
cry (apologies to William Shakespeare). The only thing more prominent
in Leaving the Saints than the number of pseudonyms is the number of
quotations without a source. Not to worry, Martha assures us she’s on
the job. In at least one case, she reminds us that “I was taking notes [so] I
have a record of the conversation” (p. 95). There are lots of conversations
49. On defending the Book of Abraham, see Louis Midgley, “Hugh Winder Nibley:
Bibliography and Register,” in By Study and Also by Faith: Essays in Honor of Hugh W.
Nibley (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1990), 1:xlv–lxv in particular, which
includes references to everything Nibley wrote on the Book of Abraham; John Gee, A
Guide to the Joseph Smith Papyri (Provo, UT: FARMS, 2000). On decrying the Book
of Abraham, see Charles M. Larson, By His Own Hand upon Papyrus: A New Look at
the Joseph Smith Papyri (Grand Rapids, MI: Institute for Religious Research, 1992).
Responding to Larson: John Gee, “A Tragedy of Errors,” review of By His Own Hand,
by Larson, FARMS Review of Books 4/1 (1992): 93–119. For an extensive list of articles
and books on the Book of Abraham, see farms.byu.edu/publications/bookofabraham
.php?selection=abr&cat=boa (accessed 10 October 2005).
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in her book—the hotel confrontation with her father takes up almost
half of the book and is virtually all dialogue—so she must have developed a bad case of writer’s cramp. Nevertheless, she gives us apparent
verbatim accounts of her meeting with Dad, the Sociology Department
meeting, her extended conversations with her mother, meetings with
her bishop and stake president, and more. And with no more assurance that the conversations are real than “I am not making this up”
(p. 257).50
“Rule 22: Discuss motives; read minds!” Martha got so good
at reading minds because she started early, very early. “I knew that
he was horribly afraid of death. . . . People think a six-year-old can’t
understand these things, but I did.” Of course she did. “So did [her]
sister—even at age four” (p. 89). And why should we doubt this preHarvard-training six-year-old sociologist? Reading minds is really
not that difficult.
From the get-go, she knows that her “father understands the
way [she thinks]” (p. 1). In another instance, her father “looks as
though he’s about to bolt” (p. 37). In still another, she can tell by
looking at his fading smile that he’s “ashamed at having complimented himself ” (p. 64). She even has her own personal lie detector
that allows her to imagine the shade of blue a person would turn,
depending on the gravity of the lie. And when Nibley says that he
doesn’t fear death, her lie detector goes off the scale. “I squint at
him, because in my mind’s eye, the skin all over his entire body
has just turned as blue as his eyes” (p. 88). At other times she sees
“fear” in her father’s expression (pp. 121, 127) or takes comfort
when her father “flinches” because it tells her she can trust her
memories (pp. 121–22). In one case, she manages to see “in [her]
mind’s eye” her mother scowling at a book while they’re talking
with each other on the phone (p. 137).
Of course, we all speculate like this. We all read minds and
judge motives, but in this case it’s important to remember that these
speculations—and that’s all they are—are being used to convict a good
man of sexual abuse.
50. For the sake of irony, I’ve not footnoted the conversation references in this case.
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“Rule 23: Be cute!” What can you say about a book that glad-hands
the author’s mother in one instance—when her mother essentially agreed
that her father had abused her, according to Martha—yet describes her
as having “personally ejected over eighty pounds of human being into
the universe [nine children each weighing over nine pounds]” (p. 43)?
I guess that when Martha wrote that she “will always, always be grateful” for “those words [that] were a gift [from her] mother,” a rope to a
drowning child (p. 131), she was using “always” to mean ten to fifteen
years.
Now, I admit that I’m not a fan of this book, but neither am I humor
impaired. Many examples in the book prove that Martha is witty and
can turn a phrase with the best of them; however, portraying her mother
as a human cannon is one place where Martha is too cute for her own
good—and for her mother’s. Another would be where she portrays the
Mormon temple endowment ceremony as an aerobics exercise (p. 17).
And the world wonders why Mormons would prefer to keep its sacred
ordinances safe from a voyeuristic public. Imagine sharing your most
intimate secrets and sacred thoughts with a stand-up comic only to
discover that he’s decided they will make great material for his routine, and then you will have some idea how most Mormons will feel
about Martha’s little book. Sensitivity. Respect. Indeed.
Moreover, to me at least, her humor often hurts her case. Does this
Harvard-trained writer not have any idea when less might be more? I
ask as she interrupts her medical flashbacks with “I must interject here
that I realize that there is only one thing less appealing than mentioning one’s own intimate body parts in public, and that is mentioning
them in conjunction with the word polyp” (p. 116). I’m reminded of
E. B. White’s first rule of style: “Place yourself in the background. Write
in a way that draws the reader’s attention to the sense and substance
of the writing, rather than to the mood and temper of the author.” 51
In Leaving the Saints, it’s all Martha, all the time. Center stage. What
does E. B. White know about style?
51. William Strunk Jr. and E. B. White, The Elements of Style, 4th ed. (New York:
Longman: 2000), 70.
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“Rule 24: Make atmosphere your objective.” Martha’s goal is to
prove her case against her father, so it helps to have him attribute her
scarring to “the Evil One” (p. 3). Put those three words in anyone’s
mouth other than Keanu Reeves, and you’ve painted him as a religious fanatic, capable of, well, anything a religious fanatic would do,
and we can all imagine what that would be. Want to diminish him
further? Call him a mere apologist for the Mormon Church (pp. 3–4).
Then Martha pulls off the hat trick of anti-Mormonism when she finishes her first chapter by predicting the reaction to her allegations and
thus winning the hearts and minds of her readers when she says that
she has the “sickening conviction that no one will ever take my word
over his” (p. 6).52 Add a dose of forgiving heart (p. 2)—the writer’s, of
course—and Martha has set the ambience just right. The reader has
no doubt that this is a book about little versus big, good versus evil,
forgiving Martha against unrepentant father. How can the reader not
believe everything she says from then on?
“Rule 25: Attack not the thing but the Image!” “It has been the practice of religious polemic in every age to attack not what the opposition
practice and preach but our impression of what they practice and preach,”
says Martha’s father. For example, he continues, Fanny Stenhouse wrote
that “Brigham Young . . . preached ‘a blood-atonement’—in other words,
the duty of assassination.”53 To Nibley, the key lies in phrases such as “in
other words” because they allow the writer to interpret for the reader.
For Martha, the chance to use “in other words” and such comes attached
to the hip of polygamy and everything salacious and ridiculous that
represents. She introduces the subject innocuously enough. The home
she was born into was a “polygamist’s hand-me-down” (p. 46). But she
quickly creates a polygamous straw man to fit her purposes. “Mormons
believe in a literal Father and Mother in Heaven. (In fact, a whole bunch
of heavenly mothers, since the Father is supposed to be impressively
polygamous . . . the more chicks per man-God, the better)” (p. 75). This
52. She does that a lot. For example, she speculates that her family won’t believe her
because of the group therapy session gone bad at “Mona’s” (pp. 213, 216). And surprise!
They don’t.
53. Nibley, “How to Write an Anti-Mormon Book,” 512 n. 80.
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is the “implied” version of “in other words,” unless you believe that a
Mormon prophet actually said, “the more chicks per man-God, the
better.” Men who successfully pursue many chicks in this life—that is,
live the “true and eternal principle of plural marriage”—have a place
reserved in the central zone of the celestial kingdom, according to
Martha, for them and their endless progeny (p. 87).
Martha’s comedic version of the doctrine of polygamy and eternal increase has a purpose. You see, she really wants to talk about
how Mormonism “has a long-standing, proud tradition of lying about
sexual behavior” (p. 176). Thus the grand doctrine of eternal increase
began not as a religious doctrine but as a religious excuse for Joseph to
have sex with many women—secretly! If you don’t believe her, she’ll
prove it by quoting the scripture behind it—sort of. Martha’s version
of Doctrine and Covenants Section 132:61 is the bolded portion of the
following actual verse:
And again, as pertaining to the law of the priesthood—if
any man espouse a virgin, and desire to espouse another,
and the first give her consent, and if he espouse the second,
and they are virgins, and have vowed to no other man, then
is he justified; he cannot commit adultery for they are given
unto him; for he cannot commit adultery with that that
belongeth unto him and to no one else.
Her version short-changes the reader’s understanding of the doctrine by forty-nine words, words that clarify meaning that she was
attempting to obscure. She also inserts no ellipsis points between
the bolded portions of the verse that would indicate that she’s left
words out. This is not honest quoting. Consequently, you are justified in ignoring Martha’s pronouncement on polygamy in the next
paragraph in which she asserts that “plural marriage is still official
Mormon doctrine [, a]lthough the Church officially renounced polygamy in 1890” (pp. 177). I’m feeling a mighty young fifty-three right
now. I’m also wondering how a church today can have an “official”
doctrine that it “officially renounced” 115 years ago.
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If Martha actually cared whether her reader understood the
doctrine of plural marriage, she might take an approach similar to
the late Professor Eugene England’s essay in the Winter 1987 issue
of Dialogue, “On Fidelity, Polygamy, and Celestial Marriage,” which
looks at the doctrine seriously, with respect, and with footnotes.54 But
then that would not work for Martha because England contradicts her
comic book version:
In [this essay] I explore an idea—the general Mormon
expectation of future polygamy—that has important religious
and moral implications but about which there is little definite
scriptural direction and no clear official doctrine. . . . [Polygamy
is] a practice I believe was divinely inspired but also divinely,
and permanently, rescinded. 55
I refer to England’s essay not because he is correct in his analysis—
though he may be—but because he is correct in his approach, respectful of his subject, sensitive to Mormon culture, and truly interested
in the truth—and he gives his readers a source or two to keep himself
honest.
Martha might also take note of the way England quotes section
132, the same verse she deliberately misquoted:
If any man espouse a virgin, and desire to espouse another
[by the law of the priesthood], and the first give her consent,
and if he espouse the second . . . then he is justified. (v. 61)56
Note the difference in approach. First, England gives chapter and
verse. Second, he preserves the meaning of the verse, all without quoting the entire verse, and he uses ellipsis points to indicate omitted
words. Prior to the quotation, he also provides context for that and
other verses. In other words, England, a Stanford-trained English
scholar, was someone who actually was in love with evidence.
54. Eugene England, “On Fidelity, Polygamy, and Celestial Marriage,” Dialogue 20/4
(1987): 138–54.
55. England, “On Fidelity, Polygamy, and Celestial Marriage,” 138, emphasis added.
56. England, “On Fidelity, Polygamy, and Celestial Marriage,” 147.
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“Rule 26: Enjoy the prerogatives of ‘unequal scholarship,’ i.e.,
‘the scrupulous straining at small historical gnats which diverts attention from the silent digestion of large and inconvenient camels.’ ” As
Nibley explains, here the “scholar” can show her stuff on the little
things in hopes the reader won’t notice that she has no evidence for
the big things. Thus we have Martha sounding scholarly and bound
by evidence as she speaks of DNA and the Book of Mormon (p. 4),
of the fact that strict Mormons won’t drink Dr. Pepper (p. 44), of the
cover-up of the Mountain Meadows Massacre and Joseph Smith’s
marriages (p. 176),57 and of the fact that more Prozac and chocolate
donuts are consumed “in Utah County than anywhere else” (p. 186).
One can only imagine the research it must have taken to gather all
these facts—insignificant in most cases, disputed in some, and in all
cases irrelevant to the case against her father. And while readers watch
Martha chew on these gnats, she hopes that they are swallowing her
camel whole.
“Rule 27: Be literary!” That is, make it up. And how Martha excels!
In my view, her book is a masterpiece of fiction. Tweedy, invitations
to baptism parties, pubic hair on the ankles, and so forth. Many complain that such absurdities are not so absurd after all. “Have you ever
heard of the baseball baptisms?” asked one poster on a message board
I occasionally visit. A poster on another message board alleges that
he (she?) was at BYU in the 80s and heard the ankle hair justification
for the socks policy. The only answer to these assertions is “You’re
right. Some absurd things do happen in a church of twelve million
people. And some absurd things are merely urban legends. But have
you ever heard of them all happening to one person?” Nobody’s life is
that interesting, and neither is Martha’s, so she chose the literary route
to tell her story.
For example, in their hotel confrontation, Martha tells her father
that when she moved back to Utah in 1988, she “wanted to know every
57. Mountain Meadows must be the most widely discussed, yet stubbornly obscure,
event in Mormon history—obscure if you believe detractors like Martha; and Smith’s
marriages, again well covered in Mormon history, are mentioned in whispered tones by
the same detractors as if they’re also a secret.
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spiritual practice from every culture anywhere,” going on to explain
that she checked out all the “obscure books” she could find on religion, mysticism, and shamanism. “And a lot of times, when I signed
my name on the check-out card in the back of the book, there was
only one other name there. Yours” (p. 37, emphasis added). That’s a
great story.58 It causes the reader to pause and consider these two souls
as cut from the same cloth. But there are a few problems with that
story, according to Kathy Hansen, Access Services Department chair
of the Harold B. Lee Library:59
1. Library circulation has been automated since about 1982.
Prior to that, the library did use a two-part carbonless form, a copy
of which went into the back of the book after the patron filled it out.
When the patron returned the book, the library removed the slip;
thus, there was no ongoing record in the back of the book of who had
used that book previously.
2. To Hansen’s knowledge, the library has never used the type
of check-out cards Martha describes for books in general circulation
(but see below). In fact, Hansen personally went through the stacks in
and around obscure books on Shamanism, the Kabbalah, and the like,
examining more than one hundred books published as early as 1874
and no later than 1988. She specifically examined only books that had
their original bindings. She found no evidence of a pocket to hold a
check-out card.60 She says that there may be some books in general
circulation with a pocket in the back, but that would be because the
58. Who knows, maybe Martha simply borrowed a true story from BYU Professor
Stephen Ricks and changed the facts to fit her purposes. Ricks often checked out books
from the Berkeley library and could ascertain from the date stamped there (and the
unmistakable pencil marks in the margins) that the last person to check them out before
him was Nibley. Once he got a book on interlibrary loan and was positive that he had
finally found something that Nibley hadn’t beaten him to; however, Nibley’s marginalia
again challenged that idea.
59. Personal conversation with Kathy Hansen on 13 March 2005 and personal correspondence dated 14 March 2005, in my possession.
60. I performed a similar search of the relevant stacks later the same month, pulling some fifty to seventy-five books published no later than 1985 from the shelves and
examining their inside covers. I found no evidence of a card or a card pocket in any of
them—no glue marks, no fading, no rips, no tears, nothing.
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library purchased them from other libraries, not because they were
used to hold check-out cards at BYU.
3. The one other exception is the reference desk where Martha
could have checked out a reference book for a two-hour in-library
period. There the process included a card that the patron would sign
(it no longer does). The patron would then give the card to the reference desk with his or her student ID. I went to the humanities/religion
reference desk the other day to see what kind of reference books they
had behind the desk and to which this policy applied. There were no
more than thirty books, including a current almanac and a student
copy of the Doctrine and Covenants, and of course, reference books
related to other disciplines in the humanities. According to the librarian, most, if not all, the books behind the desk are also in the reference stacks. (Yes, I realize that things may have been a bit different
in 1988–93, but I doubt by much.) There was nothing I would call
“obscure” behind the reference desk.
Based on this information, I find it hard to believe that Nibley
and Martha checked out “a lot” of the same “obscure” books on “shamanism and mysticism and religion” using a check-out card. It’s even
harder to believe, given her track record of getting various stories
wrong in her book. At best, she may have checked out, say, one reference book that her father had also checked out. Using that as her touch
point, she then turned creative, embellishing the story—much like
the other stories in her book that don’t add up—and used two related
names on a check-out card as a literary device to create the illusion of
similarity between her and her father. In her book, she often appeals
to that illusion. In one scene in the on-going hotel confrontation, she
writes, “He runs his hands through his hat-mussed white hair, and I
have that strange sense of looking in the mirror. That’s exactly how I
smooth my own hair into place.” Later in the same chapter, she writes,
“I can feel my facial expression become a mirror of his. . . . Then, at
almost the same time, we both raise our hands and rake them through
the hair above our ears, and I catch myself” (pp. 192, 198). But not
before she tells another story.
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“Rule 28: Develop a special vocabulary of loaded and emotive
words.” “As a literary artist,” Nibley reminds the reader, “you have this
prerogative.” Did he and she have a mind meld in that hotel room? This
writer comes chock full of emotive and loaded words. For example, as
Martha and her family approach Provo, she describes how she’s done
a 180-degree turn from the Baconian model—believe nothing until
proven—to where she decided to “believe anything—anything—until
it was proven false” (p. 9, emotive emphasis in original). Anything?
readers may wonder. You can almost hear them salivating. “You mean
like wire taps and abuse and bishops with fingers in their ears?”
Want to set the stage for your comic-book caricatures of Mormon
ism? Call “Walt Disney’s Mormon wife” to the stage (p. 33, emphasis added). Trying to denigrate your father’s scholarship even as you
demean him? Say that his “mind seems to be caught in the Egyptian
stuff like a rat in a blind maze” (p. 38, emphasis added). In Martha’s
vernacular, Mormon women don’t have children, they “breed. . . in
captivity” (p. 45); Mormons have an “official Mormon perspective on
human knowledge” (p. 77); and everything is secret, as in “To protect
the Church. To honor the secret” (p. 140). Of course, the writer must
make sure that any time the speaker uses the word secret, it must be in
a whispered or soothing voice.
In Martha’s world, Mormon leaders don’t just hold papyri, they
clutch them to their breast (p. 156). Want to make Mormons appear
credulous? Compare them to your ever faithful beagle (p. 170). And
if you really need support for your case, bring in Hitler (pp. 174, 194)
or Red China (pp. 80–81) or Communism (p. 242). 61 And don’t forget
the old standbys, polygamy (discussed above) and patriarchy (p. 71).
The coup de grace of emotive and loaded language is to insert a
death threat with the image of a man being dragged behind a pickup
“right out of Utah.” Again, make sure the anonymous threat is “whispered” (p. 241). Next thing you know, anti-Mormon writers will be
comparing Utah Mormons to convicted racist murderers from Texas.
61. What’s the saying? In an argument, the first person to compare his or her opponent to Hitler loses.
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“Rule 29: Study the techniques of gossip.” Martha failed to follow her father’s warning about this rule: to “scrupulously avoid ever
using the word [gossip], which would be sure to let the cat out of the
bag.” As she tells the reader, “I couldn’t expect all the other clients [in
her therapy group] to refrain from leaking information about me into
the Mormon gossip system” (p. 238). But by then, we already knew
the system existed. Otherwise, who would her mother contact during
her supposed “phone campaign to discredit [her]” (p. 131)? And where
would we get those juicy stories about Nibley’s mother (pp. 131–32)?
And how would Martha become “a hiss and a byword” (p. 7)? How
would Mormons know when the Danites were back in business if it
were not for the “Latter-day grapevine” (p. 190)?
In fact, Martha is quite adept at gossip herself. Virtually her entire
book is gossip, complete with gossipy taglines such as “don’t think
they wouldn’t” (p. 20) and passive voice constructions like “we were
told” (p. 66).
“Rule 30: Preserve a gap between your readers and the Mormons.”
This is necessary, says Nibley, otherwise “even the most obtuse reader
might boggle at the sheer excess and enormity of your tale.” And so
readers are reminded constantly who Martha is and, therefore, why
they should trust her. “Some of my earliest memories are of adult
strangers crowded around me, quizzing me about my father” (p. 32),
she tells us. “People I’d never met knew me on sight” (p. 33). Later she
lets us know that he “rubs shoulders with the brethren on a regular
basis” (p. 39). It doesn’t take much of a leap to think that not only did
she bask in her father’s glory when she was young (p. 32), but that she’s
using it now to preserve that gap, to preserve her status as the resident
expert on things Mormon. And if that’s not enough, she can always
say that she’s been there, done that. “I should know,” she reminds us
(p. 250).
“Rule 31: Learn when to be silent.” This rule is related to rule
16: Don’t answer questions. As our guide reminds us, “Nothing you
say about the Mormons can be more damning than what you fail to
say.” Martha’s discussion of plural marriage is an excellent example
(see rule 25). So is her frequent comment that BYU is a dead-end
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institution and that therefore BYU professors had better mind their
Ps and Qs (pp. 232–33). So is her dismissal of Book of Mormon apologetics (pp. 4, 172) and her mockery of the temple (pp. 12–18). She constantly and consistently tells only enough to support her version of
Mormonism or things Mormon, rarely if ever attempting to show all
the evidence. For example, the other side of the story would show that
David Knowlton (Orson Hicks in Martha’s drama) is now employed
at Utah Valley State College (p. 188).62 Cecilia Konchar Farr, another
professor who left BYU during the time Martha was there, is a professor of English at the College of St. Catherine.63 The other side of
the story would show that members of BYU’s Sociology Department
regularly receive job offers elsewhere. Some go, and some choose to
stay.64 It would show that BYU professors routinely publish in nonchurch publications—that, in fact, it is a requirement to do so. For
instance, Dr. Michael Whiting, an expert on DNA, has been published
in the prestigious science journal Nature—twice—and my neighbor,
Dr. Richard Davis, recently gave me a copy of his new book, Electing
Justice: Fixing the Supreme Court Nomination Process, published by
Oxford University Press.65 The other side would show that the debate
62. This is where Martha discusses Hicks’s job prospects in the community. See also
www.uvsc.edu/catalog/schools/hass.html (accessed 14 March 2005).
63. See minerva.stkate.edu/offices/academic/English.nsf/pages/farr (accessed 10 March
2005). In both the Konchar Farr and Knowlton cases, I’m not taking a position on whether
they were treated fairly by BYU. I’m only noting that if BYU were a dead-end institution, they
would not be working in their fields. Further, I’m disappointed that Martha Beck used her
book as an opportunity to create a straw man out of the events that she uses as a backdrop to
the larger story of her alleged abuse. The turmoil at BYU over the firing of Knowlton, Konchar
Farr, and others would make an interesting story without twisting the facts and otherwise
embellishing, as would a story about the Strengthening Church Members Committee or the
church’s handling of sexual and other physical abuse. As with all good stories, there are two
sides. With Martha, we too often only get one side.
64. Cardell Jacobson (BYU Sociology Department), personal conversation with Greg
Taggart, 19 April 2005.
65. Michael F. Whiting and Ward C. Wheeler, “Insect Homeotic Transformation,”
Nature, 21 April 1994, 696; Michael F. Whiting, Sven Bradler, and Taylor Maxwell, “ Loss
and Recovery of Wings in Stick Insects,” Nature, 16 January 2003, 264–67; and Richard
Davis, Electing Justice: Fixing the Supreme Court Nomination Process (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2005).
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over Book of Mormon archaeology and historicity is hardly over,66
and neither is the Book of Abraham the slam-dunk issue she makes
it.67 The DNA debate is, however, over.68 Finally, her mockery of the
temple is sad. Any fair reader should recognize that there has to be
another side to that story as well, but practicing Mormons won’t tell it
outside the temple. (Neither will most inactive and even ex-Mormons.
They continue to honor, if not respect, the sacred nature of the covenants they made in the temple.)
“Rule 32: Be bloody, bold, and resolute!” “What the public wants
in an atrocity story is straight horror, not namby-pamby explanations,” Nibley instructs. And Martha delivers. Her telling of intrigue,
mystery, Danites, wiretapping, death threats, and the like is chilling. “The Church gets pretty much anything it wants, and it wants
your father protected,” Tweedy warns her. “I felt sick to my stomach,”
Martha tells us. “You don’t think that’s a little paranoid?” she asks
Tweedy. “ ‘You don’t understand,’ Tweedy nodded. ‘In this state, you
don’t just go around spouting stuff that may be a problem for the
Church’ ” (p. 166).
66. See the list of FARMS publications on Book of Mormon archaeology and historicity at farms.byu.edu/publications/bookofmormonview.php?subcat=100&cat=1 and at
farms.byu.edu/publications/bookofmormonview.php?subcat=144&cat=5 (both accessed
10 October 2005). See also Paul Hoskisson, ed., Historicity and the Latter-day Saint
Scriptures (Provo, UT: BYU Religious Studies Center, 2001).
67. See “Beck Responds,” 3.
68. On the DNA issue, see articles in the FARMS Review 15/2 (2003), including
Daniel C. Peterson, “Prolegomena to the DNA Essays” (pp. 25–34); David A. McClellan,
“Detecting Lehi’s Genetic Signature: Possible, Probable, or Not?” (pp. 35–90); Matthew
Roper, “Nephi’s Neighbors: Book of Mormon Peoples and Pre-Columbian Populations”
(pp. 91–128); Matthew Roper, “Swimming in the Gene Pool: Israelite Kinship Relations,
Genes, and Genealogy” (pp. 129–64); Brian D. Stubbs, “Elusive Israel and the Numerical
Dynamics of Population Mixing” (pp. 165–82); and John A. Tvedtnes, “The Charge of
‘Racism’ in the Book of Mormon” (pp. 183–97). Articles in the Journal of Book of Mormon
Studies 12/1 (2003) include John L. Sorenson and Matthew Roper, “Before DNA” (pp. 6–
23); Whiting, “DNA and the Book of Mormon: A Phylogenetic Perspective” (pp. 24–35);
Butler, “A Few Thoughts from a Believing DNA Scientist” (pp. 36–37); and D. Jeffrey
Meldrum and Trent D. Stephens, “Who Are the Children of Lehi?” (pp. 38–51). See also
Dean H. Leavitt, Jonathon C. Marshall, and Keith A. Crandall, “The Search for the Seed
of Lehi: How Defining Alternative Models Helps in the Interpretation of Genetic Data,”
Dialogue 36/4 (2003): 133–50.
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Though I’d read Martha’s book twice and paged through it numerous times as I wrote this review, I’d forgotten how downright scary she
makes Utah out to be until I thumbed through my note cards for this
particular rule. “I suspected that even though the Mormon powers
that be might not actually threaten my life, they would probably try to
ruin it. Yes, these suspicions were outlandish. Yes, they were paranoid.
And yes, they were completely accurate,” Martha warns (p. 182). How
do you answer a convoluted statement like that? As a strict Mormon
might say—as he cleans the blood off of his Bowie knife—“ You’re
darned if you do and darned if you don’t.”
Martha virtually has the CIA running what she calls the Strength
ening the Membership Committee rather than the Brethren, including at least one apostle (p. 189),69 and taking down license plate numbers of the people who visit “rebels’ houses” (p. 189) (a reference, I’m
guessing, to a purely local story out of Manti a few years ago). She
talks about how “rumors of Church-sponsored espionage continued
to fly,” then states as fact that “two university administrators told me
[there’s that name dropping again] they’d been ‘called in’ after their
home telephones started making strange clicking sounds.” But she lets
herself off the hook (and hopes her readers swallow the story whole)
by saying, “I didn’t know whether to believe these accounts. I didn’t
know what to believe” (p. 221). Yes she did.
But if you, like Martha, had doubts about that wiretapping story,
it’s certainly confirmed later by another. This time Martha and John
hear an intermittent clicking sound when they’re talking to each other
on the phone, he from his BYU office, she from home. They later discover that their phone line had been crossed with another in a “phone
junction box at the nearby Mormon chapel—something, the repairman said, that could not have happened accidentally” (p. 233). Later
she hears the clicking again and a voice saying, “I think that people
who speak out against the Gospel shouldn’t be Church members. They
69. See www.byui.edu/News/NewsReleases/graduationsummer.html (accessed 12 July
2005). See also Eugene England, “On Spectral Evidence,” in Making Peace (Salt Lake City:
Signature Books, 1995), 37–38. Again, England is instructive in the sensitive and respectful
way a true scholar might treat the Strengthening Church Members Committee.
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should be dis-membered” (p. 234). Maybe so, but what do you do to
people who write dialogue like that? John, by the way, using his own
voice, has denied there was any wire tapping.70
In her book, Martha gets threats written in magic marker (p. 223)
and letters from students criticizing her lack of moral fiber (p. 237–
38), and she imagines that someone left her dead cat on her pillow,
courtesy of the Mormon mafia or Danites, I can only suppose (p. 239).
And why not? As Martha the Harvard-trained sociologist in a love
affair with evidence will tell you, “every now and then, Utah papers
record murders with uniquely Mormon flavoring (death by templesanctioned methods, for example), and the word that goes out on the
Latter-day grapevine is Danite” (p. 190). As I write this, I feel somewhat like Martha—compelled to say, I am not making this stuff up.
“Rule 33: Uphold the tradition! Correct and improve the legends!” The goal here, according to Nibley, is “to devise ways of making
the old stories believable; progress in anti-Mormon studies is necessarily in the fields of technique—the very techniques we have been
discussing.” Later he explains, “The discovery of one new document,
or even a new slant given to an old familiar document, is enough to
justify the reprinting of six hundred pages of old stuff.” Martha has
no new documents, but she does have a new slant on an old one, the
Joseph Smith Papyri, which figure prominently in her theory for why
her father supposedly abused her.
“Rule 34: Be patriotic.” Finally, we have a rule that Martha
ignores. She takes no time to wrap herself in the flag. For this we can
be thankful.
“Rule 35: Join the ladies.” Irving Wallace, the writer whom Nibley
panned in “an Anti-Mormon Book,” retold the story of Ann Eliza
Webb Dee Young Denning, a former of wife of Brigham Young; thus,
Wallace had joined the ladies, hidden behind their skirts, according
to Nibley. Martha is a woman who can stand on her own, though her
story of sexual abuse at the hands of her father and emotional abuse
at the hands of a patriarchal church certainly plays to the sympathies
70. Personal correspondence with Boyd Petersen dated April 2005, copy in my
possession.
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of most feminists and to the sensitive New Age guys among us.71 By
standing with or behind the ladies, the anti-Mormon writer can create
comic-book versions of plural marriage, priesthood/patriarchy, stayat-home moms (and the prophets who ask them to do so), and any outlook or belief that goes against the prevailing winds. Martha has done
just that throughout her book. For example, she states that Mormon
women who had been abused and sought ecclesiastical help “were most
often told to be silent, keep their secrets, and ask themselves whether
they were really sure it wasn’t their fault—or their imagination,” with
only a vague reference to some unknown social work journal (p. 182).
Is she telling the truth? Does the journal exist? We don’t know. She
gives no source—did the journal request anonymity too?
Apparently, Martha hopes that her audience will be so eager to
believe negative things about patriarchy and priesthood and anything
related that they’ll agree that when Martha speaks, the fact finding
has been done. And so it goes. If she gets away with mocking the
sacred Mormon temple, it may be because there she vowed to “follow
the law of my husband” (p. 204).72 If Mormonism in general is fair
game, maybe it’s because women on the outside can’t abide a church
where “female opinions are . . . easily dismissed in Mormon culture”
(p. 247).73 Martha stands shoulder to shoulder with the ladies.
“Rule 36: Your target is Mormonism!” In the end, Nibley reminds
us that “anti-Mormon books are not written to describe or discuss the
human foibles of any group or individual but to discredit a doctrine.
Every episode, however trivial, irrelevant, or fictitious must be made
to serve as the text for a single sermon—the monstrousness of believing in revelation.” Thus a temple worker supposedly lunging at Martha
“hissing like a puff adder” is not mere set decoration (pp. 16–17). Nurse
Bethany’s using the “Mormon form of polite address” when she cautions “Sister Beck” is more than a bad attempt at dialogue (p. 76). And
71. An ironic hat tip to Christine Lavin and John Gorka, composers of the song
“Sensitive New Age Guys”; see at www.christinelavin.com/00031704snag.html (accessed
18 August 2005).
72. This is one of two places where she is apparently trying to get the temple ceremony
right, yet gets it wrong. The other occurs at the beginning of chapter 35.
73. See discussion of abuse panel, pp. 127–34 above.
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Martha asking herself whether giving her children “frozen waffles” or
using “day care” or “drinking a Coke” makes her the antichrist is not
just a weak attempt at humor (pp. 224–25). Each implicitly and sometimes explicitly denigrates the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints and calls the restoration into question.
I repeat that I am quite aware that absurd things happen to and
are spoken by members and, sometimes, even leaders of the church.
Like everyone else on this planet, we are human, after all. For example, I asked my sister and brother-in-law the other day if they’d ever
been addressed as Brother or Sister in a professional, nonchurch setting. Both responded yes, maybe once or twice. That’s my experience
as well. But in Martha’s world of Mormonism it’s a “Mormon form of
polite address,” evidently used regularly anywhere, everywhere, and
all the time. In the real world, it’s an attempt to make us look quaint
and more vulnerable to attack.
It’s not that such things don’t happen; it’s that they all happened
to Martha in her book. Think about it: wiretapping, “Sister” Beck (and
“Brother” Beck a few pages earlier) in a hospital, intrusive hairdressers, death threats, fingers-in-the-ears bishops, stake presidents who
agree with you then whisper “but don’t say this in public,” invitations
to baptism parties, friends ritualistically shunning you, whispers of
Danites, students trumping scholarship with the priesthood. Martha’s
next book should be her life story because she’s already experienced
a full life of Mormon absurdities—if you believe her. I repeat: I don’t,
largely because I don’t recognize the church she describes. I don’t
recognize the lay members. I don’t recognize the leaders. I don’t recognize the intelligent and discerning students who attend Brigham
Young University. And I don’t recognize the fine scholars who teach
there either. Finally, the way she explains it, I only vaguely recognize
the doctrine of the church. To be blunt, I expected fairer treatment
from a Harvard-trained PhD. Not kid-glove treatment, mind you. Just
fairer treatment.
Frankly, I’m at a loss to explain this book. Martha’s case against
her father might have been more compelling if it had not been undercut by so many things that she got wrong—apparently intentionally in
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some cases—that were irrelevant to her allegations. Why not tell her
story straight up? For example, the BYU dissidents’ story told honestly,
but from a perspective sympathetic to the faculty who lost their jobs,
would have made interesting reading and would not have detracted
from the larger issue. Instead, she chose to embellish that story and
others beyond belief and thus made the allegations against her father
much less than credible. The net result is that she wrote a nineteenthcentury anti-Mormon book, and a poor one at that. It doesn’t help her
case that her mother, her late father, and all seven of her siblings deny
her allegations and that she got many of the facts wrong on things that
were relevant to her abuse allegations as well. Martha, her editors, and
Harvard should all be embarrassed.

Joseph Smith and the Problem of the
Unevangelized
David L. Paulsen and Brent Alvord

O

ne of the puzzles challenging the loyal follower of Christ is how
to make sense of the scriptural assertion that there is “none other
name under heaven [save Jesus Christ] given among men, whereby we
must be saved” (Acts 4:12). Faithful Christians have no reservations in
recognizing Christ as their sole source of salvation, yet how are they
to make sense of the fate of the myriad souls who have lived and died
on this earth never hearing the name of Christ nor having adequate
opportunity to accept his salvific gift? Do they suffer eternally? Are
they forever excluded from the joy of eternal life with God? This question has troubled Christian thinkers for centuries. In his book The
Logic of God Incarnate, Thomas Morris, former professor of philosophy at Notre Dame, explains the difficulty (which he calls a “scandal” )
this way:
Review of John Sanders. No Other Name: An Investigation into the
Destiny of the Unevangelized. Eugene, OR: Wipf and Stock, 2001.
xviii + 315 pp., with index. $28.00.
Review of Gabriel Fackre, Ronald H. Nash, and John Sanders. What
about Those Who Have Never Heard? Three Views on the Destiny of
the Unevangelized. Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1995. 168 pp.,
with index. $14.00.
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The scandal . . . arises with a simple set of questions asked of
the Christian theologian who claims that it is only through the
life and death of God incarnated in Jesus Christ that all can
be saved and reconciled to God: How can the many humans
who lived and died before the time of Christ be saved through
him? They surely cannot be held accountable for responding appropriately to something of which they could have no
knowledge. Furthermore, what about all the people who have
lived since the time of Christ in cultures with different religious traditions, untouched by the Christian gospel? . . . How
could a just God set up a particular condition of salvation, the
highest end of human life possible, which was and is inaccessible to most people? Is not the love of God better understood
as universal, rather than as limited to a mediation through
the one particular individual, Jesus of Nazareth? Is it not a
moral as well as a religious scandal to claim otherwise?
Stephen Davis, a professor of philosophy at Claremont’s McKenna
College, has expressed similar perplexity. In a recent issue of Modern
Theology, he put the problem this way:
Suppose there was a woman named Oohku who lived from
370–320 b.c. in the interior of Borneo. Obviously, she never
heard of Jesus Christ or the Judeo-Christian God; she was
never baptized, nor did she ever make any institutional or
psychological commitment to Christ or to the Christian
church. She couldn’t have done these things; she was simply
born in the wrong place and at the wrong time. Is it right for
God to condemn this woman to eternal hell just because she
was never able to come to God through Christ? Of course not.
. . . God is just and loving.
	. Thomas V. Morris, The Logic of God Incarnate (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University
Press, 1986), 174–75. Morris is not sure how to resolve the “scandal,” although he offers
several solutions, including universalism (p. 176) and inclusivism (p. 177).
	. Stephen T. Davis, “Universalism, Hell, and the Fate of the Ignorant,” Modern
Theology 6/2 (January 1990): 176. Davis cautiously explores postmortem evangelization
as a possible answer to the question.
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The problem that Morris and Davis state can be expressed in terms
of an inconsistent triad, a set of three premises, the conjunction of any
two of which apparently entails the falsity of the third:
1. God is almighty, perfectly loving and just, and desires that all
his children be saved.
2. Salvation comes only in and through one’s personal acceptance of Christ’s substitutionary atonement for their sins.
3. Vast numbers of God’s children have lived and died without
hearing of Christ or without having had a fair chance to personally
accept his atonement.
Premise 3 seems indisputable, forcing us, it seems, to give up either
premise 1 or 2, both of which seem warranted on biblical authority. So
how are we to resolve the inconsistent triad?
John Sanders acquaints us with the major Christian answers to
this question, including his own answer, in two illuminating books,
the first of which he authored and the second of which he edited and
coauthored.
In No Other Name, Sanders provides a prodigiously researched,
well-organized, and clear presentation and critique of the main contemporary and historical answers to the question. In What about
Those Who Have Never Heard? Sanders and two others (Gabriel
Fackre and Ronald Nash) explain and defend their personal answers
	. Some deny this, however, claiming that every person at the moment of death has
a personal encounter with Jesus Christ, who provides them an opportunity to accept his
gift of salvation. Most adherents of this view, appropriately known as the “final-option
theory,” are today found in the Roman Catholic tradition.
	. John Sanders is a research professor of philosophy and religion in the Depart
ment of Bible and Religion at Huntington University. Dr. Sanders was most recently the
Extraordinary Fellow at the University of Notre Dame Center for Philosophy of Religion.
He earned his ThD in systematic and philosophical theology from the University of South
Africa. Sanders has authored or edited three books that have been listed in the top twenty
of Christianity Today magazine’s book-of-the-year awards.
	. Gabriel Fackre is Abbot Professor of Christian Theology Emeritus at Andover
Newton Theological School, the oldest seminary chair in America. He is the author of
thirty books in the fields of theology and ethics and past president of the American
Theological Society. Ronald Nash is a professor of philosophy and theology at Reformed
Theological Seminary in Orlando, Florida. He previously spent twenty-seven years as a
professor of philosophy and as head of the Department of Philosophy and Religion at
Western Kentucky University. Nash is the author or editor of more than twenty books.
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to the question in a lively three-way debate. Sanders defends inclusivism, Fackre argues for the postmortem evangelization of the dead
(a position he calls “divine perseverance” ), and Nash represents the
restrictivist camp. Each author also provides a critical response to
each of the others’ positions. In this review, we consider the two books
together, focusing on the comprehensive study of Christian responses
in No Other Name and treating the personal positions defended by the
authors in What about Those Who Have Never Heard? in conjunction
with their appearance in the general study. A major defect of both
books—especially No Other Name, which purports to be a comprehensive treatment of all the principal responses to the problem—is their
failure to mention perspectives specific to doctrines of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints. We will remedy this defect a bit as
we review Sanders’s books. In our concluding section, we will thoroughly address the views presented in these books in the light of LDS
theology, examining possible common ground while accentuating the
unique ways in which modern-day revelation sheds light on the fate of
the unevangelized.
No Other Name is divided into three main parts. In part one,
Sanders provides a clear explanation of the book’s basic question.
In part two, he explores two positions at opposite ends of the soteriology spectrum: restrictivism (Nash’s stance in What about Those
Who Have Never Heard?), which affirms that only those who hear of
and accept Christ in this life will be saved; and universalism, which
affirms that everyone will be saved. Part three covers three “widerhope” views, each of which holds that while salvation may not be universally achieved, it is nonetheless universally accessible. These three
wider-hope views are universal evangelization before death, universal
evangelization after death (Fackre’s stance in What about Those Who
Have Never Heard?), and universally accessible salvation apart from
evangelization—otherwise known as inclusivism (Sanders’s stance in
What about Those Who Have Never Heard?). For each of these five
positions, Sanders explains the underlying theological rationale, sets
out key biblical proof texts, identifies leading proponents of the position, and provides a historical bibliography. He provides a biblical
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and theological critique of each position, and he ends the book with
his general conclusions and an appendix that summarizes Christian
views on the salvation or damnation of infants.
With this abstract in mind, we now move into a more detailed
summary of No Other Name, relating the main strands of thought
and, where appropriate, emphasizing Fackre’s, Nash’s, and Sanders’s
positions in What about Those Who Have Never Heard?

Examination of No Other Name and
What about Those Who Have Never Heard?
Formulation of the Problem
Sanders begins No Other Name by asking the fundamental question: if God is all-loving and all-powerful and desires all his children
to be saved, and Christ is “the way, the truth, and the life,” and “no
man cometh unto the Father, but by [him]” (John 14:6), then why do
relatively so few people have the chance to hear of Christ and the gospel
in this life? Some Christian thinkers respond with “reverent agnosticism” (No Other Name, p. 18), denying that God has revealed sufficient
information for us to adequately answer the question. Sanders disagrees, affirming that the Bible contains enough information “for the
construction of a biblically satisfying and theologically sound answer”
(No Other Name, p. 17). He admits that such a theological construction
requires inference but sees this as both necessary and beneficial. If no
speculation ever existed, he argues, we would have very little doctrine
and even less theology. Many ideas we now consider doctrine have not
been explicitly stated in scripture but have been derived through the
reasoning of the church fathers and others who used the tools of speculative theology (No Other Name, p. 17).
Sanders then proceeds to explain more fully the “two theological axioms” that give rise to the inconsistent triad, otherwise called
the soteriological problem of evil. The first axiom affirms that God
genuinely desires the salvation of all persons; the second, that God
decrees that salvation can come only in and through Jesus Christ (No
Other Name, p. 25). Given that most of the human race has remained
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ignorant of Christ, these two axioms give rise to a significant contradiction. Sanders clarifies the second axiom by distinguishing two
ways of understanding the necessity of Christ for salvation: “All the
views surveyed in this book affirm the ontological necessity of Jesus
for salvation but sharply disagree regarding the nature and timing of
epistemological necessity” (No Other Name, p. 30). That is, all views
affirm that without the atoning work of Christ there is no salvation,
but they disagree as to whether (and, if so, when) conscious awareness
or acceptance of Christ’s salvific work is needed. This disagreement,
Sanders says, is the fundamental dividing line between many of the
views discussed in No Other Name.
Next, Sanders introduces the very important concept of what he
calls “control beliefs” :
The question of the [fate of the] unevangelized intersects with
such vital issues as the nature of God (his love and power),
the problem of evil, and election and damnation. The views
we take on such subjects are of immense importance because
they serve as “control beliefs” that guide and control the way
we investigate and interpret evidence on other topics. They
form the boundaries within which answers are possible. (No
Other Name, p. 31)
It is no small fact that our understanding of God governs how we
interpret scripture, events in our lives, and the world, including our
stance on the fate of the unevangelized. With the issue thus clarified,
	. For instance, Sanders says, traditional evangelical theology affirms “Christ alone,
grace alone, faith alone, Scripture alone. These affirmations delineate that salvation is
offered only through the work of Christ, that it is a complete work of God’s free grace,
that it is appropriated only by faith, and that the Bible is the final authority for faith and
practice.” Of his personal control beliefs, he writes: “My treatment of the materials in
this work is also influenced by my belief in the substitutionary atonement of Jesus for the
sins of every human being, my understanding of sin as rebellion against God that affects
every area of our lives, my belief that God desires to redeem every human being who has
ever lived, and my belief that an ‘act of faith’ is necessary for appropriating salvation into
our lives. One final guiding belief is that although the Bible is the authoritative norm for
theology, it must nevertheless be interpreted” (No Other Name, 32).
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Sanders proceeds to outline and examine the principal answers to the
question.
The Two Extremes—Restrictivism and Universalism
Restrictivism and universalism are indeed on opposite ends of the
soteriology spectrum. Restrictivism affirms that few are saved; universalism asserts that all are saved. Restrictivists base their position
on four categories of biblical proof texts: (1) texts that affirm the particularity and exclusiveness of salvation in Jesus Christ; (2) texts that
illustrate the sinfulness of humanity and the hopelessness of life without Jesus; (3) texts that speak of the importance of hearing the gospel
and repenting; and (4) texts that speak of the “narrowness of the true
path” (No Other Name, pp. 38–41, quotation at p. 41).
Sanders identifies six theological control beliefs that direct restrictivist thinking. The “first and most important control belief . . . is the
principle that Jesus is the only savior and that there is no way to possess saving faith other than to know him” (No Other Name, p. 42).
Saving faith requires knowledge of “special revelation” —in other
words, knowledge of Christ and his atonement. The natural question,
then, becomes the amount, or specifically the content, of this “special
revelation.” Here much disagreement arises, and Sanders ably outlines
those disagreements, both historical and contemporary. A corollary
restrictivist control belief is that general revelation does not provide
a means to salvation (No Other Name, p. 45), with “general revelation” meaning the awareness given through creation and providence
to every person of God’s existence and his spiritual and moral standards and expectations. While Latter-day Saints are not accustomed
to using the term general revelation, they would undoubtedly agree
that God, through the “Light of Christ,” enlightens the entire human
family, inclining them to belief in a divine reality, enabling them to
distinguish between good and evil, and disposing them to choose
rightly. They would also likely agree that while this universal knowledge is not sufficient for salvation, the revelatory process is nonetheless a gradual step-by-step process where light cleaveth unto greater
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light (see D&C 88:40) and personal accountability is proportionate to
the light possessed at the moment of choice.
The third restrictivist control belief is “that the ‘act of faith’ must
occur before a person dies—that is to say, there is no entertainment of
the possibility of evangelization after death” (No Other Name, p. 46).
Death seals our destinies.
Fourth, restrictivists hold that the unevangelized deserve condemnation, for “every unevangelized person rejects Jesus Christ implicitly
when he or she sins against the truth” (No Other Name, p. 47) because
Jesus is this truth against which they are sinning. The dispensation of
general revelation serves to condemn but not save. If this is indeed the
case, Sanders says (and rightly in our judgment) this raises concerns
about the justice of God.
The fifth theological consideration is found in the implications of
restrictivism for missionary work. “Belief that all the unevangelized
are lost” provides great, if not the only reasonable, “motivation for
missionary endeavors” (No Other Name, p. 48).
Last is the doctrine of limited atonement (No Other Name, p. 50),
which affirms that Christ did not die for all human beings but merely
for those select few whose salvation was predestined before the foundations of the earth by and through God’s sovereign will. Thus, no
need to worry about the salvation of people such the aborigine or
early Chinese Gentiles—they were simply not “chosen.” Given the
immense scriptural witness of God’s perfect love, many Christians,
including John Sanders and Latter-day Saints, find the doctrine of
limited atonement totally unpersuasive. Sanders then adds his negative assessment of restrictivism, introduces us to its leading defenders
(including Augustine and Calvin), and ends the chapter with a historical bibliography.
In What about Those Who Have Never Heard? Nash defends a
restrictivist position but in a methodologically odd way. Rather than
making a constructive case for restrictivism or even attempting a
	. Indeed, the doctrine of limited atonement is repudiated by our third Article of
Faith, which states: “We believe that through the Atonement of Christ, all mankind may
be saved, by obedience to the laws and ordinances of the Gospel.”
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full and clear statement of it, Nash uses his allotted space to further
rebut Fackre’s (postmortem evangelization) and Sanders’s (inclusivism) stances. Nash does, however, forewarn the reader of his unusual
methodological approach. Apparently, he expects his readers to hold
the same assumption he does—that the scriptures by their very nature
teach restrictivism and, therefore, any other interpretation must shoulder the burden of proof. Thus Nash claims his “disproof” of the other
positions proves his own by default. We agree with Sanders and Fackre
that Nash begs the question.
On the opposite pole from restrictivism is universalism, which
affirms the necessity of salvation in Jesus Christ but nonetheless maintains that “all human beings will ultimately be reconciled to God,
that none will be eternally damned.” This is the only way, proponents
say, to “harmonize God’s universal salvific will with the plight of the
unevangelized” (No Other Name, p. 81). Supportive theological arguments center on God’s universal atonement, his universal salvific will,
and his sovereign love and power (No Other Name, p. 89). God has
both the ability and the desire to save all people; therefore, he saves
all people.
There are, however, divisions within universalism, one of which
concerns human freedom. One camp claims that God overrides
human freedom in saving all persons; the other side claims that all
persons will eventually freely choose salvation in Christ. Another division separates universalists into restorationists (those who believe in
a remedial hell out of which the unevangelized may choose to come)
	. Nash writes “Several features of my presentation may puzzle some readers. Some
may think that the content and organization of this chapter fail adequately to present a
case for restrictivism. That is, they may wonder why I do not spend more of my space
laying out a detailed, constructive case for restrictivism. A proper answer to this misunderstanding involves an analogy between my overall argument for restrictivism and the
kinds of argument Christians offer in support of such doctrines or theological positions
as creation ex nihilo, the Trinity and Calvinism. The set of reasons that Christians believe
in the Trinity usually begins with a number of well-known passages of Scripture, such
as Matthew 28:19–20. But our trinitarianism is also inseparable from the total unacceptability of the other options that are out there. Historically, once Christians rejected
unitarianism, modalism and the host of other alternatives that they found incompatible
with Scripture, the doctrine of the Trinity began to take shape. A similar situation exists
with respect to this debate” (Those Who Have Never Heard, p. 109).
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and ultrauniversalists (those who hold no version of hell, asserting
that all will be saved immediately) (No Other Name, p. 92).
Sanders next focuses on the doctrine of God’s persistence: the feeling that “since God’s love cannot be limited by our earthly time, there
will be countless eons in the afterlife in which he might finally achieve
his plan of universal redemption. We cannot escape God’s persistent
love in time or space” (No Other Name, p. 93).
Last is the universalist view that “God’s justice must be understood as an expression of his love. Love is the central attribute in the
nature of God. It must not be subsumed or even placed alongside his
justice as it has been in traditional theology” (No Other Name, p. 94).
Eternal punishment for finite sins seems unjustly disproportionate.
Thus the traditional view and purpose of hell as a place of eternal punishment is displaced with a more “remedial and pedagogical place of
transformation” (No Other Name, p. 96). This fits nicely with some
LDS teachings about the postmortal life, though, like C. S. Lewis,
Latter-day Saints allow for the possibility that there may be “rebels to
the end.” Among the leading defenders of universalism are Origen,
Charles Chauncy, and John A. T. Robinson.
Before Sanders outlines the historical bibliography, he includes a
brief evaluation of a subset of universalist believers: the radical pluralists who no longer hold to the particularity and finality of salvation
in Christ. Rather, “they believe that all religions are valid and none
may truthfully claim supremacy” (No Other Name, p. 115). Sanders
disagrees with radical pluralism on the grounds of its rejection of the
particularity and finality of salvation through Christ and because of
its reduction of biblical authority (No Other Name, pp. 115–23).
“Wider-hope” Theories
With the two extremes—restrictivism and universalism—clearly
delineated and critiqued, Sanders moves on to discuss “wider-hope”
theories, which affirm that while salvation may not be universally
achieved, it is nonetheless universally accessible.
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All of these [wider-hope] positions . . . affirm that God, in
grace, grants every individual a genuine opportunity to participate in the redemptive work of the Lord Jesus, that no
human being is excluded from the possibility of benefiting
from salvific grace. The views differ regarding the nature and
timing of the opportunity for salvation—specifically, on the
issues of whether people must be aware that their salvation is
in Jesus Christ and whether the opportunity for salvation is
given only before physical death or also after death. (No Other
Name, p. 131)
Before addressing specific wider-hope theories, Sanders presents a
brief general introduction to the section in which he submits that the
“motivation for developing theories that explore universally accessible
salvation in relation to the unevangelized rests solidly on the major
themes of the Scriptures” (No Other Name, p. 136).
Sanders cites examples and parables that he says teach this universal accessibility, concluding “that we should boldly uphold universally accessible salvation,” even though “the specific contours of
this belief remain an open question in the church” (No Other Name,
p. 137). He focuses principally on three wider-hope views: universal
evangelization before death, eschatological evangelization (Fackre’s
position in What about Those Who Have Never Heard?), and inclusivism (Sanders’s view).
Those who believe in universal evangelization before death affirm
one of three alternative positions: (1) all who seek God will find him
in this life; (2) all people who have not heard the gospel will have that
opportunity at the moment of dying; or (3) God will judge the unevangelized by how they would have responded had they heard the gospel
message (middle knowledge). According to Sanders,
These three views have two control beliefs in common.
First, they maintain that in order to be saved, people must
be evangelized and accept the gospel or at least be judged
by God on the basis of how they would have responded had
they heard. There is no salvation apart from a response to the
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preaching of the cross. Second, they agree that a person’s final
destiny is sealed at death. There is no opportunity to accept
Christ after death. (No Other Name, p. 151)
Sanders offers an informative historical bibliography of each of these
views. In his evaluation, he rejects the assumption that underlies all
three views: the need for individual awareness and acceptance of
Christ’s redemptive work. Sanders does acknowledge that these positions find a middle ground between the extremes of restrictivism and
universalism, attempting to allow maximum freedom on the part of
the individual while remaining true to the framework of a perfectly
loving and perfectly just God. Nevertheless, as Sanders disapprovingly explains, these views, especially the final-option theory and the
middle knowledge–based views, center most of the responsibility for
an individual’s salvation on God’s sole initiative.
The next wider-hope theory that Sanders explains and evaluates
is of particular interest to Latter-day Saints. He calls it “eschatological evangelization.” This position affirms that the unevangelized will
be evangelized and have the opportunity to receive the gospel after
this life. This view, too, attempts to mediate between universalism and
restrictivism while allowing for God’s justice and love and our human
freedom and accountability.
The key supportive biblical texts for this view fall into three cate
gories: texts that preach the need for explicit knowledge of Christ for
salvation, texts that teach that condemnation will occur only after
explicit rejection of Christ (which cannot come until one has such a
knowledge to reject), and texts that speak of Christ’s descent into hell
and gospel teaching in the world of the spirits. The main theological
considerations include the insufficiency of general revelation for salvation and the idea that our eternal salvific destinies are not sealed at
death.
Critics, mainly restrictivists, “oppose the contention that the only
reason anyone will be condemned to hell is for explicitly rejecting
Jesus Christ” (No Other Name, p. 208). They reject the stance that our
salvific destiny is not sealed at death, and finally, they argue that “the
theory of postmortem evangelism takes the wind out of the sails of
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missions” (No Other Name, p. 209). The magnitude of the LDS missionary effort shows the latter argument to be flatly false. And latterday revelation repudiates the first two objections, neither of which
seems to have much by way of biblical support.
Latter-day Saints may be surprised to discover that many prominent Christian thinkers, beginning with the early church fathers,
spoke of Christ’s postmortal visit to the world of spirits. In his historical bibliography, Sanders reports:
Many of the early Church Fathers taught the release of souls
in hell via the descent of Christ. . . . The list includes some
of the greatest names in the history of the church: Melito,
Hippolytus, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, . . . Athana
sius, Gregory of Nazianzus, Ephraem, perhaps Jerome and
Hilary, Cyril of Alexandria, Maximus the Confessor, John of
Damascus. (No Other Name, p. 211)
Sanders further reports that “the twentieth century has witnessed a
tremendous proliferation of belief in eschatological evangelization
among theologians and biblical commentators from diverse traditions” (p. 213). His twentieth-century bibliography alone is nearly
two pages long (No Other Name, pp. 213–14). Here is a rich repository
waiting to be mined by Latter-day Saint scholars.
Latter-day Saints will likely find Gabriel Fackre’s theological case
for eschatological evangelization helpful and illuminating. He begins
by discussing the attributes of God, explaining “that the power of God
is, mysteriously, the way of the cross, the ‘weakness of God.’ The ultimate power is not machismo but the divine vulnerability. . . . God’s
love is patient and persistent. It outlasts us. It is a ‘weakness’ that is
stronger than our rebellion. God’s weakness is a powerful powerlessness, a victorious vulnerability” (Those Who Have Never Heard, p. 78).
By this he highlights the power of God as a necessarily conjoined
attribute with the love of God, his justice, and his mercy. All these
attributes must work together perfectly and be mediated in such a way
that God remains perfect.
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Fackre’s argument draws out the implications of a very appealing
model of God. Of course we want to say that God eternally persists
in his attempt to gather his children—does it not seem that he loves
us too much to do otherwise, indeed, with an infinite love that does
not draw a temporal line in eternity? So it seems, then, that God’s
perfect balance of love and justice not only allows him to be persistent
in his evangelization effort through eternity, but it demands him to
be such, for no souls can be held accountable (i.e., condemned) for
knowledge they did not have but did need. Thus, by God’s grace, all
have the opportunity in this life or the next to accept that same grace
that will save them.
The second tier of Fackre’s argument is scriptural—including exegesis of the usual biblical proof texts for the stance (1 Peter 3:19–20
and 4:6) and the story of God’s covenant with Noah. Exegetically it
is no surprise that he interprets these scriptures (and a few others) as
referring to Christ’s evangelism beyond the grave (Those Who Have
Never Heard, pp. 81–86). Further, though, Fackre speaks of what he
calls the Noahic covenant, or the rainbow promise:
In Judaism, the rainbow promise has reference to the light
given to those outside God’s special saving covenant with
the Jewish people. That is, God will judge human beings—
Christians included—by the response they make to the universal hints of what is true and good and holy given from
Noah’s time on. (Those Who Have Never Heard, p. 90)
Although this speaks of the belief in reference to Judaism, Fackre
claims we have the same notion (though “understood and applied
differently” ) in Christianity: that “God gives to ‘all flesh’ an awareness of basic moral and spiritual standards and expectations” (Those
Who Have Never Heard, p. 90). What is known as “special revelation”
(Those Who Have Never Heard, p. 90) is requisite to salvation, that
is, an explicit knowledge of Christ and his gospel. However, general
revelation is given to humankind (again, compare the LDS notion of
the Light of Christ) through the Noahic covenant to lead our minds
to God, prepare our souls to accept the gospel when the opportunity
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arises, and allow us to live the sort of life wherein we can still find a
substantial amount of peace and happiness—even if Christ’s gospel
is not specifically known and understood by an individual. Thus, “in
human affairs, we are saved by the grace of Christ from the miseries of
this world [if we obey the general revelation]. In divine affairs, we are
saved by the grace of Christ from our sin and guilt before God [if we
obey the special revelation]” (Those Who Have Never Heard, p. 92).
The final theory that Sanders presents within the wider-hope
theologies is his own position, called inclusivism, which maintains
“that some of those who never hear the gospel of Christ may nevertheless attain salvation before they die if they respond in faith to the
revelation they do have” (No Other Name, p. 215). Inclusivists believe
that the work of Christ is indeed an ontological necessity but not an
epistemic necessity for salvation. They maintain the finality and particularity of Christ, but they claim that God’s grace can be mediated
through general revelation. Inclusivists give no chance for salvation
after death, placing the weight of salvation on this life and the faith
one gains during life.
Sanders divides inclusivist biblical texts into two categories:
those that focus on “God’s extension of grace to all who believe in
him” and those that focus on “God’s attitude toward and relationship with the Gentiles outside the covenant with Israel” (No Other
Name, pp. 217, 218). Most inclusivists also emphasize (though much
more than Fackre) the Noahic covenant, saying, “ ‘For assurance, no
doubt, knowledge is required, but for grace it is not so much knowledge as a right attitude towards God that matters’ ” (No Other Name,
p. 225, emphasis in original). This brings us to Sanders’s theological
considerations.
Inclusivists support their position with five main arguments. The
first point, probably the most controversial and important, has to do
with the distinction between believers and Christians—or rather the
minuteness of the distinction. As is probably apparent by now, inclusivists place great emphasis on faith, claiming that the distinction
between believers and Christians is small because “the object of our
faith (God) and the action of our faith (trust) are identical” (No Other
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Name, p. 227). It is this faith that motivates one to obey to the best of
one’s knowledge. It is this obedience to what one understands to be
God’s will that saves, not the mere assent to certain propositions.
The second theological control belief supporting inclusivism is a
belief in the salvific efficacy of general revelation. The last three control beliefs are closely interrelated. They are (1) a belief in the work of
the triune God in effecting salvation, (2) the cosmic work of Christ,
and (3) the implications of the existence of other religions. That is,
the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit all have specific roles in carrying out
evangelical, salvific efforts here on earth, and we should not place any
limits in our minds as to what they can and consistently do perform
on behalf of the world’s and individuals’ salvation. This includes—
and this is the fifth theological consideration—the possibility of God’s
influence being directly felt in other, non-Christian religions. Finally,
Sanders leaves his discussion of inclusivism with a brief evaluation,
an extensive historical bibliography, and a list of leading defenders
(including himself).
In What about Those Who Have Never Heard? Sanders presents
a fuller defense of his inclusivist position. He buttresses his position
with what he calls God’s “radical” love. This is merely the fact that
God desires to save all people and that “God’s love is quite different
from human love in that he shows love to sinners where we would
not,” as is apparent in many parables and stories of Jesus’s forgiveness (Those Who Have Never Heard, p. 26). This leads directly to the
claim that God includes before he excludes in judgment: “judgment is
precisely for forgiveness—not a settling of scores” (Those Who Have
Never Heard, p. 30). Hence “the great reversal” (Those Who Have Never
Heard, p. 33), as Sanders calls it, in which God’s “ways are not our ways
because God loves his enemies, forgives sinners and humbles himself
by inviting riffraff to divine parties. God includes all in grace before
there is an exclusion in judgment” (Those Who Have Never Heard,
p. 35). Sanders summarizes his inclusivistic position as follows:
The Father reaches out to the unevangelized through both
the Son and the Spirit via general revelation, conscience and
human culture. God does not leave himself without witness to
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any people. Salvation for the unevangelized is made possible
only by the redemptive work of Jesus, but God applies that work
even to those who are ignorant of the atonement. God does this
if people respond in trusting faith to the revelation they have.
In other words, unevangelized persons may be saved on the
basis of Christ’s work if they respond in faith to the God who
created them. (Those Who Have Never Heard, p. 36)
This is the inclusivists’ “faith principle,” the how of inclusivism. God
is actually able to save the unevangelized by recognizing and rewarding a person’s faith and trust in some divine being or power, whether
Christian or not. It is the salvation of premessianic believers and
unbaptized children that justifies this reasoning (Those Who Have
Never Heard, pp. 36–45).

The Fate of the Unevangelized in Light of LDS Theology
Like the many other facets of the restored gospel that so brightly
illuminate the beauty of God’s plan of salvation, the doctrine of salvation for the dead powerfully illustrates the perfect mercy and loving justice of Deity. In one of the most exulting passages found in
scripture, the Prophet Joseph Smith expresses the exciting prospects
of the unfolding work for the dead. In language saturated with joy, he
exclaims:
Now, what do we hear in the gospel which we have
received? A voice of gladness! A voice of mercy from heaven;
and a voice of truth out of the earth; glad tidings for the dead;
a voice of gladness for the living and the dead; glad tidings of
great joy. . . .
. . . Let your hearts rejoice, and be exceedingly glad. Let
the earth break forth into singing. Let the dead speak forth
anthems of eternal praise to the King Immanuel, who hath
ordained, before the world was, that which would enable us
to redeem them out of their prison; for the prisoners shall go
free. (D&C 128:19, 22)
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Indeed, Latter-day Saint revelation on the fate of the unevangelized
brings comforting clarity and a deeper appreciation for the equity and
charity of God to an issue that otherwise challenges one’s belief in the
universality of God’s love toward his children of all times and locations. We are comforted to know that God, in his infinite wisdom,
anticipated the predicament of many of his children who would never
hear the glad tidings of the gospel while in mortality and prepared a
way “before the world was” of equitably solving the problem in perfect
love and justice. Truly, then, “God is no respecter of persons” (Acts
10:34), as all have equal access to his salvific gift through his plan of
perfect foresight.
As we begin to explore the Latter-day Saint position on the fate
of the unevangelized, let us first put forth three preliminaries. First,
as Latter-day Saints, we do not believe our views on the issue to be
just one more human interpretation of the relevant biblical texts. No
human interpretation, no matter how sincerely and carefully crafted,
is ultimately compelling. Rather, we believe our view is based on direct
revelation given by our risen Lord to modern prophets. Thus, divine
disclosure from the Word, not a scholarly exegesis of the word, stands
as the uncompromising foundation of our beliefs. Second, although
postmortem evangelization is clearly the centerpiece of our Latter-day
Saint answer to the fate of the unevangelized, it is not the whole story.
Indeed, fully understood, our view could be seen as a comprehensive
synthesis of all the major Christian responses to the question, affirming
important strands of universalism, inclusivism, and restrictivism, all
of which coalesce in the doctrine of postmortem evangelization. Third,
what makes this synthesis of otherwise inconsistent ideas possible is our
doctrine of degrees of salvation or glory. The standard Christian dichotomy of heaven and hell makes it difficult to justly judge each individual
according to personal circumstances. The three kingdoms, or degrees,
of glory as described in Doctrine and Covenants 76 provide a fuller,
more just framework in which man can be made more accountable for
his own actions and receive his award accordingly.
With these three preliminaries noted, let us look more fully at
preliminary number two—that the Latter-day Saint view is a compre-
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hensive synthesis of all the major Christian responses—identifying
the universalistic, inclusivistic, and restrictivistic insights that find
support in latter-day revelation.
Latter-day Saint Revelation and Universalism
Despite Christian awareness of God’s love for each of us, it may
still be surprising for some to learn how deeply and broadly that love
is manifest in his salvific work. The apostle John declared: “For God
so loved the world, that he gave his only begotten Son, that whosoever
believeth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life. For God
sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world; but that the
world through him might be saved” (John 3:16–17, emphasis added).
And save the world he did; not just the elect. Latter-day Saint revelation affirms that the redemptive work of Christ is universally efficacious in at least four ways, each of which will be treated immediately
below.
First, Christ saved the entire human family from permanent bodily
death. As the apostle Paul explained, “For as in Adam all die, even so in
Christ shall all be made alive” (1 Corinthians 15:22, emphasis added).
The Book of Mormon prophet Amulek is even more explicit: “The day
cometh that all shall rise from the dead and stand before God, and be
judged according to their works. . . . Now, this restoration shall come
to all, both old and young, both bond and free, both male and female,
both the wicked and the righteous” (Alma 11:41, 44). Numerous other
revelations affirm that, through the gracious love of Christ, each of us
will be raised with a glorious, incorruptible body.
Second, latter-day revelation is explicit that all children who die
before the age of accountability will be saved in the celestial kingdom.
As Mormon explained to Moroni: “And the word of the Lord came to
me by the power of the Holy Ghost, saying: Listen to the words of Christ,
your Redeemer, your Lord and your God. Behold, I came into the world
not to call the righteous but sinners to repentance; the whole need no
	. For example, 2 Nephi 9:22; Jacob 6:9; Alma 40:4–10; 3 Nephi 26:4–5; D&C 29:26;
76:15–85; 88:14–32.
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physician, but they that are sick; wherefore, little children are whole, for
they are not capable of committing sin. . . . But little children are alive
in Christ, even from the foundation of the world” (Moroni 8:7–8, 12).
Further, as revealed to Joseph Smith, “And I also beheld that all children
who die before they arrive at the years of accountability are saved in the
celestial kingdom of heaven” (D&C 137:10).
Third, the gospel proclaims universal salvation from the second
death (permanent separation from God) and, fourth, declares that salvation is in a kingdom of glory. Both of these points are found in the
revelation now recorded as section 76 of the Doctrine and Covenants
and will be handled together. Here the risen Lord disclosed that
through his atonement, all, except sons of perdition, will ultimately
be saved or delivered from the second death and will be saved in a
kingdom of glory. “And this is the gospel, the glad tidings . . . that he
came into the world, even Jesus, to be crucified for the world, and to
bear the sins of the world, and to sanctify the world, and to cleanse
it from all unrighteousness; That through him all might be saved . . .
except those sons of perdition who deny the Son after the Father has
revealed him” (D&C 76:40–43).
Therefore, in at least the four ways just mentioned, Christ’s redemp
tive work is universally efficacious. Major strands of universalism then
find support in latter-day revelation.
Latter-day Saint Revelation and Inclusivism
Latter-day Saint revelation also significantly supports several inclusivistic insights, including the following: (1) God desires the salvation
of all his children and invites every one of them to come unto him
(2 Nephi 26:33; Alma 5:33); (2) God endows all his children with the
Light of Christ,10 which enables them to distinguish between good and
10. The religious teaching that all people (regardless of the time of their birth in relation to the birth, life, death, and resurrection of the Savior Jesus Christ) are able to access
the inspiration of heaven can be found throughout Christian history. One such example
is found in Trumbower’s statement that even, “according to Justin Martyr (ca. 150 ce),
Abraham, Socrates, Heraclitus, and others had had a share of the Logos, which was later
fully embodied in Christ.” See Jeffrey A. Trumbower, Rescue for the Dead: The Posthumous
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evil and, without overriding their agency, inclines them toward God;
(3) in addition, God reveals gospel light to every people—“all that he
seeth fit that they should have” (Alma 29:8; see 2 Nephi 29:12); and
(4) God will base his salvific judgment on how faithfully human beings
adhere to the light he sees fit to give them (D&C 82:3; Alma 39:6).
1. God’s Inclusivistic Salvific Purpose. In the Book of Moses, God
revealed that his ultimate purpose is “to bring to pass the immortality
and eternal life of man” (Moses 1:39). In the Book of Mormon, Nephi
explained: God “inviteth . . . all to come unto him and partake of his
goodness; and he denieth none that come unto him, black and white,
bond and free, male and female; and he remembereth the heathen;
and all are alike unto God, both Jew and Gentile” (2 Nephi 26:33).
2. The Light of Christ. Moroni wrote: “The Spirit of Christ is
given to every man, that he may know good from evil. . . . And now,
my brethren, seeing that ye know the light by which ye may judge,
which light is the light of Christ, see that ye do not judge wrongfully”
(Moroni 7:16–18). In a revelation to Joseph Smith, the Lord taught,
“The Spirit giveth light to every man that cometh into the world.
. . . Every one that hearkeneth to the voice of the Spirit cometh unto
God, even the Father” (D&C 84:46–47). The Lord, in a later revelation,
further discussed the Light of Christ: “the light which shineth, which
giveth you light, is through him who enlighteneth your eyes, which
is the same light that quickeneth your understandings; Which light
proceedeth forth from the presence of God to fill the immensity of
space” (D&C 88:11–12).
3. Special Revelation to Non-Christians. The Book of Mormon
makes clear that God does not confine his special revelation to Chris
tians. Alma once expressed with great passion his fervent desire to bring
all persons to Christ, saying, “O that I were an angel, and could have the
wish of mine heart, that I might go forth and speak with the trump of
God, with a voice to shake the earth, and cry repentance unto every
people!” But, the promptings of the spirit gave him some pause:
Salvation of Non-Christians in Early Christianity (New York: Oxford University Press,
2001), 49.
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But behold, I am a man, and do sin in my wish; for I ought
to be content with the things which the Lord hath allotted
unto me.
I ought not to harrow up in my desires, the firm decree of
a just God, for I know that he granteth unto men according to
their desire, whether it be unto death or unto life; . . . whether
they be unto salvation or unto destruction.
Yea, and I know that good and evil have come before all
men; he that knoweth not good from evil is blameless; but he
that knoweth good and evil, to him it is given according to his
desires, whether he desireth good or evil, life or death, joy or
remorse of conscience.
Now, seeing that I know these things . . .
Why should I desire that I were an angel, that I could
speak unto all the ends of the earth?
For behold, the Lord doth grant unto all nations, of their
own nation and tongue, to teach his word, yea, in wisdom, all
that he seeth fit that they should have; therefore we see that the
Lord doth counsel in wisdom, according to that which is just
and true. (Alma 29:1, 3–8)
In a statement issued in 1978, the First Presidency of the Church of
Jesus Christ officially endorsed the doctrine that God gives special
revelation to individuals not only outside the Latter-day Saint faith,
but to those outside Christendom as well:
The great religious leaders of the world such as Mohammed,
Confucius, and the Reformers, as well as philosophers including Socrates, Plato, and others, received a portion of God’s
light. Moral truths were given to them by God to enlighten
whole nations and to bring a higher level of understanding to
individuals.
The Hebrew prophets prepared the way for the coming
of Jesus Christ, the promised Messiah, who should provide
salvation for all mankind who believe in the gospel.
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Consistent with these truths, we believe that God has
given and will give to all peoples sufficient knowledge to help
them on their way to eternal salvation, either in this life or in
the life to come. . . .
Our message therefore is one of special love and concern
for the eternal welfare of all men and women, regardless of
religious belief, race, or nationality, knowing that we are truly
brothers and sisters because we are sons and daughters of the
same Eternal Father.11
4. Judged according to One’s Faithfulness. Although those who
do not hear of Christ or have a chance to accept the fulness of the
gospel in this life will have that chance later, their faith and faithfulness to whatever light they are granted and receive in this life will
profoundly and salvifically impact their status and their receptivity
to the fulness of the gospel in the life to come. To those inclined to
procrastinate, the Book of Mormon prophet Amulek warned: “This
life is the time for men to prepare to meet God. . . . Ye cannot say,
when ye are brought to that awful crisis [death], that I will repent, that
I will return to my God. Nay, ye cannot say this; for that same spirit
which doth possess your bodies at the time that ye go out of this life,
that same spirit will have power to possess your body in that eternal
world” (Alma 34:32, 34). With the help of God, the spirit, nature, and
disposition we develop in this life will indeed carry over and constitute who we are in the next. Commenting on Amulek’s words, Joseph
Fielding McConkie and Robert Millet write: “Men and women will
not have an immediate reversal of attitude at the time of death. If they
have desired evil things; if they have sold their souls for attention and
applause and acclaim; if they have craved carnal pleasures alone—if
their lives have followed this course, they need not expect to inherit
spirituality in the world to come.” 12 Our responses to Christ in the life
11. Spencer W. Kimball, N. Eldon Tanner, and Marion G. Romney, Statement of the
First Presidency, February 1978, as given in Robert L. Millet, The Mormon Faith: A New
Look at Christianity (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1998), 203–4.
12. Joseph Fielding McConkie and Robert L. Millet, Doctrinal Commentary on the
Book of Mormon (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1991), 3:256.
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to come will likely mirror our responses to the light God grants us
here.
LDS Revelation and Restrictivism
Restrictivism also finds support in modern-day revelation. The
exclusivistic conditions for salvation in the celestial kingdom are set
out clearly in the Doctrine and Covenants:
They are they who received the testimony of Jesus, and
believed on his name and were baptized after the manner of
his burial, being buried in the water in his name, and this
according to the commandment which he has given—
That by keeping the commandments they might be washed
and cleansed from all their sins, and receive the Holy Spirit by
the laying on of the hands of him who is ordained and sealed
unto this power;
And who overcome by faith, and are sealed by the Holy
Spirit of promise, which the Father sheds forth upon all those
who are just and true.
They are they who are the church of the Firstborn.
They are they into whose hands the Father hath given all
things—
They are they who are priests and kings, who have received
of his fulness, and of his glory; . . .
Wherefore, as it is written, they are gods, even the sons
of God—
Wherefore, all things are theirs, whether life or death, or
things present, or things to come, all are theirs and they are
Christ’s, and Christ is God’s.
And they shall overcome all things.
Wherefore, let no man glory in man, but rather let him
glory in God, who shall subdue all enemies under his feet.
These shall dwell in the presence of God and his Christ
forever and ever. . . .
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These are they who are just men made perfect through
Jesus the mediator of the new covenant, who wrought out this
perfect atonement through the shedding of his own blood.
(D&C 76:51–56, 58–62, 69)
Thus, Latter-day Saints firmly accept that “strait is the gate, and narrow is the way, which leadeth unto life” (Matthew 7:14). As Latter-day
Saints, we diligently preach that every individual who has or will ever
live on the earth must receive the necessary ordinances of salvation
and exaltation, which stand as checkpoints incapable of circumnavigation along the narrow way to God. Only by receiving the necessary ordinances and endeavoring to keep the commandments of God
shall we at last come “unto the measure of the stature of the fulness
of Christ” (Ephesians 4:13) and become worthy forever to dwell with
God. Given the restrictivistic conditions to permit one to abide with
God in the celestial kingdom, how equitable and gracious is God’s
love in ensuring that every person, either on this or the other side of
the veil, has the chance to satisfy these conditions.
On 21 January 1836, in the temple in Kirtland, Ohio, Joseph
received a vision of the celestial kingdom in which he saw his deceased
and unbaptized brother Alvin (see D&C 137:5–6). When Joseph marveled at this, God revealed to him that
All who have died without a knowledge of this gospel,
who would have received it if they had been permitted to
tarry, shall be heirs of the celestial kingdom of God;
Also all that shall die henceforth without a knowledge of
it, who would have received it with all their hearts, shall be
heirs of that kingdom;
For I, the Lord, will judge all men according to their works,
according to the desire of their hearts. (D&C 137:7–9)
On 27 March 1836 the Kirtland Temple was dedicated. The dedication was marked by many spiritual manifestations to the Saints, but
the most significant of these occurred one week later, on 3 April, when
the risen Lord appeared to Joseph and Oliver Cowdery and accepted
the temple. The Lord’s visit was followed by that of several heavenly
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messengers, including the prophet Elijah (see D&C 110), whose coming had been prophesied anciently by Malachi and in 1823 by Moroni.
Elijah restored priesthood keys and authority that enabled priesthood
holders to perform sacred sacraments, including performing marriages,
sealing family members together, and completing vicarious ordinances
for the dead, all of which would be binding in heaven.13
This doctrine seems to have been one of the most popular of those
revealed during the Nauvoo period. The picture we receive from the
journals, diaries, and sermons of the day is one of unfettered enthusiasm. A journal entry by Elder Wilford Woodruff is illustrative of the
enthusiasm and peace that the doctrine brought the beleaguered yet
faithful Saints:
I remember well the first time I read the revelation given
through the Prophet Joseph concerning the redemption of the
dead—one of the most glorious principles I had ever become
acquainted with on earth. To think that I and these Latter-day
Saints could go forth into the waters of baptism and redeem
our fathers, our mothers, and those that have gone before us,
in the lineage of our father’s house, and they come forth and
receive a part in the first resurrection! Well might the Prophet
say God has fulfilled His promise that in the last days He would
raise up saviors upon Mount Zion, and the kingdom should be
the Lord’s. Never did I read a revelation with greater joy than I
did that revelation.14
On 3 October 1918, President Joseph F. Smith received his grand
vision of the redemption of the dead, now known as section 138 of the
Doctrine and Covenants. While President Smith was contemplating
13. Elder Joseph Fielding Smith notes concerning the visit of Elijah: “It is interesting to know that on the third day of April, 1836, the Jews were celebrating the feast of
the Passover, and were leaving the doors of their homes open for the coming of Elijah.
On that day Elijah came. . . to the Temple in the village of Kirtland near the banks of
Lake Erie, to two humble servants of the Lord who were appointed by divine decree to
receive him.” Joseph Fielding Smith, Church History and Modern Revelation (Salt Lake
City: Deseret News Press, 1949), 84.
14. Millennial Star [Liverpool, England], 29 June 1891, 404.
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the atonement of Christ and reflecting upon the words in the third
and fourth chapters of Peter’s first epistle, the Spirit of the Lord rested
upon him, and his eyes were opened to a vision of the Savior’s work
among the spirits of the dead during the interval between Christ’s
crucifixion and resurrection.
Millet affirms that the vision “is central to the theology of the
Latter-day Saints because it confirms and expands upon earlier prophetic insights concerning work for the dead; it also introduces doctrinal truths not had in the Church before October of 1918.” 15 The
vision of the redemption of the dead offers several key insights into
Christ’s role in missionary work among the departed spirits and the
way in which postmortem evangelization is carried on.
To begin, President Smith saw Christ ministering to the “innumerable company of the spirits of the just” (D&C 138:12), an observation in direct affirmation of the popular Christian tradition. In
addition, he saw the disembodied Christ preaching “the everlasting
gospel” and such doctrines as “the resurrection and the redemption
of mankind from the fall” (D&C 138:19) to the spirits of the righteous.
Thus the vision teaches that Christ himself was the initiator of the
redemptive work beyond the veil and that this work was commenced
while his body lay in the tomb.
Furthermore, President Smith’s vision provides a revealed and thus
authoritative LDS interpretation of both 1 Peter 4:6 and 1 Peter 3:18–20.
That “the gospel [was] preached also to them that are dead” is explicitly
confirmed by section 138. That Christ “went and preached unto the spirits in prison,” however, is a concept that received subsequent clarification in the vision. God revealed that Christ “went not in person among
the wicked and the disobedient” (D&C 138:29) and this because “he
could not go personally, because of their rebellion and transgression”
(D&C 138:37). Instead, Christ “organized his forces and appointed messengers . . . and commissioned them to go forth and carry the light of
the gospel to them that were in darkness” (D&C 138:30). Thus, Christ
15. Robert L. Millet, “The Vision of the Redemption of the Dead,” in Hearken, O Ye
People (Sandy, UT: Randall Book, 1984), 259. This book contains essays from the 1984
Sperry Symposium.
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personally visited the righteous spirits and organized their missionary
work that was to be conducted among the unrighteous spirits who had
remained unrepentant while in the flesh or who had rejected the testimonies of the ancient prophets (see D&C 138:20–21). Nevertheless, the
vision still supports the view that Christ preached unto “the spirits in
prison” since, as Elder Bruce R. McConkie states, “it is clearly set forth
that the whole spirit world, and not only that portion designated as hell,
is considered to be a spirit prison.”16
In addition to the above insights, President Smith saw that after
the righteous dead of the current day pass through the veil, they continue their missionary labors in the world of the spirits. Not only did
he see the prophets of old assembled in the vast congregation, but
he also saw the Prophet Joseph Smith, Brigham Young, and his own
father (the prophet’s brother Hyrum) as they continued to preach the
gospel in the spirit world (see D&C 138:38–57). Thus, the doctrine
of salvation for the unevangelized became intimately linked with the
strong missionary spirit of the church.
This vision of Joseph F. Smith and the earlier vision of the Prophet
Joseph Smith of his brother Alvin were both canonized at the April
1976 general conference of the church. Both dealt with the principle
of redemption for the dead. The further hastening of this work was
emphasized in a revelation received in June 1978, wherein “every
faithful, worthy man in the Church” was authorized to receive the
priesthood (D&C Official Declaration 2). Not only did this affect the
living, but it also had a great impact on the millions in the spirit world
who had been awaiting the full blessings of the priesthood, including
those of the temple. This revelation expanded the redemptive work for
every man, woman, and child who had arrived at the age of accountability but died before receiving the saving ordinances of the gospel.
Gordon B. Hinckley, whom Latter-day Saints sustain as a living
prophet, has inaugurated an era of unprecedented temple building.
During his administration as church president, beginning 12 March
1995, 71 new temples have been constructed and dedicated. As of
16. Bruce R. McConkie, “A New Commandment: Save Thyself and Thy Kindred!”
Ensign, August 1976, 11.
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May 2005, there are 119 temples operating worldwide with 10 more
announced or under construction. We believe that during Christ’s
millennial reign on earth we will have access to the names of all
those who have accepted the fulness of the gospel in the spirit world.
Performance of sacred temple ordinances on their behalf, we believe,
will be among the important work to be completed during the millennium and prior to the final judgment. Brigham Young declared:
We are trying to save the living and the dead. The living
can have their choice, the dead have not. Millions of them
died without the Gospel, without the Priesthood, and without
the opportunities that we enjoy. We shall go forth in the name
of Israel’s God and attend to the ordinances for them.17 And
through the Millennium, the thousand years that the people
will love and serve God, we will build temples and officiate
therein for those who have slept for hundreds and thousands
of years—those who would have received the truth if they had
had the opportunity; and we will bring them up, and form the
chain entire, back to Adam. 18
Proxy baptisms already performed on behalf of the dead number over
two hundred million.19 This immense labor of love was initiated by
our Savior immediately following his crucifixion.
17. One of the many ways that the church facilitates this great work is through family history/genealogy. In fact, “On May 24, 1999, the Church announced a new Web site
for family history. The interest and activity on this site was phenomenal in the following
seven months. Between May 24 and December 30, the site experienced 2 billion hits. The
site also has a free, downloadable version of the Personal Ancestral File software. More
than 300,000 people have downloaded the software during the last few months. Literally
millions of people across the earth have accessed the site. Daily traffic is running at a rate
of 7 million hits per day. More than 5 million names have been uploaded to the file. The
file now contains 600 million names in all.” (Data from Richard Turley, managing director of the church’s Family History Department.) See Merrill J. Bateman, “The Dawn of a
New Millennium,” in Speeches, Brigham Young University 1999–2000 (Provo, UT: BYU
Press, 2000), 127–32.
18. Brigham Young, Discourses of Brigham Young, ed. John A. Widtsoe (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book, 1954), 404.
19. See Trumbower, Rescue for the Dead, 5.
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The blossoming of the doctrine of the redemption of the dead in
this, the dispensation of the fulness of times, is a doctrine of excitement and joy. It reveals the divine foresight, perfect mercy, and
incredible breadth of the plan of salvation and its linchpin, Christ’s
atonement. It seamlessly intertwines two of the major undertakings
of the Church of Jesus Christ in our time: the vicarious performance
of ordinances in latter-day temples and the worldwide effort of missionaries in bringing the message of the gospel to all people. Although
daunting in its scope and weighty in its responsibility, this powerful
doctrine becomes, when fully understood, a rousing call to action for
all Latter-day Saints: “Brethren, shall we not go on in so great a cause?
Go forward and not backward. Courage, brethren; and on, on to the
victory!” (D&C 128:22).
Believing that the risen Lord himself has provided clear and definite revelation regarding postmortem evangelization, the correctness
of the doctrine and of its related practices is not an open issue for
Latter-day Saints. But for those who have yet to accept this modern
revelation, it may be helpful for me to address some of the common
objections to the doctrine.
Overcoming Objections to the Doctrine of Postmortem
Evangelization
In this section, we deal with six objections to postmortem evangelization, none of which seems to be difficult, much less impossible,
for Latter-day Saints to overcome. In fact, most of the objections to
postmortem evangelization are objections to non-LDS versions of the
doctrine that quickly dissolve when applied to LDS doctrine, which
so comprehensively unites the best features of all other soteriological
viewpoints that it seems to leave little room for objection.
One principal objection to postmortem evangelization is that,
apart from the apparent references in 1 Peter, it is extrabiblical. This
claim challenges nothing that Latter-day Saints affirm, for as already
noted in my first preliminary, we do not base our doctrine on biblical
exegesis but on modern revelation.
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A second objection, one used against inclusivists and universalists,
is that the Bible apparently teaches that we do not need to explicitly
reject Christ in order to be damned; hence, to conclude that no one can
be damned without hearing the gospel either in this life or the next is
unwarranted. Supposedly, the view that we cannot be damned without
first hearing the gospel leads to an injunction against evangelization—
hearing the word is what makes it possible for us to be damned (see
Nash’s response to inclusivism in Those Who Have Never Heard, pp. 68
and 132). The Latter-day Saint view, however, does not require that we
explicitly reject the gospel in order to be damned. The Doctrine and
Covenants teaches that those who will inherit the telestial kingdom
include “liars, and sorcerers, and adulterers, and whoremongers, and
whosoever loves and makes a lie. . . . These are they who are cast down
to hell and suffer the wrath of Almighty God” (D&C 76:103, 106). Thus,
those who live wickedly according to the light they have received in this
life will be damned, whether they receive the fulness of the gospel or not
(in fact, there is good reason to think that, if offered the chance, these
people will reject the gospel; after all, they have already rejected what
light they have been given). If, however, we mean by damnation the state
of “outer darkness” that will be experienced by the sons of perdition,
then it is indeed true that no one can be damned in this sense without
first hearing the gospel, but these individuals will likely be so few that
hearing the gospel is not a disadvantage—in fact, hearing the gospel
may well motivate us to avoid the sins that could lead us to the telestial
kingdom.
A third objection, this one leveled against inclusivists, is that the
Bible seems to teach that we must accept Christ in order to be saved;
because all have sinned, all those who do not accept Christ will be
damned (see Nash’s chapter on restrictivism in Those Who Have Never
Heard, pp. 107–39). This objection is certainly not fatal for Latter-day
Saints because all those who are saved in the strong sense of receiving eternal life in the celestial kingdom do so only by accepting the
intercessory atonement of Jesus Christ. Certainly, Christ’s intercession is universal enough to save those who have rejected him in the
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telestial kingdom, but in order to be saved in the fullest sense, we must
explicitly accept Jesus Christ either in this life or in the next.
Fourth, the Bible seems to teach that we are judged for the actions
we perform in this life, with death marking the end of our opportunity
to repent (Those Who Have Never Heard, pp. 133–34).20 Essentially,
this objection asserts that postmortem salvation is not only extrabiblical but contrabiblical. Those who make this objection focus on
scriptures that seem to indicate that our condition in the afterlife will
be fixed by our actions in this life alone. Particularly prominent is
Luke 16:19–31, which contains the story of Lazarus and the rich man.
After this life, Lazarus is carried “into Abraham’s bosom,” which is
assumed to be heaven, while the rich man is sent to hell. The two of
them are thereafter unable to interact because of a “great gulf” that is
fixed between them.21 Similarly, 2 Corinthians 5:10 reads: “We must all
appear before the judgment seat of Christ; that every one may receive
the things done in his body, according to that he hath done, whether
it be good or bad.” Apparently, we will be judged for what we do while
in the body, not for what we do after we leave our body. Other scriptures that are used to indicate a similar principle are Matthew 7:13–14,
21–27; 13; John 8:21, 24; Romans 2; and Hebrew 9:27.
None of these scriptures, however, teaches, either explicitly or
implicitly, that there will be no evangelization or salvation after death.
All that is taught is that we will be judged for the works we have done
in this life. Latter-day Saints can and do affirm this point; indeed, this
principle is taught much more explicitly in the Book of Mormon than
in the Bible: “For behold, this life is the time for men to prepare to meet
God; yea, behold the day of this life is the day for men to perform their
labors. . . . Behold, if we do not improve our time while in this life,
then cometh the night of darkness wherein there can be no labor performed” (Alma 34:32–33). All people will be judged by their deeds in
this life, but those who have acted righteously in terms of the light that
20. See G. Frederick Wright, An Inquiry concerning the Relation of Death to Probation
(Boston: Congregational Publishing Society, 1882), 50–71.
21. According to Latter-day Saint revelation (D&C 128:26–30), it was this very gulf
that was bridged by Christ’s “descent into hell” (Apostle’s Creed).
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they have received still need the intercessory atonement of Jesus Christ
in order to be saved or to receive eternal life. Either in this life or after
this life, these people will have the opportunity to accept Jesus Christ
and to enter into eternal life, but they will still be judged by the deeds
that they performed in this life. There is nothing in the LDS doctrine of
postmortem evangelization that is contrabiblical.
A fifth objection to postmortem salvation is that it removes all motivation to perform missionary work (see Nash’s response to inclusivism
in Those Who Have Never Heard, p. 68).22 If those who are unevangelized
in this life will receive the gospel in the next, why should we bother
to share the good news? Certainly, as evidenced by the approximately
60,000 full-time missionaries currently in the field, Latter-day Saints
have had no lack of motivation to perform missionary work. Their
incentive seems to be that the sooner people receive the fulness of the
gospel, the better. In addition, Latter-day Saints understand that salvation involves much more than passively accepting Jesus Christ; it also
involves living a Christlike life. Hence, the missionary effort of the
Church of Jesus Christ is more than just sharing the good news of Jesus
Christ; it also aims to make people more Christlike so that we all might
share the joy of gospel living now.
A sixth and final objection to postmortem salvation has been posited by John Sanders. Essentially, Sanders asserts that the same culturallinguistic difficulties that prevent people from understanding and accepting the gospel in this life will prevent them from doing so in the next
life (No Other Name, pp. 201–2 n. 57). “If God,” he writes, “can enable
people to overcome cultural-linguistic problems in the next life, why can
he not do it in this one?” (No Other Name, p. 202 n. 57). The answer is a
resounding He can! Currently, over fifty percent of the membership of the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints lives outside the United States,
where the church originated. Most live in predominantly Christian countries, but many live in Eastern Asia and Africa. Latter-day Saints have
had considerable success evangelizing (where we are allowed to do so)
to non-Christian cultures. God “speaketh unto men according to their
language, unto their understanding” (2 Nephi 31:3); certainly he has no
22. See Wright, An Inquiry, 57–59.
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problem—and will have no problem in the next life—reaching the righteous, whatever their culture or language. The day is rapidly approaching in which “every man shall hear the fulness of the gospel in his own
tongue, and in his own language, through those who are ordained unto
this power, by the administration of the Comforter, shed forth upon them
for the revelation of Jesus Christ” (D&C 90:11).
Latter-day Saint doctrine and practice pertaining to the fate of the
unevangelized have been established by divine revelation to living prophets. The theological tapestry that emerges from that revelation includes
the major strands of universalism, inclusivism, and restrictivism. What
holds them all together in a coherent and beautiful pattern is the glad tidings of postmortem evangelization. We know of no objection to this good
news that does not dissolve in the light of God’s revelation.

Conclusion
The question of the fate of the unevangelized is, indeed, a very
troubling one in the world of mainstream Christianity. Surely, hope is
one of the most important messages of the gospel of Jesus Christ; yet
many people lose this hope when a loved one who did not know Christ
passes away or when they learn of Christ but realize none of their
ancestors knew of him. These serious issues have led Christianity’s
best thinkers to formulate responses to the question. To anyone interested in understanding (historically, theologically, and scripturally)
these responses, we highly recommend both of Sanders’s books.
After working our way through these books, where are we left?
Illuminated and stimulated, to be sure. Yet, when all is said and done,
one fact saliently stands out to us: biblical revelation, coupled with even
the most careful human reasoning, is not sufficient to resolve the question addressed in these books. This seems undeniable, given the multiplicity of plausible but conflicting answers that have been argued now for
two millennia with no consensus anywhere in sight. Two options seem
most viable for the honest Christian truth seeker: a reverent agnosticism or earnest consideration of Joseph Smith’s claim to new revelation
on the subject received directly from God in our day.

No, Dan, That’s Still Not History

Andrew H. Hedges and Dawson W. Hedges

N

ever has the field of Mormon history claimed more legitimacy
in the scholarly community than it does today. Mormon Studies
programs and courses in Mormon history are springing up on both
sides of the Atlantic at prestigious universities, and the number of professional historians and graduate students pursuing Mormon topics
in their research is at an all-time high. Membership in the Mormon
History Association is growing steadily as well, and it is clear that
the field is in the process of transforming from an obscure sideshow,
driven by polemics and apologetics, to a mature, legitimate discipline
worthy of the attention of the best minds in American religious history. As far as we have come over the course of the last twenty or thirty
years, however, Dan Vogel’s award-winning book Joseph Smith: The
Making of a Prophet reminds us how tenuous the gains may be and
how much further we have to go before the assumptions, questions,
theses, and methods of an earlier, far less fruitful era are, themselves,
more a part of history than current events. One sees the influence
	. The Mormon History Association awarded Vogel its Turner-Bergera Best Biography award in May 2005. The John Whitmer Historical Association awarded him its Best
Book award in September 2004.

Review of Dan Vogel. Joseph Smith: The Making of a Prophet. Salt Lake
City: Signature Books, 2004. xxii + 715 pp., with index. $39.95.
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of Fawn Brodie in his book more than that of Jan Shipps or Richard
Bushman, and in terms of historiography, his thesis and methods can
only be viewed as a giant step backward in our study and understanding of early Mormonism.
The fundamental problem with the book is that Vogel refuses to
evaluate Joseph Smith on his (Joseph’s) own terms. The goal of biog
raphy is to make sense of an individual’s life and thought as that
individual experienced them; and for a biography to be successful,
the biographer must lay aside his own assumptions and prejudices,
sympathetically grant the subject his, and ignore as much as possible
whatever gap might exist between the two. The subject’s own recitals
and explanations of his experiences should be the foundation upon
which the biographer reconstructs the person’s life and should carry
far more weight with the historian trying to get inside his subject’s
head than any secondhand account or, worse yet, any theory of inter
pretation. These other sources have their place, but to favor them over
the subject’s personal statements—even though (or perhaps because)
they agree with one’s own biases—is to obscure rather than to under
stand the individual whose life and thought is under scrutiny. However long and involved the analysis may be, the result of such an
approach is not a biography, but a simple and tedious recital of what
other people—including the biographer—thought and think about
the subject’s life and experiences. The subject himself remains in the
background, hopelessly mired in contradiction and interpretation,
buried under the book and the volume of everybody else’s observations and opinions.
Such is Vogel’s Joseph Smith. Frankly admitting his “inclination
. . . to interpret any claim of the paranormal . . . as delusion or fraud”
(p. xii), Vogel refuses to accept Joseph’s and his supporters’ autobiographical statements—most of which grant, either explicitly or implicitly, such “paranormal” phenomena as angels, revelation, visions, and
prophecy—at face value. Vogel’s Joseph opens his mouth only to lie
and deceive; and whatever he might be experiencing, or trying to do,
or thinking about, one can rest assured that it’s not what any record
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generated by him or his sympathizers would have us believe. How,
then, to get at the real story?
Easy—scour the records for any sources whose authors know, like
Vogel, that Joseph was a liar from birth and see what they have to
say about his life. In doing this, we need not completely throw away
everything Joseph said or wrote—indeed, Vogel assures us, liars’ statements are full of meaning, and the social sciences are brimming with
theories and mechanisms that allow the informed historian to read
between the lines of an imposter’s record and find all sorts of insights
into his character and motivations (p. xviii). Never mind the limitations of these other disciplines and their theories, as well as the very
real problems attending the use of those secondhand and reminiscent
accounts; the two balance and guide one another marvelously, and so
long as one doesn’t fall into the trap of naively accepting what Joseph
says as the truth, one is guaranteed success.
Thus armed and assured, Vogel charts and explains Joseph’s rise
from obscure farm boy to founder of a significant church. His path to
stardom begins in his childhood home—an unhappy place, Vogel tells
us, that was wracked with discord, haunted by poverty, and headed
by the alcoholic, incompetent, and superstitious Joseph Sr. Much of
the discord was religious; Joseph Sr. was a staunch Universalist, while
Lucy Mack and several children inclined to the Presbyterian approach
to salvation. When he wasn’t promoting universal salvation, Father
Smith was either out under the stars hunting for buried treasures—
using the most up-to-date incantations, rods, and peep stones—or
working his way through a variety of highly involved and significant
dreams in bed; either way, Vogel leaves us with the impression that the
family patriarch was, for the most part, up in the night. Older brother
Alvin was able to keep the home functioning for a time, but his death
in late 1823 plunged the family into further crisis.
Desperate to save his family from disintegration and convinced that
the only way to do it was to help his father assume his proper position
as head of the house, young Joseph, in this moment of extremity, began
receiving “visions” that both confirmed and yet gently corrected his
father’s dreams and mistaken religious ideas. His father’s susceptibility
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to treasure-hunting lore provided another avenue through which he
could be reached and corrected, and the future prophet, having recently
discovered his own natural ability to dupe people with a seer stone, was
quick to take advantage of it. Enter the well-known story of the gold
plates, hidden in a nearby hill and protected, like any good treasure,
by a guardian spirit of sorts, and whose “translation” would yield further correctives for his father as well as provide young Joseph with a
vehicle through which he might comment on the deteriorating social,
religious, and political conditions of his day. When, in addition to his
father, many others fell for his elaborate charade, Joseph conceived the
idea of creating a church based on his ideas and methods, both of which
God himself seemed to be endorsing. Vogel leaves the young prophet
on his way to Kirtland, Ohio, supposedly “reflect[ing] on how far his
seer stone had taken him” and suppressing whatever “doubts or second
thoughts” he might have had about his actions (p. 557).
It is a remarkable thesis, if only for the departure it represents from
Joseph’s own account of things. Just as remarkable is the methodology
Vogel employs to make his case—a methodology as foreign to responsible historical scholarship as his thesis is revolutionary. Since he and
his publisher are marketing the book as academic history, however, and
since many readers will no doubt read it as such, it may be instructive
here to point out in some detail those areas where it departs from the
discipline proper and where his assumptions and methods run afoul of
professional protocol. The exercise would be less helpful were the prob	. Like law or medicine, histgory is a discipline complete with its own assumptions,
methods, and limitations. Just as one must train in formal programs for several years
to be a good lawyer or doctor, so one must train for several years in a formal setting to
be a good historian. Such training, of course, is no guarantee that one will actually be
very good in that field, but it remains, nevertheless, a sine qua non for those who would
practice in these and other disciplines on a professional level. Lamentably, the field of
Mormon history is saturated with those whose productivity far outstrips their ability
and preparation. Even more regrettable, those who are least qualified frequently write on
the most technical, sensitive, and difficult topics, with scandalous, highly publicized, and
completely erroneous conclusions the inevitable result. Good universities sink millions
of dollars into their graduate programs for a reason; and the sooner those in the field of
Mormon history realize that no amount of passion, familiarity with the sources, or writing experience can make up for solid academic training in the discipline of history, the
better off the field will be.
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lems with his work limited to those we’ve already outlined in regard to
biographical writing in and of itself; as it is, however, Vogel bobbles the
ball the length and breadth of the methodological field, affording specialists and nonspecialists alike an unparalleled, press box–quality view
of everything that good history is not.
Vogel needs to understand that it’s not enough to simply acknowledge the standards of scholarship in an introduction; if one is going
to retain any credibility with one’s audience at all, one must actually
stick to those standards in the body of the work. Vogel assures us,
for example, that while he may “occasionally use qualifying verbs
and adverbs to indicate where [his] analysis is speculative or conjectural, . . . [his] overall discussion and conclusions are firmly grounded
in the primary source documents” (p. xvii). This nod to responsible
scholarship notwithstanding, one doesn’t get too far along in the book
before one finds oneself gasping for breath in the face of a steady barrage of these “occasional” qualifiers. In the eight pages from 131 to
138, for example, the words “might,” “probably,” “may,” “perhaps,”
and “seems” occur a total of 17 times—better than two per page, on
average. Rarely does one find a run of more than two pages where such
words aren’t employed, and not infrequently one sees them in even
greater abundance—pages 178 and 447, for example, contain nine
such qualifiers apiece. They are central to every point and argument
Vogel makes, whatever their overall rate of use may be, and one finds
oneself involuntarily muttering under one’s breath “yes, and maybe,
probably not” at the end of most of them.
To take one of literally scores of examples: Vogel suggests, in his
assessment of young Joseph’s home environment, that Joseph Sr. and
Lucy Mack conceived their first child out of wedlock, prior to their
marriage (p. 573 n. 17). His evidence for this extraordinary claim? The
fact that Joseph Sr., years later, said that “the Lord, in his just providence has taken from me, at an untimely birth, a son: this has been a
matter of affliction” (p. 5). How, one asks, does Joseph Sr.’s grief over
losing a child suggest that this child had been conceived out of wedlock?
Vogel argues that Joseph Sr.’s “persistent ‘affliction’ over the infant’s
death seems to imply a sense of guilt or responsibility” and refers his
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readers to Robert D. Anderson’s Inside the Mind of Joseph Smith: Psychobiography and the Book of Mormon for an authoritative connection
between this alleged sense of guilt and the child’s conception out of
wedlock (p. 5; more on psychoanalysis later). For further evidence,
Vogel refers us to the Book of Mormon—young Joseph’s vehicle for
correcting his father’s vices, remember—where the prophet Mormon
recounts how wicked Nephites raped and abused female Lamanite
prisoners in the wars leading up to the final battle at Cumorah. While
“there may be a condemnation of the American treatment of Indians”
in this story, Vogel intones, “there may also be an exaggerated criticism
of how Joseph’s father treated his mother, who may have been pregnant at the time of their marriage” (pp. 374–75). At this point we are
several steps removed from the “primary source document” that got
this whole thing started; we have stumbled over at least three “seems”
or “mays” as we’ve picked our way through the rubble of the logic; and
we are still scratching our heads trying to figure out how a father’s
grief over a dead infant implies, or even “seems to imply,” a sense of
“guilt or responsibility.” Does a father have to be guilty of something
before he can grieve over a lost child? Does that something have to be
premarital sex? And is there any corroborating historical evidence,
anywhere, that would support such a charge? However Vogel himself might answer these and other questions this particular argument
begs, it is clear that one must read “firmly grounded in the primary
source documents” to mean “buried knee-deep in conjecture” if one is
to have any hope at all of following his lines of reasoning.
Vogel is especially adept at laying the documents aside when it
comes to filling in the details of various seminal events in Joseph’s
history. Take, for example, his treatment of the events of the night of
21 September 1823. Dismissing Lucy’s account on the grounds that
she “probably minimized the intensity” of the Smith family’s discussion about religion that evening (p. 43), Vogel takes it upon himself to
	. See Michael D. Jibson, review of Inside the Mind of Joseph Smith: Psychobiography
and the Book of Mormon, by Robert D. Anderson, FARMS Review of Books 14/1–2 (2002):
223–60; and Larry E. Morris’s review of this book and others in FARMS Review 15/1
(2003): 311–51.
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tell us what really happened that night—indeed, what young Joseph
was actually thinking over the course of that night and the following day, whatever he or his mother might later say. “Likely troubled,”
Vogel informs us, “by his family’s religious conflicts” as he lay in bed
that night, Joseph “may have prayed for deliverance—perhaps asking
God to soften his parents’ hearts.” He may even “have asked that God
would give him the words to convert his father,” although he “knew,”
given his father’s “intellectualized approach to the Bible and Universalistic beliefs” that “words alone” would not be enough to bring him
around. Aware that his father believed in his ability to see hidden
treasure, however, Joseph hit upon the idea of the gold plates, hoping
through them “to bring his father to repentance and give his family the religious harmony” that eluded them—“desperate thoughts,”
Vogel admits dramatically, “but in Joseph’s mind, the situation would
have called for decisive action” (pp. 43–44). “Knowing that he would
be plunged deeper into deception and fantasy” if he tried to carry the
ruse out, Joseph “hesitated” the following day before telling his father
about buried plates; then, seeing it “as the only way” to save his family, he began taking the steps that would make his “midnight musings
reality” (p. 45).
What more could a student of early Mormon history possibly
want? Here, in a crisp three pages, is a detailed account of what Joseph
Smith was thinking about, praying about, and hesitating about over
180 years ago during one of the most significant 24-hour periods in
church history. And not just what he was thinking about, in general
terms, but how and when, within this 24-hour period, his thoughts
evolve! And Vogel gives us all this without a single source to guide
his pen—indeed, in direct contravention of what the sources say! One
might chalk up this ability to navigate so confidently and so deftly
through Joseph’s mind to some type of clairvoyance on Vogel’s part—
“clairvogelance,” we could call it—were it not that he himself protests
so loudly against anything smacking of the “paranormal.”
None of this is to say that Vogel doesn’t use sources at all as he
weaves his arguments, for he clearly does—a lot of them, in fact, as
anyone familiar with his Early Mormon Documents series might
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expect. And, to be fair, he seems to realize that not all sources are
created equal—that, indeed, some are better than others and that one
of the tasks of the historian is to discriminate between those that can
be trusted and those that cannot. What he doesn’t seem to understand,
however, are the criteria by which sources are evaluated, and the simple
fact that all sources—even those friendly to one’s own biases—need to
be scrutinized. These are important, if subtle, considerations in the
writing of history, and to be unaware of them while trying to write an
accurate and nuanced biography on as controversial a figure as Joseph
Smith is both irresponsible and inexcusable.
Let us illustrate through an example or two. At several points in the
book, Vogel calls Lucy’s reminiscent account into question. After citing
her report of what Joseph said after his initial visit to the Hill Cumorah,
Vogel tells us that Lucy “would supplement her memory with information she had obtained later” and urges his readers to be “cautious in
reconstructing the original story, especially when citing portions that
were influenced by Joseph’s later emendations” (p. 47). Later, he chalks
up Lucy’s version of a dramatic fulfillment of one of Joseph’s early prophecies to “retrospective falsification,” a “not uncommon” tendency people have to “later ascribe more specificity to a prediction than was originally involved,” creating a situation where “some extraordinary event is
embellished in the retelling to emphasize favorable points and diminish
unfavorable ones” (p. 62). And in a third instance (among many others),
he calls into question Lucy’s “unique, unconfirmed, and uncorroborated” story about feeling the breastplate through a thin muslin cloth
and explains its presence by suggesting that Lucy’s scribes, Martha and
Howard Coray, “perhaps . . . mistook something Lucy said as hearsay
for personal experience” (p. 100). All of these are, in fact, valid points
to bring up when using Lucy’s reminiscent, worked-over account, and
Vogel is fully justified in raising them here—although he also would
have done well to note that at least two studies have addressed the accuracy of Lucy’s record and demonstrated that, while it is not infallible, it
is for the most part remarkably accurate.
	. See Richard Lloyd Anderson, “The Reliability of the Early History of Lucy and
Joseph Smith,” Dialogue 4/2 (1969): 13–28; and Andrew H. Hedges, “Lucy Smith’s His-
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At the same time he is putting Lucy under the magnifying glass,
however, Vogel is uncritically accepting sources far more removed from
the events in both space and time than Lucy’s ever was. Lorenzo Saunders, for example, who was interviewed in 1884—more than fifty years
after the fact!—bulks large in Vogel’s endnotes, yet never once does Vogel
raise an eyebrow at anything he says. The same holds for interviews
with a host of others, including S. F. Anderik (1887), William D. Purple
(1877), Caroline Rockwell Smith (1885), Cornelius R. Stafford (1885),
Isaac Butts (1885), Samantha Payne (1881), Sylvia Walker (1885), Benjamin Saunders (1884), William Smith (1883), William W. Blair (1879),
Joseph and Hiel Lewis (1879), R. C. Doud (1873), Frederick G. Mather
(1880), Christopher M. Stafford (1888), Gordon T. Smith (1883), one
“Orson,” a nephew to Lorenzo Saunders (1893), and many, many others,
too tedious to name. Vogel even uses an 1899 statement from George W.
Schwiech, grandson of David Whitmer, to reconstruct the nature of
the three witnesses’ experience! What kind of history is it that raises
the specter of exaggeration and hearsay in Lucy’s account, yet accepts
wholesale the reports of an army of critics and their descendants collected a half century or more after the events? There they are, however,
tripping and sporting across 700 pages of text and notes, apparently
immune to the “retrospective falsification,” embellishments, and hearsay that plagued the Smiths and therefore trumping anything that they
might say.
In a similar vein, Vogel does not seem to realize the point at which
a source unfavorable to his thesis has passed the standards of source
criticism and beyond which any protestations about its validity and
meaning become absurd. This tendency is best illustrated in his treatment of the testimony of the Eight Witnesses to the Book of Mormon.
Having satisfied himself that Joseph had the ability to induce “small
groups of people . . . to experience the same imaginary phenomena”
through hypnosis and that he had, in fact, done precisely that with the
tory and Abner Cole’s Piracy of Extracts from the Book of Mormon,” in Regional Studies
in Latter-day Saint Church History: New York–Pennsylvania, ed. Alexander L. Baugh and
Andrew H. Hedges (Provo, UT: Department of Church History and Doctrine, Brigham
Young University, 2002), 49–67.
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Three Witnesses to the Book of Mormon (p. 450), Vogel argues that
the Eight Witnesses’ experience had also been “visionary in nature,”
“despite the naturalistic language” of their testimony (p. 467). One of
the most damning evidences for this, Vogel argues, is the fact than none
of the eight contradicted dissenters in Kirtland were claiming as much
(p. 467). “Hyrum Smith’s response to the dissenters,” Vogel argues as
an example, “that ‘he had but two hands and two eyes’ and that ‘he had
seen the plates with his eyes and handled them with his hands,’ . . . is
not unlike the response of David Whitmer, who in 1886 told Nathan
Tanner: ‘I have been asked if we saw those things with our natural eyes.
Of course they were our natural eyes. There is no doubt that our eyes
were prepared for the sight, but they were our natural eyes nevertheless’” (pp. 672–73 n. 5). Since Hyrum,  Vogel’s logic runs, is reported
(the source is secondhand) to have used language in Kirtland similar to
that used by David almost fifty years later, and David’s experience was
visionary only (Vogel is satisfied on that point, in spite of David’s suggestive language), then Hyrum “was not necessarily denying dissenter
claims that he and the other witnesses had seen the plates in vision,” in
spite of the hands-on account he gives (p. 673 n. 5). The problem with
this interplay of the sources and line of reasoning is that Hyrum was
responding to gainsayers in 1838, not comparing notes with David
Whitmer in 1886, and was as clear in his contradiction of the charges as
the situation demanded of him—indeed, as he possibly could have been.
Is it reasonable to expect Hyrum in Kirtland to know what words David
was going to use fifty years hence to describe a separate experience, and
therefore be able to choose words that will allow readers from an even
later era to discriminate the nuances between the two? To think Hyrum
was waffling on his position during the Kirtland apostasy because of
David’s choice of words a half century later in a completely different
context is positively absurd and not an example of source criticism and
incisive thinking most trained historians would want their names associated with.
	. See Richard Lloyd Anderson, “Attempts to Redefine the Experience of the Eight
Witnesses,” Journal of Book of Mormon Studies 14/1 (forthcoming).
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As conversant as he is with what someone’s nephew’s daughter
might have said about the Smiths fifty years after the fact, even Vogel
frequently finds himself at a loss for a historical source that supports
his notions of what kind of person Joseph Smith really was. Not to
worry; our guide’s historical acumen, it turns out, is exceeded only
by his familiarity with applied psychoanalysis, and it is a rare discussion in the book that does not include laissez-faire retrospective psychoanalysis to one degree or another. Indeed, the whole overarching
thesis of the book—that Joseph’s “prophetic calling” is the result of his
childhood experiences in a dysfunctional home and that his behavior
disguised his motives—is highly psychoanalytic; and the sibling rivalries, alter-egos, interpretations of dreams, and other explanations that
make up so much of the book are simply variations on the theme.
Vogel’s uncritical acceptance and extensive application of psychoanalysis contrasts sharply with its limited use among twenty-first-century
psychiatrists and psychologists. “Only a small proportion of psychiatrists
today are graduates of psychoanalytic institutes,” notes Dr. Rodrigo A.
Muñoz, “and even they do not necessarily practice psychoanalysis with
most of their patients.” The reason is simple: psychoanalysis, for all its
social and cultural influence, “is basically unscientific. . . . There is no
way to prove or disprove the basic hypotheses of psychoanalysis.” Good
scientific theories not only explain observations, they also offer testable
hypotheses—that is, by definition, hypotheses that can be falsified. Inviting and passing such tests, a theory then not only explains phenomena,
it also goes a long way toward demonstrating that the theory is actually
correct. Freudian theory explains all sorts of things, but, as it doesn’t lend
itself to falsification, it demonstrates nothing. One could, as an illustration, theorize that War and Peace would have been a far shorter book
had Tolstoy been in the habit of shaving every morning, as shaving would
have taught him how to trim his writing up a little. Great idea, but can it
be proved? No, no more than one can prove psychoanalytic notions about
	. Rodrigo A. Muñoz, “Books, the Children of the Brain: ‘Bush on the Couch,’ ”
Clinical Psychiatry News 32 (October 2004): 68.
	. D. H. Barlow and V. M. Durand, Abnormal Psychology: An Integrative Approach
(Pacific Grove, CA: Brooks/Cole, 1999), 21, as cited in Robert F. Bornstein, “The Impending Death of Psychoanalysis,” Psychoanalytic Psychology 18/1 (2001): 6.
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personality structure, defense mechanisms, the unconscious, and almost
everything else. While psychoanalysis has its defenders, most scholars
in the field today are finding less and less in Freudian theory to recommend it. E. Fuller Torrey, for example, places Freud’s Oedipal theory “on
precisely the same scientific plane as the theory regarding the Loch Ness
monster,” while John Kihlstrom writes that “when we stand on [Freud’s]
shoulders, we only discover that we’re looking further in the wrong direction.” “Independent studies have begun to converge toward a verdict,”
writes Frederick Crews. “There is literally nothing to be said, scientifically
or therapeutically, to the advantage of the entire Freudian system or any
of its component dogmas.”
The only setting, generally, in which psychoanalysis today has any
professional validity at all is when a qualified psychoanalyst is able to
“spend an untold number of hours in direct contact with a patient,
listening to the patient’s free association.” 10 This, of course, can’t be
done with a patient who is in a coffin rather than on a couch, and
is, Muñoz writes, “the most obvious criticism of all psychobiographical works.” 11 Given the shortcomings of psychoanalysis under even
the best of circumstances, in short, Vogel’s efforts to psychoanalyze
Joseph Smith are worse than worthless; and if he has demonstrated
anything, it is the extent to which Freud’s legacy lives on in society
today—a  phenomenon amused specialists have been quick to note.
“In science,” David G. Myers writes, “Darwin’s legacy lives, Freud’s is
dying. In the popular culture, Freud’s legacy lives on.”
	. E. Fuller Torrey, Freudian Fraud: The Malignant Effect of Freud’s Theory on
American Thought and Culture (New York: HarperCollins, 1992), 221; John F. Kihlstrom,
“Freud as Giant Pioneer on Whose Shoulders We Should Stand” (Social Psychology listserv posting, 11 November 1997), quoted in David G. Myers, Psychology, 7th ed. (Holland, MI: Worth Publishers, 2004), 587.
	. Frederick Crews, “The Verdict on Freud,” Psychological Science 7/2 (1996): 63.
10. Kyle R. Walker and Douglas E. Craig, review of Inside the Mind of Joseph Smith:
Psychobiography and the Book of Mormon, by Robert D. Anderson, and The Sword of
Laban: Joseph Smith, Jr., and the Dissociated Mind, by William D. Morain, Journal of
Mormon History 30/1 (2004): 255. See Richard N. Williams’s review of Morain, FARMS
Review of Books 12/1 (2000): 435–43.
11. Muñoz, “Books, the Children of the Brain,” 68.
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Some ideas that many people assume to be true—that childhood experiences mold personality, that dreams have meaning, that many behaviors have disguised motives—are part of
that legacy. His early twentieth-century concepts penetrate
our twenty-first-century language. . . . “Freud’s premises may
have undergone a steady decline in currency within academia
for many years, but Hollywood, the talk shows, many therapists, and the general public still love them.” 12
Vogel brings all these elements of his peculiar methodology—the
conjecture, the mind reading, the laissez-faire source criticism, and
psychoanalysis—to bear on his examination of the Book of Mormon
itself. Accepting as a given that the book is a product of Joseph’s fertile
and somewhat devious mind only, Vogel dances back and forth between
using it to explain Joseph and using Joseph to explain it—an approach
apparently suggested to his mind by Fawn Brodie’s contention that
the Book of Mormon, “like any first novel, . . . can be read to a limited
degree as autobiography.”13 “This is especially true,” Vogel assures his
readers, “since Smith’s method of dictation did not allow for rewriting.
It was a more-or-less stream-of-consciousness composition,” in which
Joseph’s “beliefs, hopes, fears, struggles, transformations, thoughts,
dreams, and future plans” have been “woven” into the narrative (p. xix).
As such, the Book of Mormon substitutes for the “untold number of
hours” Vogel the psychoanalyst is unable to spend listening to Joseph
freely associate and becomes perhaps the primary source document—
of infinitely more value than Joseph’s later, sanitized autobiographical
statements—for understanding Joseph Smith and his rise to stardom.
Vogel, at least, treats it as such, and devotes well over one half of his
book to its analysis.
12. Myers, Psychology, 586. The first sentence of this quotation is a summary of Bornstein, “The Impending Death of Psychoanalysis,” 3–20. The final sentence is from Martin
E. P. Seligman, What You Can Change and What You Can’t: The Complete Guide to Successful Self-Improvement (New York: Knopf, 1994), 228.
13. Fawn M. Brodie, No Man Knows My History: The Life of Joseph Smith, the Mormon Prophet, 2nd ed., rev. and enl. (New York: Vintage Books, 1995), 413.
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In his determination to read the Book of Mormon as an autobiography of Joseph Smith, Vogel is completely ignoring scores of sophis
ticated studies, presented over the course of several thousand pages
in books and journal articles, that strongly suggest the book’s ancient
Near Eastern and ancient American connections. The studies make
it clear that grammatically, symbolically, thematically, and in many
other ways, the Book of Mormon is best understood as an ancient
text, written a good many years before Joseph Smith was on the scene.
As such, one might as well look to Homer’s Odyssey for insights into
Joseph’s thinking and family dynamics as to the Book of Mormon.
Forty years ago, prior to serious scholarship on the Book of Mormon’s
ancient connections, Vogel could have rejected the book’s internal
claims and responsibly—as far as academia goes—have gotten away
with his thesis; today, however, given all that serious and qualified
scholars have done and demonstrated in this direction over the last
several decades, Vogel would have to thoroughly dismantle the ancient
origin thesis and demonstrate the need for a counterthesis before he
could justifiably proffer so tenuous a methodology as psychoanalytically based psychobiography. The few jabs Vogel takes at Hugh Nibley
(mostly regarding a few of the latter’s suggestions about the Jaredites)
and other “apologists” are a far cry from the informed, technical criticism this immense body of research calls for and without which any
competing explanation is not only woefully premature but doomed to
failure as well. As well might a modern astrophysicist attempt to construct a model of the universe without taking into account quantum
mechanics, relativity, or the studies of Stephen Hawking and Albert
Einstein; the geocentric model he would construct would, to be sure,
account for and explain a host of casual and superficial observations,
and yet would be, in the end, completely wrong. One can’t simply
ignore or brush aside what an Einstein or a Nibley have persuasively
demonstrated; and one’s own explanation of things, whatever it may
be, has to either incorporate or convincingly dismantle everything
they and other observers have found. Passing off chiasmus in the Book
of Mormon, for example, as simply a well-known form of “rhetorical
repetition” in early America (p. 605 n. 48) doesn’t cut it and goes much
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further toward demonstrating an ignorance of chiasmus’s complexities than it does toward illuminating Book of Mormon origins.
While there is little to be gained in examining the particulars of a
thesis whose fundamental assumption is at odds with the weight of evidence, some few of the claims Vogel makes while developing his thesis
do call for brief comment. First, Joseph’s early treasure-hunting activities loom large in his thesis, as they were an important avenue, Vogel
contends, through which young Joseph could reach his wrong-headed
father (pp. 35–52). In painting Joseph as a treasure hunter, Vogel uses
the statements collected in E. D. Howe’s Mormonism Unvailed and other
early anti-Mormon works that are familiar to any serious student of
Mormon history. Like so many authors before him, however, Vogel fails
to see how weak and vague these charges are—indeed, to realize that
in the vast majority of treasure-hunting expeditions Joseph is accused
of having headed up, he is not—according to the person relating the
story—even present! In most cases, those with the shovels, or those sacrificing the sheep, report that someone told them that Joseph said there
was a treasure buried in a particular spot and could be obtained through
whatever machinations; only rarely (twice, by our count) is Joseph actually identified as being an on-the-scenes participant, and one of those
was simply when he used the seer stone to find a tie pin Martin Harris
had dropped on the ground a few moments before (pp. 42–43). A careful reading of Vogel’s argument shows that Joseph’s involvement was
only alleged or implied in the great majority of the expeditions that are
exhibited as evidence of his treasure-hunting activities, which in turn
suggests that his involvement in such activities was probably less than
many historians today—even those who are faithful members of the
church—have come to believe.
Vogel contends throughout the book that Joseph Sr. was an avowed
Universalist. His conclusion is based on his interpretation of several of
the elder Smith’s dreams and on the “Book of Mormon’s preoccupation
with establishing Jesus’ divine status and its sustained defense of the
Atonement” (p. 578 n. 9). Remove the ad hoc dream interpretation from
the picture, and Vogel’s argument for Joseph Sr.’s Universalism, stated
more fully, is that Joseph Sr. must have been a Universalist because the
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Book of Mormon, which was written to correct him, focuses so much on
the divinity and atonement of the Savior. Having established that “fact,”
Vogel then spends much of the rest of the book arguing that the Book of
Mormon says so much about the divinity and atonement of the Savior
because (you guessed it) Joseph Sr. was a Universalist. Add to the tautology Joseph Sr.’s “flirt[ing] with Methodism” (p. 3), his struggles with
“Puritan insecurities” (p. 29), and his “leanings” toward Anabaptist ideas
about baptism by immersion (p. 305), and one begins to wonder what
kind of Universalism Joseph Sr. represented—certainly not any brand
known in early America. And then, after all this, Vogel disingenuously
argues that Doctrine and Covenants 19 reveals that young Joseph himself actually “privately believed in Universalism” (p. 490), even though
he’d just spent two years of his life writing an anti-Universalist book!
One does far less violence to rational thinking and finds far more consistency in the sources if one simply accepts Lucy’s contention that the
pre-Mormon Joseph Sr. was his own man when it came to religion and
of very much the same opinion as Lucy herself (pp. 7–8). With Joseph
Sr.’s Universalism out of the way, needless to say, the alleged “religious
discord” that reportedly wracked the Smith home evaporates as well.
Vogel scrapes away at some very old themes in his analysis of the
Book of Mormon, including such time-honored charges as the book’s
anti-Masonic flavor and its anachronistic use of steel. Had he done
his homework, he would have found recent research addressing both
these questions—as well as many other standard arguments against
the book’s validity. Paul Mouritsen, for example, has effectively demonstrated the significant differences between the anti-Masonic rhetoric of the early nineteenth century and the Book of Mormon’s warnings against secret combinations, while Wm. Revell Phillips has shown
how commonplace simple steel was in the Near East at the time of
Lehi—something archaeologists have known for years.14 Similarly, in
accepting the argument that DNA analysis argues against the Book of
14. Paul Mouritsen, “Secret Combinations and Flaxen Cords: Anti-Masonic Rhetoric and the Book of Mormon,” Journal of Book of Mormon Studies 12/1 (2003): 64–77;
Nathan Oman, “ ‘Secret Combinations’: A Legal Analysis,” FARMS Review 16/1 (2004):
49–73; and Wm. Revell Phillips, “Metals of the Book of Mormon,” Journal of Book of
Mormon Studies 9/2 (2000): 36–43.
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Mormon, Vogel makes it clear that he hasn’t understood the very real
limitations of population genetics—limitations that Michael Whiting
and others have pointed out in great detail.15
Vogel also sees evidence in the Book of Mormon that Joseph was
highly concerned about the election of Andrew Jackson, both for that
president’s “Masonic affiliation” and for “his party’s secular approach
to governing” (p. 199). Such a thesis fails entirely, however, to account
for Joseph’s decidedly pro-Jackson statements later in his life—unless,
of course, we interpret them to mean that Joseph the secret Universalist was also a closet Jacksonian.16 In a similar vein, Vogel points out
how so much of the Book of Mormon language is taken from the New
Testament—ideas like a “suffering Messiah” or a “belief in resurrection”
(pp. 182–83). In identifying these as anachronisms, however, Vogel is
assuming that these ideas, and the language used to convey them, are
original with New Testament writers. Such an assumption, however,
is completely unwarranted. The ancient Near East and Mediterranean
world was a very bookish place, and Paul and other New Testament
writers were well-versed in the literature. They borrowed continually
from earlier authors, just as authors today borrow almost unconsciously
from Shakespeare or the Bible itself; Paul’s well-known homily that
“evil communications corrupt good manners” (1 Corinthians 15:33), as
just one example, is a direct quotation from the late fourth-century bc
Greek author Menander.17 Were Vogel to invest a little time (twelve or
fifteen years would be a good start) in learning a few ancient languages
and in familiarizing himself with the literature of the ancient world,
he would find that Paul and his companions actually had very little to
say that was original. The idea of a suffering, dying, resurrecting god,
for example, which Vogel sees originating in New Testament times, is
15. See the four-article series “The Book of Mormon at the Bar of DNA ‘Evidence,’ ”
Journal of Book of Mormon Studies 12/1 (2003): 4–51; and the five articles in FARMS
Review 15/2 (2003): 35–197. In this number, see Ryan Parr, “Missing the Boat to Ancient
America . . . Just Plain Missing the Boat,” pages 83–106.
16. Joseph characterizes Jackson’s presidency as “the acme of American glory, liberty, and prosperity”; see “Joseph Smith’s Views of the Powers and Policy of the Government of the United States,” in History of the Church, 6:203.
17. Henry L. Crosby and John N. Schaeffer, An Introduction to Greek (Boston: Allyn
and Bacon, 1928), 48.
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actually one of the oldest and most widespread motifs in the ancient
Near East. Book of Mormon authors were heir to this vast body of religious literature every bit as much as biblical authors were and incorporated its themes and motifs into their writings as much as their biblical
counterparts did—the result being the similarities between the Bible
and Book of Mormon that Vogel is so quick to jot down to inelegant and
transparent borrowing on Joseph’s part, but which more likely reflect
both books’ common source in the ancient world. Nibley, again, has
done more than anyone in identifying these sources common to both
books, and the field continues to be a fruitful one.
And so it goes. Page after weary page, Vogel hammers away at Joseph
Smith, yet in the end he reveals only his own lack of qualifications for
so monumental a task as a writing a biography of such a figure. Our
review has necessarily been incomplete; virtually every page cries for
comment and correction, and a comprehensive review of all of Vogel’s
claims would require a volume rivaling his own in size. What we have
tried to do here is point out the very real problems with his assumptions
and methods and illustrate them through a few examples. We could
have used scores of other arguments he makes to illustrate our points
just as easily, and if we’ve neglected to treat his handling of the timing
of the first vision, his arguments surrounding the loss of the 116 pages,
Joseph’s “modalist” ideas regarding the Godhead, or any one of a host of
the book’s other microthemes, it is only for lack of time and space and
not because they don’t lend themselves to precisely the same criticisms
as those we’ve chosen to address explicitly. More talk show and tabloid
journalism than scholarship, the book fails miserably both as history in
general and biography in particular and will serve the instructor casting about for an illustration of how not to write sophisticated history far
better than it will the individual seeking insight into the Prophet Joseph
Smith. The former, indeed, will find it an unimaginably rich resource;
the latter will come away with nothing.

Imago dei: Man as the Image of God

Ernst Benz
(translated from the original German by Alan F. Keele)

I

f I wished to deliver here a historical-doctrinal discourse about our
understanding of imago dei—man in the image of God—I would
have to begin with Augustine, who, in his work on the trinity, laid the
foundation for Christian anthropology—the Christian view of man—
in all occidental theology. Augustine poses the question how one can,
in an understandable manner, depict the mystery of the divine trinity.
Then, after many futile attempts, he discovers the following—and in
his opinion, the only—way: Man is created in the image of God, God
is triune; therefore traces of divine trinity—vestigia trinitatis—must
be found in man as the image of God. Augustine now asks a further
question: In which aspect of man can such traces be found? As a former Manichaean, it is obvious that for him such traces are to be found
not in the realm of the body, but only in the human intellect.
He begins with an analysis of the human epistemological process
and ascertains that even in the simple act of sensory perception there
exists a trinity composed of the viewer (the mens), the viewed object,
and the impulse of the will which focuses the acies mentis [sharpness
Ernst Benz originally presented this paper at the Eranos conference held in Ascona,
Switzerland, in 1969. (See the publisher’s Web site at www.daimon.ch for more information about these annual Eranos conferences and for listings of Eranos yearbooks.) Ernst
Benz’s collected Eranos lectures are found in his book Urbild und Abbild: Der Mensch
und die mythische Welt (Leiden: Brill, 1974). This essay is on pages 475–508. The astute
reader will pick up some of Benz’s misconceptions about Latter-day Saint beliefs.
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of mind] on the object and triggers the act of recognition. He then
sees the same trinitarian principle again in a higher form involving
spiritual understanding, where the object of understanding is not a
tangible object in the superficial world anymore, but an abstracted
idea stored in the “belly of the memory” —venter memoriae. The final
stage, then, is the act of self-recognition, in which the viewer, the mens,
takes itself as its own object of understanding and discovers itself as
the imago dei. And lastly, in the highest spiritual act, the mens, driven
by its love of God, turns toward the divine archetype itself.
It is not necessary to dwell here on further details; the important
thing is that for this context Augustine’s entire perception of the relationship of God’s image to man’s image is based on the symbol of the
mirror. The imago dei is a reflection of the archetype in the human
spirit. The symbol of the mirror provides many graphic possibilities:
For one thing, the archetype is only fully mirrored in the reflected
likeness when the mirror is fully turned toward that archetype, when
the reflection is completely attuned to the archetype. Further, the correlation between archetype and reflection is extinguished or disturbed
when the mirror turns from the archetype toward other objects or
when the mirror itself is darkened.
The symbol of the mirror clearly brings forth yet another thought—
namely, that there exists no essential cohesion between archetype and
reflected image. The reflected image is “a symbol, but alas, only a symbol”; it has nothing of the nature of the archetype; it mirrors the archetype on a fundamentally different ontological basis; it is a reflected creatura which has nothing in common with the being of the archetype.
Ontologically there exists a total discontinuity between archetype and
reflected image. The Augustinian opinion even suggests the thought
that the relationship between archetype and reflection is totally onesided: reflected man is dependent on the archetype; he exists only as
long as the archetype cares to mirror itself in him. The archetype, on
the contrary, is not dependent on its reflection. Its freedom—one is even
tempted to say its moods—dictates whether it reflects itself or not. Its
being is not impaired whether it is reflected or not.
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Thus the doctrine of imago dei has given rise to many different theo
retical reflections on the relationship between God and man. Indeed,
this concept of man has accompanied the whole history of Christian
theology and has been a traditional component of scholarly dogmatics.
Now, however, in our decade, it has become very pertinent again, for
two reasons:
For one thing, that school of theology which invokes Karl Barth and
Søren Kierkegaard has, in a kind of reverse dialectical method on the
part of the youngest generation of its followers, finally turned dialectics
toward God himself and developed a “theology after the death of God”
(clearly exploiting Nietzsche’s statement about the death of God, which
for Nietzsche, of course, was intended to be understood solely from the
standpoint of the anthropological theology of [Ludwig] Feuerbach).
These so-called theologians maintain that Christianity is not dependent upon a belief in the existence of a personal God but rather that the
object of preaching the gospel should be man’s humanity to man.
I personally think this theology is a joke, an overly subtle cabaretgag based on a purely cerebral theological dialectic. If God were dead,
the only honest consequence would be to close the churches and schools
of theology. But this dialectic is so far advanced that our young theologians want to have it both ways: a theology after the death of God
and a parish, complete with pension plan, parsonage, and official car.
After all, theology after the death of God is spreading, especially in
America. The question now is, what will happen to man if God is dead?
With the death of the archetype, the image of man is clearly blotted out,
and other “revelations” begin to replace the words of the Old and New
Testaments, the words of that God who has been declared dead.
This is the mainstay of the so-called theology of revolution. I heard
a sermon at the Congress of Churches in Stuttgart on the parable of
the good Samaritan. The preacher explained that the actual message
of the parable was not the help that the Samaritan proffered the one
who had fallen amongst thieves (that was self-explanatory) but rather
the abolishment of exploitation—that is, the revolutionary struggle
against capitalism (which plunders the proletariat) and against the
repressive church (which passed by the man in the figure of the priest).
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How such is to be achieved cannot, of course, be learned from the
New Testament but rather from Marx and Mao. Such exegesis clearly
shows that with the elimination of the image of God, the image of
man is substantially changed, and one begins anew to ask about the
relationship between the image of God and the image of man.
The other reason for the immediate pertinence of the question of
imago dei is our changing worldview. Our modern worldview, which
has replaced the old geocentric conception (that our earth is the center
of creation and salvation) with the concept of an infinite universe and
numerous worlds and solar systems, was proclaimed by scholars four
hundred years ago but has managed to permeate the popular mind
only since the age of space travel and, like a bolt out of the blue, has
changed all our feelings about the world and our cosmic consciousness. The famous photographs of the astronauts from Apollo 8 that
show the earth floating as a marvelous, bluish, shimmering bright ball
above the brown volcanic, dead-crater landscape of the moon, represent the beginning of a new epoch of our cosmic consciousness.
The strange result of this view toward the earth from another celestial body is exactly the opposite of that which one might expect. The
uniqueness of earth and the uniqueness of man is discovered anew.
Astronaut [John] Glenn burst out spontaneously: “O, this paradisiacal
earth!” Against the background of a dead orb without atmosphere,
without life, without wind, without smells, without water, without
plants, without animals, without any future possibility of life, the
earth appears as the marvelous exception in the universe, as the place
where those completely unusual, unique conditions are found, under
which the step from molecular movement to organic and animal life
could occur in paradisiacal manifoldness and then, finally, man: this
last step in the development of life, the step up to conscious-being, to
being-conscious. To a form of knowing that is much more than consciousness, for this consciousness has the ability to view the particular
as part of a system; this consciousness boasts as its greatest miracle its
ability to intuit the whole. But that is just one side of the matter. Not
only are the various spheres of being on our earth reduced to a totality
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in the human consciousness, but in man the universe views itself for
the first time.
Whereas it at first appeared that our view into the macrocosm
would lead to a complete devaluation of man—who appeared to be no
more than a dust speck on the dust speck of the universe—now man
appears to be more and more the great exception, in whom the development of life has reached a completely unique stage. The deeper the
insights of astronomy push into the manifold, unfathomable marvels
of matter by spectral analysis of nebulae and fixed stars and other,
newly discovered astral forms, the deeper the gaze of astrophysics
penetrates the marvels of the structure of matter, the more unique
appears the exceptional position of man.
Pascual Jordan, who has been mentioned by Professor Schmuel
Sambursky, is presently working on a project in which he attempts to
demonstrate that, contrary to the results of previous probability studies that presume the existence of life on other stars or in other parts of
the universe, the greater probability is that man is the only being in the
universe who has reached a state of consciousness and in whom the
universe has attained a view of itself. Of course, it is possible that somewhere something like organic life has formed, possibly under completely
different conditions and prerequisites, but the leap to consciousness is
dependent upon such unique conditions that these have occurred only
upon our earth in a course of development lasting millions of years and
are not repeatable. Man, who saw himself facing total devaluation after
the discovery of the plurality of worlds—hence the Catholic Church’s
opposition to this teaching in the sixteenth century—is now suddenly
thrust again as the unique figure into the center of the universe. I said
to Pasqual Jordan: “According to your understanding then, we are the
aristocrats of the universe,” whereupon he answered me: “Yes, but also
the anarchists.” This then, is our theological task, the task of a theological anthropology in connection with a new cosmology: to theologically
rethink our whole world, beginning with a theology of matter.
	. Schmuel Sambursky, “Die Willens-Freiheit im Wandel des physikalischen Welt
bildes,” Sinn und Wandlung des Menschenbildes [Eranos-Jahrbuch XXXVIII/1969], ed.
Adolf Dortmann and Rudolf Ritsema (Zürich: Reinverlag, 1969), 180.
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There have already been beginnings, like the book by Conrad Boni
fazi, for example, a theological scholar at the Pacific School of Religion
in Berkeley, who published in 1968 [sic] his Theology of Things, in
which he refers to the hesitancy on the part of traditional theology
to deal theologically with the structure of things. Of course, such an
undertaking is not new since Friedrich Christoph Oetinger began his
theology of the corporeal with a physica sacra as the basis of theology,
and even the alchemists also knew something about it.
It appears to me that the words of the Christian mystics contain references to these new questions that have suddenly made the
topic of imago dei pertinent again, and they seem to be important
to a new religious anthropology that would do justice to our modern feeling about and consciousness of the world. For the mystics are
able to overcome precisely those two weaknesses that adhere to the
Augustinian comprehension of imago and his orientation toward the
mirror symbol—namely, the limitation of imago to the purely intellectual sphere and the absence of any substantial connection between
archetype and reflected image.

I.
The mystics’ view of man is immediately and profoundly determined
by their own religious experience, by their personal encounter with the
transcendental. Their view of man itself is not an abstract model based
on theological premises, but is an attempt to think through, to mentally
order their own experiences—their overpowering, stirring, and transforming encounter with the transcendental—and to ask: “How is it possible that this kind of experience could take place within me?” Only
after this point is reached can the more general reflections about the
question begin: “How must man be, how must God be, so that this kind
of encounter can take place? What are the spiritual and psychic presuppositions for this in the structure of man, that such an outpouring of the
transcendental can occur?”
	. Conrad Bonifazi, A Theology of Things: A Study of Man in His Physical Environment
(Philadelphia: Lippincott, 1967).
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Mystical theology, therefore, whose major component is a certain
view of man, is the a posteriori generalization of (and the subsequent
attempt to logically understand) an overpowering experience which
was at first incomprehensible. The differences in the interpretations
of the mystics depend not so much on differences in the a priori spiritual bias of each mystic given by his religious training and theological instruction, but primarily on differences in the experiences themselves. In the case of one mystic, the central sphere of experience is a
God-mysticism, in which a unification with God is attained; in the
case of another, the central experience is an experience with Christ,
in which a unification with Christ, the divine logos, the resurrected
Lord, is experienced. Neither type of experience in any way excludes
the other.
In the same way, contact with the transcendental differs depending on the spiritual sphere in which the encounter itself occurs. There
is a characteristically intellectual mysticism, in which the encounter
with the transcendental is perceived as an illumination of the mind,
as a brightening of the intellect; and again there is a mysticism in
which the encounter with the transcendental is perceived as a unification of the divine and human will, as a breakthrough of a new divine
impulse, as an affective harmony with the divine will, as the ecstasy of
the heart, transported into divine rapture. This diversity of mystical
experience (intellectual, volitional, and affective mysticism) naturally
affects the intellectual interpretation of the experience itself and the
conceptual exposition of each individual mystic’s view of man.
Now, modern theology is widely opposed to every kind of mysticism because it interprets mystical experiences from a purely psychological point of view as mere interior processes that have nothing to do with the transcendental and that in the last analysis simply
amount to the psychological experiencing of mystical conditions of
happiness. But it is simple to see that one cannot explain away the
phenomenon of Christian mysticism by means of a certain psychological interpretation. The fact is that mystical experiences exist,
and the fact is that these experiences have a powerful effect—in the
form of a creative transformation—on the lives of the mystics. The
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whole history of the Christian church shows that its very backbone
is composed of such personalities, in whom the content of historical
Christian revelation—transmitted through documents and mediated
through the sacraments and symbols of the church—was realized and
actualized by direct personal encounter with God, by having Christ
dwell within, and by experiencing the outpouring of the Holy Ghost.
Thus they became the ones who proclaimed the gospel in the most
convincing manner.
When one interprets individually these basic concepts, however,
certain thoughts become noticeable in Christian mysticism that overstep the bounds of a traditional dogmatic exegesis of fundamental
Christian teachings. For this reason, in the Middle Ages mystics were
almost always in conflict with the inquisition, and Protestant groups
engaged in regular disputes with church authorities.
To be sure, even the starting point for the mystical interpretation of the relationship of man to God is boldly presumptuous. The
great mystics, who themselves had experienced the unio mystica with
God, see their experience in a whole new light; they recognize with
bewilderment in their encounter with the divine thou, that God and
man are dependent upon each other, that they need each other to fulfill their being. This is perhaps the most radical interpretation of the
thought that man is created in the image of God.
Man finds his fulfillment in God, but on the other hand, also, God
finds fulfillment for his being only in man, in the unio mystica. Both the
longing of man for his archetype, God, and the longing of God for his
image, man, are fulfilled. Here the symbol of the mirror is not prime,
but rather that of God’s “self-portrayal” in man through procreation and
birth. God’s “self-portrayal” ensues in the form of his self-realization in
the sphere of corporality. God as mens manifestativum sui [the mind
manifested in itself] actualizes himself in his highest form in his image
as man, by procreating and bearing his own image in man. The mysterium incarnationis [mystery of the incarnation] is already prefigured,
even before the historical birth of Jesus Christ, in the creation of man.
Angelius Silesius, who gathered the most important experiences and
thoughts of medieval mysticism into aphorisms of the most linguisti-
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cally perfected kind—made possible no doubt by his own mystical
experiences—expresses this ardent mutuality of the God-man relationship in the following epigrams from his Cherubinischer Wandersmann
(The Cherubic Pilgrim):
God is as much on me, as I on him, dependent,
His being I help be, mine he helps be, resplendent.
I know that without me, God cannot live a minute,
If I should come to harm, He must give up the spirit.
No mystic perceived this dual relationship between God and man
more strongly than Master Eckhart. His perception can be expressed
in the following simple thought: God does not want to be alone. His
innermost being is love. Love, however, can only be fulfilled in the
presence of love, freely given in return. God created man in his image
and gave him therewith the freedom to turn his full love toward him
and to respond to his love in return, but with this freedom, also the
possibility of turning from him. Indeed, man has misused his freedom, he has loved himself instead of directing his love toward God.
But God cannot stop loving man and expecting from him the fulfillment of his love through love freely given in return. He awakens
divine love in man by procreating and bearing his son in human form.
The divine, aboriginal fundus is an abyss, out of which divine love
wafts, before pouring into the human soul to fulfill itself therein.

II.
Even if Master Eckhart can more or less justify on the basis of
biblical ideas this one aspect, that God seeks in man the fulfillment
of his love, he does not succeed nearly so well in using such biblical
and dogmatic proofs to demonstrate his metaphysics of the soul.
His main thought, which he repeats unceasingly in his writings and
	. Johannes Scheffer, Des Angelius Silesius Cherubinischer Wandersmann, ed.
W. Bölsche (Jena and Leipzig: 1905).
	. Magister Echardi Sermones, Meister Eckhart: Die deutschen und lateinischen Werke,
ed. and trans. Ernst Benz, B. Decker, and J. Koch (Stuttgart: Kohlhammer, 1937–1956).
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sermons, is that the soul is inherently attuned to God and to dwelling
with God. This thought finds expression in his teaching of the “spark
of the soul,” of the “fortress of the soul” —castellum in anima—and
of the “city of the soul.” The “little spark of the soul” is that highest
organ, that “peak” of the soul, in which the entry of God into the
soul—the procreation of the Son in the soul—is accomplished and
in which the birth of the Son occurs. Master Eckhart also calls this
“spark of the soul” the increatum anima, that which is “uncreated
in the soul,” the fundus, the “innermost foundation of the soul,” the
interior most, purest, and highest part of the soul.” The expression
increatum in anima intimates that here, obviously in the soul itself,
the limit of pure “creatureness” has been stepped over, that in the soul
a “point,” a substantial predisposition toward God, exists since the
soul is “God-tinted” —that is to say, has the color of God in it.
Here also, the chiliastic character of this manifestatio sui of God
in man becomes obvious. This “self-portrait” is an eternal impulse of
self-portrayal, of the self-portrayal of God, who starts anew in each
human being and in each human being strives toward his perfection,
toward his complete realization. With each human being, the passion
and salvation begin anew and strive to reach their goal of raising each
man to the level of “friend to God” in whom the love of God is fulfilled, and who fulfills the love of God in love freely given in return.
Here we must say a word about the so-called intellectualism of
Master Eckhart. Even if it sometimes appears that the “innermost
part,” the fundus, the “little spark” of the soul is being identified
with the soul’s “rationality,” this is not the case when one looks at
the whole picture. The fundus of the soul—and Eckhart is especially
emphatic about this—is not identical with any certain characteristic
or power of the soul, hence, also not with its rationality. The fundus
itself, rather, is beyond all conceptuality, beyond all differentiating
into certain powers; it is beyond all quality, nameless and ineffable; it
is there where the soul rests in its actual, dark, undifferentiated being,
before any division into will and intellect, into higher and lower powers, has occurred. “The soul in its fundus is also ineffable, as God is
ineffable.”
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This nameless ground of the soul, without qualities, is the actual
location for the contact with God. Decisive for Eckhart is the thought
that the terrestrial is attuned to the transcendental and can accept it
within itself. “The power of the Holy Ghost takes the little spark of
the soul and bears it up in that conflagration, in love, as the sun takes
from the root of the tree the most pure substance and draws it up into
the branch where it becomes a flower. In this way the little spark in the
soul is borne up into the first origin and thus becomes completely one
with God and is in this actual sense one with God like food becomes
one with my body, yea, even more, the purer and the nobler it is.”
Eckhart drew the boldest conclusions from this thought of unio
mystica, of which only two will be touched on here. He articulated the
idea that through the experience of the birth of the Son, within itself,
the human soul is drawn into the inner trinitarian life of God. “The
Son, whom God procreates within himself, and whom he procreates
within me, is the same, and is the Only Begotten Son.” In that human
being who experiences the unio mystica, the Son himself—not in any
derivative sense, but rather in the primeval, original sense of the Only
Begotten Son of the Father—is procreated and born.
Angelius Silesius expresses it in this way:
When God for the first time, gave birth unto his Son
He granted Thee and me, a childbed, everyone.
The spiritual birth, which within me was done
Is one with that by which the Father bore the Son.
Probably bolder yet is the thought that the human being who is
united with God in this manner participates in the work of God and
takes part in God’s creative activity. Eckhart described this connection of the soul with the creative activity of God in two ways, the first
by shifting the creative activity of God to within the soul: “Everything
that God created six thousand years ago and that God will create one
thousand years from now, he creates in the innermost and highest
	. [Likely from Scheffer, Angelius Silesius; Benz did not provide citations to several
quotations—eds.]
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part of the soul. Everything which is past and everything which is
future God creates in the innermost part of the soul.”
One also finds the other aspect, wherein Eckhart maintains that
the soul which is united with God is capable of participation in God’s
creation of worlds. During his trial for heresy, of course, Eckhart
denied ever uttering in his sermons the incriminating sentence: “I created the world with my little finger,” but one of his writings says this
about the soul: “Its becoming is part of the eternal birth: eventually
it will be so pure that it has no other being than his. This being is the
beginning of all the works which God creates in heaven and in earth.
It is the beginning and the basis of all his divine works.”
Here the soul itself appears as the quintessence of the creative
cosmic rationality. This is a highly paradoxical expression of the fact
that man does not only experience an inspiring contact with God in
the unio mystica, but rather that this contact awakens a new creative
activity within him and makes him the coworker of God. With this,
we have the fundamental thought of that religious ethic into which
the view of man held by the Christian mystics quite naturally matures.
The goal of mysticism is not the enjoyment of unio mystica but the
freeing of man, which enables him to participate in the work of God
in this world.
“Seclusion from the world,” therefore, should not be viewed as a
negative but rather as a positive ideal. Master Eckhart said that man
should “renounce” all the things of this world, be “secluded” from all
things and images, “divest” himself of all things, in order to prepare
himself for God to dwell within him. But the goal of unio is for God
to be fruitful within us. That human being who for God’s sake is dead
to all creatures, who has “gone out” of himself, receives in God all
things again in their original form and order and receives from God
the power to participate in God’s work in this world, to permeate the
world with God’s serving love. “He who would therefore go out of
himself shall—in the real sense—be given unto himself again.”
In his sermons it was precisely Eckhart the monk who expressly
advocated the priority of the active life, the vita activa over the contemplative life, the vita contemplativa, and turns on its head through a
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paradoxical interpretation the traditional thought about the superiority
of Mary—vita contemplativa—over Martha—vita activa.
The fact that in the Gospels Jesus calls Martha twice, proves, according to Eckhart, that she had already attained the status of renewal in the
image of God—the second call is the call to the new, reborn person,
the “human-human,” whereas he only said of Mary, “Mary hath chosen
that good part” (Luke 10:42)—that is to say, according to Eckhart, she
would very much like to have the good part, but she does not yet have it;
she is yet being held back by her constant looking toward the goal; she
must still sit at Jesus’ feet. But Martha has already attained the goal, the
renewal of the image of God, the birth of the son in the scintilla in anima
[spark in the soul] and therefore has achieved the freedom to stand up
and work, “careful and troubled about many things” (Luke 10:41).

III.
Another unusual mystical interpretation of man, found in the whole
tradition of German mysticism from Eckhart to Seuse and Tauler, to
Angelius Silesius, and via the pietistic mystics to Protestantism, is the
interpretation of man who has experienced the saving contact with God
as the “noble man.” The discussion about the true nature of nobility is
directly connected to the feudalization of the Christian church, which
planted itself in German soil as early as the first attempts to Christianize
the Germanic tribes. Feudalization consisted of the noble landlords
(who were patrons and donors by virtue of ecclesiastical privileges given
to states and principalities) bestowing critical clerical offices, most notably those of bishop and abbot, upon members of the upper nobility—
wherever possible, of course, upon members of their own family. This
led to the requirement even in many monastic orders that novices be
able to show their membership in the nobility before they were admitted. The great German mystics of the high Middle Ages were, for the
most part, of the nobility.
	. Ernst Benz, “Über den Adel in der deutschen Mystik,” Deutsche Vierteljahresschrift
für Literaturwissenschaft und Geistesgeschichte 14 (1936): 505–35.
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Precisely in Master Eckhart, then, who himself was descended
from the noble family of von Hohenheim in Thüringen, one finds a
peculiar spiritualization of nobility. For him a noble man is not a man
who can point to a noble birth but a man in whose soul God himself
has taken residence by means of a divine birth and who has received
divine nobility through this divine residence. God alone is noble. He
has bestowed upon man his actual divine nobility by creating him
in his own image, and this nobility was the original adornment and
virtue of man before the fall, the token of his state of original freedom.
But man misused his freedom to revolt against his creator; he broke
his oath of allegiance to his liege Lord, who had elevated him to the
nobility. As punishment for this breach of faith, he lost his original
noble status. Only through the birth of the Son in the human soul has
man been reelevated to the status of “noble man.”
This thought mostly infuses the German-language sermons and
devotional booklets of Master Eckhart, but it reoccurs in the later tradition of German mysticism down to Angelius Silesius, large portions
of whose aphorisms clearly represent brief, but poetically perfected
synopses of Master Eckhart’s experiences and intuitions:
He who is born of God, who has his flesh and soul
Forsooth ’tis he alone, whose blood is truly noble.
The wise man’s ancestry, of which he well can boast,
Is traced to God the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.
From God I have been born, begat in God’s own Son.
And through the Holy Ghost, become a noble one.
Am I not noble then! the angels serve me more
The Lord woos me and waits, outside my chamber door.
My highest nobleness is that I am becoming
While yet on earth a king, a God, or what I’m willing.
In one further point of Christian mysticism’s view of man, traits
are found that were neglected or forgotten in traditional church teachings. These touch mainly on the Christian understanding of man in
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his relationship to the universe, to nature. The Reformation of the
sixteenth century led to the emphasis of all religious and theological
concern being shifted to the question about the nature of faith, or, as
Luther formulated it, to the question “How do I acquire a merciful
God?” Confronted with this, the relationship between man and the
universe was relegated more and more to the background. The fact
that theology ceased to concern itself with the problem of a Christian
understanding of the universe did much to emancipate the natural sciences from a theology that had lost nature from its view. Only in the
area of mystical anthropology was the old knowledge retained that in
the creation, the fall, and salvation is there a real, eternal connection
between man and the universe. This connection was still expressed
by mystics like Master Eckhart, who treats it as clearly self-evident,
and it is expressed in three ideas that occur again and again in later
mysticism, as for example in Johann Arndt, the author of the Four
Books on True Christianity. But it is prominent also in the nature theology of Jakob Böhme and his heirs right down to Friedrich Christoph
Oetinger, until it achieved its last universal audience in the nature
philosophy of [Georg W. F.] Hegel and [Friedrich von] Schelling.
The first idea is that there exists an inner connection between
man and the universe, even so far as the creation is concerned, since
man was created as the “epitome” and “quintessence” of the universe.
This is the old Neoplatonic idea of man as the microcosm being resurrected within the framework of Christian anthropology, naturally
in a substantially altered form, not anymore the reflection, but the
quintessence, the epitome, the “extract” of the universe. In man, all the
powers and forms of the universe are brought together; he is the point
of intersection and the point of aggregation of all forms and developments of the universe, he is the “final creation” in an almost evolutionary sense. These are ideas that are found again in the Christian
mystics among modern anthropologists and paleoanthropologists
	. Johann Arndt, Vier Bücher vom wahren Christentum, 4th ed. (Berlin: Evangelischer
Bücher-Verein, 1853).
	. Ernst Benz, Schellings theologische Geistesahnen (Wiesbaden: Akademie der Wis
senschaft und der Literature, 1955); Ernst Benz, Les sources mystiques de la philosophie
romantique allemande (Paris: Vrin, 1968).
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like Edgar Dacqué, for whom the figure of man has always stood as
an inner model and key image behind the whole range of forms of
life in the plant and animal kingdoms and, recently, [Pierre] Teilhard
de Chardin, who also sees the evolution of life determined by a
“hominisation” that strives toward its future fulfillment in a greater
cosmic Christ.
The second idea is expressed and hinted at in the words of the
apostle Paul: “For the earnest expectation of the creature waiteth for
the manifestation [Luther: Offenbarung = revelation] of the sons of
God. . . . Because the creature itself also shall be delivered from the
bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of the children of God.
For we know that the whole creation groaneth and travaileth in pain
[Luther: mit uns = with us] together until now” (Romans 8:19–22).
Expressed here is the idea that by the revolt of man against God and
by sin, not only man fell to the status of captive, but also that the entire
creation was pulled downward by man in the fall and now awaits with
man the day of its liberation through God. The idea in its completely
natural sense is not so far removed from our thinking today, when we
contemplate the devastation of the animal kingdom, the pollution of
the waters and the atmosphere, the destruction of nature by industrial
and commercial plundering.
The third idea, however, is that God’s work of salvation is not limited to man but encompasses the whole universe. In the renewal of
man and with the restoration of the original divine image in man, the
universe is also brought back into the original order. These thoughts
were expressed most clearly and powerfully by Johann Arndt in his
Four Books on True Christianity. Behind the title lies the idea of the
fourfold self-revelation of God: (1) God revealed himself in man,
whom he created in his image; (2) he revealed himself in Jesus Christ,
in whose person he returns to man the divine promise of salvation,
which man himself betrayed; (3) God revealed himself in the holy
	. Ernst Benz, Schöpfungsglaube und Endzeiterwartung: Antwort auf Teilhard de
Chardins Theologie der Evolution (Munich: Nymphenburger, 1965); published in English
as Evolution and Christian Hope, trans. Heinz G. Frank (Garden City, NY: Doubleday,
1966).
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scriptures, which expound the saving desire of God and awaken the
faith that leads to salvation; (4) and he revealed himself in nature,
which itself is a self-revelation of God.
The fourth book of Johann Arndt, which treats the self-revelation
of God in nature, became the basis for all subsequent drafts of a theology of nature. Nowhere else in mysticism is the unique nobility of
man on the one hand, and the inner connection between the salvation of man and the salvation of the universe on the other, so clearly
expressed as in Johann Arndt.

IV.
The mystical comprehension of the idea of imago dei, of the selfportrayal of God in man through the procreation and birth of the
Son in man, leads directly, in the last analysis, to the concept of the
apotheosis of man. This concept disappeared from church doctrine in
the fifth and sixth centuries and never spread to the Roman-Catholic
occident, even in the period of the ancient church, but it always
remained alive in the tradition of Christian mysticism by virtue of
the continuity of the mystical experience. Yet European believers who
dared to speak about apotheosis in the Christian sense of the renewal
of God’s image in man are not to be discussed here, but rather the
representatives of an American church, which—based on the experiences and doctrines of its visionary founder—has made the idea of
deification the very foundation of its anthropology, its concept of the
community, even its social structure: the Mormon Church. By doing
this, of course, I break a European taboo—namely, the rule which is
still widespread in European theology even after half a century of ecumenical movement, americana non leguntur [America doesn’t count],
and the specific prejudice of German theology that Germans somehow have an hereditary right to theology and that American theology
does not even exist.
That American theology which bases itself on a continuation of
Old and New Testament revelation in the form of a further, definitive
one, especially intended for America, is comprised of the teachings
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of the Mormons, the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints.10
A unique transformation of the concept of God is the basis for the
teachings of Mormonism—that is to say, in the last analysis, the teachings of the Book of Mormon, which the founder of this church, Joseph
Smith, maintained was written on golden plates brought to him by an
angel and translated by himself into English with the aid of the Urim
and Thummim. This unique transformation of the idea of God led
to the astounding achievements that this church has accomplished,
achievements that can be demonstrated by the fact that the church
has established Zion anew in a unique cooperative effort in the middle
of the Great Salt Lake desert in the territory of the modern states of
Utah, Idaho, Arizona, and California, after enduring persecutions of
all kinds and overcoming obstacle after obstacle in first attempting to
establish this new Zion in the state of Ohio and later in Missouri.11
It is unknown what spiritual tradition provided Joseph Smith
(the son a simple settler in Sharon, Vermont, who grew up under the
difficult conditions of colonization) with his new understanding of
God. As a boy he heard the revival sermons of various preachers from
various sects who came among the settlers, but what is characteristic
about his religious development is precisely that he obeyed the angelic
warning to join none of the existing sects but to prepare himself for
the immanent revelation of the eternal gospel whose herald he himself was to be. Today historians of Christian theology might presume
that he picked up by accident some half-understood bits of Schelling’s
idea on theogony, this idea of a God who evolves himself in his crea
tion, who grows with it and in it becomes more and more aware of
himself—but among the settlers of the Wild West there was no such
possibility.
And so the complete reinterpretation that the founder of the church
of the Latter-day Saints makes of the orthodox Christian view of God
10. See the Book of Mormon.
11. Thomas F. O’Dea, The Mormons (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1957);
Nels Anderson, Desert Saints: The Mormon Frontier in Utah (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1966); Robert Mullen, Die Mormonen: Geschichte einer Glaubensbewegung
(Weillheim: Barth, 1968) [German translation of Robert Mullen, The Latter-day Saints:
The Mormons Yesterday and Today (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1966)].
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is all the more surprising. To be sure, the holy books of revelation of
the Mormons, the Book of Mormon itself, as well as the Doctrine and
Covenants, also speak in an apparently completely orthodox manner
about the omnipotence and omniscience of God; they testify that he is
the Lord of creation and of salvation, but what is decisively new about
Joseph Smith’s view of God is the idea that God himself participates in
the fundamental law of the universe, namely the law of eternal progression. God himself develops himself with his creation and participates in
eternal progression.
Connected to this is, in Joseph Smith, the idea that God did not
create the world out of nothing—the world is eternal; the elements
are eternal and uncreated. In this eternal universe there is no dead
matter; matter is full of power and energy; even spirit is matter; spirit
and energy belong to the eternal nature of the universe. The activity
of God does not consist, then, of creating the universe, but in bringing
the existing universe of matter, spirit, and energy into a progressive
order, to form this given universe more purely and more perfectly, to
bring forth order out of chaos. In this activity he himself grows and
becomes God. The Mormon view of God is a theology of progression
and evolution.
But what was God in the beginning? The Mormons’ startling
answer to this question is: in the beginning God was man. His relationship to the universe is the same as man’s relationship to the universe; he attempts to rationally form the given universe and make it
useful to him. Since God is subject like man to the law of progression,
this has to mean that
God must have been active from the beginning and must presently be engaged in progressive development; and infinite as
God is, he must have had less fulness of power in the past than
he has today. Just as clear is the fact that God’s progression,
as in the case of all other beings, began with an act of his will,
until he finally achieved a dominion over the universe which,
to our finite understanding, appears absolutely complete. We
can be sure that the powers that are within him and were born
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within him have developed themselves to a Godlike degree.
Thus he became God.12
This naive, clumsy formulation of that which Schelling made the
basis of his nature theology—the doctrine of theogony—presupposes
that the first form in which God undertook the progressive organization of the earth was the human form. Brigham Young, who drastically simplified the visionary thoughts of Joseph Smith, expressed it
like this: “Adam in paradise was none other than God himself. God
himself steps as a man into the course of history and begins to progressively organize the universe.” At this point in the sermon of this
robust founder of Zion in the American salt desert, the image of the
divine aboriginal man appears, quite spontaneously, totally without
clues to any historical sources out of which he might have taken it:
“When our father Adam came into the Garden of Eden, he came there
with a celestial body, and brought Eve, one of his wives with him. He
helped to make and organize this world. He is Michael the Archangel,
the Ancient of Days, about which holy men have written and spoken.
He is our father and our God and the only God we deal with. Each
person on the earth, whether he be a Christian or not, must hear this
and will know it sooner or later.” 13
And later the same Brigham Young said: “I have learned from
experience that there is only one God belonging to this people, the
first man.”
Here Brigham Young undertakes the bold equation of Adam,
God, and the archangel Michael, the Ancient of Days. God enters and
becomes involved in history as the first celestial man with a celestial
body who brings one of his wives with him. In fact there is some basis
for this new theology as early as Joseph Smith. In his document the
Doctrine and Covenants, the equation of Adam and the Archangel
Michael is already found, and in one place Adam is also called “the
ancient of days” (D&C 27:11), one of the names of God which appears
12. John A. Widtsoe, A Rational Theology (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1937), 24–25.
13. [Please note that sources originally in English were translated by Benz into
German and thereafter by Keele into English. They do not necessarily exactly reproduce
the original English, nor have been able to locate all the original sources—eds.]
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in Daniel 7:9 and 22. This doctrine has not, however, been accepted by
Mormons as canonized dogma.
Universally accepted is the idea, on the other hand, that God
has attained his present state of godhood through his own efforts to
organize the universe. In place of the God of conventional orthodox
churches who has always been complete, Mormonism knows of a God
who has attained by his own activity, by progressive creative organization of the eternal, material, power-laden universe, a relative dominion
over the world—a task which in no wise is complete and which needs
further refining by means of more eternal progression. The universe
is not yet complete; God has not yet attained the highest degree of his
“godhood.” He has accomplished a great deal since he engaged as an
exalted man in the organization of the universe, but he has yet much
to do. Progression is infinite.
In our age of space travel it is astonishing to see that this farm
boy Joseph Smith, with his violently opposed visions, built his view
of the world into a system of plurality of worlds that opens up all the
possibilities of a macrocosmic theology. Each world has its God, who
advances with it, who—one is tempted to say—tinkers with it, perfects it, and attempts to organize into higher forms its reluctant powers of spirit and matter, intelligence and energy. Parley P. Pratt, the
great first-generation Mormon leader said in 1855: “Gods, angels, and
man are all of the same species, they comprise a great family which is
distributed over the whole solar system in the form of co1onies, kingdoms, nations, etc. The great decisive difference between one part of
this race and the other consists in the differing degrees of intelligence
and purity and also in the difference of the spheres, which each of
them inhabit, in a series of progressive being.” 14
There is, therefore, a great number of spirit beings who are all
engaged in the climb toward godhood. There are in the universe
numerous Gods, who are all subject to a “Supreme Head,” which itself
is still involved in eternal progression.
14. Parley P. Pratt, Key to the Science of Theology (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1965),
40–41.
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This idea was also retained in later Mormon theology. Apostle
John A. Widtsoe writes in his book Rational Theology, which appeared
in 1937:
During the upward climb of the Highest Being other intelligent beings are involved in the same way—though with less
energy—gaining control over the universe. . . . Next to God
then, there may be other spirit beings who in their power
are so close to him that they are co-equal with him, as far as
our limited understanding can comprehend it. These Beings
may be—as far as their power is concerned—immeasurably
far from God, but nevertheless are immeasurably superior
to us mortals of this earth. Such intelligent beings are for us
like Gods. Under this title there may be a great number of
beings, who possess in greater or lesser degree the attributes
of Godhood.15
Thus, the image of God and man join in the image of the eternal
man. Man is an image of God because he progressively becomes more
and more a God and approaches godhood. The anthropology of the
Mormons is expressed in the colossal statement which became proverbial even in the early days of Mormonism: “As man is now, God
once was; as God is now, man may become.” 16 Again, it is clear that
the image of the divine man stands behind this concept. “Man was in
the beginning with God” (see D&C 93:29). Man and God are eternal
intelligence, members of a great society of eternal beings. In a certain
sense, future progression is therefore inherent in the eternal man.
“Once in the pre-worldly existence of man the Creator took the intelligence of man and gave it a spiritual form. Man became a spirit and
God became the Father of our Spirits.”
But this eternal man does not enter the world in a completed
form; he himself has grown in the creation of the world, has become
that which he is by a gradual progression, and he is not finished by
15. Widtsoe, Rational Theology, 25–26.
16. Lorenzo Snow, Teachings of Lorenzo Snow, comp. Clyde J. Williams (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book, 1984), 2.
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any means. Through endless ages man has risen by slow degrees to
his present state. Here begins the eschatology of the Mormons: only in
the kingdom of God on earth will humans progress, attain its highest
degree. The goal of the progressive development of man is the divine
man. Man is eternal and as such the possessor of “Godlike attributes,”
but these must first be formed, improved, developed, and perfected in
a series of progressive changes in order to arrive at the fountainhead,
the standard, the climax of divine humanity. Man is of the same family as God and the Gods, but like God himself he must first unfold his
being in an act of self-creation through eternal progression.
How is the step taken, however, from heavenly man who was with
God from the beginning (or from the heavenly spirit beings—rather,
from the heavenly intelligences) to a concrete man of this earth? In the
answer to this question, the Mormons’ decisive fundamental anthropological attitude and religious feeling for life is clearly revealed: The
heavenly intelligences can only develop and perfect themselves in
this world of matter, energy, space, and time. The intelligences press
for incarnation in this world of time, space, power, and matter. They
receive permission from God himself to take this decisive step that
directs their progressive realization of self into the sphere of the body
and makes it possible.
Of course, this presupposes one thing: An unlimited recognition of
human freedom. The Book of Mormon already stated: “Therefore, cheer
up your hearts, and remember that ye are free to act for yourselves—to
choose the way of everlasting death or the way of eternal life” (2 Nephi
10:23). In 1830, Joseph Smith proclaimed that the Lord has said of man:
“Behold, I gave unto him that he should be an agent unto himself”
(D&C 29:35).
Hence the single human individual lived free and uncreated in his
heavenly homeland as a rational spirit being—“intelligence,” “acting
upon its own agency” —and independent in its own sphere as all rational beings are (see D&C 30). On the basis of its own free choice, the
heavenly spirit being comes down to this earth to test its abilities in
dealing with “coarse” matter and to develop itself in the realm of the
body and in time and space. Heavenly man did not ignorantly throw
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himself into this world, driven by sheer lust—as the gnostic myth of
redemption teaches—but came in full knowledge of the difficulties
awaiting him there.
For the descent of the heavenly man into this world was preceded
by the “great council in heaven,” in which God taught man that it is
possible to develop his power and knowledge with a full consciousness of the difficulties awaiting him there, including death. The spirit
beings who press for incarnation know that death is a condition of
corporeal life in time and space, that suffering death is one of the tasks
they have to perform in this world. This great plan was laid before the
free spirits for their decision. In a decision of the free will, man enters
the path of eternal progression, “of that great law of increasing complexity, the law of endless development of all his powers in the midst
of a universe becoming increasingly complex.”
Especially revealing in context with this anthropology is the reinterpretation of the devil. Satan participated in “the great council” in
heaven. He proposes to God that in view of the difficulties of man’s
test in this new condition of terrestrial existence that his agency be
taken away—that is, man’s freedom be taken away—and in its place,
that he, Satan, be allowed to lead the human family by the Führerprinciple in order to bring them all to perfection without allowing
anyone’s wrong decisions to endanger him. But God forbids Satan to
encroach upon man’s freedom and to make him subject to his will.
Anger about this refusal of God is the reason for Satan’s fall from God
(see Moses 4:1–6). After his expulsion from heaven he now attempts
to thwart the great plan of God on the earth and rob man of his free
will (see D&C 93:39). Thus man comes to this earth to continue his
development in a universe which is itself still in development.
Evil is a lessening or stealing of freedom. This explains why
Mormons refuse all stimulants like alcohol, tea, and coffee, and even
Coca-Cola, as well as all mind-altering drugs, so that man will not be
in a condition in which his free thinking and decision-making processes are hindered.
This anthropology represents the most radical counterpole to the
Calvinistic doctrine of original sin. Mormons do not deny the exis-
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tence of sin, but they interpret sin to mean the choice of wrong means
of self-actualization and self-progression. Consequently, there is no
original sin and therefore no punishment for original sin: “We believe
that men will be punished for their own sins, and not for Adam’s transgression” (Article of Faith 2). The existence of death belongs to the
earthly process of the perfection of man. The heavenly spirits already
know in advance that death awaits them as a condition of being on
the earth in space, time, and corporality, but they choose this form of
progression in the full consciousness that overcoming these difficulties is a means of progression: precisely at this point salvation through
Christ begins to acquire meaning.
For this progression of man does not end in death but continues on
in life after death. This further progression, too, is dependent upon the
fulfillment of God’s commandments in full freedom and clear understanding. In a revelation of the Lord to Joseph Smith we read: “For if
you will that I give unto you a place in the celestial world, you must prepare yourselves by doing the things which I have commanded you and
required of you” (D&C 78:7). Earthly life is a preparation for future life,
a preparation which consists of keeping the commandments of God as
they have been given through the revelations in the Bible and through
the Prophet Joseph Smith.
The mode of existence after death is also of a corporeal character.
Mormons do not hold with a pure, that is, body-less existence. “There
is no such thing as immaterial matter. All spirit is matter, but it is more
fine or pure, and can only be discerned by purer eyes” (D&C 131:7).
“An immaterial being is a contradiction in terms. Immaterialness is
just another word for nothingness and is the negation of all existence.
Spirit is just as much matter as oxygen or hydrogen.” Thus the concept
of the resurrection of the body plays an important role in Mormonism
and determines in a decisive way their expectation of the coming
kingdom of God.
Directly connected to the concept of these heavenly intelligences
desiring a body out of free will and in order to be tested and perfected
here on this earth is a doctrine that was of the greatest significance to
the preservation of the Mormon community but which is so strange
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to us that we would hardly make the connection, namely the teaching
and practicing of polygamy. Spirits press forward to earth and desire
a body. The ruling system of monogamy in nowise does justice to the
population pressure of the spirit world. The problem of overpopulation
is a problem for heaven, not a problem for the earth. Earth has room
for all, but the process proceeds too slowly; the spirits who press for
incarnation are getting impatient. Monogamy offers only modest possibilities, with the help of only one spouse, of doing justice to the spirits who desire bodies. So the establishment of polygamy makes room
here, shortens the queue for those spirits waiting for incarnation. Joseph
Smith had exactly the opposite concern of his contemporary, Pastor
Malthus, who died in 1834, four years after the publication of the Book
of Mormon, and who in his alarming treatise, “Essay on the Principle
of Population,” which first appeared anonymously in 1798, depicted
the menacing danger of the overpopulation of the earth: The Prophet
Joseph’s optimistic doctrine of the eternal progression and development
of life in the universe would have made Malthus’s fears seem laughable
to the Prophet—in the event he knew about them—because he was concerned about the overpopulation of heaven, the population pressure of
the heavenly spirit beings who wished to come down to this earth to
get the chance to perfect themselves, but who were hindered in their
arrival on this earth by laws requiring monogamy that had been passed
by apostate Christians of the first centuries in contrast to the order of
polygamy of the Old Testament. Mormon polygamy, which later was
repealed under the pressure of U.S. legislation, and after a highly brutal
campaign of federal police against Mormon polygamist families, was
taken from the earth but kept intact by Mormons for the coming paradise in heaven—one can today as a Mormon take more than one wife
from among those who are deceased—Mormon polygamy has nothing
to do with sexual debauchery but is tied to a strict patriarchal system of
family order and demonstrates in the relationship of the husband to his
individual wives all the ethical traits of a Christian, monogamous marriage. It is completely focused on bearing children and rearing them
in the bosom of the family and the Mormon community. Actually, it
exhibits a very great measure of selflessness, a willingness to sacrifice,
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and a sense of duty. Historical accounts of polygamous Mormon marriages are free from all risqué scenes and contain, rather, anecdotes like
the following, in which a grown-up daughter says to her father upon his
arrival home after one of his many visits to his other families. “You have
to sleep in the barn tonight; we already have enough hungry mouths in
this house!” The door to the spirit world is slammed shut, and the father,
who possesses the keys to the opening of the spirit kingdom is relegated
in the name of some unknown Malthus to a lonely bed in the barn! The
earth is “off-limits” to the spirits.
But the purpose of polygamous marriages is not only fulfilled on
this earth. Polygamous marriage is an essential part of the process of
perfection and eternal progress and reaches beyond this earth into
eternity; at least the true, religious marriage does.
Mormon marriage practices are of two types—marriage for time
and marriage for time and eternity. Marriage for time binds the marriage partners until “death do you part”; this is the lower form of marriage. The second, religiously desirable form, of marriage is “marriage
for time and all eternity.” It is based on a sacramental ordinance performed in the temple, the “sealing” of the marriage partners, parents,
and children to each other for eternity.
There is yet a third form, “marriage for eternity.” This form of marriage is performed with women who have already died, but who were
either not married in life, or who had only been married “until death”
and are hence marriageable again after their death, that is, eligible for
“marriage for eternity.”
These marriages “for time and eternity,” as well as those “for eternity,” will be continued in the next life. Marriage for eternity, therefore,
provides the basis for the mutual cooperation of the partners in the
infinite progression of the universe. The fathers of great polygamous
families will find their greatest exaltation in the life to come and “they
shall abide with the angels and Gods, who reside there, to their exaltation and glory in all things” (see D&C 132:19). Thus polygamy, by
which a husband seals himself into an eternal family unit with several
wives, is the true path to godhood, the way of eternal progression that
best leads man above.
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The theory and practice of birth control naturally finds many vigorous opponents among Latter-day Saints. “The doctrine that married
men and women should not bring forth children, or should limit the
number of children born to them, is contrary to the spirit of the great
plan and is a great mistake. Let the waiting spirits come down! Let the
children be born on this earth! Let fatherhood and motherhood be the
most honorable vocations on this earth!”
In no other Christian doctrine is the connection between God and
man so closely conceived, the idea of man as the image of God so concretely and literally interpreted, man brought into such close proximity to God, God, on the other hand, so strongly directed to man as in
Mormonism. The thought of apotheosis in mysticism, which expresses
itself there in the idea of the spiritual divine birth in man and in the
spiritual procreation of the Son in man and in the progressive deification of man, has been translated here into a theology of evolution and
progression, where the path that man travels from his prehistoric to his
earthly form of existence and to his future corporeal mode of existence
in the kingdom of God is understood as the path of eternal progression
determined by the “great plan” of God, which makes possible his ascent
to godhood. It is not the path, however, of the lonely, celibate mystic,
but the way of a great and ever-growing family of saints in whom the
creative, conscious organization of the universe is perfected.

V.
One can think what one wants of this doctrine of progressive deification, but one thing is certain: with this anthropology of his, Joseph
Smith is closer to the view of man held by the ancient church than
the precursors of the Augustinian doctrine of original sin were, who
considered the thought of such a substantial connection between God
and man as the heresy, par excellence. We must remember here, that
for the ancient church salvation stood in direct correlation to incarnation. Athanasius, the great bishop of Alexandria, the head of the
church in all Egypt, summarized the Christian doctrine of salvation
in the words: “God became man so that we may become God.” The
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goal of salvation is deification and Athanasius invokes in this context
the words of Jesus: “Be ye therefore perfect, even as your Father which
is in heaven is perfect” (Matthew 5:48).
A study of the biblical interpretations of the Greek fathers, on
which their dogmatic doctrines were based, leads to the surprising
discovery that a passage of holy scripture that plays an outstanding
role in the biblical foundation of anthropology has totally disappeared
from occidental sermon and liturgy—namely, Psalm 82:6: “I have said,
‘ye are gods,’ and all of you are children of the most high” —ego dixi,
Dii estis et filii excelsi.
In the gospel according to John, this concept plays a decisive role
in the understanding of man and the portrayal of the messianic selfconsciousness of Jesus: In John 10:22, the discussion between Jesus
and the scribes is depicted. There Jesus speaks the colossal phrase
that comprises the key to his messianic self-consciousness: “I and my
Father are one” (John 10:30). This phrase appears to the assembled
orthodox Jews to be such a great blasphemy that they raise stones to
extract—right on the spot—the punishment prescribed by the law to
the party guilty of such blasphemy:
for blasphemy; and because that thou, being a man, makest
thyself God. Jesus answered them, Is it not written in your
law, I said, Ye are gods? If he called them gods, unto whom
the word of God came, and the scripture cannot be broken;
Say ye of him, whom the Father hath sanctified, and sent into
the world, Thou blasphemest; because I said, I am the Son of
God? (John 10:33–36)
Jesus takes the passage from Psalms literally as a promise spoken
about mankind generally: “Ye are gods,” with a view to the fact that
the word of God came to man, to which thing Jesus clearly attributes
the power of deification. Jesus specifically insists that this promise
made by God to man—“Ye are gods” —has and will retain its validity.
The further thought process of Jesus is a conclusion that is common
to rabbinic exegesis, a minori ad maius: If God calls all those “god” to
whom he has directed his promise, how much more then is that true
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for me! Jesus interprets the promise: “Ye are gods” in the sense of salvation for everyone, a divine promise to all men. He does not dispute
the universal validity of this phrase but intentionally emphasizes it
and brings it out, in order to then draw the conclusion about his own
divine Sonship.
The theologians of the ancient church were not afraid of making this phrase—Dii estis et filii excelsi—the basis of their theological anthropology nor of connecting it with their doctrine of man as
the image of God. Thus Clement of Alexandria, the teacher of the
Alexandrian School of catechism, writes about the perfection of the
true gnostic: “The same occurs with us, whose archetype the Lord
was:
By baptism we are illuminated
By illumination we receive the Sonship
By Sonship we attain perfection
By perfection we gain immortality.
He [the Lord] states: ‘I have said: Ye are gods, and all together are
sons of the most high.’ ” 17 The same Clement of Alexandria writes in
another part of his Miscellanies: “This gnosticism leads to an infinite
and perfect goal,” and he describes the life which is attained in this
goal as a life that
is given unto us according to the will of God, in the community of the “gods,” after we are freed of all chastisement
and punishment which because of our sins we have to endure,
for the sake of our betterment, which brings salvation. After
this release from punishment, praise and honor are granted
us, for we shall attain perfection. . . . If we have become “of
pure heart” then renewal awaits us in the form of our Lord
throughout an eternal present, and such people then receive
the name of “gods” since they are enthroned together with
17. Clement of Alexandria, Werke, ed. Otto Stählin, Die griechischen christlichen
Schriftsteller der ersten Jahrhunderte (Berlin: Akademie-Verlag, 1905–1936).
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other “gods” who have received the first place under their
Savior.18
Now this idea of deification could give rise to a misunderstanding—
namely, that it leads to a blasphemous self-aggrandizement of man. If
that were the case, then mysticism would, in fact, be the sublimist,
most spiritualized form of egoism. But the concept of imago dei, in
the Christian understanding of the term, precisely does not aspire to
awaken in man a consciousness of his own divinity, but attempts to
have him recognize the image of God in his neighbor. Here the powerful words of Jesus in Matthew 25:21–26 are appropriate and connected by the church fathers to imago dei. Jesus speaks here about the
last judgment and describes the great surprise of them who are being
judged. The judgment of the ruling Son of Man will be either acceptance into the kingdom of God or expulsion from the kingdom of God
depending on the attitude of each individual toward the Son of Man.
The Son of Man says to those on his right hand: “Come, ye blessed of
my Father, inherit the Kingdom prepared for you from the foundation
of the world: For I was an hungred, and ye gave me meat: I was thirsty,
and ye gave me drink: I was a stranger, and ye took me in: Naked,
and ye clothed me: I was sick and ye visited me: I was in prison, and
ye came unto me” (Matthew 25:34–36). The blessed ones on his right
hand are very astounded by this communication and ask: “Lord, when
saw we thee an hungred, and fed thee? or thirsty, and gave thee drink?
When saw we thee a stranger and took thee in? or naked, and clothed
thee? Or when saw we thee sick or in prison, and came unto thee?”
(Matthew 25:37–39). Thereupon they receive the answer: “Inasmuch
as ye have done it unto one of the least of these, my brethren, ye have
done it unto me” (Matthew 25:40). And the same answer is repeated
for the damned at his left hand: “Inasmuch as ye did it not to one of the
least of these, ye did it not to me” (Matthew 25:45).
Hence, the concept of imago dei does not lead toward self-aggrandizement but rather toward charity as the true and actual form of
God’s love, for the simple reason that in one’s neighbor the image of
18. Clement of Alexandria, Werke.
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God, the Lord himself, confronts us. The love of God should be fulfilled in the love toward him in whom God himself is mirrored, in
one’s neighbor. Thus, in the last analysis, the concept of imago dei is
the key to the fundamental law of the gospel—“Thou shalt love . . .
God . . . and thy neighbor as thyself” (Luke 10:27)—since one should
view one’s neighbor with an eye to the image that God has engraven
upon him and to the promise that he has given regarding him.
This comprehension of one’s neighbor as the image of God is
contained best in a phrase upon which Ernesto Buonaiuti bases one
of his Eranos lectures—the words of the Lord not contained in the
canonized gospels but passed on to the Latin fathers of the second
century, especially Tertullian, and certainly authentic, for the phrase
represents a summary of the Lord’s words just cited from the Gospel
of Matthew: “vidisti fratrem, vidisti dominum tuum—if thou hast seen
thy brother, then thou hast also seen thy Lord.” 19

19. Edgar Hennecke and Wilhelm Schneemelcher, Neutestamentliche Apokryphen in
deutscher Übersetzung, vol. 1: Evangelien (Tübingen: Mohr, 1959); vol. 2: Apostolisches,
Apokalypsen und Verwandtes (Tübingen: Mohr, 1964).

“We Have Received, and We Need
No More” 
Dilworth B. Parkinson

L

earning a new language as an adult can be a very difficult and
frustrating process. Languages have a huge, seemingly endless
supply of new words, idiomatic expressions, and unpredictable grammatical constructions, and they come from unfamiliar systems of
politeness and culture. Students, even very advanced ones, often feel
overwhelmed by the sheer volume of material left to learn.
To be perfectly honest, teaching a foreign language to adult learners is just about as frustrating as learning one is. We are a profession
with an almost spectacular level of failure. Large numbers of brighteyed, excited students enter our classes every semester, eager to “learn
Arabic” or some other language, but despite our best efforts something doesn’t click with a good percentage of those students, and they
end up quitting at some point well shy of reaching their goal.
I would like to refer specifically to two of the major sources of frustration in learning a new language as an adult. The first is that direct
teaching and learning of the facts about the language has limited usefulness in actually learning the language. This realization dawns on
students slowly, and at first it can even anger them. When they have
put in hours memorizing vocabulary and grammar rules, they really
	. 2 Nephi 28:27.

Dilworth B. Parkinson presented this devotional address at Brigham
Young University, 2 March 2004.
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expect there to be an immediate payoff, but it doesn’t happen that
way. Knowing a language is not just knowing facts about the language
(that’s a kind of knowing we refer to as “knowing that” )—it goes well
beyond that to being able to understand and use the language like a
native speaker does in real time and in authentic cultural situations
(this kind of knowing could be referred to as “knowing how” ).
This latter kind of learning is much harder to teach. The fact of
the matter is, we don’t really know how to do it so that it is 100 percent successful—thus our spectacular failure rate. It does seem clear,
however, that the methods that work the best are a combination of a
little direct teaching of the facts and a lot of creating situations that
allow students to practice using the language inside and outside of
class. These latter methods are relatively indirect, and they don’t have
an immediate payoff. Students often feel frustrated and feel they are
not making progress. The students who eventually do make the break
to a kind of fluency, however, are the ones who throw themselves
into these activities and simply try to communicate with abandon,
working around and through their frustration until a breakthrough
finally comes. There is a kind of mystery involved here: moving from
a theoretical knowledge to a practical one, figuring out how to develop
those habits of tongue, mind, and heart that allow them to function as
native speakers do. It is not a direct process.
Three of my children have served foreign language missions, and
in each case the first few letters home from the field were full of language frustration. They didn’t understand anything, even after studying the language intensively in the MTC. One of them had studied the
language throughout his school years, had done very well on the high
school AP test in that language, and was a “star” at the MTC. It came as
something of a surprise to both him and us that during the first month
in Chile he still understood very little of what people said to him. It
turns out that for him to “know Spanish,” he needed something more
than what he had learned in a very long and intense period of Spanish
study. He needed to get beyond knowing Spanish just in his head to
knowing it “in his bones.” Those first months of a foreign language mission—being dragged by your senior companion to one situation after
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another where you are forced to try to understand and communicate
somehow—usually provide those indirect learning experiences that
allow the initial breakthrough to fluency.
I like to compare it to the process of learning to ride a bike. Our
teacher may or may not give us a minimal explanation about the principles of balance, but no amount of explanation is going to do the least
bit of good unless we actually get on the bike and simply try it. We will
certainly fall off many times before something clicks and we somehow
“get it,” but if we don’t get up and get back on, we will certainly never
get it. With language it is the same. If we throw ourselves into the
language both inside and outside of class, although no one activity
seems to make much of a difference, insight does come, and we make
discrete jumps of understanding. If we don’t keep getting back on the
linguistic bike, however, we certainly will never achieve mastery.
The second frustration of adult language learning I would like to
refer to is the dawning realization that comes to honest learners—
even after they are very good at the language—that there is an almost
infinite amount left to learn. Even very fluent speakers are constantly
made aware of how imperfect their accent is, how many words they
still don’t know, how awkward their constructions are, and how
unnatural their production is. The gulf between even a very proficient
speaker and a native speaker seems huge indeed.
I give myself as an example of this phenomenon. People tell me
that I speak Arabic well, and I happen to be an expert on the complicated system of Arabic case markings. Arabs have often told me that I
know Arabic better than they do when they notice my proficiency at
the case markings. But, of course, they are completely wrong, and this
becomes embarrassingly apparent as soon as I open my mouth. I do
things that I know are wrong. I find myself using incorrect forms in
the heat of a conversation, breaking rules that I’ve known for years. I
know the rule as well as I know anything, but somehow I still don’t
know it well enough. Why do native speakers never make mistakes like
the ones I make? What is the difference between their knowledge and
mine? Why does theirs seem to be so “deep wired,” so much a part of
their very beings that nothing can come out of their mouths that isn’t
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in accord with it, whereas my knowledge seems to be more superficial,
more imposed, less a part of me? Even when I manage to produce something that is grammatically perfect, why does it take so much intellectual and emotional energy from me to do so, so much active managing
and monitoring of my performance, whereas native speakers produce
perfect language without really thinking about it at all?
Now this second source of language frustration is related to one of
the major frustrations of being a language teacher at BYU. Language
teaching research clearly shows that when a student becomes satisfied
with what he knows, when he feels he “knows the language,” he almost
immediately ceases to make progress. We call this the “returnedmissionary syndrome.”
Missionaries become fluent and proficient in their language in a
very limited sphere. Unfortunately, many of them decide somewhere
deep within their souls that they know enough and that they don’t
need to know any more. They come home and enter our classes and
don’t make progress; they already know enough. They are seemingly
oblivious to all the things they don’t know, both in the overt knowthat sense and in the more subtle know-how sense. It is also frustrating that other professors and administrators often seem to agree with
the students that they know enough and that there is nothing else
important to learn, making it even more difficult to figure out ways
to help them make progress in their language. Returned missionaries who manage to keep in mind how little they know and how much
they have still to learn end up being the ones who ultimately make the
most progress and find the most joy in the journey. Being reminded
of the huge gulf between one’s own language abilities, no matter how
advanced, and those of a native speaker appears to be a prerequisite
for further progress.
I believe there are important lessons we can learn by comparing
the process of trying to learn a language to the process of trying to
learn the gospel.
When we gain a testimony we feel certain in ourselves, and we
have a desire to declare to the world that we “know the gospel is true.”
But the question I would like us to consider today is: “Once we know
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the gospel is true, once we have received that witness of the Spirit, is
there anything else to know?” Of course nothing is more important
to know than this basic witness. But I am asking, “Once we get that
basic witness, is that enough?” Missionaries know that new converts
can get this witness quite early in the process of learning about the
church, sometimes during the very first meeting. It appears to be quite
possible to know the gospel is true with only a minimal understanding of the gospel, perhaps just a few basic facts. Thus coming to “know
the gospel is true” and coming to “know the gospel” are quite different
processes.
Listen to how Brigham Young described the state of our knowledge, remembering that he is describing the people of the church, who
already know the gospel is true:
The people [cannot receive the laws] in their perfect fulness; but they can receive a little here and a little there, a little
to-day and a little to-morrow, a little more next week, and a
little more in advance of that next year, if they make a wise
improvement upon every little they receive; if they do not,
they are left in the shade.
Brigham Young also said:
The fullness of perfection . . . was couched in the character of our Savior; although but a scanty portion of it was made
manifest to the people, in consequence of their not being able
to receive it. All they were prepared to receive He gave them.
All we are prepared to receive the Lord gives us; all that the
nations of the earth are prepared to receive He imparts unto
them.
I believe that the most important piece of knowledge that we
can receive is the testimony that the gospel is true and that Jesus is
the Christ. But in light of these quotations from Brigham Young, as
well as from many scriptures, I believe it is also clear that it would be
	. Journal of Discourses, 2:314.
	. Journal of Discourses, 12:25.
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wrong to stop once we have gained a testimony. The Lord has said he
wants us to continue to grow in knowledge and understanding until
we come to a perfect understanding, and he has made it clear that
coming to that perfect understanding will be a slow process requiring
patience, faith, and hard work.
I call this the line-upon-line principle, and I believe it has important implications for our understanding of the gospel.
Listen first to Nephi:
For behold, thus saith the Lord God: I will give unto the
children of men line upon line, precept upon precept, here
a little and there a little; and blessed are those who hearken
unto my precepts, and lend an ear unto my counsel, for they
shall learn wisdom; for unto him that receiveth I will give
more; and from them that shall say, We have enough, from
them shall be taken away even that which they have. (2 Nephi
28:30)
I would like to summarize the doctrine of “line upon line” in
this way: Even after we receive a testimony of the gospel, our understanding of it is incomplete—according to Brigham Young, woefully
so. Even after years of Primary and Sunday School classes, scripture
reading, and missionary service, our understanding is still not perfect. However, like the returned missionaries in our language classes,
many of us have the returned-missionary syndrome. They are fluent
and they do know a lot and it is hard for them to imagine that there is
something important about the language that they don’t know—even
though the gulf separating them from what a native speaker of the
language knows is deep and almost unbridgeable. Similarly, we feel
that we know the gospel quite well, and it can be hard for us to imagine something about the gospel that we don’t know. We don’t expect
there to be another hidden law of tithing waiting for us just around
the corner or some as-yet-secret law of sacrifice. We’ve had at least
thirty Sunday School lessons on faith, and we didn’t hear anything
new in the last twenty. What is there left to learn?
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Well, according to the line-upon-line doctrine, we are not yet
native speakers of the gospel. Even though we may have developed
some gospel fluency, there is a huge gulf between where we are now
and where we could and should be. How can this be? I believe there
are at least a couple of ways that we can conceive of.
First, it may not be the case that there are any whole new areas
of doctrine out there waiting to be discovered. Rather, it is possible
that we have an understanding of the whole gospel, but it is in schematic form, like an outline that hasn’t been entirely filled in yet. We
may know the basics but may not see all the deeper connections both
between specific doctrines and how the gospel is an interconnected
whole.
Second, there may be ways of understanding the gospel that are
beyond what might be called knowing-that understanding—ways
involving action, commitment, and the heart. These cannot really be
explained or grasped intellectually but give a kind of clarity that must
be experienced to be understood—a true knowing how. We may be
able to explain love, sacrifice, selflessness, justice, and mercy but still
may have only the most primitive understanding of them, since we
have not yet found a way to bring these principles into actual practice
in our lives. We know them in a sense—just like I know those Arabic
grammar rules—but we don’t consistently do them, and our doing of
them is “monitored” and “forced”; we are not yet proficient “speakers”
of the gospel.
We won’t, in fact, know the gospel fully until it is deep wired,
“written in our hearts” (2 Corinthians 3:2–3; see also Jeremiah 31:33),
incorporated so deeply into our being that living it is as natural as
breathing—so that nothing can come out of us that is not in accord
with it. This does not happen quickly, and it happens as an indirect
rather than a direct result of study and practice and applying the
atonement in our lives to change our hearts. It is, in fact, that lifetime process of getting a little here and a little there—of falling off the
bike and getting back on again until we finally “get it” —that Brigham
Young was referring to.
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I would now like to expand on this summary by deriving some
principles from the line-upon-line doctrine and investigating how
they affect our lives.
Principle 1: We Don’t Know It All Now
This follows directly from the line-upon-line doctrine. If we are to
continue to learn here a little and there a little throughout much of our
lives, then we don’t know it all now. This principle is more important
than it seems. It seems obvious—and therefore not worth stating—but
as much as anything else the idea that we do know it all now, or at least
the idea that we know enough, keeps us from making progress on the
line we’re on in order to progress to the next line. This is, in fact, a real
danger, since when we do achieve a new insight, a new cohesion, we
are almost immediately tempted to think: “Wow! I finally have it all
figured out. I know it all.”
This reminds us of those language students who believe they
have mastered the language and who then don’t progress beyond that
point. The feeling that we have it all figured out is a kind of pride
and is a clear roadblock to our progress. It may be true that we have
it figured out better than we used to and that the old outline looks
pretty skimpy compared to our current understanding, but we need
to recognize in the same thought that even our current understanding
will look skimpy in a few years as we move on to further lines. It is a
lifesaver to keep reminding ourselves: We don’t know it all now.
Listen to Jacob:
O that cunning plan of the evil one! O the vainness,
and the frailties, and the foolishness of men! When they are
learned they think they are wise, and they hearken not unto
the counsel of God, for they set it aside, supposing they know
of themselves, wherefore, their wisdom is foolishness and it
profiteth them not. And they shall perish.
But to be learned is good if they hearken unto the counsels of God. (2 Nephi 9:28–29)
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Being willing to accept that we currently “see through a glass,
darkly” (1 Corinthians 13:12), that we don’t know it all, can save us
from a multitude of griefs. It can literally settle our troubled souls
over many noncentral gospel issues that we may find troublesome and
that the General Authorities have counseled us to place on the “back
burner.”
Are we worried about the age of the earth or the literality Noah’s
flood? It helps to remember that our current understanding of both
the facts and of the relevant scriptures is partial, and that as clear as
our current view of the world seems, new facts and new scriptural
understandings could come along to shake the very foundations of
that view. We just don’t know enough to come to a certain conclusion
now.
There are, of course, some partial, hazy answers to issues like
these that can help somewhat, but what will help more than anything
else is simply a recognition that “I don’t know this right now.” We can
remember what we do know, what witness we have received, and what
our current understanding of the gospel is and be grateful for and
cling to that. We have no guarantee, however, that at any particular
point in the process we are going to be able to fit in every stray piece
of information.
Remembering this first principle, then, can help us keep our bearings as we work on the line we’re on. That it is a real temptation to
think we have things figured out, and that it is dangerous to do so, is
evidenced by King Benjamin’s sermon. He said:
Believe in God; believe that he is, and that he created all
things, both in heaven and in earth; believe that he has all
wisdom, and all power, both in heaven and in earth; believe
that man doth not comprehend all the things which the Lord
can comprehend. (Mosiah 4:9)
Can you see that King Benjamin is not just telling us that we
don’t know everything; he is asking us to believe it, to make it a matter of faith. It is so easy to forget that we must make it an article of
faith, something we need to keep reminding ourselves of. Believe that
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you don’t comprehend everything the Lord comprehends. Make that
belief a cornerstone of your life, bringing its insights to bear on the
problems you encounter. I don’t have it all figured out right now. There
are some things that still don’t fit in, but I have a witness that the Lord
understands and knows the answers to those things and that they do
fit in, so I can be satisfied with where I am in my progress right now.
Although it sounds paradoxical, I would like to suggest that if we can
get a witness of this point, a testimony that we don’t know (along with
our testimonies of the things that we do know), our progress in this
line-upon-line test will be much smoother.
Principle 2: You Get What You Are Ready For
Most of us appear to have an insatiable curiosity about things. We
want to know everything and have trouble figuring out why we have
to wait, why we aren’t allowed to know the answers now. But both the
scriptures and Brigham Young’s teachings make it clear that it isn’t
just the Lord’s petulance that keeps him from telling us right now.
He isn’t playing games with us, enjoying our pain while we writhe
around for a time. He gives us what we are ready to hear—and no
more—because he loves us. Getting more than we are ready to accept
or understand either does no good at all or actually does harm.
There will be a constant interplay in our line-upon-line progress
between the various kinds of knowledge I have been talking about.
Sometimes progress in one area seems to be suspended until we catch
up in other areas. For every principle it seems that we need to get a
spiritual witness that it is a true principle, we need to get some kind
of understanding of it and of how it fits into the rest of the gospel, and
we need to deep wire it, incorporate it into our behavior and our inner
lives. If we concentrate on only one of these areas—say, just on the
intellectual understanding of the principle—we may be confused as
to why we don’t make more rapid progress in our gospel knowledge.
That confusion would clear itself up fairly quickly if we simply asked
ourselves how we are doing on the other two kinds of knowledge of
this principle (getting a witness and “knowing how” to do it). It may
be impossible to make more progress in the one area without catching
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up in the other two. It may feel disappointing to realize that although
we’ve been working on some of the most basic principles for many
years, we still don’t really know them yet. But that realization can be
a lifesaver if it motivates us to do what it takes to get ready to actually
move on to the next line. The next line may not even make sense to us
until this one is deep wired.
Principle 3: What You Know Now May Look Different When You
Get to the Next Line
This, too, is an important and overlooked principle. When we
get added knowledge of any of the kinds we are discussing today, it
throws new light on what we already knew, recontextualizes it, and
helps us understand it differently and see better where and how it fits.
The relative importance of things can change. This does not mean that
there was anything untrue in what we knew before, but now we know
more precisely, more perfectly. These changes can be disconcerting, so
it is wise to expect them as we continue to get a little here and a little
there.
When I first introduce an unusual structure like the cognate
accusative to students in an Arabic language class, it seems more of an
oddity than anything else. But as students grow in their knowledge of
the language and start seeing this structure as it is integrated into real
text, they gradually come to understand how it relates to other aspects
of the language and how it fills a particular, but important, niche in a
coherent system.
I believe that whenever we experience progress in any area—
whether by getting a witness of a principle, coming to a better understanding of it, or better incorporating it into our lives—the other areas
are clarified as well. One of the best examples of this involves Alma the
Younger. He must have heard his father explain the atonement many
times throughout his life, and he must have had a fairly good intellectual
understanding of it as a principle. However, he attached no importance
to it whatsoever. It simply didn’t mean anything to him more than an
intellectual curiosity. However, the angel didn’t just knock Alma to the
ground, he also demolished the world that Alma had so carefully built
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up for himself. For the first time in his life Alma saw himself for what
he really was, and he was appalled—horrified. When he then thought
about those teachings of his father about Christ, they all of a sudden
made perfect sense to him. The atonement as an abstract concept had
barely interested him, but when he desperately needed it, it became the
most important event in the world for him. I believe that we will experience similar radical realignments as we continue to work on the lines
of the gospel.
Principle 4: The Only Way to Get to the Next Line Is to Take the
One We’re On Seriously
To take it seriously means to take a serious look at ourselves and
our hearts. King Benjamin calls this “an awful view” (Mosiah 3:25),
and it can be awful, because when we take an honest look at our
hearts, as did Alma, we often find things we aren’t proud of and would
just as soon ignore. Just as a good learner can manage to produce a
grammatical sentence by sheer force of will and by heavy monitoring
and managing of his tongue, we can, through force of will and effort,
bring our gospel performance into line so that from the outside we
are “in compliance” with the rules. However, we know in our hearts
that this is not enough. The Lord requires overt obedience, but that is
only the beginning. The Lord also requires the heart. Throughout the
scriptures he makes it perfectly clear that a gift hypocritically given is
not counted as a gift. Sitting politely and looking “spiritual” in church
is nice, but it doesn’t make up for the cynical thoughts screaming
through our heads about the bishop. The Lord doesn’t just expect us
to perform our callings as if we had faith. He wants us to actually have
the faith and act out of that faith. He doesn’t just want us to behave
toward people as if we loved them. We need to actually learn to love
them. Getting these principles into our hearts is not easy, and working
on them is not necessarily a direct process; but taking the process seriously requires us at a minimum to take an honest look at ourselves,
recognize where we are now, and figure out what line we’re on. Any
such honest look, I can assure you, will immediately convince you
why you so desperately need the Savior’s help in this process.
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Taking seriously the line we are on implies choosing to accept
some things we don’t understand yet. Instead of chafing under current rules and policies or current understandings, let’s accept them as
a reflection of where we are right now; make something of them, as
Brigham Young says; capitalize on them; learn from them; incorporate them; deep wire them; and find a way to get them written in our
hearts so we can move on to the next line.
Taking seriously the line we are on also means getting a lot of
practice. Kids who don’t keep getting back on the bike never end up
learning to ride, and students who don’t keep plugging away at learning a language and practicing it never end up mastering it. Students
who do end up learning to ride and speak experience frustration along
the way because no one thing they do seems to get them closer to their
goal immediately, but, as they keep trying, the bike and the language
eventually give themselves to them. Something is happening below
the surface that ends up making a difference.
I believe that working on the line we are on in the gospel can be
similar. Once we have recognized where we are now and where our
hearts need to be, it will be clear where we need to direct our energy
in both gospel study and gospel practice. There is a sense in which we
simply need to throw ourselves into gospel practice, making sure we
are placed in many situations that call for gospel responses. No one
thing we do will create the quantum leap of understanding that we
are searching for, but if we don’t keep plugging away at it with a lot of
consistent study and practice, no leap will ever come. With study and
practice, imperceptible changes happen beneath the surface that end
up making a difference.
Principle 5: We Must Do All We Can and Then Ultimately Rely on
the Grace of Christ to Get to the Next Line
Taking seriously the line we are on means recognizing the huge
gulf between where we are and where we need to be and realizing that
we probably are not going to be able to fill that gulf through sheer
force of will. Just as a language learner can diligently study a language
for many years and still be so far from being speaking like a native
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speaker that it is almost pathetic, likewise our own diligent efforts
to change our hearts by ourselves will prove useless until we come to
rely on the grace of the Savior and his atonement. It is the Savior who
sees and recognizes our efforts to change and who makes it possible
for that change to really happen. We do need to do all we can, but we
also need to be patient and recognize that the ultimate breakthrough
depends on his grace.
I don’t have time to tell the story here of how I learned Arabic on
my mission in Lebanon, but I will say that although I studied it for
many months, I had been told that it was too difficult for a missionary
to learn and I believed that I would never learn it. Then one day we
were invited into a home to speak with a family that spoke very little
English.
After the visit my companion said: “I didn’t know you could speak
Arabic.”
I replied with surprise: “I didn’t know either.”
I had experienced that coveted breakthrough to fluency, but I
experienced it as an act of grace, a literal gift of God to me for his
purposes—something that could not have come just from my study,
even though the study may have been necessary for it to come. I have
come to believe that in most, if not all, instances of that miracle and
mystery of having some piece of knowledge move from the head to
the heart—whether in language learning or in the gospel—grace is
involved. As we do all we can do, grossly inadequate as it is, the Lord
in his time, and when we are ready, can and will make up the difference and actually change us, writing on our hearts the knowledge that
we have so carefully stored in our heads.
Principle 6: It’s Quite Possible to Get Stuck on a Line, Stop the Flow
of Lines, or Even Forget Lines
One possible reaction to the line-upon-line doctrine would be
to feel that since we’re just going to get a little here and a little there
anyway, since it is basically random, I won’t worry too much about it
but just kind of float through life. This is clearly a mistake.
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The scriptures warn us that it is quite possible, even probable, to
end up with no lines at all. Listen to Alma:
It is given unto many to know the mysteries of God; nevertheless they are laid under a strict command that they shall not
impart only according to the portion of his word which he
doth grant unto the children of men, according to the heed
and diligence which they give unto him.
And therefore, he that will harden his heart, the same
receiveth the lesser portion of the word; and he that will not
harden his heart, to him is given the greater portion of the
word, until it is given unto him to know the mysteries of God
until he know them in full.
And they that will harden their hearts, to them is given
the lesser portion of the word until they know nothing concerning his mysteries; and then they are taken captive by the
devil, and led by his will down to destruction. Now this is
what is meant by the chains of hell. (Alma 12:9–11)
This is almost a reverse line-upon-line process. If we get one line
completely wrong and become convinced that we have it all figured
out, we will on the basis of that incorrect understanding go on to line
upon line, on the basis of the first false one, to continue to construct
false, even evil, understandings of the way the world is, until our
understanding is twisted and dark.
The Book of Mormon gives a wonderful detailed example of Laman
and Lemuel figuring out—“knowing—that Nephi’s motives are evil
and that the whole point of the game he is playing is to fool them so
he can get power over them. This leads them from one bad decision to
another until they literally lose contact with God or anything spiritual
and become more and more angry, finally becoming murderers. The
problem was the first thing that they thought they had figured out,
that they thought they knew. It seemed logical, and they were pretty
sure of it, but they were wrong. Nephi’s motives weren’t evil, and he
wasn’t in it just for the power. But look how sure they were:
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We know that he lies unto us; and he tells us these things,
and he worketh many things by his cunning arts, that he may
deceive our eyes, thinking, perhaps, that he may lead us away
into some strange wilderness; and after he has led us away, he
has thought to make himself a king and a ruler over us, that
he may do with us according to his will and pleasure. (1 Nephi
16:38)
And later:
We knew that ye could not construct a ship, for we knew that
ye were lacking in judgment. . . .
And we know that the people who were in the land of
Jerusalem were a righteous people. (1 Nephi 17:19, 22)
Look how many times they used the word know, how sure they were
of what they had figured out. Are we ever as wrong about what we
know and what we are sure we have figured out as Laman and Lemuel
were?
One bad line may not seem so serious, but it can have eternal consequences if it stops the line-upon-line process. Remembering that
we don’t “know of ourselves” (2 Nephi 9:29), and forcing ourselves to
remember this, may be the only thing that can keep us from falling
into the Laman and Lemuel trap of losing lines right and left until we
know nothing of the things of God. It is a kind of wonderful paradox
that to ever really know, we must accept that we do not know.
Conclusion
In conclusion, I’d like to refer to that wonderful chapter in which
Nephi mocks those who say they don’t need any more Bible: “A Bible!
A Bible! We have got a Bible” (2 Nephi 29:3).
We Saints find it pretty annoying when others respond to the
Book of Mormon with “We already have a Bible. Why would we need
another scripture?”
We ask ourselves: “Why wouldn’t they want more of God’s word?
Why wouldn’t they be happy that God has chosen to speak again?”
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Nephi summed up his condemnation with the words “Yea, wo
be unto him that saith: We have received, and we need no more!”
(2 Nephi 28:27).
I’m not sure he is just referring to nonmembers and nonbelievers
when he said this, however. I wonder if he also isn’t referring to me as
I sit in Sunday School class with one more lesson on faith wondering
what more I could possibly learn about faith. No matter how much
progress we have made, no matter what line we’re on, we need more.
We need a firmer witness, a clearer and deeper understanding, and
a more practical, heart-changing incorporation of almost any gospel
principle we could contemplate. If we are satisfied with where we are,
if we are pretty sure we have the whole thing figured out, we are in
effect saying: “We have received, and we need no more.” The point of
this life is to grow and progress, to become something so unbelievably
far from where we are now that it almost seems ridiculous to contemplate. Learning the language of the gospel to the point of real native
fluency—just like learning a foreign language as an adult—is difficult and can seem impossible when we contemplate the gulf between
where we are and where we want to be. But God has given us a way
to do it, and if what Brigham Young says is right, we get to it a little
at a time by consistently working at it throughout our lives until the
gospel gradually—and through his grace—becomes a part of us, truly
“written in our hearts,” one line at a time.

Science, Pseudoscience, and
Religious Belief
Allen R. Buskirk

J

im Holt in The Wall Street Journal writes:
Carl Sagan’s “The Demon-Haunted World” [is] a repetitious, cloying, sanctimonious, self-regarding—yet oddly
entertaining—sermon on the evils of superstition. The TV
astronomer, famous for his plummy pronunciation of “primordial soup,” blasts an array of sitting ducks out of the
water. If you believe in alien abduction, crop circles, levitating gurus, astrology, telepathy, faith-healing or psychoanalysis, take cover.

It seems that some disillusioned former members of the Church of
Jesus Christ of Latter-Day Saints feel that this list of cultist adherents
should include Mormons. In this review I will discuss Sagan’s polemic
against superstition, the relevance of these attacks for traditional religions, and scientific challenges to the validity of religious knowledge.
	. Jim Holt, “Right and Wrong in a Brave New World,” Wall Street Journal, 26 April
1996, A10.
	. For example, see the review of The Demon-Haunted World by Don Mitchell at
exmormonfoundation.org (accessed 3 December 2004).

Review of Carl Sagan. The Demon-Haunted World: Science as a
Candle in the Dark. New York: Ballantine Books, 1996. xviii + 480
pp., with index. $15.00.
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On the other side of the coin, recent historical and philosophical studies
problematize science’s claim to objective truth and its rejection of
authority. I will argue that science and religion are both incomplete
sets of truths and that they are largely complementary.
On Pseudoscience
Carl Sagan is deeply troubled about our society: “I have a foreboding of an America in my children’s or grandchildren’s time . . . when
the people have lost the ability to set their own agendas or knowledgeably question those in authority; when, clutching our crystals and
nervously consulting our horoscopes, our critical faculties in decline,
unable to distinguish between what feels good and what’s true, we
slide, almost without noticing, back into superstition and darkness”
(p. 25). Sagan does not fret in vain—a quarter of Americans believe in
astrology (p. 303), millions believe in UFOs, alien abductions, magnet
therapy, and the power of crystals. Science is under direct attack in
some quarters; fundamentalist Christian groups, for example, have
successfully lobbied local and state educational boards to prohibit the
teaching of evolution.
The prevalence of superstitious beliefs and the increase in antiscientific rhetoric are accompanied in the latter part of the twentieth
century by the decline of the scientific literacy of the American public.
Our high school students perform very poorly in international standardized math and science exams. Sixty-three percent of Americans
are unaware that the last dinosaur died before the first humans lived,
and roughly “half of American adults do not know that the Earth goes
around the sun and takes a year to do it” (p. 324). These disturbing
trends lend credence to Sagan’s nightmare, described above, that our
society’s critical faculties are in decline. Sagan argues that our ignorance of scientific facts and the scientific method leads to the uncritical acceptance of misguided and potentially dangerous beliefs.
The Demon-Haunted World, Sagan’s final book before he died in
1996, is an all-out attack on superstition, irrationality, and unjustified
belief. His primary target is pseudoscience, beliefs that “purport to use
the methods and findings of science, while in fact they are faithless to
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its nature” (p. 13). Proponents of pseudoscience desire the “credibility
of science, but without being bound by its methods and rules” (p. 184).
The superstitions listed above and the creation science literature promulgated by fundamentalists qualify as pseudoscience because they
claim the empirical evidence, practical utility, and certainty of scientific proof while making methodological mistakes that invalidate their
arguments. In contrast, the cold fusion fiasco (in which two chemists
falsely reported creating nuclear fusion) is not pseudoscience, it is
simply bad science and was corrected as a matter of course within the
scientific community.
As a planetary astronomer, in conjunction with his role as a public
scientific figure, Sagan became an expert on UFOs and alien abduction reports. These pseudoscientific beliefs bear the brunt of his attack
in The Demon-Haunted World. If there comes a time when you pick
up the World Weekly News and believe that you have been abducted by
aliens, that a vast government conspiracy has hidden the truth about
the Roswell incident, or that aliens left a giant sculpture of a human
face on Mars, pick up a copy of Sagan’s book as soon as possible. He
thoroughly debunks these myths in great historical detail, discussing
the original NASA photos of the face on Mars, the many forgeries, the
hoaxers who stomped circles in crops in England, the origin of the
phrase flying saucer and its spread in UFO stories, and the role of gullible therapists in propounding UFO myths. Together with his insights
gleaned from government officials and files, these explanations form
compelling arguments that there is no hard evidence for aliens visiting the earth.
Sagan then goes a step further, offering a speculative explanation
for the UFO phenomenon and its similarities to demonic visitations
in the medieval and early modern periods. Reports of alien abduction
often include a sense of missing time, flying through the air, a feeling of
paralysis and anxiety, and some type of sexual experience. The psychologist Robert Baker has argued that these match a type of hallucination
known as “sleep paralysis” that occurs in the “twilight world between
being fully awake and fully asleep” (p. 109). Sagan notes that these characteristics fit descriptions of demonic visitations (often sexual in nature)
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that were widely reported in early modern Europe and were linked with
witch trials. He hypothesizes that the same hallucinatory experience
is behind both phenomena, with the details of demons or flying saucers being made to fit the social climate and culture of the times. This
hypothesis is speculative and rests, much like the tales it is designed to
refute, on little evidence; although an attractive reductionist explanation, it does not carry the same weight as his direct examination of the
historical and scientific data behind alien visitations.
Why do such hallucinations take a scientific form today? Sagan
argues that they are cast in this mold in an effort to gain legitimacy:
In the early 1960s, I argued that the UFO stories were crafted
chiefly to satisfy religious longings. At a time when science has
complicated uncritical adherence to the old-time religions, an
alternative is proffered to the God hypothesis: Dressed in scientific jargon, their immense powers “explained” by superficially scientific terminology, the gods and demons of old come
down from heaven to haunt us, to offer prophetic visions, and
to tantalize us with the visions of a more hopeful future: a
space-age mystery religion aborning. (p. 130)
Again, believers in what Sagan considers pseudoscience draw near
unto science with their lips, though their methods are far from it.
Sagan believes that the best way to combat pseudoscience is to delineate the criteria for knowledge and the methods science uses to achieve
sure knowledge. For example, a “baloney detection kit” in chapter 12
outlines common logical fallacies and skeptical and empiricist principles (p. 212). Through clarification of the standards of knowledge in
science, Sagan hopes to deny legitimacy to the superstitions he labels
pseudoscience.
As a scientist, I recognize the problem of pseudoscientific superstitions and also our limitations in arriving at truth, and I am sympathetic
with Sagan’s efforts to educate the American public about how scientists achieve useful knowledge. In his zealous attacks on pseudoscience,
however, Sagan inflicts collateral damage on religion, even conflating
the two. What is the relationship between pseudoscience and tradi-
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tional religion, and what are the implications of Sagan’s arguments for
religious belief?
On Religion and Myth
Central to Sagan’s speculative explanation of the UFO and alien
abduction phenomenon is the idea that the human brain is prone
to making errors of judgment, particularly when we dearly wish for
something to be true. He reminds us that we are a gullible species
and can easily alter our perceptions, even our memories, through the
suggestion of others. Furthermore, hallucinations are the common lot
of man: sleep paralysis, sleep deprivation, psychosis-inducing drugs,
periods of fasting, epilepsy, and schizophrenia all contribute to altered
brain chemistry that results in our being deceived about the reality of
the world around us.
It is clear that Sagan believes that these are the causes of religious
experience and behavior: “Hallucinations feel real. . . . There are countless instances in the world’s religions where patriarchs, prophets, or
saviors repair themselves to desert or mountain and, assisted by hunger and sensory deprivation, encounter gods or demons” (p. 105). This
naturalistic explanation accounts for more than just alien visitations:
“And if the alien abduction accounts are mainly about brain physiology, hallucinations, distorted memories of childhood, and hoaxing,
don’t we have before us a matter of supreme importance—touching on
our limitations, the ease with which we can be misled and manipulated, the fashioning of our beliefs, and perhaps even the origins of
our religions?” (p. 188).
For Sagan, pseudoscientific superstition and religion both result
from altered physiological brain states that lead to delusions in the
mind. Both are a result of gullibility and a willingness to believe,
combined with deliberate deception on the part of those in authority.
“While vast barriers,” he argues, “may seem to stretch between a local,
single-focus contention of pseudoscience and something like a world
religion, the partitions are very thin” (p. 19). The boundary between
pseudoscience and religion shifts continually throughout the book;
sometimes pseudoscience and religion are construed as separate (p. 20)
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and other times as synonymous. If mainstream religions are sometimes treated differently in the book, it is simply because they are
older, have more adherents, and are in general seemingly less dangerous than other superstitions. Herein lies the appeal of the book for the
skeptically minded and antireligious, including a number of lapsed
Mormons. The many knockdown arguments put forth to destroy specific instances of pseudoscience apply to Sagan’s concept of religion
as well.
Quoting Thomas Hobbes, Sagan writes that “ ‘fear of things invisible is the natural seed of that which every one in himself calleth
religion’ ” (p. 114). It is fear of the outside world and fear and hatred
of others that dominates Sagan’s characterization of religion. Sagan
spends much time detailing the horrors of the witch trials of the early
modern period, the tortures of the Inquisition, and the popularity of
perceived sexual intercourse with demons. For Sagan the psychological source of religion is fear, and its primary purpose for the religious
believer is to gain knowledge of and control over the natural world:
“For much of our history, we were so fearful of the outside world, with
its unpredictable dangers, that we gladly embraced anything that
promised to soften or explain away the terror” (p. 26).
Religion is conceived as a protoscience of our ancient ancestors,
which has the same goals as modern science but is much less successful. For Sagan, myth is merely a story or fable told to explain a natural
phenomenon, a fable that, due to lack of evidence and neglect of the
scientific method, is not scientific. Recognizing no other explicit value
for myth, he writes that “the myths and folklore of many premodern
cultures have explanatory or at least mnemonic value” (p. 251). The
only God he can conceive of is the “God of the Gaps” (p. 8), whose sole
purpose is to explain what we in our limited understanding cannot
yet explain scientifically. It is important to note that Sagan, champion
of empiricism and critical thinking, does not provide any data to back
	. In fact, the Bible contains very few “just-so stories,” such as those found in
Kipling’s children’s book by that name, explaining, for example, how the leopard got its
spots. Rather than explanations of natural phenomena, it focuses on the dealings of God
with his people in and through history.
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up his assumptions about the origin of religion or its purpose and
meaning for believers. He does not make use of nearly 150 years of
academic studies of religion; he condescendingly dismisses the writings of believers and as a result fails to understand what religion is.
The view of religion Sagan espouses in The Demon-Haunted World
bears resemblance to that of late nineteenth-century anthropologists
Edward Tylor and James Frazer, who sought to explain the historical
origins of religious thought. Tylor believed that “primitives” explained
the phenomena of death and dreams by theorizing that humans are
animated by a soul. This naturally led to ascribing souls to other animals, plants, and other objects (a belief system known as animism), an
ascription that evolved over time into polytheism, monotheism, and
finally scientific atheism. For Tylor, animistic religion was inspired
by the same human desire to understand how things work, forming
a natural parallel to science. Likewise, Frazer saw religion as evolving from magical practices, in which “savages” sought to control the
natural world through rituals. In his view, the savage mind believed
in a type of natural law in which objects could be affected by direct
action on a second object that is similar, or in some way attached to,
the target (for example, voodoo dolls). According to Frazer’s chronology, magic was replaced by religion, which in turn was replaced by
scientific atheism.
Tylor and Frazer were highly influential in their time, and many
practicing scientists today view religion in essentially the same terms:
a primitive attempt to understand and control nature through animism and magic, giving way to the more effective and correct scientific
method. The work of Tylor and Frazer has been largely discredited by
modern anthropology, however, both for methodological reasons (they
cut and pasted stories from many cultures, without any fieldwork) and
for their problematic evolutionary assumptions (the simple story of
progress from magic to religion to science does not match the data
	. See Edward B. Tylor, Anthropology: An Introduction to the Study of Man and
Civilization (New York: Appleton, 1897); and James Frazer, The Golden Bough: A Study in
Magic and Religion, 3rd ed. (New York: Macmillan, 1935).
	. Daniel L. Pals, Seven Theories of Religion (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996),
29.
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and imposes self-serving value judgments). Noted twentieth-century
British anthropologist E. E. Evans-Pritchard has labeled such speculative reconstructions “just-so stories.” Each of these theorists merely
“asked himself how he, an educated Westerner, might have come to
hold a religious or magical belief if he were walking in the footsteps of
some primitive person who one day put his hand to his chin to reflect
upon the world around him. . . . They think that primitive people, like
themselves, wanted to explain everything and so settled upon religious beliefs as a way of showing how the world works.”  In contrast,
Evans-Pritchard argues that religion and science are complementary
configurations, “forms of understanding that are clearly different but
equally necessary in all human cultures . . . ; all cultures will always
need both science’s constructs of the mind and religion’s ‘constructs
of the heart.’ ” 
Like the early anthropologists, Sagan offers speculative theories
about the historical and personal sources of religious belief. These
theories fail to rise above the level of a “just-so story.” In another
example, Sagan speculates that religion is maintained through time
via an evolutionary mechanism: “cultures that teach an afterlife of
bliss for heroes . . . might gain a competitive advantage” (p. 269). These
speculations fail to meet the very test that he demands as a scientist—
namely, a careful and critical examination of the data. Lacking such
testing and data and also personal religious experience, Sagan merely
assumes that the purpose of religion is to explain and control the natural world, a task that he as a scientist sees as paramount to the human
experience. The only valid questions are scientific ones, and religion is
merely primitive, false, and dangerous science. Sagan equates religion
with a straw man that is simply pseudoscience. I will argue that this is
a mistake of categories, that religion is concerned essentially and primarily with questions of purpose, meaning, and ethics.
Mircea Eliade has argued that archaic man lived on two different
planes: the sacred and the profane. The questions of modern science
	. Pals, Seven Theories of Religion, 46.
	. Pals, Seven Theories of Religion, 220–21.
	. Pals, Seven Theories of Religion, 222.
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belong to the profane category, concerned with the ordinary things
of this world. For Eliade, primitive peoples downplayed the shifting,
chaotic world of the profane and instead concerned themselves primarily with the transcendent world of the sacred. The sacred is considered to be “eternal, full of substance and reality,”  the sphere of
order and of the divine. “The man of the archaic societies tends to live
as much as possible in the sacred or in close proximity to consecrated
objects. The tendency is perfectly understandable, because, for primitives as for the man of all premodern societies, the sacred is equivalent
to a power, and, in the last analysis, to reality. The sacred is saturated
with being.” 10
Eliade describes the source of knowledge of the sacred: an experience of something wholly different from this world. “It is like nothing
human or cosmic; confronted with it, man senses his profound nothingness . . . [and] is but ‘dust and ashes.’ ” 11 The reality of the sacred
is overwhelming and combined with mystery, awe, and beauty. The
goal of religion is to mediate and maximize our interaction with the
sacred. Rather than primitive scientific explanations of natural phenomena, Eliade sees myths as providing the thought framework and
worldview of primitive peoples. Through comparative studies of the
world religions, Eliade describes in detail in his work how the patterns
of creation and action performed by the Gods outside of our time
touch every aspect of human life below. For example, communities
are organized radiating from a sacred center, often a pole or other vertical object that marks the axis mundi, joining the underworld, earth,
and the heavens.12 (Commentators have remarked on the similarities
of Eliade’s concept of sacred space to the ordering of early Mormon
communities around temples.)13 Likewise, premodern peoples sought
to live in sacred time and surrounded themselves with symbols and
	. Pals, Seven Theories of Religion, 164.
10. Mircea Eliade, The Sacred and the Profane: The Nature of Religion (San Diego:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1959), 12.
11. Eliade, Sacred and the Profane, 10.
12. Eliade, Sacred and the Profane, 36.
13. Hugh Nibley, “The Meaning of the Temple,” in Temple and Cosmos (Salt Lake
City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1992), 15.
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objects linked with the divine. Again, the purpose of myth is to order
our thinking upon sacred models (especially of creation), to make
cosmos out of chaos. This ordering ordains our relation to the world
around us, to others, and to a more fundamental reality; unlike scientific explanations, myth provides a strong normative aspect, imbuing
experiences with meaning and morality.
While Eliade’s work highlights the powerful role of myth in ordering our lives, the transformative personal power of religious belief
is emphasized in the philosopher and psychologist William James’s
Varieties of Religious Experience. James’s study draws on firsthand
accounts of religious experience, seeking to define the actual content of
religion. His writings on conversion show the effects that experiences
of the sacred have on individuals, including, for example, the conversion to religion of Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy. Troubled by the discord between his inner character and outward behavior in what James
calls “the superfluities and insincerities, the cupidities, complications,
and cruelties of our polite civilization,” 14 Tolstoy came to a point of
crisis: “ ‘I felt . . . that something had broken within me on which my
life had always rested . . . that morally my life had stopped.’ ” 15 James
explains how, for Tolstoy, “Life had been enchanting; it was now flat
sober, more than sober, dead. Things were meaningless whose meaning had always been self-evident.” 16 Following two years of struggle,
Tolstoy found that happiness lay in belief in God: “ ‘Everything in me
awoke and received a meaning. . . . Why do I look farther? a voice
within me asked. He is there: he, without whom one cannot live. . . .
God is what life is.’ ” 17
James shows how conversion can restore meaning and purpose to
our lives. He further identifies four components of the saintly life: a
feeling of being in a wider life than this world’s selfish and petty interests, a sense of self-surrender to a friendly higher power, an immense
14. William James, The Varieties of Religious Experience (New York: Simon &
Schuster, 2004), 139.
15. Leo Tolstoy, My Confession, as cited in James, Varieties of Religious Experience,
115.
16. James, Varieties of Religious Experience, 114.
17. James, Varieties of Religious Experience, 139.
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elation and freedom, and a shift of the emotional center toward loving and affection.18 For James, the truth of religion lies not in testing its supernatural origins or metaphysical claims. In examining the
data for these religious experiences, he concludes that the realignment
of the subjective and emotional life through religion is a powerful
force for renewal and personal transformation. He also suggests, like
Evans-Pritchard, that this force needs to be balanced by reason and
intellect.
According to James, Eliade, and Evans-Pritchard, three giants in
the academic study of religion, religions are not primarily concerned
with explaining natural phenomena in a scientific manner, but rather
with providing meaning, context, purpose, and the power to change
human behavior for the better. It is more a matter of the heart than
of the mind. Does Sagan recognize that people long for meaning and
purpose in their lives and that his scientism is ultimately not fulfilling
this need? He recognizes the demands of the heart but, tone-deaf to
religious insights, offers scientific marvels instead. A few examples:
It’s hard for me to see a more profound cosmic connection
than the astonishing findings of modern nuclear astrophysics. . . . all the atoms that make each of us up . . . were manufactured in red giant stars thousands of light-years away in
space and billions of years ago in time. We are, as I like to say,
starstuff. (p. 14n)
In an infinitely old universe with an infinite number of
appearances of galaxies, stars, planets, and life, an identical Earth must reappear on which you and all your loved
ones will be reunited. . . . Those with a deep longing for life
after death might, it seems, devote themselves to cosmology,
quantum gravity, elementary particle physics, and transfinite
arithmetic. (p. 206)
The mystic William Blake stared at the Sun and saw
angels there, while others, more worldly, “perceived only an
18. James, Varieties of Religious Experience, 202–3.
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object of about the size and colour of a golden guinea.” Did
Blake really see angels in the Sun, or was it some perceptual
or cognitive error? . . . And is not the truth of the Sun’s nature
as revealed by modern science far more wonderful: no mere
angels or gold coin, but an enormous sphere into which a million Earths could be packed, in the core of which the hidden
nuclei of atoms are being jammed together. (pp. 329–30)
Sagan admits, “Whenever I think about any of these discoveries, I feel
a tingle of exhilaration. My heart races” (p. 330). This sense of wonder
makes him an excellent science writer and teacher, but ultimately such
wonder does not satisfy the same purpose or meet the same needs as
religion. No sense of purpose or meaning, no ethical demands, can be
founded solely on the findings of science. Science can only describe
the universe, not offer normative statements, for is does not imply
ought.
Sagan writes of a course he taught at Cornell in which he asked
students to prepare for a debate and present first the perspective of the
opposition “so the opponent will say, ‘Yes, that’s a fair presentation
of my views’ ” (p. 435). Ask yourself, does Sagan accurately describe
the purpose and nature of your religion? He portrays superstitions
based on fear of the natural world, pseudoscientific explanations,
and a picture of religion full of demonic visitations, alien abductions,
witch hunts, and darkness. This is not a book about religion but about
refuting pseudoscience, and Sagan occasionally and mistakenly conflates the two in his efforts to stamp out what he considers unjustified
belief. Sagan draws on little data to support his assertions about religion. Those like Evans-Pritchard, James, and Eliade, who have studied
religion from very different approaches, conclude that it is essentially
about meaning, purpose, and ethics.19 While some religious traditions
may incorporate superstition and pseudoscientific beliefs, most do not
19. This is not to say that religion can be reduced to ethics—metaphysical claims
about the soul and life after death play crucial roles in Christianity. Religion’s claims
about the world seem to be mainly of this metaphysical rather than scientific character.
Any distinctly scientific claims are of secondary importance.
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appeal to scientific authority, have very different aims and methods
than modern science, and have nothing to fear from this book.
Science and the Modern Mind
Having clarified that there is no necessary relation between true
religious belief and pseudoscience, it is useful to examine the religious
character of the examples of pseudoscience identified by Sagan. It is
his hypothesis that the alien phenomenon is a modern attempt to fulfill the spiritual needs of humanity as religiosity wanes in the Western
world. He writes, “in an age when traditional religions have been
under withering fire from science, is it not natural to wrap up the old
gods and demons in scientific raiment and call them aliens?” (p. 115).
But is religion under “withering fire” from science? I believe there is
no necessary conflict between science and religion. Perhaps Sagan is
right that the mythic worldview of our ancient ancestors has given
way to a modern, Enlightenment-based worldview. Religions have
struggled to adapt, and many in the Western world have abandoned
organized religion to become thoroughly secularized. Others have
sought to satisfy their longing for belonging and meaning through
adapting religions to a more modernist character. One such response
includes UFO cults and the alien phenomena generally.
A striking aspect of modern thought is the emphasis on certainty,
on being completely free from error. This theme comes through very
strongly in the philosophical writings of Descartes, who championed
the use of a priori and therefore certain knowledge in the study of the
natural world. He made great contributions in mathematical physics,
and his philosophy reflects this love of deductive certainty. For modern societies, the scientific method has become the mark of certainty
and empirical data the hallmark of truth. This craving for certainty
is manifest in the searching for signs of UFO visitations; proponents
claim that there is hard evidence, including photographs, movies,
physical marks on abductees, and a crashed flying saucer stored in
Area 51. These physical data relieve the UFO believer of the difficulty
of developing faith in an unseen God, offering instead a cheap certainty. Rather than cultivating personal experiences of the sacred,
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UFO cults replace faith with credulity and blind trust in supposed
scientific evidence.
Not only can science supposedly prove the existence of these
alien or higher beings, but it can to some extent explain their powers.
Superficially scientific terminology is used to describe their spacecraft,
space travel, and technologically advanced civilizations. For moderns,
with an implicit faith in progress, it is not difficult to believe that there
are societies that have advanced beyond our own. Science and technology allowed the aliens to overcome the troubles that haunt us and
gave them power to travel freely among the stars. Compare this to
the difficulty of explaining who God is or the physical mechanism of
Jesus’s miracles in the New Testament. The emphasis on supposed scientific explanations reflects a modern obsession with what Aristotle
called material and efficient causes—the actual physical mechanism
of a process or event—which science excels at explaining. Contrast
this with the emphasis on final causes in the mythic religion and
thought of premoderns. Medieval thinkers, for example, conceived
of the purpose or final goal as fundamental to explanations, an idea
explicitly rejected by early modern philosophers and scientists. The
UFO phenomenon reflects both this emphasis on efficient cause and
the faith in science and linear progress through time.
Alien cults display faith in science—a kind of scientism—to
the point of a near worship of technology. Humans now love new
toys: shiny new cars, MP3 players, flat-screen televisions, and cellular phones. Our love of change, of newness, and of material things
would be baffling to the otherworldly European at the turn of the first
millennium. The alien phenomena confirm in the minds of believers that scientific and technological progress correlate with superior
ethical and spiritual abilities. They display higher beings in a sleek,
shiny package that is attractive to the future-minded, materialistic
Westerner—far more appealing than a Galilean Jewish peasant who
lived two millennia ago.
In these three aspects—scientific evidence, explanation, and
technology worship—I believe that Sagan’s thesis is correct: the
UFO phenomenon is an Enlightenment-based, scientific veneer for
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the worship of higher beings. Men and women thoroughly indoctrinated in the modern worldview can satisfy their religious needs
without the supposed mystic mumbo-jumbo of traditional religion.
Better yet, it’s rather easy. No faith is required, and the aliens don’t
ask much in return. It is clear that the UFO cults qualify as pseudoscience, according to Sagan’s definition, in that they use the language
of science, pay homage to the dominant ideas of the Enlightenment,
and appeal to scientific certainty, but they use the scientific method
in a manner inconsistent with obtaining scientific truth. They appear
to apply the scientific method, strictly construed, to religious beliefs
and, in the process, fail both as a religion and a branch of science.
Sagan’s second religious target is the creation science of Protestant
fundamentalists in the United States. This is another clear example
of a religion adapting to modern ways of thinking. Fundamentalists
often adopt Enlightenment concepts of truth, including the meaning
of texts, the purpose of explanations, and the role of physical evidence
in epistemology. Instead of reading the Bible as a text written by premoderns who held a mythic worldview primarily concerned with
establishing God’s relation to his chosen people, they read it literally, in
a modern sense, as science. The creation story is construed as offering
a scientific explanation and meaning; the seven days must accordingly
be twenty-four hour periods. The story of creation, they assume, can
and must be proved scientifically, and creation scientists seek to show
how evolutionary findings can be explained by reference to Noah’s
flood and other biblical events. In this, fundamentalists implicitly
agree that science has become the arbiter of truth. Like the UFO cults,
this modernist “religion” can rightly be labeled pseudoscientific.
Science in the modern world holds power and authority similar
to that of the medieval church in its time. Pseudoscience makes an
appeal to this scientific authority, as evidenced by the UFO cults and
fundamentalist rhetoric. One recurrent theme in The Demon-Haunted
World and in the writing of scientists and early moderns in general is
that authority is not to be trusted. Let us inquire then, what are the
consequences of the scientific hegemony? It may come as a surprise
to scientists, but the critics of the modern world are legion, both from
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philosophical and ethical viewpoints as well as from social and political. How do these criticisms bear on the relationship of science and
religion?
Sagan maintains that science is morally neutral, that it is only a
way to develop tools and technologies that can be used in any way,
for either good or evil. Yet it is hard to image how a thermonuclear
bomb could be used for good, and Sagan devotes a chapter to demonizing Edward Teller, father of the H-bomb, as a scapegoat for all scientists (pp. 284–89). I am willing to grant for the sake of argument that
science as the ground for technology is morally neutral—guns don’t
kill people; people do. The problem is that science entails much more
than merely making tools. Science should not be reduced to technology. Science involves a number of commitments that also serve as a
foundation for modern thought; it is a way of knowing. These include
metaphysical commitments such as “there is only physical matter in
the universe” and epistemological commitments like “empirical data
from the senses is the only certain source of knowledge.” The application of these philosophical commitments and the reduction of phenomena to “physical” explanations has profound consequences, some
of them moral in character.
The scientific metaphor of choice in the early modern period was
the clockwork universe, the idea that everything could be explained
in terms of the physical workings of a machine. In the words of philosopher and theologian Martin Buber, modern minds see the universe as an “it,” as an object, a thing to be explained mechanically. In
contrast, the religious worldview of premoderns saw the universe as a
“thou,” as an organic being full of purpose and life, to whom we relate,
instead of explaining it away. As this enchanted worldview is lost, it
becomes natural to see humans as mechanical cogs in the wheel, part
of the industrial machinery. Although for the most part people still
treat each other as conscious subjects rather than objects, there are
attempts to describe consciousness in physical terms; the dominant
trend is toward treating humans like mere machines—to be drugged
if tired, unhappy, or rowdy at school. Anything to maximize the work
efficiency, the pleasure, and so forth.
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Much is made in our modern secular society about the tendency
of religions to lead to conflict and war. It is true that the Crusades,
the Inquisition, and the current strife in the Middle East have religious roots, though they also have cultural and economic dimensions.
The reduction of humans to machines, however, has had a dramatic
impact on the twentieth century, where millions of people died in two
great world wars that had nothing to do with religion. Armed with
the technologies of the day, the Nazis efficiently gassed millions. What
struck observer Hannah Arendt about Eichmann, architect of the Nazi
death industry, was the “banality of evil” —this bland and impersonal
bureaucrat destroyed millions of lives with machinelike precision and
efficiency. In the Soviet Union, followers of Marx covertly tortured
and killed at least twenty million of their fellow citizens. There is
plenty of darkness in the human heart, as Sagan amply demonstrates
in this book, but it is not unique to religion, nor has it been cured by
scientific atheism or other modernist ideologies.
The ancient idea of knowledge included the idea that knowledge
is virtue, understood as human excellence. To know something in a
mechanical universe, however, is to learn how to control it. Thus we
have the famous phrase of Francis Bacon: “knowledge is power.” This
idea has profoundly impacted the modern world. For centuries, the
primary selling point for scientific research has been that it will help
us control the world to our own ends and develop weapons to destroy
our enemies. This imperialist urge has led to tragic consequences,
including our destruction of the environment and the Western domination, during the colonial period, of nearly the entire world’s population. Sagan argues that science is linked with freedom and democracy; this may be true for the European cultures freed from tyranny
in the modern era, but the same emancipated Europeans then used
scientific knowledge (including racist biology) to enslave the rest of
the world. The production of scientific knowledge is so tightly linked
to the imperialistic view that it is nearly certain to be used for domination first, rather than for building people up.
In keeping with a skeptical view of authority, we might question Sagan’s motives in writing this book. His passionate attack on
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superstition and religion and his promotion of scientific thinking can
be seen as the latest salvo in a war for the worldview of the Western
mind that has been ongoing for four centuries. The stakes have been
raised recently by the postmodern movement and the failure of religion to disappear as a force in society. The modernist consensus is
breaking down. In response, Sagan argues that scientists—with the
end of the cold war—need to appeal more to the public to maintain
the flow of research funding (p. 334); he urges public support for basic
science (curiosity-based research, p. 397), and he argues strongly for
more science education for American children (p. 327). I am not arguing that Sagan is dishonest or insincere, only that he has an agenda
and that his powerful rhetoric seeks to convert the minds of the public
for science’s gain.
I argue that although technology may be neutral, science comes
with some unchallenged philosophical baggage that has been damaging at several levels. What then forces us into these philosophical
commitments? Absolutely nothing. We only accept them because science works.20 Scientists accept the materialist metaphysics on faith.
Some accept it as a methodological assumption, useful for building
consensus and focusing on data all can agree on. Others take a strong
metaphysical stance and deny that anything else exists. This latter
extreme view is “ ‘scientism, the philosophical belief . . . that we are
nothing but material beings,’ ” as an article of faith, held with the emotional tenacity of born-again fundamentalism (p. 267). As explained
by Harvard biologist Richard Lewontin:
We take the side of science in spite of the patent absurdity of
some of its constructs, in spite of its failure to fulfill many of
its extravagant promises of health and life, in spite of the tolerance of the scientific community for unsubstantiated just-so
stories, because we have a prior commitment, a commitment
to materialism. It is not that the methods and institutions of
20. Philosopher E. A. Burtt argues in The Metaphysical Foundations of Modern
Science (Atlantic Highlands, NJ: Humanities, 1980) that the concepts of time, space, matter, and causality forged by Galileo and codified in Newton’s work are philosophically
problematic and unchallenged due to the successes of science.
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science somehow compel us to accept a material explanation
of the phenomenal world, but, on the contrary, that we are
forced by our a priori adherence to material causes to create
an apparatus of investigation and a set of concepts that produce material explanations, no matter how counterintuitive,
no matter how mystifying to the uninitiated.21
Lewontin argues that there is nothing that compels us to accept science’s philosophical commitments, such as materialism. Rather, these
commitments are taken a priori, as it were, on faith.
Sagan defends his own materialist commitment or “faith” : “If
a given phenomenon can already be plausibly understood in terms
of matter and energy, why should we hypothesize that something
else—something for which there is as yet no other good evidence—is
responsible?” (p. 301). When the ideas in this sentence are unpacked,
however, it is clear that “a given phenomenon” only includes the kind
of physical phenomena that science explains with material and efficient causes. If I were to accept an explanation of the purpose of my
life in terms of matter and energy, the second law of thermodynamics
demands that my understanding be very bleak indeed. Can science
account for everything we would wish to explain and understand? It
seems that “understanding” for Sagan is synonymous with “mechanistic understanding.” Finally, his reference to evidence raises the
question of what exactly is admissible as evidence for a given claim.
Sagan and the Philosophy of Science
What counts as evidence? Everyone agrees that evidence should
be important in determining (or testing) our beliefs and actions. The
problem is that the notion of evidence can be very slippery and hard
to pin down. This is particularly true for constructs such as electrons or deity that cannot be perceived immediately by the senses.
21. Richard Lewontin, “Billions and Billions of Demons,” The New York Review of
Books (9 January 1997): 13, as quoted in Dan Burton and David Grandy, Magic, Mystery
and Science: The Occult in Western Civilization (Bloomington: Indiana University Press,
2004), 328.
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After considering what Sagan would consider evidence of spiritual or
religious tenets, I will review some insights from twentieth-century
philosophy of science about the relationship between theory and
evidence.
Here is one experiment that Sagan suggests to test the validity of
religion: “Is the Eucharist, as the [Catholic] Church teaches, in fact,
and not just as productive metaphor, the flesh of Jesus Christ, or is it—
chemically, microscopically, and in other ways—just a wafer handed
to you by a priest?” (p. 275). What about the effects of prayer? “The
Victorian statistician Francis Galton argued that—other things being
equal—British monarchs ought to be very long-lived, because millions of people all over the world daily intoned the heartfelt mantra
‘God Save the Queen.’ . . . Yet, he showed, if anything, they don’t live
as long as other members of the wealthy and pampered aristocratic
class. . . . These collective prayers failed. Their failure constitutes data”
(pp. 276–77). And my personal favorite: “Are there humans populating
innumerable other planets, as the Latter Day Saints teach?” (p. 275).
It is clear throughout the text that Sagan expects to test (and refute)
religious ideas on scientific grounds, admitting only what he thinks
of as scientific evidence: quantitative data of physical objects collected
through the senses and reliable instrumentation.
Sagan argues that all religious claims are literally nonsense if
they are not supported by his kind of scientific evidence. He describes
a scenario in which an invisible dragon is in his garage. The experiments suggested by a skeptic are met with reasons why they would fail
to detect the dragon. “If there’s no way to disprove my contention, no
conceivable experiment that would count against it, what does it mean
to say that my dragon exists?” (p. 171). In the absence of experimental,
hard evidence, the claim is simply meaningless. This idea stems from
a group of philosophers in the early part of the twentieth century in
Europe who called themselves logical positivists.22 They sought to give
a logical foundation to science, rebelling against the perceived deficiencies of all the earlier philosophical traditions. A scientific philosophy of
22. Peter Godfrey-Smith, Truth and Reality (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2003), 19–38.
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language was crucial to their approach; according to their “verification
principle,” a sentence is meaningful if and only if it can be empirically
verified. “What gives one the right to believe in the existence of a certain
material thing is simply the fact that one has certain sensations: for,
whether one realises it or not, to say that the thing exists is equivalent to
saying that such sensations are obtainable.”23 Thus language itself was
directly tied to observation in the scientific sense.
The logical positivist movement was extinct by the 1960s. One
reason was the development of different ideas in the philosophy of
language. Another was that the positivists were unable to create a logical foundation for science that would solve the problem of induction:
no finite number of observations can logically warrant a statement
true since we have no guarantee that it will not be different in the
future. For example, in order for the statement “all ravens are black”
to have meaning, every possible raven would have to be examined to
inspect its color. Merely checking the color of ten ravens is insufficient,
because the eleventh may be white, disproving the thesis. There is no
logical guarantee that the sun will rise tomorrow—pragmatically, of
course, it would be silly to assume that it would not, but we do not have
deductive certainty in the matter. The problem of induction snowballed into further problems for the logical positivists: observations
cannot be held to confirm a statement or give it meaning. Ultimately
they were forced to back down from their strong views about language
and sensory experiences, such as Sagan endorsed above.
Karl Popper came up with a solution to their dilemma that is
immensely popular with scientists: observation can never confirm
a theory, but it can disprove it. Merely seeing one white raven will
disprove the theory that all ravens are black. He used this idea as a
criterion to determine what is scientific and what is not. A scientific
theory is one that is potentially “falsifiable” —that is, it exposes itself
to risk by proposing experiments that can directly refute it.24 Marxism
23. Alfred J. Ayer, Language, Truth and Logic (New York: Dover, 1952), 50.
24. Karl R. Popper, “The Problem of Demarcation,” in Popper Selections, ed. David
Miller (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1985), 118–30, quotation on 128. See also
Godfrey-Smith, Theory and Reality, 57–74.
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and Freudian psychoanalysis, according to Popper, are nonscientific because they are not open to being falsified. If you are sexually
attracted to your mother, that is an Oedipus complex, says Freud,
but if not, that is a repressed Oedipus complex. Either way Freud can
explain the phenomenon.
Sagan is completely taken in by Popper’s falsifiability theory. In
his baloney detection kit he includes the directive “Always ask whether
the hypothesis can be, at least in principle, falsified. Propositions that
are untestable, unfalsifiable are not worth much” (p. 211). Regarding
the UFO phenomenon, he writes that their “ ‘explanations’ can explain
anything, and therefore in fact nothing” (p. 181).
The reason for the failure of the falsifiability theory is instructive.
It turns out that there is no sound way to falsify a theory, in the same
way that no amount of evidence can logically confirm a theory. One
major trouble that Popper runs into is holism about testing. We cannot test hypotheses in isolation—one sentence and sense datum at a
time—but only complex networks of claims and assumptions.25 Should
the experiment give a negative result, it does not identify the point in
the chain of reasoning and assumptions where the problem lies. If, for
example, I produce a white raven, you might argue that it is an albino
raven, that it fell into a vat of bleach, or that it is not a raven at all but
another species entirely. There is no logical step that compels you to
refute your theory that all ravens are black; you can merely deny the
reliability of instrumentation, the accuracy of the observation, or the
relevance of it to your theory. You could even alter the theory slightly
to accommodate the new finding. W. V. Quine wrote that our theories
“face the tribunal of sense experience not individually but only as a
corporate body.” 26 These ideas about holism played an important role
in the eventual rejection of Popper’s ideas by philosophers, as well as
the decline of logical positivism.
Admittedly, discounting the white raven observation in the example above does seem like special pleading. What constitutes special
25. Godfrey-Smith, Theory and Reality, 31–32.
26. W. V. Quine, “Main Trends in Recent Philosophy: Two Dogmas of Empiricism,”
Philosophical Review 60 (1951): 38.
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pleading is not nearly so clear in most cases, in which the theory
does not involve objects that are directly visible. In many cases, science now asks us to ignore the evidence of our own eyes in favor of
abstract theories. Consider for a moment what evidence you have that
the earth goes around the sun. It looks to my eyes like the sun comes
up in the morning and goes down at night while the earth is at rest.
I have never experienced anything with my own senses that would
convince me that the earth revolves around the sun. Should this evidence refute or falsify the Copernican hypothesis in my mind? Should
I reject the authority of the learned doctors of science in favor of my
own observations?
Galileo famously wrote of Copernicus how he admired the fact
that Copernicus let “ ‘reason so conquer sense that, in defiance of the
latter, the former became the mistress of [his] belief.’ ” 27 In other words,
he admired that Copernicus ignored the sensory evidence and was
guided by simplicity, parsimony, and reason. The weight of evidence
of the day was against the Copernican hypothesis, and it was not until
sixty years after his death that evidence was obtained to confirm the
heliocentric model. New theories often conflict with some evidence,
and scientists work hard to explain the outliers away. As Sagan writes,
“Everything hinges on the matter of evidence” (p. 69)—but what evidence, and who decides?
An event or observation counts as a fact—as evidence—only within
the context of a theory, only when supported by a whole complex network of other evidences and assumptions. This point was clearly articulated by Thomas Kuhn in his book The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.
Kuhn argues that successful scientific achievements act as models for
future researchers. These models consist of both an experimental exemplar and the associated social norms of what constitutes good science.
Within a group of researchers guided by a single paradigm, scientists
largely agree on what constitutes evidence and what questions are worth
addressing. With agreement on these methodological issues, they can
spend their money and time addressing the remaining troublesome
27. Quoted in Steven Shapin, The Scientific Revolution (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1996), 93.
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details. But between two paradigms, researchers cannot agree on common values or questions or even on what constitutes evidence. When
one paradigm fails in a scientific revolution (as did Newtonian physics
at the beginning of the twentieth century), there is no logical argument
that compels a scientist to adopt one paradigm or another. The very
“facts” that count as evidence in one paradigm may very well not count
as evidence in another. The concept of evidence is dependent on theory
in deciding between two competing paradigms.28
Our knowledge is necessarily perceived through our senses and
our minds, cobbled together in a complex network of ideas, sensory
data, and beliefs. Scientists create theories to explain a vast array of
phenomena, and what is really important is the description and predictive power, not the correlation between theoretical constructs like
the electron and reality. We can never see the electron as it really is,
but can ascertain its characteristics only indirectly through experiments and inferences. Many examples throughout the history of science reveal that scientific progress has been slowed by reliance on
metaphors or assumptions. For example, the clockwork metaphor and
the philosophical commitment to mechanism made it very difficult
for seventeen-century physicists to accept Newton’s law of gravitation.
Although his mathematical laws describe the phenomena quite well,
the mechanists were furious that he would suggest that two bodies
can act on each other at a distance. Such an idea was associated with
the hermetic tradition and was anathema to mechanical philosophers.29 In more recent times, a controversy surrounded the propagation of light in a vacuum. Many physicists still demanded a mechani28. Though many have read Kuhn as a relativist, his later writings seem to suggest
that Kuhn respected science and believed that it can make progress—not growing closer
and closer to the “truth” of what is really “out there,” but by ensuring that the number
of problems solved increases, particularly the ones that we practically want answered
at a given time. This pragmatic increase in problem-solving power is a kind of progress
guaranteed by the social structure of the scientific community: “the nature of [scientific]
communities provides a virtual guarantee that both the list of problems solved by science
and the precision of individual problem-solutions will grow and grow.” Thomas Kuhn,
The Structure of Scientific Revolutions, 3rd ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1996), 170.
29. Burton and Grandy, Magic, Mystery and Science, 40–41.
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cal model. The great twentieth-century American physicist Richard
Feynman wrote, “ ‘Today, we understand better that what counts are
the equations themselves and not the model used to get them. We
may only question whether the equations are true or false’ ” (p. 391).
Science works best, then, when it doesn’t concern itself too much with
metaphysics but focuses on developing theories that are descriptively
useful.
Sagan and Authority
One component that helps determine our worldview—our complex web of assumptions, thoughts, and beliefs about ourselves and
the world around us—is knowledge gained from other human beings,
or knowledge from authority. Hilary Putnam has argued against the
positivist conception of language, the idea that we cannot represent
objects with words unless we have a direct, immediate sensory experience of them. Although I know that there are trees called elms and
other trees called birches, I could not tell you what the difference is
between them. Putnam writes, “This shows that the determination
of reference is social and not individual. . . . you and I both defer to
experts who can tell elms from beeches.” 30 Putnam argues that someone with knowledge of the two varieties of trees can instruct us, taking advantage of the distinction between the two that our minds have
already made. The fact that we can obtain knowledge from our ancestors and do not require that it be hardwired into our genes is one of the
key innovations that sets humans apart from other animals. Although
not a foolproof marker, authority is a very useful shortcut to gaining
knowledge.
Sagan’s The Demon-Haunted World is a no-holds-barred attack
on trusting authority. He wishes that every foreigner taking the oath
to become a U.S. citizen would be required to pledge “ ‘I promise to
question everything my leaders tell me’ ” (p. 427). Why should we take
a skeptical attitude toward all authority? Sagan repeatedly reminds
30. Hilary Putnam, Reason, Truth and History (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1981), 18.
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us that if we do not, we will be taken advantage of: “Credulous acceptance of baloney can cost you money; that’s what P. T. Barnum meant
when he said, ‘There’s a sucker born every minute’ ” (p. 209). If we
don’t adopt skepticism, “we risk becoming a nation of suckers, a world
of suckers, up for grabs by the next charlatan who saunters along”
(p. 39). Or most pointedly, “Gullibility kills” (p. 218). The whole book
resonates with this rhetoric of fear of manipulation. Latter-day Saints
may be reminded of similar teachings of Korihor: “I do not teach this
people to bind themselves down under the foolish ordinances and
performances which are laid down by ancient priests, to usurp power
and authority over them” (Alma 30:23). Sagan clearly thinks that religious believers are “suckers” and intends to frighten them out of religious belief and into his scientism—a set of truths which are somehow
demonstrable.
Sagan writes, “One of the great commandments of science is ‘Mis
trust arguments from authority’ ” (p. 28). In this deliciously ironic
sentence, Sagan offers us an argument from authority that attempts to
refute arguments from authority. Sagan probably means by this that
science requires us to mistrust certain kinds of authority. Certainly
the early modern scientific writers dwelt on this theme extensively in
their battle with the entrenched scholastic philosophers.
What role does skepticism play within science, and why do scientists write about it so often? (Note that whenever someone advises you
to disregard authority, they really mean that you should trust them
and their authority instead of whatever authority you were previously
trusting.) Skepticism is a methodological tool that is essential to science, a way of thinking that is at the front of scientists’ minds continually. Yet scientific training is very authoritarian, demanding, and
rigid. Students are indoctrinated with a paradigm developed by past
researchers in their field. They learn the vocabulary, the key experiments, the right questions to ask—not from firsthand experience but
by relying on the authority of professors and textbooks. Ninety-nine
percent or more of all the scientific truths I know were learned in this
manner. Then, suddenly, students are thrust into graduate school and
expected to set up novel experiments and produce new data, theo-
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ries, and knowledge. In order to do this effectively and to test new
ideas produced by others, graduate students and professional scientists learn to be skeptical of new findings. The thing that a scientist
fears the most is being thought stupid by her peers (which is clearly
reflected in Sagan’s writing).
What makes this methodological skepticism possible?—the shared
background of scientists working within an authoritarian paradigm.
They read the same textbooks, use the same jargon, agree on the same
questions. Scientists achieve consensus better than any other field of
knowledge; this is done by limiting the sphere of reality to be studied
to the material world under very specific constraints. If these methodological problems were not shelved from discussion, science would
never progress. Branches of science that agree about fundamentals can
move on to solving problems. The key point is that this social structure
(including the indoctrination of students) and the common paradigm
shared by scientists in a field of research are what make methodological skepticism possible. As historian Steven Shapin writes, “It should,
therefore, be obvious that each act of distrust would be predicated upon
an overall framework of trust, and, indeed, all distrust presupposes a
system of takings-for-granted which make this instance of distrust
possible.”31
It is natural for scientists to try to apply methodological skepticism outside the realm of testing novel discoveries. By expanding this
methodological tool into a global epistemological one, however, scientists make a serious philosophical mistake. This mistake is analogous
to one discussed above—namely, conflating methodological materialism with a global “metaphysical” stance. Tools that were intended
to build consensus and test knowledge in studying the natural world
become uncritical philosophical commitments in the writings of
Sagan and other scientists. I am not saying that these are bad methodological stances, only that it is a mistake to assume they will have the
same effect outside of the context of scientific experiments and theories. For without the social ties of consensus, skepticism can backfire.
31. Steven Shapin, A Social History of Truth: Civility and Science in SeventeenthCentury England (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1994), 19.
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There are people willing to disbelieve nearly any truth imaginable. Some groups deny the existence of the Holocaust, the reality that
astronauts landed on the moon, and even the fact that the world is
round. And why not? What immediate knowledge do the majority of
people have of these events? Our knowledge of them is based on trust;
skepticism is always a possible move. No doubt Sagan would consider
these acts of skepticism absurd, or even dangerous. But consistency
demands it—mistrust of authority applies equally to history and science, not just religion.
Skepticism is particularly dangerous because it breaks the moral
order of trust that makes our lives possible. Consider the experiments
done by sociologist Harold Garfinkel:
Garfinkel asked some of his graduate students to go away and
perform some skepticism with respect to their everyday lives.
Put another way, they were requested to act on the assumption that another person was attempting to lie to them about a
reported state of affairs. . . . [S]tudents reported that convincing displays of distrust were extremely difficult to perform
and maintain. One student distrusted a bus driver’s assurance
about the route that would be taken, while a “housewife” student distrusted her husband’s account of why he was home
late the night before. Both situations immediately “turned
serious” —reaction to even the most straightforward and
apparently inconsequential distrust was often hostility of a
quite explosive kind.32
These experiments show how closely linked knowledge is with the
moral order, through trust. An epistemological act, an act of skepticism, is perceived as a personal attack.
In the mythology of the early modern scientists, “ ‘there was no
need for any man to appeal to authority in matters of truth because
each man carried the sources of knowledge in himself,’ ” writes
Popper.33 But there is no such thing as an individual knower. Our very
32. Shapin, Social History of Truth, 34–35.
33. Shapin, Social History of Truth, 16.
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thought, our very language, is a phenomenon completely dependent
upon a social context; it is only through comparing our experiences
with those of others, with the world, and with our thoughts that we
can achieve any knowledge at all.34 According to Shapin, “It is incorrect to say that we can ever have experience outside a nexus of trust of
some kind.” 35
All knowledge is social. Ironically, the scientific and industrial
revolutions have so fragmented knowledge that the individual knower
is further from determining the truth herself than ever before. The
amount of available information is overwhelming and the founts of new
knowledge are too far removed from any given individual. The modern
seeker for truth must therefore rely far more heavily on trust than the
medieval peasant did. The appeals for skepticism of authority in Sagan’s
The Demon-Haunted World should be read as demands for empirical,
physical evidence for claims that can be tested scientifically. If someone tells you that magnet therapy can cure your bad back, appeal to the
New England Journal of Medicine, a trustworthy authority on empirical
medical science. If instead someone you trust tells you that God exists
and he loves you, the claim needs to be tested or examined in a different
way. Skepticism and demands for physical evidence, methods appropriate to scientific communities and descriptions of the natural world,
cannot be used to address moral and religious claims.
On Religious Knowledge
According to Sagan, religious knowledge is not possible. He
explains religious experiences as the mere misfiring of neurons in the
brain or as hallucinations, induced by drug use, starvation, or insomnia. Perhaps Sagan believes that by explaining the mechanism used
by some cultures to achieve mystic states, he can explain away all the
phenomena that constitute religious experience.
Researchers in the natural sciences are committed to certain
methodological assumptions, including the materialist commitment
34. Donald Davidson, “Three Varieties of Knowledge,” in A. J. Ayer Memorial Essays,
ed. A. Phillips Griffiths (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 153–66.
35. Shapin, Social History of Truth, 21.
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that causes and effects must be explained in purely physical terms.
Furthermore, scientific knowledge must be expressed as objectively
as possible, following logical arguments based on empirical observations. Arguments based on emotional, moral, or authoritarian considerations have no place in a scientific study. Outside the context of scientific discussion of the natural world, however, these commitments
are highly problematic. Sagan argues so passionately for science that
he refuses to admit that any other mode of knowledge is possible.36
Science, for Sagan, is the sole source and arbiter of truth—recall his
proposed scientific tests of religious belief; everything else is simply hallucination and wishful thinking. However, this belief, often
referred to as scientism or positivism, is simply untenable.
The fact is that we are not purely rational beings solely interested in
describing and controlling the natural world around us. One insight of
Freud and the psychologists is that much of our motivation is hidden
below the surface in the subconscious. When these currents surface
to alter our behavior, we construct a rational framework to explain
why we acted in a certain way. Our nonrational nature includes varied emotional, moral, ethical, religious, and biological components.
To assert that science is the only source of knowledge is to deny the
validity of contributions of these parts of our character and nature.
Answers to problems such as “Does she love me?” and “Should I give
my own resources to help the less fortunate?” require emotional or
moral knowledge not obtainable by scientific means. The notion that
these types of knowledge do not belong in scientific explanations does
not mean that they do not have other valid uses.
Religion consists of “constructs of the heart” distinct from science’s
constructs “of the mind,” writes anthropologist Evans-Pritchard.37 The
substrate for religious knowledge is experience of a different character
than science—the experience of the sacred described by Eliade rather
36. This was essentially the church’s dispute with Galileo—his belief that science was
the only source of knowledge. For a highly readable review of the Galileo affair, see Wade
Rowland, Galileo’s Mistake: A New Look at the Epic Confrontation between Galileo and
the Church (New York: Arcade, 2003).
37. E. E. Evans-Pritchard, Theories of Primitive Religion (Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 1965), 115.
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than the use of the senses to study the physical world. These experiences
have a transcendent character to them, seeming otherworldly, contrasting the reality and majesty of the sacred with the nothingness of man.
As Moses remarked following his vision of all of creation: “Now, for this
cause I know that man is nothing, which thing I never had supposed”
(Moses 1:10). The emotions that accompany religious experiences vary
from person to person: some people feel an emotional warmth associated with spiritual experiences, the so-called “burning in the bosom,”
and many report a feeling of calm and peace even in trying situations.
Joseph Smith wrote about “pure intelligence” and “sudden strokes of
ideas” coming into one’s mind from inspiration;38 God can reveal truths
to the whole being, both to the mind and to the heart.39
Apart from the empirical data of religious experience, several
a priori arguments have been proposed for the necessary existence of
God. Catholic thinkers, for example, often follow Thomas Aquinas in
maintaining that God is a logical necessity. However, the relationship
between the “God of the philosophers” and the God of the Bible is
tenuous at best. Recent philosophy has shied away from such arguments. William Paley at the turn of the nineteenth century offered a
natural theology based on the argument from design: just as we can
infer from finding a watch on the beach that there must be a watchmaker, so the complexity and fine-tuning of the universe for human
habitation are evidence of a divine will and purpose. This argument
has been refuted by the explanation of evolution by natural selection
first put forth by Darwin and Wallace; many fundamentalist religions
that still put stock in the argument from design are therefore rabidly
anti-evolution. A third argument for God is a modern historical interpretation of the Bible, arguing that the miracles of Jesus were proof of
the truth of Christianity. David Hume, in his Dialogues concerning
Natural Religion, had already written an effective rebuttal to this line
of thinking: extraordinary claims require extraordinary evidence,
38. Joseph Smith Jr., Teachings of the Prophet Joseph Smith, comp. Joseph Fielding
Smith (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1976), 151.
39. “Yea, behold, I will tell you in your mind and in your heart, by the Holy Ghost”
(D&C 8:2).
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and it is more reasonable to assume that there were errors or exaggerations in the witnesses’ testimony of Jesus’s miracles than to posit
supernatural events. Although these three arguments for God’s existence strengthen believers at times, they do not ultimately convince
skeptics, nor do they serve as the real basis of faith for believers.
Believers recognize the source of their belief as experiential—based
on direct involvement with the sacred. Among Latter-day Saints, the
traditional arguments for God are practically nonexistent. However,
we find in the writings of Joseph Smith an argument for the existence
of God—he obtained that knowledge from direct experience. This
emphasis on experience has carried over into our time: Elder Boyd K.
Packer responded to a skeptic’s inquiry, “Tell me how you know,”
with descriptions of his experiences, using words like Spirit, witness,
prayer, and faith. When the skeptic responded, “I don’t know what
you are talking about,” Elder Packer asked him if he knew what salt
tasted like. “He could not convey, in words alone, so ordinary an experience as tasting salt. . . . [I said] ‘My friend, spiritually speaking, I
have tasted salt. I am no more able to convey to you in words how this
knowledge has come than you are to tell me what salt tastes like.’ ” 40
This experience highlights the difficulty in bridging the gap between
atheists and believers, for without the experiences as a referent, words
mean different things to the two groups.
Sagan quotes Morris Cohen regarding the openness and willingness to experiment in science and religion: “ ‘To be sure, the vast majority of people who are untrained can accept the results of science only
on authority. But there is obviously an important difference between
an establishment that is open and invites every one to come, study its
methods, and suggest improvement and one that regards the questioning of its credentials as due to wickedness of heart’ ” (p. 251). I believe
that this sense of openness and testing of knowledge for oneself is one
way in which Mormonism emphasizes its empirical or experiential
epistemology. The founding narratives of Mormonism—Joseph’s first
vision, the coming forth of the Book of Mormon, the early conversion stories—emphasize the importance of individual experiences of
40. Boyd K. Packer, “The Candle of the Lord,” Ensign, January 1983, 51.
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the sacred. These experiences open up access to spiritual or sacred
knowledge. In a church that is growing rapidly and is concerned
with sharing the gospel, the missionary program focuses on creating
sacred experiences for those investigating the church, so that they can
know for themselves if a principle is true. This is especially the case
in testing Moroni’s promise regarding the Book of Mormon, found in
Moroni 10:3–5.41
The idea of experimenting to obtain spiritual confirmations and
knowledge occurs both in the Bible and the Book of Mormon. “My
doctrine is not mine, but his that sent me. If any man will do his will,
he shall know of the doctrine, whether it be of God, or whether I
speak of myself” (John 7:16–17). Alma’s oft-quoted sermon on faith
to the Zoramites likewise advises the people to “experiment upon my
words” (Alma 32:27) to know of their surety. In the first edition of the
Book of Mormon, Alma chapters 30–35 were contained in a single
chapter (chapter XVI). These verses would have immediately followed
the challenges by Korihor that the priests were taking advantage of the
people and that they had no sure knowledge of the gospel or of Christ.
The sermon on faith can be seen as a response to these challenges, perhaps inserted in the narrative by Alma or Mormon for this purpose.
Alma compares the word unto a seed:
Now, if ye give place, that a seed may be planted in your
heart, behold, if it be a true seed, or a good seed, if ye do not
cast it out by your unbelief, that ye will resist the Spirit of
the Lord, behold, it will begin to swell within your breasts;
and when you feel these swelling motions, ye will begin to
say within yourselves—It must needs be that this is a good
seed, or that the word is good, for it beginneth to enlarge my
41. There are undoubtedly some who will argue with this premise and insist that the
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints is strongly authoritarian. But it is exactly this
church structure and vertical authority system that allows such epistemological freedom.
If each individual was free to receive revelation from God with no checks and balances,
the community would fly apart into anarchy. Contrast this arrangement with the situation in Judaism: the Jews have little formal structure to their religious community, but
their rules of religious epistemology are very strict (e.g., interpretations of the Torah).
This idea was suggested to me by Nathan Oman.
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soul; yea, it beginneth to enlighten my understanding, yea, it
beginneth to be delicious to me. (Alma 32:28)
One of Alma’s conditions for the successful testing of his words is
to not cast it out by unbelief. The importance of faith in testing religious propositions is underscored in Moroni’s exhortation, “Dispute
not because ye see not, for ye receive no witness until after the trial
of your faith” (Ether 12:6). We can only receive a witness of spiritual truths after we demonstrate our willingness to test them with
believing hearts. The scientific skeptic might rebut that this is a convenient way out, proving that religion is not falsifiable.42 After all, if the
experiment fails and the investigator is unconvinced of the truth of a
principle, a believer could always argue that the experiment was not
conducted correctly. Perhaps the investigator did not exercise enough
faith. As noted above, this skeptical move is always possible, even in
science, and is one of the prime reasons for the failure of Popper’s
falsifiability theory. At some point, both in science and in religion, we
abandon propositions that we cannot verify, once they are no longer
tenable in the complex web of assumptions and evidences surrounding them. One’s emotional stance toward a proposition, while not
included in scientific debates, is a crucial part of a methodology of
gaining religious knowledge and in building constructs of the heart.
Faith—a believing heart—is a prerequisite for religious experience.
Faith is a concept that is highly misunderstood by skeptics and
believers alike. Many people seem to have in mind some kind of passive cognitive or emotional assent to a proposition in the absence of any
evidence for that proposition. The content of the proposition (dogma)
is passed down from on high by some authority and is accepted because
it would be convenient or fulfilling if it were true. As Sagan writes, “At
the heart of some pseudoscience (and some religion also, New Age
and Old) is the idea that wishing makes it so” (p. 14). Perhaps this
42. A skeptic may likewise complain that experiments in religion are not scientific
as they do not include control groups or statistical analysis of meaningful sample sizes. I
am not claiming that these are scientific experiments, only that they are compatible with
an empiricist epistemology. In matters of religion and morals, it may be unethical and
impossible to perform true control experiments.
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passive view comes from the familiar scripture, “Now faith is the substance of things hoped for, the evidence of things not seen” (Hebrews
11:1). In a more recent translation, however, the passage reads, “Now
faith is the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not
seen.” 43 As noted in the footnotes therein, “Conviction is not simply a
subjective attitude; unseen realities are tested and ‘proved’ by experience.” 44 The remainder of Hebrews 11 contains stories from the Old
Testament of such proving experiences: Noah’s faith in building the
ark, Abraham’s faith in sacrificing Isaac, Moses in defying Pharaoh,
and so on, ultimately culminating in the beginning of chapter 12 with
Jesus, “the author and finisher of our faith,” who endured the cross
and now sits at the right hand of God (Hebrews 12:2). These acts of
faith are as much man testing God as they are God testing man. To act
with faith is to put your religious theory at risk—the same core concept
that Popper identified as characterizing good scientific theories.
The new translation and context of these verses in Hebrews give
a much different picture as to the nature of faith. Faith is a conviction that spurs us on through hope to action and experimenting on
the word. Mormon describes faith as the power by which we “may lay
hold on every good thing” (Moroni 7:21)—a power of action, of discerning truth from error and increasing our collection of truth as we
grow in faith. Faith breaks down into two components: an emotional
trust in God and a willingness to experiment and try his word. These
are not altogether different from the trust required for the cohesion of
scientific communities and the experimental commitment of scientists. The added value of learning by faith is that the emotional commitment and requirement to act ensure that faith is a transformative
power. We are changed by acts of faith in a way that mere intellectual
assent to a scientific proposition can never achieve.
This experimental aspect of religion, highly emphasized in Mor
monism, is neglected completely by Sagan and by many scientific
thinkers. Sagan seems to think that religious belief is only supported
43. The HarperCollins Study Bible: New Revised Standard Version, ed. Wayne A.
Meeks (New York: HarperCollins, 1993), 2263.
44. HarperCollins Study Bible, 2263.
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by emotion, that we persist because it feels good and we wish it to be
true. To the contrary, the results of experiments of faith provide the
same kind of rational basis for belief as science. This point is made
clearly in James’s Varieties of Religious Experience. As an empiricist
philosopher sympathetic to religion but not personally religious, James
argues that an emotional state or appeal to the origin of a proposition
is not a sign of its truth.45 Just because an idea was revealed to me in
an amazing transcendental experience does not make the idea true.
For James, the pragmatist, it is the result of experimenting on the idea
that marks truth, the change in the believer’s life. “By their fruits ye
shall know them” (Matthew 7:20) applies to truths as well as to people.
Henry Eyring, a leading physical chemist in the early twentieth century, made this comment about his Mormon faith: “I have often met
this question: ‘Dr. Eyring, as a scientist, how can you accept revealed
religion?’ The answer is simple. The Gospel commits us only to the
truth. The same pragmatic tests that apply in science apply to religion.
Try it. Does it work?” 46
Conclusion
Science and religion are two incomplete ways of approaching
truth, both based on metaphysical and methodological assumptions
that have no logical warrant. Both are always changing as we desire
new practical results and as our values and desires change. There is
no room for absolutism from either camp, for as individuals we do
not have immediate access to reality—there is always an interpretive overlay. We perceive the world through our spiritual and sensory
experiences in an individual, subjective manner. We can attempt to
corroborate our experiences with others and cobble together a consensus based on our collective experiences. In both science and religion, we are aided in our search for truth by experiment, reason, and
the insights of those that we trust.
45. James, Varieties, 15–16.
46. Henry Eyring, The Faith of a Scientist (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1967), 103.
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The thesis that science and religion are necessarily in conflict has
been disproven by historians and philosophers of science.47 Sometimes
they do conflict because one or the other is dogmatic and absolutist;
take, for example, the literal and absolutist readings of the Bible of
the fundamentalists or the rabid positivism of those like the late Carl
Sagan who avow scientism. Although I appreciate the reminders of the
need for clear thinking and evidence, ultimately Sagan’s The DemonHaunted World offers little positive contribution to current dialogue
concerning religion and science.

47. For an excellent historical characterization of their relations, see John H. Brooke,
Science and Religion: Some Historical Perspectives (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1991).

Assessing the Countercult

Richard Neitzel Holzapfel and David M. Whitchurch

I

n the foreword to Bearing False Witness? Jeffrey Hadden indicates
that Douglas Cowan’s interest in sectarian anti-Mormonism, and
also in the Christian countercult movement in which it is now embedded, came as a result of his own life experience. Following his training
at St. Andrew’s Theological College, Cowan was ordained and sent to
his first assignment for the United Church of Canada. His assignment
was in Alberta, Canada. Having been raised on Vancouver Island,
Cowan was unfamiliar with the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day
Saints. In an effort to be prepared for an interfaith dialogue with the
Latter-day Saints in Cardston and Magrath, he went to a Christian
bookstore looking for some literature on Mormonism. He walked out
of the store that day with one of the most popular anti-Mormon books
of the period, Ed Decker and Dave Hunt’s The God Makers.
Armed with this book, Cowan eventually made his way to southern
Alberta. Of course, what he had read about the Latter-day Saints and
what he actually experienced living among them in the southwest
	. Ed Decker and Dave Hunt, The God Makers (Eugene, OR: Harvest House, 1984).
This is the original book version of a scurrilous, anti-Mormon video shown widely in
conservative Protestant churches.

Review of Douglas E. Cowan. Bearing False Witness? An Introduction
to the Christian Countercult. Westport, CT: Praeger, 2003. xiii + 255
pp., with references and index. $72.95.
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corner of Alberta proved impossible to reconcile. His curiosity aroused,
he began to collect other countercult materials in an effort to see if similar false or misleading historical information, categories, analogies, and
interpretations were being employed to describe other targets of the
countercult. He was hooked on the countercult. At the University of
Calgary, he completed a doctoral dissertation on the subject which he
has now turned into a book.
Cowan has consulted much of the vast literature produced by the
increasingly large and diverse countercult movement. He has provided cogent categories with which to compare and contrast the literature generated by various individuals and groups engaged in countercult activity. He also provides several important conclusions about
the countercult in general and anti-Mormonism in particular. His is
the first general introduction to the Christian countercult. He clearly
identifies the ideology and dynamics of the movement.
Countercultists, Cowan demonstrates, claim they are busy warning the Protestant faithful away from the false claims of dangerous
“new religious movements,” and also rescuing those who have been
drawn into these groups. These countercult individuals and agencies also claim that they are attempting to convert lifelong members
of these groups to “historic Christianity.” Cowan argues that, whatever their vast differences, all countercult individuals and agencies are
engaged in what he describes as boundary maintenance. He demonstrates that the Christian countercult seeks to reinforce and defend its
own conservative Protestant worldview in the face of what it pictures
as various threats posed by an ever increasingly pluralistic religious
landscape in America.
Cowan’s early experience among the Cardston Latter-day Saints
eventually led him to examine “hundreds of books, pamphlets, newsletters, journals, audio- and videocassettes, and Web sites” (p. 13). In
addition, he obtained personal information from and about individuals
	. Bearing False Witness? is clearly the result of much simplifying, winnowing, and
refinement of Cowan’s dissertation. It may, however, still be difficult for those not already
familiar with some of the jargon of sociology. For this and other reasons, Cowan’s book
may be especially bewildering for countercultists. See an earlier review by Louis Midgley,
“Cowan on the Countercult,” FARMS Review 16/2 (2004): 395–403.
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and organizations that are at the forefront of the countercult movement. As Cowan synthesized this information, he sought to discover
the mind-set and practices of those involved in the countercult movement, to account for the development of countercultists, as well as their
interaction with each other and their operational tactics. He wished to
figure out exactly how the countercult views other religions. He asks
“what is the countercult’s core identity? . . . And, how does it constitute
the adversarial Other in the face of whom that identity finds meaning?”
(p. 13).
Cowan makes a clear distinction between a diverse and widely stu
died secular anticult movement and what is essentially a recent conservative Christian activity now widely known as the countercult (p. 15).
Unlike the somewhat better-known secular anticult movement, this fundamentalist/evangelical effort at internal boundary maintenance seems
to be based on the belief, according to Jeffrey Hadden, that the world
is full of “false gods, demons, [and] evil spirits” (p. xi). As a result, the
battle the contercultists are engaged in is often seen by them as spiritual
warfare against unseen powers and forces (see pp. 22, 38–39, and elsewhere). And when cast in this light, the targeted human agents are then
easily and routinely mocked, ridiculed, and, in some cases, demonized.
Bearing false witness against one’s enemies is often excused in the heat
of battle. All of this follows a very old and unfortunate pattern among
Christians.
As with earlier unfortunate instances of overly zealous efforts to
stamp out what was understood as heresy within Christianity—one
thinks of the various inquisitions, or of the urge to fight the enemy
without (for instance, Jews living in Christian Europe or Muslims living in the Holy Land)—some of these current endeavors engender,
whether consciously intended or not, hatred, arrogance, avarice, illwill, persecution, and other obviously non-Christian attitudes and
practices.
	. For a detailed discussion among sociologists of the relevant terminology, see
Bearing False Witness? 24–28.
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Perspectives on the Christian Countercult
Cowan’s well-researched assessment of the countercult is divided
into three main sections: (1) “Perspectives on the Christian Coun
tercult” (pp. 1–60); (2) “Typologizing the Countercult” (pp. 63–130);
and (3) “Countercult Apologetics” (pp. 133–211). A major portion of his
book sets out what he considers the crucial underlying theoretical background of the countercult movement. His sociological interpretations
provide for the Latter-day Saint a powerful new way of understanding
the behavior of contemporary fundamentalist/evangelical anti-Mormon
individuals and agencies, as well as reasons why such organizations
continue to proliferate and seemingly prosper. In addition, his analyses
should be of interest to serious students of social behavior. However,
the terminology and theoretical detail may overwhelm some readers.
For some, reading Cowan’s book might be compared to a novice reading Shakespeare. Understanding and appreciating his treatment of the
countercult will, in all likelihood, demand a serious effort from the
reader. Those who pay the price to master the terminology and understand Cowan’s explanations will reap large dividends. They will be fitted with better ways of comprehending the countercult movement in
general and the motives and ideology of that slice of the countercult
dedicated to undermining the faith of Latter-day Saints.
Although Cowan often refers to the Church of Jesus Christ, he
also examines a wide range of countercult attacks on alternative faiths
or “new religions” or “cults.” (The movement has adopted for itself
the name countercult despite some misgivings about the use of the
label cult.) In addition, Cowan discusses how the same countercult
	. An example of Cowan’s “thick” language can be seen in the following remark:
“When a social structure evolves in which relatively open choice is available with respect
to the particular construction of reality residents may inhabit without significant social
sanction, specific conceptual mechanisms are required to maintain a reasoned inhabi
tance in one reality over another” (p. 6). Fortunately, Cowan often includes clear explanations of such scholarly jargon. To the just stated postulate he adds: “Put differently, there
needs to be ongoing reinforcement that the choice to live as a Christian, for example,
is superior to all other possible choices. However, the option for one’s own subjective
reality also locates the individual outside of other subjective realities. Clarifying which
universe one does inhabit also declares which universe (or universes) one does not and, by
implication, ought not inhabit” (pp. 6–7).
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groups that criticize the Saints and the Jehovah’s Witnesses often also
assail Roman Catholicism and Islam. The countercult manifests far
more concern for such manifestations of faith than for deviations
within Protestant ranks such as Protestant liberalism or the excesses
of an ever-growing and proliferating Pentecostal movement. Cowan
provides numerous insights into why, on the margins of conservative Protestantism, there are those who work hard to establish and
maintain their own identity and credibility by bearing false witness
against others.
In addition, participation in countercult behavior achieves a twofold purpose—what Cowan, borrowing from sociological literature,
calls therapy and nihilation (p. 48). He indicates that these “do not
function as opposites, but rather as dependent aspects of a larger cognitive process and praxis. Therapy is one component in the process of
reality-maintenance; nihilation is one means by which a therapeutic
model of reality-maintenance realizes its objective” (p. 48). By challenging someone’s worldview, “the pathologic and diagnostic functions
of the conceptual machineries of universe-maintenance begin to operate” (p. 51). In other words, reading and teaching countercult doctrine
not only serves as an attempt to disrupt and marginalize those with
divergent religious views, but it also seeks to strengthen, fortify, and
deepen the beliefs of countercult participants in the legitimacy and
reality of their own worldview. Nihilation works as a simple, yet often
unrecognized, boundary maintenance technique within countercult
cosmology that helps to perpetuate antisect polemics.
The concept of boundary maintenance especially makes sense in
light of the fact that the majority of countercult books, pamphlets,
brochures, and media material are marketed to Protestants—they are
not aimed at the enemy but are sold for self-consumption (p. 11). The
anti-Mormon literature that lines the shelves of Christian bookstores
does not typically end up in the homes of Latter-day Saints; rather,
fundamentalist/evangelical Protestants purchase the material and
consume it in an effort to allay concerns about what they are told is
a dire threat posed by the Saints. This literature is not purchased to
better understand their Latter-day Saint acquaintances or to “save”
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those who have had the “unfortunate” experience of coming into contact with the Church of Jesus Christ.
The evidence for the effectiveness of boundary maintenance as
a socializing agent can be seen in numerous everyday occurrences.
Consider, for example, how boundary maintenance expresses itself
outside of religion. Competing schools frequently involve themselves
in boundary maintenance when students revert to name-calling or
finger-pointing during competitive activities. Those caught up in such
caustic rhetoric often develop a heightened sense of school pride, personal belonging, and institutional allegiance. Interestingly, this type of
boundary maintenance even occurs when the verbal abuse is unintentional and kept to a minimum. In another, more complicated, scenario,
think back to the recent events between the United States of America,
France, and Germany just prior to the war in Iraq. Individual political
bias and personal frustrations toward those blinded to our interpretation of the unfolding events—regardless of what those beliefs might
be—only served to intensify and, in all likelihood, strengthen and
justify our own political views. This same socializing dynamic takes
place within the religious realm. Active (or latent, passive) aggression
against those with differing religious viewpoints tends to reinforce the
worldview of both the attacked and the attacker. An obvious benefit,
then, of involving people in countercult apologetics is membership
retention. An added bonus is the socializing of new participants, as
they become ardent “defenders of the faith.” Outward hostility also
serves to deepen the religious views of those under siege—especially
those with stronger beliefs. In light of such understanding, those with
moderate or fragile opinions are the most vulnerable to countercult
efforts.
Not surprisingly, countercultists require little or no real provocation to assail those with different views. Cowan argues that
the mere thought that there are religious realities that people
inhabit quite happily, and in which they do not accept the
legitimacy of the exclusive religious claims on which the very
existence of evangelical/fundamentalist reality is predicated,
is enough to provoke the countercult response. This disso-
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nance becomes even more pronounced when they inhabit a
counterdefinition that is perceived to be in diametric opposition to that of the countercult. (p. 47)
Nonetheless, some sort of rationale to drive the movement into
expending so much time and energy to stop what countercultists see
as heretical sprawl is required.
Cowan provides several useful explanations of how countercult
cosmology justifies such an active stance against those with competing religious views. We will examine only one of these. He argues
that,
As a religious economy opens, and the need for maintenance
and reinforcement of particular religious meaning structures
increases, to the extent possible religious actors will seek to
locate the validity of those structures within an external (i.e.,
objective) authority. This proposition anchors the most common attribute of Christian countercult apologetics: that the
Bible is the unique and external authority by which all other
religious traditions, beliefs, and behavior must be measured
and ultimately judged, an authority that is inerrant, infallible,
and insuperable. (pp. 30–31)
Therefore, Cowan shows, by accepting the inerrancy of the Bible, all
other views outside of this belief must be wrong and even demonic.
Thus the Bible not only authorizes the onslaught against religious
expansionism, it also supplies internal resolve on the part of participants to aggressively censure anyone with different beliefs.
Inflexibility and rigidity are a direct consequence of this foundational stance. Cowan demonstrates that “the Christian countercult
often generates a world arranged with little regard for complexity or
nuance, a world reduced to the uncomplicated comparison of carefully
selected texts, the ‘simplicity of essences’ is itself essential to its organizing cosmology” (p. 34). Such a protective stance allows for a seemingly
powerful defense of their own worldview. If someone finds fault with
such interpretations, then “that person [or group] either (1) is an active
participant in the conspiracy or (2) has been deceived by those who are
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active participants” (p. 40). Those who refuse to embrace the ideology of
the countercultist, which is presumably set forth in the scriptures, simply fail to understand the authoritative nature of the word of God and
have been deceived by Satan, the “father of lies”—the “great deceiver.”
Countercultists fortify their position by rejecting anyone who
fails to interpret scripture as they do. Religious groups that vary from
the approved religious orthodoxy are seen as enemies of the truth.
“That there may be competing interpretations of contested passages,”
Cowan notes, “rarely enters into the discussion” (p. 58). Such beliefs
thrive in countercult apologetics. It should be noted that no countercult argument even remotely suggests divine special revelation as a
means for establishing the correct interpretation of the scriptures.
How could it, given a closed canon!
Any appeal to extra-biblical revelation, for example—whether
The Book of Mormon, or a new version of the Bible such as
the New World Translation (Jehovah’s Witnesses)—presents a
significant problem for countercult apologists. Likewise, doctrinal and ritual differences—from the place of the Temple in
the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints to the denial
of the Trinity by Jehovah’s Witnesses—are enough to render
a group permanently suspect in the eyes of the countercult.
While opinions vary on how to confront groups such as the
Latter-day Saints or Jehovah’s Witnesses, the evangelical countercult is all but united in its condemnation of them as heretical. (pp. 51–52)
Justification for such a position relies on “tradition.” Of course,
Cowan points out that longevity of belief does not necessarily make it
true. If such were the case, then many religions could vie for religious
supremacy, including Zoroastrianism, paganism, Stoicism, Judaism,
Islam, or even varieties of atheism. Nonetheless, this argument is pervasive among those involved in countercult apologetics. No wonder
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Joseph Smith spoke about the damning influences of religious tradition. Is it any wonder that he thought that
their has been a great difficulty in getting anything into the
heads of this generation it has been like splitting hemlock knots
with a Corn dodger [hard-baked corn bread] for a wedge & a
pumpkin for a beetle [hammer]. Even the Saints are slow to
understand I have tried for a number of years to get the minds
of the Saints prepared to receive the things of God, but we frequently see some of them after suffering all they have for the
work of God will fly to peaces like glass as soon as anything
Comes that is Contrary to their traditions, they Cannot stand
the fire at all.
Typologizing the Countercult
In the second section of his book, Cowan briefly traces the historical background of the current countercult movement. He shows that
as the nineteenth century drew to a close, it became evident to some
conservative Protestants that the growth of the Church of Jesus Christ
in the free market of religion provided in the United States made a
host of alternative beliefs available to consumers. The realization of
this competition soon threatened the security of Protestant evangelicals (pp. 63–64). In response to such growth, two wealthy oil barons
at the beginning of the twentieth century funded the publication and
free distribution of a tract that targeted Latter-day Saints, Jehovah’s
Witnesses, Christian Scientists, and Roman Catholics (pp. 64–65).
	. Harold O. J. Brown, who is quoted extensively by Cowan, points out that believers hold that what they consider orthodoxy must be correct since it has been around for
so long, even though Brown admits that “heresy often appears more prominently” in the
first two Christian centuries (p. 56). See Brown, Heresies: Heresy and Orthodoxy in the
History of the Church (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1988), 5.
	. Joseph Smith, The Words of Joseph Smith, comp. and ed. Andrew F. Ehat and
Lyndon W. Cook (Provo, UT: BYU Religious Studies Center, 1980), 319 (spelling as in
original). A slightly edited version is also available in Joseph Smith, Teachings of the
Prophet Joseph Smith, sel. Joseph Fielding Smith (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book, 1976),
331.
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Other organized efforts soon followed. One of the most influential of these was begun by Walter Martin (1928–89). With the first
publication in 1965 and eventual wide acceptance of his Kingdom of
the Cults, the countercult as we know it was born. Cowan makes
much of Martin’s shady background and credentials and indifferent
understanding of those he attacked (see pp. 71–77). This discussion
should be of special interest to Latter-day Saints. Well over a decade
after his death, Martin remains somewhat of an enigma as he continues to be recognized as the father of countercult apologetics—even
though his credentials have been successfully challenged and his
statements regarding his being of direct descent from Brigham Young
unequivocally proven false (pp. 71–76).
For Martin, anything that differed from his interpretation of
Scripture was, ipso facto, suspect—at the very least heterodox
and at most heretical. . . . Even though his ordination in the
General Association of Regular Baptists was revoked in 1953,
and his claims to ordination in both the American Baptist
Convention and the Southern Baptist Convention are, at the
very least, suspect, he continues to declare . . . that “I am a
Baptist minister.” (pp. 74–75)
Cowan provides useful background information on others involved
in the countercult movement, including those on the most extreme end
of the spectrum. He points to those who followed in Martin’s footsteps—
including Bill Schnoebelen (pp. 79–80), Lori Boespflug, Bob Larson
(pp. 80–86), Texe and Wanda Marrs (pp. 87–92), Constance Cumbey,
	. Walter Martin’s Kingdom of the Cults (Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1965) was
republished in revised, corrected editions in 1977, 1985, and 1997. After a terrible internecine fight between Hank Hanegraaff, who took control of the lucrative Christian Research
Institute upon Walter Martin’s death in 1989, and the Martin family, still another edition
was published by Bethany House in 2003 with Ravi Zacharias serving as general editor
rather than Hank Hanegraaff, who held that title in the 1997 edition.
	. It is reported in the 1997 edition of Kingdom of the Cults that Walter Martin “was
fondly and respectfully known as known as ‘the father of Christian cult apologetics’ ”
(p. 7).
	. Cowan quotes from Robert L. Brown and Rosemary Brown, “They Lie in Wait to
Deceive” : A Study of Anti-Mormon Deception (Mesa, AZ: Brownsworth, 1986), 3:1–27.
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and Dave Hunt—major exhibits of the more irrational and least academic end of the countercult spectrum. At this point in his argument,
Cowan offers a useful typology of various strands of countercult activities (pp. 96–110). In addition, more than anyone else who has published
on this topic, Cowan has the most complete and accurate understanding of how the countercult has moved into and made use of the Internet
(see pp. 115–30).
Referring to Bob Larson and Ed Decker, Cowan argues that, “in
an effort to accord their ministries more importance than might otherwise be the case, many countercult apologists regularly exaggerate both anecdotal atrocities and anecdotal miracles associated with
their efforts” (p. 83). Many of the somewhat less than rational countercultists tend to interpret the scriptures in ways that allow them to
warn people about the impending doom of nonbelievers. “Prophetic
determinism,” according to Cowan,
plays two important roles in the countercult movement’s cognitive praxis: (1) it offers a reflexive framework by which the
countercult apologist or reader can identify current events
within the context of an inerrant Scripture, and at the same
time reinforce belief in that same inerrancy; and (2) it furnishes explanations for those events that are rendered plausible only in the context of that framework. (p. 93)
Furthermore, Cowan examines the organizational structure of the
countercult. There are individuals and agencies that range from large,
wealthy “professional” organizations such as the Christian Research
Institute and the Watchman Fellowship to “mom-and-pop, streetlevel ministries” (p. 97). Knowing the background, goals, and organizational structure of countercult groups serves as a helpful guide.
This is especially the case for Latter-day Saints, who confront such
groups. Cowan devotes an entire section to the “professional” countercult groups “in light of their stated organizational imperatives,
especially as those imperatives impact U.S. constitutional guarantees
of religious freedom” (p. 99; see 99–114). For example, speaking of the
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Watchman Fellowship, a large countercult agency, Cowan argues that,
from Jason Barker’s perspective,10
dialogue is little more than a Trojan horse for mission. The purpose is to learn about target groups in order to make one’s witnessing more effective—hardly the agenda [Leonard] Swidler
had in mind. . . . As a whole, Barker’s approach to interreligious dialogue seems less an honest attempt to engage those
who believe differently than a somewhat artificial effort to put
a positive spin on countercult apologetics through an appeal to
the rhetoric of dialogue. (p. 109)11
With regard to modern technology, the Internet has exploded with
Web pages devoted to anti-Mormon/antisect apologetics. Although
many of these sites utilize the Internet as a way to dispense information about the faith of Latter-day Saints, others “function as cyberstorefronts, offering minimal online material but advertising the ministry’s commercial print, video, and audio products. They participate in
an information supermall, rather than an information superhighway”
(p. 116). However, those that provide free access to information via
the Internet purposely design Web pages so that search engines automatically queue up their sites. Anyone investigating almost any aspect
of the Church of Jesus Christ is quickly flooded with anti-Mormon
propaganda. Unfortunately, many of these agencies, especially of the
mom-and-pop variety, have Web sites with minimal concern for the
accuracy of their information. With so much misinformation and
overt religious bias available, those actively engaged in sharing the
message of the restoration must teach not only what they believe but
also what they do not believe.
10. Jason Barker has had much to say about what he calls “interreligious dialogue.”
See Cowan for citations to his various essays in the Watchman Expositor, the Watchman
Fellowship’s newsletter (p. 224).
11. See Leonard Swidler, “The Dialogue Decalogue: Ground Rules for Interreligious
Dialogue,” Journal of Ecumenical Studies 20/1 (1983): 1–4.
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Cowan’s Theory
One would expect, considering the focus of the book, to encounter the powerful word cult. The countercult is mentioned without an
exact definition (see pp. ix–x). However, Cowan usually uses the term
with a negative connotation. The notion of “countercult” suggests that
there is a true “cult” perspective. In his foreword, Hadden argues that
the dimension of “cult conflict, however, has largely been neglected
by scholars over the past quarter-century. Here, the central focus is
conflict regarding correct beliefs or doctrine” (p. x). “Christian countercult operates in two separate but related domains: apologetics and
missiology” (p. 6). (Apologetics means attacking the faith of others,
and missiology means witnessing to others of a different or no faith.)
Cowan assumes that,
when a social structure evolves in which relatively open choice
is available with respect to the particular construction of reality
residents may inhabit without significant social sanction, specific conceptual mechanisms are required to maintain a reasoned inhabitance in one reality over another. Put differently,
there needs to be ongoing reinforcement that the choice to live
as a Christian, for example, is superior to all other possible
choices. However, the option for one’s own subjective reality
also locates the individual outside of other subjective realities.
Clarifying which universe one does inhabit also declares which
universe (or universes) one does not and, by implication, ought
not inhabit. (pp. 6–7)
Cognitive dissonance sets in with the realization that the way
we believe things to be may not be the way they actually are.
(p. 7)
In the context of an open religious economy, several different
voices compete for authoritative positions in the discourse on
cults, sects, and new religious movements, and each brings to
that discourse a distinct interpretation of events. First are the
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new religious movements themselves. Whether they are new
because of religious novelty or innovation . . . , because they
have reinterpreted dominant religious traditions to supposedly
uncover heretofore hidden meanings (e.g., Latter-day Saints
. . .), or because they have only recently emerged in a particular religious economy . . . , each has it own emic perspective, its
own self-understanding of religious history, beliefs, and practice. (pp. 8–9)
And each of these understandings, along with others, competes with
every other. “In this discourse, Christian countercult writers and speakers identify themselves most often as apologists” (p. 9), and in the past
fifty years the countercult has sought to demonstrate the superiority
of its understanding of Christianity in the face of competing voices.
Cowan’s approach to studying or investigating the countercult
movement is “to combine elements from . . . a sociology of knowledge,
particularly as it has been mediated through the work of Peter Berger
and Thomas Luckmann, and the cognitive approach to social movements articulated by Ron Eyerman and Andrew Jamison” (p. 10). The
particular materials that interest Cowan are what he calls “the public
face of the Christian countercult, the social construction of countercult
apologetics, which means, by and large, that which is readily available
on the shelves of the Christian bookstores” (p. 11).
Through a close analysis of hundreds of books, pamphlets,
newsletters, journals, audio- and videocassettes, and Web sites,
I have tried to accomplish three major tasks. In part I, I outline
the cognitive praxis by which the countercult as a social movement is defined. Part II describes some of the major trends
in countercult development and the various organizational
continua along which different countercult groups and apologists operate. Finally, part III surveys the manner in which
the members of the Christian countercult depict various religious groups in our society. That is, what is the countercult’s
core identity? How is it organized to manifest that identity?
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And, how does it constitute the adversarial Other in the face of
whom that identity finds meaning? (p. 13)12
Since Cowan believes that “religious pluralism has thrown Chris
tianity into crisis,” he then identifies what he thinks constitutes the
essential foundations of countercult cosmology and the way in which
that cosmology is maintained (pp. 29–30). The fourth of these propositions is as follows:
As a religious economy opens, and the need for maintenance
and reinforcement of particular religious meaning structures
increases, to the extent possible religious actors will seek to
locate the validity of those structures within an external (i.e.,
objective) authority. This proposition anchors the most common attribute of Christian countercult apologetics: that the
Bible is the unique and external authority by which all other
religious traditions, beliefs, and behavior must be measured
and ultimately judged, an authority that is inerrant, infallible,
and insuperable. (pp. 30–31)
The countercultists are thus desperate to demonstrate that any
competing faith is merely a “subjective construction of reality” and
hence wrong (see p. 33 for an application of this standard). However,
showing that some construction of reality is wrong does not thereby
provide “a demonstration that the countercult construction is correct” (p. 33). Cowan claims that this mistaken “understanding, however, informs one of the most common countercult deployments
of scriptural inerrancy: its use as an all-sufficient witnessing tool”
(p. 33). It also explains the passion for confrontational witnessing and
the commonplace attack mode which characterizes the countercult,
even in its somewhat more rational and academic modes (see pp. 205–
11). In addition, as previously mentioned, “the Christian countercult
often generates a world arranged with little regard for complexity or
12. Cowan might have helped make his book more accessible to someone outside of
sociology by defining earlier the terms he employs in his book. Terms such as cult, countercult, anticult, social praxis, cognitive praxis, etc. are defined by Cowan but not until the
reader reaches pages 18–28.
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nuance, a world reduced to the uncomplicated comparison of carefully selected texts, the ‘simplicity of essences’ is itself essential to its
organizing cosmology” (p. 34).
If someone faults the exegesis, logic, interpretation, or conclusions of these apologists, then that person either (1) is an
active participant in the conspiracy or (2) has been deceived
by those who are active participants. While the countercult
encompasses different modes of antipathetic discourse, this
rhetoric of conspiratorial deception is common, both supported by and supplementing the principle understanding of
Satan as the “father of lies” and the “great deceiver.” (p. 40)
Thus from Cowan’s perspective, when someone challenges “the
hygienics of a particular world-view, the pathologic and diagnostic
functions of the conceptual machineries of universe-maintenance
begin to operate” (p. 51). Cowan traces these in considerable amusing
and instructive detail.
Cowan concludes that,
In the countercult construction of reality, if either the Mor
mons or Jehovah’s Witnesses are right—that is, if their cosmology, their conception of salvation history, and their interpretation of humankind’s place within those have some measure
of validity—then the religious meaning structure adhered to
by the countercult must be incorrect to that extent. It is of
paramount importance, therefore, to nihilate the worldviews
adhered to by these so-called cults of Christianity. (p. 134)
Does the endeavor to nihilate—destroy—a competing religious
worldview include bearing false witness? This seems to be a fundamental question underlying Cowan’s book. In his discussion of Dave
Hunt, Cowan includes the following remark:
“Thou shall not bear false witness against thy neighbor,”
reads the ninth of the Ten Commandments (Ex. 20:16, Dt.
5:20, KJV). Ex. 23:1 expands the pentateuchal statute, further
enjoining the adherent: “Thou shalt not raise a false report:
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put not thine hand with the wicked to be an unrighteous witness.” While Hunt might argue that this applies only to witnesses in a civil suit, the plain sense of the test is clear: bearing false witness—whether lying outright about someone or
something, or selectively omitting part of the case in order
to promote or protect one’s own interests—is condemned by
God. That this ought to be of more concern to countercult
apologists than it often appears is evident from the use Hunt
hopes readers will make of his work. “We are not simply a
source of ‘information,’ ” he writes in a 1992 newsletter. “We
earnestly desire to join together tens of thousands of concerned believers who will not only be informed but who will
act upon the information we provide.” Recalling Decker and
Hunt’s declaration that in their consideration of the Mormon
Church, they would make their case “avoiding bare assertions
and ridicule,” the nature of the ‘information’ countercult
apologists provide becomes of considerable interest. (p. 166)
A Lesson for the Faithful
Latter-day Saints may be surprised to discover that segments of
the countercult attack Roman Catholics with considerable passion
(see pp. 171–89). For example, writing about Jack Chick and his antiCatholic stance, Cowan notes that
a number of freedoms collide in the context of the Christian
countercult. Within the larger evangelistic imperative of Christ’s
Great Commission, many countercult apologists interpret the
freedom of religion to include permission to point out where
any worldview different from theirs is flawed, and its adherents morally and spiritually deficient. While hardly limited
to Christianity, this dynamic obtains in any conflict between
competing exclusive religious claims. Chick, on the other hand,
exemplifies the freedom to express one’s beliefs (in this case,
that the Jesuits are Satan’s willing pawns in a deadly game of
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world domination) in conflict with protection from ridicule,
condemnation, and outright slander. (pp. 177–78)
If we recognize bigotry and ignorance and malevolence in antiMormonism, we should avoid ever yielding to the temptation to believe
what is said by the countercult about Roman Catholics, Muslims, Jews,
or any other faith community. Honesty and love are what is always
proper.
One of the features of Protestantism is the lack of quality control.
No one can insist that countercult nonsense cease. If it is denounced,
the one doing this will become the next target. Cowan provides a
catalogue of reasons. Among these one can include the following:
Avocational apologists . . . may not consider it important
in any official capacity, but authority and credentialing do
matter in the world of social discourse. . . . Put simply, though,
if one has the authority to speak on a particular subject, if one
is credentialed in a particular area, it is not unreasonable to
expect that one’s comments in that area will be taken more
seriously than those of a person with no discernible experience or education, or, in the context of new religious movements, whose only qualification appears to be his or her status
as an ex-member. On the other hand, if credibility were unimportant, the collection of laudatory comments on bookflaps,
back covers, and publisher’s promotional material would not
be so prominent in the countercult marketing process. Such,
however, is not the case. (p. 199)
What all of this adds up to is that, “given that it is a decentralized,
increasingly democratized social phenomenon with no established
magisterium or institutional structure, authority and credentialing
in the Christian countercult is a murky business at best. In fact, this
circumstance presents another discriminate continuum according to
which the countercult can be typologized” (p. 200).
Cowan also offers a explanation for why “the less sophisticated
material . . . is the most popular, and why the entirely unregulated
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flow of information through the Internet is daily increasing in popularity” (p. 207). These include the following:
First, whether oriented toward mission or boundarymaintenance, this material is written with what might be
called a first-order practicality in mind. In the vast majority
of cases, complexity, nuance, and variation between or within
competitor religions, as well as attention to the controversial
development of Christian doctrine and belief, are subsumed
to the overriding principle of countercult apologetics and
evangelism. . . .
Second, since both the target consumer of countercult material and the producer share this same subjective
construction of reality, a first-order practicality requires
less intellectual and ethical rigor of both. . . . Countercult
authors begin from the assumption that religious group
or teaching “X” is heretical, and then simply mine such
resources as are available—whether primary, secondary,
or tertiary—to prove that conclusion. Since the turn of the
twentieth century, for example, no one in either the nascent
or the more intentional countercult has begun a book on
the Latter-day Saints or Jehovah’s Witnesses with the honest
question, “Is what this group teaches really wrong?” Rather,
that they are wrong is understood a priori; what remains is
simply that fact’s satisfactory demonstration. As a result, the
ordinary rigors of scholarship—for example, sound argument, triangulated references, credible sources—are simply not required. Indeed, an argument could be made that
if they were employed, these rigors would seriously impede
the process of popular countercult apologetics as it is currently constituted. . . .
. . . [Third,] the vast majority of countercult material is produced for—and, in not a few cases, by—people who have little
or no academic, theological training. They are quite simply not
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interested in a product that does not serve the needs of firstorder apologetic or evangelistic practicality. (p. 207)13
Concluding Postscript
There are voices who claim that challenges to the popular movie,
television, and music industry are unfair because Hollywood is not
a monolithic institution—there are individuals and studios producing material a cut above what some in Hollywood produce. Likewise,
some have argued that Cowan’s book is irrelevant because the people he highlights in his study—like Walter Martin, Dave Hunt, and
Ed Decker—do not now represent the countercult movement or its
activities, methods, motives, and purposes. They may even argue that
“outsiders” should not be involved in policing or even criticizing the
Christian countercult since they themselves are doing an adequate job.
They may even disown individuals who engage in blatantly deceitful
practices.
Such a rebuttal, however, remains hollow and disingenuous as long
as videos, books, and tapes, like those produced by Hunt and Decker,
are relied upon routinely by the rank and file within the fundamentalist/evangelical movement when they attempt to confront Latterday Saints and their message. In a climate of international extremism
which has produced suicide bombers, we certainly cannot blame only
those few individuals who engage in such practices, but we must question and examine a larger culture of death that encourages and even
facilitates individuals to engage in such actions. The thought precedes
the deed. Cowan’s book will remain germane as long as the fundamentalist/evangelical community allows or encourages individuals to
“bear false witness” against others who do not fall within their narrow
interpretation of what constitutes authentic Christianity. As long as
Latter-day Saints are demonized and falsely accused by fundamentalists, the Christian countercult movement, which feeds individuals and
13. In his concluding remarks, Cowan provides a summary of the various challenges
facing countercult apologetics (pp. 208–11).
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churches information about Mormonism, is responsible for some of
the hatred, anger, and prejudice that exists in fundamentalist circles.
For those who are falsely accused by such individuals and groups,
Bearing False Witness? challenges them to examine their own lives to
ensure that they do not “bear false witness” against the very groups
who attack them or any individual or group who represents an alternative to their own worldview. Such a position does not require individuals to accept all points of view or even to disengage from important conversations with those whose views present an alternative to
their own message—it is, nevertheless, a challenge to all concerned to
be as honest as humanly possible in the way we frame other individuals’ or groups’ beliefs and practices. In the end, when we talk about
the beliefs and practices of another group, we should do so in such a
way that, if someone from that group were present, he or she would
agree that we had correctly articulated his or her beliefs and practices in both tone and content. Cowan has called all to raise the bar of
honesty, integrity, and truthfulness.
A Personal Addendum—Richard Neitzel Holzapfel
In 1828 Martin Harris lost the one hundred and sixteen pages
of the Book of Mormon translation he helped complete with Joseph
Smith. This part of the manuscript was taken from his home in
Palmyra by an individual who had conspired with a group opposed
to Joseph Smith’s religious mission. Apparently, the group planned to
release an altered manuscript once Joseph Smith reproduced the text,
hoping to demonstrate that Joseph Smith could not translate the same
story twice and therefore prove that he was in fact a fraud.
That ends justify any means was certainly not a new idea in
1828. Niccolò Machiavelli (1469–1527), the father of modern political theory, published his famous book The Prince in 1532,14 in which
he argued that all means may be employed for the preservation of
14. Machiavelli, Il principe (Florence: Bernardo di Giunta, 1532).
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princely authority—the end justifies every possible means—and every
deed of a ruler is justified.15
The Lord told Joseph Smith that “Satan stirreth them up, that
he may lead their souls to destruction. . . . Yea, he saith unto them:
Deceive and lie in wait to catch, that ye may destroy; behold, this is
no harm. And thus he flattereth them, and telleth them that it is no
sin to lie that they may catch a man in a lie, that they may destroy
him. And thus he flattereth them, and leadeth them along until he
draggeth their souls down to hell; and thus he causeth them to catch
themselves in their own snare” (D&C 10:22, 25–26). My own exposure
to the Christian countercult movement in Orange County, California,
for more than a decade, convinced me that in far too many cases not
much had changed since 1828.
Several individuals and organized groups active at this time in
southern California were still willing to pass along false and unsubstantiated reports about Latter-day Saints (such as claiming above-average
rates of depression, suicide, teenage pregnancy, and divorce among the
Latter-day Saint community or that the demon Moroni lived in the Salt
Lake Temple in a special throne room where the president of the church
received his marching orders each morning). Some who knew better
were unwilling to correct false statements and half-truths made by leading anti-Mormons about the Church of Jesus Christ.
In some cases Protestants were urged to break the laws of the land
(such as trespass on private property to put anti-Mormon tracts in
hymnals in Latter-day Saint chapels early Sunday mornings before
worship services began). And in certain instances they were willing
to misrepresent LDS practices and beliefs (for instance, by claiming to
reveal the real meaning of CTR, “crucify the righteous,” or the ultimate
purpose of LDS church steeples, to impale Jesus when he returns).
Some created false dichotomies (for example by claiming that Mor
mon men are uptight, sexually repressed individuals prone to depression and suicide or are deviant sexual perverts waiting to engage in
numerous sexual liaisons with countless young women in the world to
come). And it was not unknown to have Protestants blatantly involved
15. Machiavelli, The Prince (Boston: Bedford, 2005).
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in subterfuge, such as calling local church leaders—I was stake mission president at the time—claiming to be investigators with a few
questions and in the end to reveal that they were working for a countercult organization whose purpose was to harass and raise doubts
about the faith.
Ironically, many of these individuals were unwilling to examine
their own religious tradition’s historical past or their own sacred texts
with the same criteria that they demanded of the Saints. Finally, they
sometimes resorted to mocking and belittling Latter-day Saint practices, beliefs, and institutions—getting a laugh from the crowd at their
lectures at the expense of some of God’s children.
Often the results of these individual and group efforts were played
out among young children at the local school campuses and the neighborhood parks and swimming pools. A special class or church meeting
on the church at one of the evangelical local churches on Sunday evening was sometimes followed by harassing and intimidation Monday
morning—bullying and mocking.
One classic and repeated tactic employed by evangelical school
kids was to get their LDS classmates to read an anti-Mormon book or
attend an anti-Mormon lecture by making a deal with them. “If I read
from the Book of Mormon,” they would ask, “Will you read one of my
church books?” Or, “if I attend one of your worship meetings, will you
attend a meeting at my church?” What they got was not a book about
their schoolmate’s church or the invitation to a worship service at the
local evangelical church, but an anti-Mormon book or an invitation to
attend an anti-Mormon lecture. In both cases it was a ploy that goodnatured and genuinely honest LDS kids fell into who thought that
honesty demanded, once their friend had read something in the Book
of Mormon or attended a YM/YW activity, that they had to read the
anti-Mormon book or attend an anti-Mormon lecture offered after
their classmate completed his or her part of the deal.
In the end, very few Christian fundamentalists I came in contact with in Southern California during more than a decade, who
had been exposed to the Christian countercult movement, were not
infected by similar falsehoods, lies, and half-truths about the Church
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of Jesus Christ. Of course, many Americans in the larger culture seem
ready to accept sensational reports, conspiracy theories, and tantalizing stories about others they perceive as threats to their worldview.
The Internet has only accentuated this problem in American culture
by spreading fallacious rumors and using scare tactics that find fertile
ground among a gullible public.
The willingness to lie and engage in such deceitful practices may
rightly be identified as the most pervasive and persistent heresy of the
Christian countercult movement theology and practice. This heresy
has been documented, explored, and studied by Cowan. He has done
the Saints a favor.
While some will claim that Cowan’s work underestimates the
diversity of the Christian countercult, the book explores the contours
of this dynamic and bifurcated movement. It provides, I believe, a
good starting point for further study and refinement of details of this
movement. Cowan’s book will allow others interested in the subject to
move beyond some of the important insights and observations as they
examine specific individuals and groups for specific periods of time
from a larger context. Certainly, like most organizations and individuals, the purposes, motives, and activities of the individuals and
groups mentioned by Cowan have metamorphosed and will continue
to do so.
Just as studying a specific pericope in the New Testament in isolation, without examining the larger context, impairs an individual’s
ability to correctly and adequately understand a specific passage, a
study of an individual or group involved in the Christian countercult movement without being informed by the examination of the
larger context provided by Cowan will not be as thoughtful and useful as it could have been. Corrections and clarifications about specific
groups and individuals will certainly be made to Cowan’s work, but
the larger framework he provides will continue to be useful to those
interested in the subject. For providing this framework, Cowan is to
be congratulated.
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Cowan raises important questions for all those involved with or
confronted by the Christian countercult. For those involved in this
movement, his effort should help them identify issues that are specifically germane to their own tactics and methods. These general observations can convict, condemn, and convert them from current practices and methods that he calls into question. While certainly not to
be compared to holy scripture—like that of Soviet dissident Aleksandr
Solzhenitsyn’s 8 June 1978 Harvard commencement address,16 which
remains one of the best critiques of Western culture and society (Sol
zhenitsyn himself was condemned and an outsider)—Cowan’s message may act as “a voice, crying in the wilderness” for us to repent of
past activities and tactics as we deal with other people whose faith
traditions are different from our own (see p. 115). Whether one is a
member of the Christian countercult movement, a supporter, one who
consumes their product, or, in fact, a member of a group attacked by
their efforts, Cowan challenges each to be fair and truthful in their
claims about others’ beliefs, practices, and activities.
Understandably, individuals and groups will focus on those areas
and specific points where they believe Cowan misunderstood them—
their purpose, motives, and activities. Doing so, however, shields them
from looking deep into their own hearts to ask the hard questions about
personal motives and tactics. It will be more helpful, however, if individuals and agencies looked for those facts and general critiques within
Cowan’s book which may outline activities that should be rejected. The
book can be helpful to all who are willing to question their own motives,
purposes, and activities in light of Cowan’s observations and insights,
even if these insights are not completely in focus.
We might recall that Jesus once talked about trying to get out a
mote (speck of sawdust or small stone chip) from another’s eye while
having a beam (huge plank or huge stone ashlar) in your own eye
(Matthew 7:3–5). Whether it is because of Cowan or someone else, let
each learn to examine themselves and ask the hard questions. Cowan’s
message should give all pause.
16. See Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn, A World Split Apart (New York: Harper & Row,
1978).

A Mighty Kauri Has Fallen:
Hugh Winder Nibley (1910–2005)
Louis Midgley

I

have been asked by my fellow editors to write something honoring
Hugh Nibley. It is a pleasure to do so. Even though what I offer is
a personal remembrance, I hope that what I have to say will in some
measure speak both for and to others whose lives have been influenced
by him. Obviously, others have their own stories of how and why they
came to know (or know of) Nibley and thus how they were influenced
by his example and scholarship. Even though they may never have
known him directly, many came to appreciate him through what he
wrote, the talks he gave, or the classes he taught. It may be that some
who did not know him personally will discover that, without even
being aware of what was happening, they were influenced by him. I
have discovered that each person who knew him, even through his
talks or writings, found or fashioned a different persona—one often
suited to his or her own biases, needs, and longings.
My reflections will be intensely personal. I do not, however, want
what I write to be platitudinous and generic such as might end up in a
letter of recommendation for a student one hardly remembers. And I
	. The kauri tree (Agathis australis) was once common in New Zealand forests (in
the Northland, Coromandel, and Auckland) until European greed removed all but four
percent of them. The Maori even give the ancient ones names and mourn when one of
those giants falls. The largest one ever measured was estimated, after it succumbed to a
fire, to have lived for thousands of years and to have been, in sheer bulk, the largest tree
in the world.
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will also strive to avoid, as Hugh would perhaps say, borrowing some
syrupy lines from the writer’s dreary “Handbook of Sentiments and
Clichés.”
In 1949 some political scientists at the University of Utah invited
Hugh to read a paper on ancient statecraft. That essay could also be
described as an account of the political dynamics of ancient nomadic
and sedentary peoples and their related “religious” symbols, rituals, and
ideology. When his address was announced, I was intrigued. I was, as
I will explain, looking for light. Here was someone I had never previously encountered—someone housed at Brigham Young University in
religious education but apparently working in ancient history—who
would be lecturing Gentiles (as well as Latter-day Saints) on ancient
politics and religion. From that moment on he had a profound and lasting impact on me.
On that occasion there opened for me two new and exciting worlds.
One of these involved nomadic hunters in antiquity who were intent on
conquering sedentary farmers and thereby setting up sometimes vast
empires. The other world that came into view that evening was much
less remote and for me more lasting. That first encounter with Hugh
Nibley changed my life. On that fateful evening I was delighted to discover an obviously bright, impish, loyal Latter-day Saint with something new and interesting to say. He was also not a bit shy about his
faith, which was not the case with most others back then. Instead, he
stood his ground, and I have always tried to follow his example. In addition, it was a delight to witness Hugh’s relaxed, witty repartee with the
learned. I discovered later that he enjoyed and perhaps even preferred
conversations with skeptics and doubters, especially if they had thought
	. Hugh Nibley, “The Arrow, the Hunter, and the State,” Western Political Quarterly
2/3 (1949): 328–44. This remarkable essay was soon followed by two others entitled “The
Hierocentric State,” Western Political Quarterly 4/2 (1951): 226–53; and “The Unsolved
Loyalty Problem: Our Western Heritage,” Western Political Quarterly 6/4 (1953): 631–57.
Eventually another essay, entitled “Tenting, Toll, and Taxing,” Western Political Quarterly
19/4 (1966): 599–630, took up the same complex of ideas. These essays have been republished in The Ancient State: The Rulers and the Ruled (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and
FARMS, 1991), 1–147, 195–242.
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seriously about what he later called the “terrible questions” or if they
knew or cared about the past and were interested in a discussion consisting of more than mere sentiments and slogan-thinking.
It would not be an understatement to say that I was deeply impressed
with his intelligence and the depth of his learning, as well as by the fact
that he made no effort to disguise his faith. He could play the academic
game as well as or even better than the most skeptical critic along the
Wasatch Front. Though he was not a stereotypical Saint, at that moment
he became for me a role model.
Now, over five decades later, it may be difficult to appreciate the
profound impact Hugh had on young Latter-day Saints and even on
some older ones. Most of those entering the university in those days
were among the first, or even the first, to do so in their families. With
little or no experience with universities, parents tended to fear that
their children would be charmed into shedding their faith. These
fears were not without foundation. Along the Wasatch Front, each
university had its array of those eager to disabuse young Latter-day
Saints of their parochial Mormon past, as well as their presumably
crude, primitive faith. This was in addition to the dominant culture
of unbelief then found in universities. Hugh was able in various ways
to point a whole generation of young Latter-day Saints in a different
direction—one that stressed both learning and fidelity to God.
Hugh was certainly an eccentric with his own sometimes colorful
idiosyncrasies. There was his hat. It was clearly part of his costume. It
was visible in 1949 at that lecture on ancient statecraft. With it, and
	. Hugh Nibley, “The Terrible Questions,” in Temple and Cosmos: Beyond This Igno
rant Present (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1992), 336–78.
	. Years later I was invited to write something for Latter-day Saints celebrating
Nibley’s remarkable lust for learning. See Louis Midgley, “Hugh Nibley: Portrait of a
Leader,” Improvement Era, May 1970, 79–81. I suspect that someone had seen my essay
entitled “The Secular Relevance of the Gospel,” Dialogue 4/4 (1969): 76–85, in which I
tried to describe something of his role in the intellectual life of the Saints.
	. My father “borrowed” from me Hugh’s books and essays. He would then write
his name in them and refuse to return them. He claimed that he needed them. I would,
he also explained, get them back when he passed on. This explains the duplicate copies I
have of many of Hugh’s books and essays.
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with his Deseret Industries duds, he signaled not only a disinterest in
the ways of this world, but a distaste for its fads and fashions.
It was only after my initial encounter with Hugh’s “secular” scholarship that I started paying attention to his earlier efforts to explicate
and defend the faith of the Saints. I soon tracked down the series of
essays he had published on “Baptism for the Dead in Ancient Times,”
and then I located his first essay on the Book of Mormon. My passion
for and enthrallment with his scholarship on the Book of Mormon, as
well as my own fondness for that book, thus began before and continued
through my first mission to New Zealand (1950–52). As a missionary I
was busy trying to introduce the Maori Saints to his scholarship. When
I returned some fifty years later, there were still Saints in New Zealand
who could remember my spouting about both the Book of Mormon and
Nibley. This fact did not at all displease me.
From the moment in 1949 when I heard Hugh read that paper, I
began collecting his essays. I am confident that others did this as well.
I was conscientious, even compulsive. The result of my efforts over
the years was the annotated “Bibliography and Register” published
as a preface in the first volume of the Festschrift for Nibley. My list
served as the bibliographical foundation for subsequent volumes in
the Collected Works of Hugh Nibley. It pleases me to have had this
tiny role in that enormous and still unfinished project.
	. At least back then it was not clear why he followed a different drummer, only that
he did. For some of the details, see Boyd Petersen’s remarkable biography entitled Hugh
Nibley: A Consecrated Life (Salt Lake City: Kofford Books, 2002).
	. This series of essays can be found in the Improvement Era, December 1948–April
1949; reprinted in Mormonism and Early Christianity (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and
FARMS, 1987), 100–167.
	. Hugh Nibley, “The Book of Mormon as a Mirror of the East,” Improvement Era,
April 1948, 202–4, 249–51; this was essentially included in Lehi in the Desert; The World
of the Jaredites; There Were Jaredites (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1988),
25–42.
	. See Louis Midgley, “Hugh Winder Nibley: Bibliography and Register,” in By
Study and Also by Faith: Essays in Honor of Hugh W. Nibley, ed. John M. Lundquist and
Stephen D. Ricks (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1990), 1:xv–lxxxvii. I began
with “Hugh Nibley: A Short Bibliographical Note,” Dialogue 2/1 (1967): 119–21, and then
followed with a “Bibliography” in Nibley on the Timely and the Timeless (Provo, UT: BYU
Religious Studies Center, 1978), 307–23; a fairly current bibliography is available on the
Web at farms.byu.edu/publications/nibleybibliography.php (accessed 10 October 2005).
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I have discovered that for those in thrall to his writings, there are
quite distinct Nibleys. Some, like me, have been drawn to his defense
of the historical authenticity of the Book of Mormon, or to his speculation about institutions and practices in antiquity. Others have seen
something liberating in his scathing social criticism, in his fondness
for the natural environment, or in his trenchant criticism of the rationalizations we tend to provide for worldly ambitions and endeavors.
Still others have been attracted to his anti-war sentiments.
If one is inclined to employ the mushy, imprecise language of
journalists who are busy oversimplifying things, then these apparent anomalies can be reduced to a vulgar slogan. In this instance,
almost against my better judgment, I yield to the temptation. Much
like Reinhold Niebuhr (the famous American Protestant theologian
and social critic, 1892–1971), Nibley turned to the “right” —became a
religious “conservative” —by passionately adopting and defending a
Latter-day Saint “orthodoxy” (or neoorthodoxy), including the Book
of Mormon and hence Joseph Smith’s prophetic charisms, in contrast to a “liberal” cultural Mormonism prevalent after World War
II among some nominally Latter-day Saint “intellectuals.” But, again
somewhat like Niebuhr, Nibley also turned to the “left” and hence was
“liberal” in his various political and social concerns. This fact was
not always clear to either his friends or critics. When Hugh’s political
opinions became clear, it was disconcerting to some of his admirers,
just as his persistent, passionate defense of the faith was troublesome
to dissident and cultural Mormons, some of whom were inclined to
agree with his social criticism.
One especially delightful yet disconcerting aspect of Hugh’s career
flowed from his genuine passion for understanding an enormous range
of questions about the past, present, and future. He had a great breadth
of knowledge that rested on his remarkable mastery of a host of ancient
and modern languages. This led some to claim that he was a mere dilettante since he did not focus on any one people or topic or time period,
nor was he enslaved by some narrow scholarly school. Other than a
capacity born of his considerable erudition that made it possible for him
to attempt comparisons over time and between cultures, he was not at
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all beholden to any one narrow scholarly methodology. Unlike many
other high-powered academics who are often locked into their narrow
specialties, beholden to a currently popular academic method of dealing with issues, or who speak for some school of thought, one could
never quite anticipate what new question, topic, approach, or literature
Hugh would find interesting and consequently worthy of his efforts.
There were some exceptions, a few of which are worth mentioning. Hugh quite properly always detested theology, much to my delight
and to the consternation of a few of his readers. This can be seen in
various essays—for example, in the series of radio addresses he gave
on the regular Sunday evening program of the Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter-day Saints at 9:00 pm, broadcast by KSL between 7 March
and 17 October 1954. That series was entitled Time Vindicates the
Prophets, and it initially circulated as thirty-one separate pamphlets.
The material was again published as The World and the Prophets, one
of Hugh’s most popular and significant books.10 In those talks, in addition to discounting what theologians have fashioned, Nibley sought to
identify the predicament that some of them found themselves in with
the heavens effectively shut.11 In addition, he also made an effort to
sort out the troublesome relationship between pagan philosophy and
Christian faith.12 He did not, however, see philosophy as the source of
the apostasy but merely as an element in what turns up when something has already gone drastically wrong.
Hugh’s disdain for theology—what might be called classical theism
or the traditional so-called Christian worldview, elements of which, he
believed, were borrowed from pagan philosophy—did not make of him
an enemy of rational discourse. He did not abjure intellectual effort,
wide and deep learning, or genuine academic accomplishment, as even
10. For the most recent edition, see The World and the Prophets (Salt Lake City:
Deseret Book and FARMS, 1987).
11. See Hugh Nibley, “How Will It Be When None More Saith ‘I Saw’?” in The World
and the Prophets, 1–8, and elsewhere in those essays. In “St. Augustine and the Great
Tradition” (The World and the Prophets, 80–88), Hugh describes the importance of the
bishop of Hippo for both Roman Catholic and Protestant theology and also how and why
he went wrong. But he also describes him as a “great and good man” doing as well as he
could by living on tradition and without divine revelation.
12. See The World and the Prophets, 33–43, 53–62, 71–116, 249–51.
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a glance at the form or the contents of his writing should indicate. He
did, however, have harsh things to say about sloppy sentimentality or
silly slogan-thinking. He loathed sophistry. He also detested rhetoric,
which he understood as the despicable art of selling what amounts to
sentimental sweets to the sick (for a stipend, of course) when what they
really need is a dose of real medicine—a turn or return to God and
hence also a turn away from the fads and fashions of this world.
Though he was much more conversant with historians and literary figures, including poets, Hugh occasionally consulted writings of
or about ancient philosophers. He drew upon this literature when he
found it useful. He certainly did so in three lectures he gave in May 1963
at Yale University.13 In these essays, as well as elsewhere, he described
the old and still unresolved conflict between radically different efforts
to understand the world: one longing for and perhaps willing to accept
divine revelation and another that depends exclusively on unaided
human reason. He also identified a third mode, which he described as
a “sophistic junkyard,” which garbles, muddles, and corrupts both the
prophetic (mantic) and the philosophic (sophic) ways of understanding
the human situation. He was, I believe, unable to figure out where some
philosophers fit into his own schema.14 The way he set out the opposition between what others have called the wisdom of Jerusalem and the
wisdom of Athens is still remarkably insightful.
When I encountered Hugh, much of what went on in the university
seemed to me stale and boring—mere textbook stuff. And yet it still
ground away at the faith of young Saints. Why? Then, as now, disciplined conformity rather than intellectual independence was the norm.
Genuine learning, while celebrated, was still downplayed and replaced
by the received ideologies of the day. In addition, our teachers, if they
13. These lectures carried the general title “Three Shrines: Mantic, Sophic, and
Sophistic” and were eventually published in The Ancient State, 311–79. For a similar and
related essay, written at about the same time, see “Paths That Stray: Some Notes on Sophic
and Mantic,” in The Ancient State, 380–478.
14. For a description of Nibley’s account of what others have tended to see as a
struggle between faith and reason and also for comments on what I consider his failure
to sort the philosophers correctly into his own insightful categories, see Louis Midgley,
“Directions That Diverge: ‘Jerusalem and Athens’ Revisited,” FARMS Review of Books
11/1 (1999): 27–87.
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were nominally LDS, tended to be part of what has come to be known
as the “Lost Generation”—that is, those first ones who ventured out into
the glamorous world of universities and then came back with degrees
but without much, if any, faith, or with a studied skepticism about divine
things. This was especially true of those who went into the humanities
or social sciences. Some may have taken skepticism with them, but others clearly had their faith frayed by the profoundly secular instruction
they received. Some saw this indoctrination as a liberation from the
confining faith of a parochial community but those who took this route
did not seem to notice that they had merely moved from one religion to
another. They neglected to see that their teachers were really preachers
of a fashionable new “faith” from which God was excluded.
Twenty years after the end of World War II, Richard Bushman,
commenting on what was still taking place, asked why “we have lost
so many of our young people in eastern schools, or at the University of
Utah for that matter.” His answer was that “they are overpowered by
a secular culture that dazzles them with its splendors and seemingly
puts Mormon parochialism in the shade.” 15 In addition, it must be
remembered that even after World War II, the University of Utah was
the center—to the degree that there was such a thing—of what might
be called Mormon intellectual life. BYU had not yet emerged from
obscurity. When I entered the university in 1948, there was little or no
nondevotional, intellectually challenging Latter-day Saint literature.16
There was then essentially no genuinely professional Latter-day Saint
history other than a few items like some rather pedantic Utah history
15. Richard L. Bushman, letter, Dialogue 1/1 (1966): 12.
16. I was like someone in the heat of the desert in need of cool living water who found
only warm brackish stuff. For basic information, I read John Henry Evans, Joseph Smith,
An American Prophet (New York: Macmillan, 1940), and some later edition, probably
1930, of Joseph Fielding Smith’s Essentials in Church History (Salt Lake City: Deseret
News, 1922), as well as several items by B. H. Roberts, who provided some polemical
fireworks. I longed to see the restoration of the gospel considered in a larger framework. I
discovered a few titles, including Lowell L. Bennion’s The Religion of the Latter-day Saints
(Salt Lake City: LDS Department of Education, 1940). I was, however, disappointed in
much of this literature.
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texts.17 I found this disconcerting. There was virtually no literature
that gave even a hint that the faith of the Saints was intellectually viable. I needed or desired, as did other Latter-day Saints, some literature
that at least offered a faint assurance that my faith could withstand the
best that the culture of unbelief dominating universities at that time
could offer.
The Mormon History Association was launched nearly two decades
after I entered the university. For me the promise of a competent, professional history of the Mormon past was attractive, even though I did
not plan on contributing to it. I also very much liked the idea behind
the founding of Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought. Later I had to
admit that both were mixed bags. From 1966 to the present an internal
struggle has taken place in both venues. There are, I grant, those who
strive to tell the story of the Mormon past from within the categories
of faith, but there are also those in thrall in one way or another to the
corrosive secularizing influences that are more or less borrowed from
or dependent upon the culture of unbelief that still dominates academic
circles, the media, and popular culture.
I witnessed an early version of this struggle that took place at the
University of Utah after 1952. And in various ways it involved Hugh
Nibley. Coming immediately after my first mission to New Zealand
(1950–52), this intellectual struggle was for me tantalizing, provocative,
and challenging. I listened and observed. I sensed that it was wise to keep
one’s opinions to oneself, which I more or less did. Unlike some who
blasted away at the parochial Saints and loved to berate the Brethren,
the best of the lot, Sterling McMurrin (1914–1996), then teaching in
philosophy but later in history, manifested a measure of moderation
and was a model of civility. I eventually came to see that his neat and
orderly sorting of ideas and isms, while formidable on the surface and
helpful for a preliminary understanding, also obscured the vast richness
and complexity hidden away in the enormous literature of historical,
17. For some basic information, I read Leland H. Creer’s The Founding of an Empire:
The Exploration and Colonization of Utah, 1776–1856 (Salt Lake City: Bookcraft, 1947),
and Andrew L. Neff’s History of Utah, 1847–1869, ed. Leland H. Creer (Salt Lake City:
Deseret News, 1940).
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theological, and philosophical speculation. His mode of doing intellectual history also tended to obscure the fact that it was itself part of and
situated within a conversation in which the current dominant biases
were inexorably being ground down and replaced. I also discovered that
there is much more going on in both current and past conversations
that is not accessible with labels, brand names, or appeals to one’s own
superior rationality.
While I was working on a master’s degree, Hugh brought to my
attention Rudolf Bultmann (1892–1976), a German New Testament
scholar who was attempting to demythologize what he considered the
primitive mythology he found in the New Testament.18 I proposed
to McMurrin that I examine everything I could find by (and about)
Bultmann and that we meet each week to discuss what I had discovered. Though he was unfamiliar with Bultmann, McMurrin accepted
my proposal. My encounter with Bultmann was enlightening 19 and
eventually led me to the writings of Martin Heidegger (1889–1971)
since Bultmann seems to have fallen under his spell. When I mentioned this to McMurrin, he labeled Bultmann a theistic existentialist
and placed him in the same category as Paul Tillich (1886–1965), a
then influential German-American Protestant theologian.
Reading Bultmann also led me to the literature on the interpretation of texts—that is, to what is often called hermeneutics. I came to
see that the way we tell stories about the past depends upon on how
we read texts. I discovered that how we read (and hence understand
or explain the meaning of what we find in texts), what we select in the
texts we consult or for which we search, and also what we will allow
within what we consider the realm of reality depend upon the assumptions and the interpretation we bring to that task or somehow even18. Nibley, “The Way of the Church,” Improvement Era, January–December 1955;
reprinted in Mormonism and Early Christianity, 209–322.
19. I read Rudolf Bultmann’s The Presence of Eternity: History and Eschatology (New
York: Harpers, 1957); Primitive Christianity and Its Contemporary Setting, trans. R. H.
Fuller (New York: Meridian Books, 1956); Theology of the New Testament, trans. Kendrick
Grobel, 2 vols. (New York: Scribner, 1952 and 1955); and also his Essays Philosophical and
Theological, trans. J. C. G. Greig (London: SCM, 1955); Jesus and the Word (New York:
Scribner, 1958); and any the secondary literature I could locate, all of which was new to
both me and McMurrin.
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tually adopt. The historian provides the plot, and so the story always
necessarily has a political motivation and setting. I also began to see
that the categories and distinctions we frequently take for granted
have their own often convoluted history. From that point on, all talk
of balanced, neutral, detached, disinterested, objective historians and
their vaunted histories became for me problematic.
I could see that the intellectual history with which I was being
indoctrinated was itself dependent upon assumptions that were often
poorly grounded, if not entirely groundless, or at least unexamined.
I began to see that my teachers’ background assumptions and beliefs
also had their own precarious history. I was then able to see how and
why bright, articulate people could understand and explain the same
things differently, read texts differently, and hence also fashion quite
different stories; they did so on the basis of different and conflicting
categories and assumptions or beliefs, part of which they bring to the
task at hand. It became clear to me that the historian provides the plot
and selects what will count as evidence.
Subsequently, I could begin to sort out exactly what divided Nibley
from McMurrin. One who begins with the secular credo that angels
cannot possibly make books available to human beings, since there
are no angels, will have no reason even to read the Book of Mormon.
With an agnostic dogma in place, nothing will ever be allowed to
count in favor of the Book of Mormon. It became obvious why one so
disposed would insist that efforts to stress the importance of the Book
of Mormon were signs of an irrational “departure from the authentic
spirit of Mormon religion.” I came to see Nibley’s way of doing intellectual history as superior to McMurrin’s neat sorting of ideas and
writers, which seemed formidable on the surface and was helpful for
a preliminary understanding but which obscured the enormous complexity, ambiguity, and richness hidden in a vast literature. In addition, I was troubled by the fact that the use of ontological categories
seemed to compromise needlessly the links between the content and
ground of faith and historical matters.
In 1953, after having studied under Tillich for a year at Union Theo
logical Seminary, McMurrin assigned his students a book by Tillich
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that was larded with talk about Being-Itself—that is, the God of classical theism.20 In that book Tillich flatly denied that God can properly be
said to exist. He talked, instead, of a God somehow beyond the God of
traditional Christian theology. For Tillich, God simply could not exist
since only finite things exist, and he conceived of God as the unconditional, infinite, absolute ground or power of being in everything that
exists. Finite existing things, in Tillich’s system, are thus real only to the
extent that they participate in their essence or nature. Existing things
are merely actual—that is, only to some degree real. They are real to the
extent that they stand out of Non-Being by participating in Being-Itself,
which he thought constituted the power or ground of being in everything that exists but which is not another existing thing alongside other
things. Tillich insisted that this is where sophisticated theology has
been heading since Christians started drawing upon pagan categories
and explanations. All of this seemed to me to give priority to categories
borrowed from pagan sources, none of which are found in the Bible.
In 1963, while I was working at Brown University on my dissertation on Paul Tillich, Hugh delivered those three lectures at Yale. I was
confident that I had collected everything Tillich had published.21 But
I was wrong; Hugh had discovered something written by Tillich that
I had missed. And he made some polemical use of what he had found.
Nibley wrote:
Protestants and Catholics alike would now have us believe
that the old prophetic tradition was never completely lost. But
Professor Tillich knows better: “This discourse,” he writes at
the introduction to a recent study, “is based on the proposition that the prophetic tradition of the Church was lost. It
is one of the great tragedies in the History of the Christian
Church, that this tradition actually and virtually completely
perished. . . . For St. Augustine the millennium is here, everything essential has been achieved . . . in the hierarchy of the
20. See Paul Tillich, The Courage to Be (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1952).
21. I had access to the library resources at Brown and the libraries at Harvard, as well
as some access to Tillich’s unpublished manuscripts.
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Church. With this theory the spirit of Prophecy was expelled
from the official Church.” 22
I was surprised that Tillich had called this development a tragedy
since he was bent on taking it to its logical conclusion. The historical
ground and content of faith is radically compromised when the prophetic gift is suppressed and theology takes the place of divine revelations. When one reduces God to Being-Itself—the ground or power of
being—what becomes of crucial matters like the resurrection of Jesus
of Nazareth? Or of Stephen’s or Joseph Smith’s theophanies? What
happens to the account of the recovery of the Book of Mormon or the
theophanies described in it, or to the core of its prophetic message?
Speculation about divine things moves away from the historical, the
mundane, the concrete. My encounters with Nibley, then McMurrin,
and eventually with Tillich taught me that it is a grand mistake to turn
the Christian story into theology bounded by ontological categories.
My own efforts to defend the historical authenticity of the Book of
Mormon and hence also Joseph Smith’s prophetic truth claims flow
directly from these early insights.
McMurrin was fond of Paul Tillich and contemptuous of Hugh
Nibley, C.  S.  Lewis (1898–1963), and Karl Barth (1886–1968),23 all
of whom he dismissed as spouting sheer irrationalism. Why? Lewis
clearly saw the necessity of Christian faith having historical contents
and grounding. This is at least part of what has made him attractive
to Latter-day Saints. Nibley’s treatment of the Book of Mormon, while
not aimed at proving it true (something he thought both unnecessary
and impossible),24 began by accepting it for what it claims to be. And,
in his own way, something like this was also true for Barth.
22. Nibley, “Three Shrines: Mantic, Sophic, and Sophistic,” 357–58. Nibley was quoting Paul Tillich, “Die Wiederentdeckung der prophetischen Tradition in der Reformation,”
Neue Zeitschrift für systematishe Theologie 3 (1961): 237. I worked on Tillich day and night
for a full year and yet Hugh could waltz into New Haven and quote something from Tillich
I had never seen.
23. We read C. S. Lewis, The Screwtape Letters (London: Geoffrey Bles, 1942), which
he mocked. He did not assign anything by Karl Barth.
24. See, for example, Since Cumorah, 2nd ed. (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and
FARMS, 1988), xiv.
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In his famous criticism of religion, which parallels and perhaps
surpasses what can be found in the writings of Karl Marx, Barth
argued that in religion human beings did the talking. In divine
revelation—though not necessarily in the scriptures but always when
guided by the Holy Spirit—it was God doing the talking, not just in
previous times but even now. Barth thus distinguished religion, which
is a human manufacture, from divine revelation and the Word of
God, which is not to be confused with or reduced to the Bible. Unlike
at least some conservative Christians, Barth was not advancing a bibliolatry. McMurrin saw all this as irrational, not because it avoided
bibliolatry, but because it did not focus on the words of human beings
about divine and human things—that is, on theology—but rather on
the Word of God, a witness of which is available here and now through
the Holy Spirit.25
Where Bultmann insisted that the Bible was larded with, among
other things, quaint legends and bizarre myths, which he insisted
must now be demythologized and thereby transformed into a message of some significance to German skeptics, Karl Barth was simply
appalled by such audacity. Barth argued that
we need to take with literal seriousness the message of the
bodily resurrected Jesus Christ if we are to find ourselves in a
new life, in a new world. If Rudolf Bultmann were surrounded
by a church which in its preaching and order, in its politics and
relation to state and society, in its whole way of dealing with
modern problems, were to put into practice even a little of its
belief in the Risen Lord, then not only would it be practically
immune against the heresies of the Bultmannian conclusions
and theses but it would also have in reply to Bultmann the
one argument which could perhaps cause him to abandon his
basic position, with its tying of the gospel to a pagan ontology,
and make him a free expositor of the NT freely speaking for
itself.26
25. Barth was therefore not what might be called a fundamentalist.
26. Karl Barth–Rudolf Bultmann: Letters, 1922–1966, ed. Bernd Jaspert, trans.
Geoffrey W. Bromiley (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1981), 146, emphasis added.
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I have always been concerned to show the links between the faith of
the Saints and events in the past, and hence to defend both the prophetic
message and gift, as well as the historical authenticity of the Book of
Mormon. In this I have followed Nibley and not McMurrin. When I first
arrived at BYU, I doubted that any Latter-day Saint would be tempted to
attempt to sever the link between faith and history by tying “the gospel
to a pagan ontology,” to use Karl Barth’s pithy formulation. I was naive. I
had no idea what would eventually be promulgated by Signature Books,
preached at Sunstone symposia, and published in Dialogue.
At least until the 1980s Hugh was the one who stood in the way of
such radically revisionist accounts of the Mormon past, even though he
was not directly involved in writing accounts of the restoration. He concerned himself from time to time with a few troublesome complaints.
Where the Latter-day Saints involved in the fledgling profession of
Mormon history were anxious to secure a place in the history of the
American West for the Latter-day Saints, Hugh’s essays always stood
as a witness to the truth of the restoration (and in that sense he was a
martyr) and also made him a defender of the faith (or apologist).
He always avoided the Mormon History Association. He was not
a joiner but a loner. His understanding of the faith of the Saints went
far beyond the narrow confines of our pioneer past and the story of the
Great Basin. He clearly did not fit neatly within the new profession of
Mormon history. Though he had a high regard for learning and serious
scholarship, he refused to play the games academics typically play. He
was contemptuous of titles, rank, reputation—all worldly adornments
hardly worthy of a Saint. He avoided scholarly meetings where the bulk
of what takes place is socializing and networking. Instead, he gave hundreds of talks to groups of ordinary Latter-day Saints, without ever talking down to his audience. He was not a snob. Some may have thought
it was not appropriate for him to publish in the old Improvement Era
or the Ensign or to have given talks on the radio or in stake centers.
However, he saw these as opportunities for setting out some challenging
ideas for the Saints and for opening a window on worlds they may not
have encountered. Giving a talk was his way of having a conversation.
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When someone with a scholarly reputation visited BYU, Hugh
sought him out and engaged him in conversation. I witnessed a number
of these remarkable exchanges, one of which involved David Riesman
(1909–2002), the Harvard professor whose book The Lonely Crowd was
by far the most-read essay in sociology at the time. Riesman told me
that Hugh had to be for Mormonism the equivalent of St. Augustine
for Latin Christianity. Then there were conversations I witnessed with
William Barrett (1915–1992), whose book entitled Irrational Man: A
Study in Existentialist Philosophy was then very popular, and Jacob
Neusner (1932– ), the most widely published Jewish scholar. He was not
interested in conversations with Protestant preachers over the question
of faith and works or with American historians bent on seeing Joseph
Smith in the most narrow possible light.
Since Hugh was an inveterate reviser of manuscripts, he needed a
deadline. The necessity of having a manuscript ready for thirty consecutive weeks to be read on the radio within the prescribed time
limits eventually yielded The World and the Prophets, one of his most
impressive books. And the requirement that he produce a manuscript
ready to be published each month, when he was generating those
series that appeared in the Improvement Era, forced him to control his
otherwise powerful urge to revise, refine, adjust, embellish, or extend.
Without a deadline or a very demanding editor of an academic journal, he had difficulty finishing a project.
Without Hugh’s far-reaching scholarship, there would be no Foun
dation for Ancient Research and Mormon Studies and therefore also
no defense of the faith and the Saints. It was his work with which
others could begin FARMS, and it was because of his profound and
lasting influence on hundreds of scholars that this Review has been
possible.27
I have had the experience of thinking that I had found a new way
of looking at some passage in the Book of Mormon, only to find that
27. Neither Terryl L. Givens, By the Hand of Mormon: The American Scripture That
Launched a New World Religion (New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), nor Noel B.
Reynolds, ed., Book of Mormon Authorship Revisited: The Evidence for Ancient Origins
(Provo, UT: FARMS, 1997), nor a host of other similar and related works, would have
been possible without the earlier efforts of Nibley.
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what I thought I had discovered had already been almost casually
mentioned by Hugh in something written long before. Others have
had exactly that experience in their own scholarly endeavors. Hugh
was not stuck on what he had previously written or said. If one could
demonstrate—really show and not merely assert—a flaw in something he had written, he would be grateful. This is a virtue not many
academics have. He was, in fact, pleased to see others correcting and
fleshing out his own work.
Some have complained about all those footnotes. There were, they
moan, far too many. Or they propagate the myth that his citations were
phony. This nonsense has apparently come from someone who found
a flaw in some citations. But this is not likely to be the case with those
essays published by FARMS in his Collected Works, where a sustained
effort was made to check everything and, if necessary, to make needed
corrections. I edited two of his essays.28 I checked every quotation and
citation. I spent hundreds of hours tracking down his citations and
making them consistent and getting them into the proper format.
With much searching and a bit of ingenuity, I was able to locate every
item. Of course, at times he read things into some of the literature he
cited, where others might have read that literature differently. But this
is exactly the case with all intellectual history.
Early on in his career, when Fawn Brodie (1915–1981) published
her attack on Joseph Smith, Nibley stepped forward to do a bit of
counterpunching. What Brodie wrote could easily be dealt with today
by professional Latter-day Saint historians who are now intimately
familiar with the published and still unpublished materials on Joseph’s
life. But in 1946 there were no such historians. Hugh, whose interests
and training were in ancient history, took on the task of buying some
time while others got up to speed.29 Then the Brethren requested that
28. See Hugh Nibley, “Beyond Politics,” BYU Studies 9/1 (1974): 3–28, reprinted in
Nibley on the Timely and the Timeless, 2nd ed. (Provo, UT: BYU Religious Studies Center,
2004), 301–28; and “Treasures in the Heavens,” Dialogue 8/3–4 (1973): 76–98, reprinted
in Old Testament and Related Studies (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1986),
171–214.
29. See Nibley, No, Ma’am, That’s Not History, reprinted in Tinkling Cymbals and
Sounding Brass (Salt Lake City: Deseret Book and FARMS, 1991), 3–45.
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he deal with other anti-Mormon literature. I heard him complain of
having to do this. He resented having to take time away from other
interests to deal with it.30 But there came a time after 1980 that Hugh
no longer gave any attention to this dismal literature. He remained
on the sidelines while Mark Hofmann was doing and generating mischief. He let others take over his previous role.
Though he went through, I believe, a period during which he
wondered if his work would have a lasting impact on Latter-day Saint
scholarship, he was much reassured by the outpouring of scholarship
published by FARMS and especially by what he found in this Review.
The last time I saw him, he complained that those at FARMS were treating him as if he had already passed away. The reason he gave was that
he had not been sent a copy of the most recent number of the Review.
At that very moment the doorbell rang, and the postman delivered his
copy. Hugh was delighted. And his wife, Phyllis, then had the task of
reading over four hundred pages aloud to him, something which she
had become accustomed to doing during his declining years.
I am constantly reminded that, like so many others, I owe much to
Hugh Nibley. When he heard that Hugh had passed away, a friend from
New Zealand wrote to me and described Hugh’s insights, appropriately
I believe, as “veil parting.” Hugh, he said, put his many gifts—his academic abilities—“to noble use—to give light to spiritual issues so that
those that were comparatively blind could see a little further.” We can
all be grateful for his valiant service in this regard. Whatever his quirks,
his service to the kingdom was immense. Now for a bit of nostalgia—
will we, I sometimes wonder, ever again have something like Time Vin
dicates the Prophets read over KSL? Or will we ever see a priesthood
manual like An Approach to the Book of Mormon? As my Maori friends
might say, a giant kauri has now fallen; the nurture it once offered for
God’s creatures in the human “forest” has been significantly reduced.
But it is also true that when a giant kauri falls, its influence does not
soon disappear. Its seeds still germinate and its many seedlings continue to grow. Thus it is and should be with Hugh Nibley.
30. See Nibley, The Myth Makers and Sounding Brass, both reprinted in Tinkling
Cymbals and Sounding Brass, 105–727.
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Margaret Barker. An Extraordinary Gathering of Angels. London:
MQ Publications, 2004. 432 pp., with index. £14.99 / $22.50.
Margaret Barker, a biblical scholar from England, has published
a remarkable book about angels. Drawing on Christian and Jewish
traditions, and to some extent on Islamic understandings, her book
ranges widely from the importance of angels in the creation, their
ranks and authorities, and their prominence in the heavenly visions
experienced by the prophets to their ministry among mankind in furthering God’s work and purposes on earth. Barker discusses the close
association of godly persons with the angels and the possibility of
mankind becoming angels. The book relies heavily on the canonical
scriptures but is also much informed by the treatment of angels found
in extracanonical texts, especially in the Enoch literature and other
related sources. She discusses the fallen angels and their evil influence
and such concepts as guardian angels and the role of angels in providing inspiration and guidance.
A striking feature of the book is the great number of illustrations,
most in color, taken from Christian, Jewish, and Islamic art, including paintings, frescoes, stained-glass windows, icons, and sculptures.
Barker also offers many quotations about angels from writers and
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poets and includes interviews from scholars and officials representing
various traditions.
Latter-day Saints will appreciate Barker’s sensitive treatment of
angels that are of special importance to them. A photograph of the
Mormon Tabernacle Choir is shown as an illustration of the principle
that in sacred song on earth we join with the saints and angels above
in worshipping at the throne of God. The first vision of Joseph Smith,
with the appearance of God the Father and his Son Jesus Christ, is
described and illustrated with a painting by Greg Olsen (p. 403). The
volume closes with an interview with Professor John W. Welch of
Brigham Young University, summarizing what Mormons believe about
angels and giving some details about the appearances and purposes of
the angel Moroni and other heavenly messengers that ministered to the
Prophet Joseph Smith (pp. 412–13).
Francis J. Beckwith, William Lane Craig, and J. P. Moreland, eds.
To Everyone an Answer: A Case for the Christian Worldview; Essays
in Honor of Norman L. Geisler. Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity
Press, 2004. 396 pp., with a foreword by Josh McDowell, an introduction by Francis J. Beckwith, and a conclusion by J. P. Moreland,
with indexes of names, subjects, and scriptures. $29.00.
According to Josh McDowell’s interesting foreword (pp. 9–11),
Norman Geisler got started witnessing “door to door” at age seventeen immediately after he became a Christian. While witnessing in a
Detroit rescue mission, he met a drunk who stumped him (pp. 9–10).
McDowell quotes Geisler as follows: “I decided then after being twisted
up by Jehovah’s Witnesses and Mormons and now this drunk, I had
better get some answers or stop witnessing” (p. 10). Geisler has subsequently led a rather distinguished group of evangelicals into defending their faith. This volume contains twenty-three essays by those in
one way or another influenced by or indebted to Geisler, including
Craig J. Hazen, Ravi Zacharias, Gary R. Habermas, and the editors.
Carl Mosser and Paul Owen contributed a chapter on Mormonism
(pp. 324–49), which unfortunately indicates that they have learned little
from public comments or private conversations on their previous efforts
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to overcome what they describe as “a challenge” posed by the Church
of Jesus Christ “to the health and growth of authentic Christianity”
(p. 324). They assert that “the tradition of Christian orthodoxy has
always insisted that devotion to Christ is not sufficient in itself to qualify
a religious movement as authentically Christian” (p. 331). What then is
both necessary and sufficient? According to Mosser and Owen, what
separates Christianity and Mormonism is a “worldview disparity”
(p. 326). They then insist that they will not see the Saints as Christians
since they assume the role of gatekeepers on such issues, unless we come
to believe that God—who they insist “transcends the space-time cosmos” (p. 331), following a notion popularized by St. Augustine—created
everything out of nothing and so forth.
To get a clear view of what evangelical apologists mean when they
talk about a “Christian worldview,” or what it means to be an “authentic Christian,” To Everyone an Answer should be read in conjunction with the more substantial volume edited by J. P. Moreland and
William Lane Craig entitled Philosophical Foundations for a Christian
Worldview (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2003), which is not
marred by petty rants about the faith of the Saints.
Richard L. Bushman with the assistance of Jed Woodworth. Joseph
Smith: Rough Stone Rolling. New York City, NY: Knopf, 2005. xxv +
725 pp., plus index, bibliography, photographs, and maps. $35.00.
This book will receive full attention in futures issues of the
Review, but suffice it to say that this is the full-length biography of
Joseph Smith that everyone has been waiting for since Fawn Brodie’s
No Man Knows My History was released sixty years ago. Bushman,
who is the Gouverneur Morris Professor of History, Emeritus, at
Columbia University, has finally completed the work he began twenty
years ago with Joseph Smith and the Beginnings of Mormonism. In fact,
large portions of chapters 1, 2, 3, and 5 of Beginnings were used in this
book. With the assistance of Jed Woodworth, Bushman has covered
every area and event of the life of the Prophet. He has done so fully,
honestly, and faithfully and has dealt with hard questions raised by
others. The notes (over 100 pages) point out those who disagree with
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his interpretations, and the bibliography (50 pages) appears to contain
every serious work on Joseph Smith since the beginning. That still
leaves over 560 pages of narrative to cover the life of Joseph Smith; the
reader is fully exposed to him but is left to draw his or her own conclusions. The narrative style flows very well and assists in this process.
Avraham Gileadi, Studies in the Book of Mormon. N.p.: Hebron
Books, 2005. xii + 192 pp.
Avraham Gileadi, a Latter-day Saint scholar of Hebrew and the
scriptures, has now written a small volume of brief studies on aspects
of the Book of Mormon. Gileadi is noted for his translation of and
commentaries on Isaiah, including work on the meaning of Isaiah
that can be derived from the Book of Mormon. The new book consists of forty-eight chapters, each containing a short discussion of an
important teaching of the Book of Mormon. It could provide a useful commentary to a reading of the scripture, highlighting important
doctrinal and historical insights.
As in Gileadi’s other works, the book is a model of the usefulness of
carefully comparing all the scriptures to give a rounded view of a given
point. He is insistent on the importance of the Book of Mormon teaching that we should “liken all scriptures unto us” (1 Nephi 19:23). Gileadi
seeks for instructive patterns and for types that are repeated and may
yet be repeated again: “I will give unto you a pattern in all things, that ye
may not be deceived” (D&C 52:14). Thus he discusses the importance of
the exodus pattern in the Book of Mormon, as have other scholars. Here
the pattern includes an oppressive situation with the Lord commanding
a prophet to lead his people away from evil and to a new land of promise. Gileadi sees such a pattern as being “equivalent to a hero’s journey,
in which the hero or heroine experiences a transformation that takes a
person to a higher level. The exodus thus becomes an integral part of a
participant’s spiritual progression” (p. 5).
Examples of the many important topics discussed are the tree
of life; the coming of the Messiah; the infinite atonement; the need
for continuing revelation; the allegory of the olive tree; covenants;
blessings and curses; the plan of happiness; the sealing power; remembering the Lord; and the virtue of believing.
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Terryl L. Givens. The Latter-day Saint Experience in America. West
port, CT: Greenwood, 2004. xxi + 347, with four appendixes, timeline, glossary, select annotated bibliography, and index. $58.95.
Latter-day Saint Experience is one in a series of titles on religious
communities in America edited by Philip Goff. Givens became a leading figure in Mormon studies with his Viper on the Hearth—a study
of literary anti-Mormonism—and then with By the Hand of Mormon,
which is the most complete, candid study of the entire range of issues
raised by the Book of Mormon currently in print. (Both books were
published by Oxford University Press.) He has now published another
outstanding book—a thoughtful, insightful, well-documented account
of the Church of Jesus Christ in its American setting. Virtually all
crucial and controversial issues receive careful attention in this fine
book. It can be warmly recommended to those curious about the faith
of Latter-day Saints and their community.
Irving Hexham, Stephen Rost, and John W. Morehead II, eds.
Encountering New Religious Movements: A Holistic Evangelical
Approach. Grand Rapids, MI: Kregel, 2004. 322 pp., with scripture
and subject indexes and a recommended reading list. $17.99.
This is a collection of essays by fifteen authors detailing recent
dissatisfaction with the fundamentalist/evangelical countercult move
ment by those on its margins. The collection was motivated in part by
concern over the propensity of the countercult to engage primarily
in internal theological boundary maintenance among American conservative Protestants (see p. 290). In addition, lament the authors, the
countercult is ineffective in witnessing, given its notoriously aggres
sive confrontational mode of behavior (p. 13). In cautious language,
since the authors whose essays appear in this volume risk being savaged as dangerous heretics, if not as cult apologists, by those within
the countercult, several essays suggest that the already marginalized
countercult ought to adopt a different approach (see p. 290). They
suggest one that would tone down the confrontational, largely polemical, and also highly ineffective mode of operations set in place in 1965
with the publication of The Kingdom of the Cults. John Morehead
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describes its author, Walter Martin, as the “granddaddy of this
counter-cult movement that over time has become a virtual cottage
industry” (p. 280; cf. p. 286).
A number of essays in this volume question the effectiveness of
the way countercultists deal with so-called “cults,” now sometimes
called “new religious movements” (p. 17). Since belligerent confrontation has not been successful in bringing fundamentalist/evangelical
religiosity to “new religious movements,” Morehead and others now
want to blend a much softened mode of apologetics with something
called “missiology” into a new “methodology” (p. 299). The editors
claim that there are now some new “field-tested models” (p. 21) where
the target audience is approached missiologically. They recommend a
substantive change in “theology, theory, and practice of ministry” —a
“change from ridicule to empathy” (pp. 13–14), away from confrontation and toward sharing a message with gentleness and respect.
Perhaps this explains the endorsement of the book by Richard J.
Mouw, president of Fuller Theological Seminary, and Craig J. Hazen,
who teaches apologetics at Biola University.
The “field-tested models” have been directed at the followers of
Anton Szandor LaVey’s Church of Satan, Christadelphians, Wicca,
various “New Spirituality” (or New Age) seekers, “Do-It Yourself”
(DIY) enthusiasts, various aromatherapists, and, of course, Latter-day
Saints (pp. 159–73). Kenneth Mulholland, of the Salt Lake Theological
Seminary, describes an effort he calls “Bridges,” which he claims is
“relational evangelism rather than confrontation” since it makes
use of what he calls “points of contact” (p. 159). While the rhetoric
in which Mulholland sets out his “new model” (p. 162) is less abrasive than that commonly found in countercult circles, what he says
about the faith of the Saints is neither accurate nor respectful. It is
only a marginal improvement over what Morehead and others seem
to complain about.
In the best essay in this book, Philip Johnson, who lectures “on
cults, world religions, and philosophy” at the Presbyterian Theological
Center in Sydney, Australia (p. 10), describes the “wooliness” of religion
in Australia, where most everyone believes in a Supreme Being, yet the
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churches are mostly empty (pp. 228‒29) and self-help books detailing
how to pleasure oneself and find well-being thrive. Feel-good “spirituality” dominates the hearts and minds of Australians, when they are
not focused on sport. Johnson describes his own evangelistic efforts
at booths at “spiritual festivals.” These “festivals” are set up to market
“holistic healing and spiritual empowerment, borrowing from many
different sources, including alternative healing remedies, astrology,
first-nation indigenous cultures, meditation, nature-based pagan religion, reincarnation, tarot, theosophy, and much more” (p. 232). He
does not see his efforts as merely another in the parade of voices trying to get attention in a land dominated by hedonism.
Philip Jenkins. The New Anti-Catholicism: The Last Acceptable Pre
judice. New York: Oxford University Press, 2003. vii + 258 pp., with
index. $14.95.
Jenkins, who teaches history and religious studies at Pennsylvania
State University, seems to have launched the public concern about sex
abuse by Roman Catholic clergy with his Pedophiles and Priests, published in 2001. The author of more than a dozen books, many of which
treat religious themes, Jenkins here has set out a useful account of the
constant vituperative and hostile language and bigoted stereotypes
commonly found in much social and religious commentary in the
United States on Roman Catholics and their faith. Jenkins examines
a number of these, including alleged hatred of women, gays, and so
forth. Of course, anti-Catholicism has a long history in the United
States. What Jenkins shows is that, though it was once thought essentially dead, it is now alive and well and being trumpeted by the media
without fear of any negative consequences for the perpetrator.
What Jenkins does not realize is that Latter-day Saints are faced
with the same sort of bigotry as he finds commonly directed at Roman
Catholics. The old anti-Mormonism, which also has a long and undistinguished career in America, is also alive and well. Americans seem
to have been able to export every vice, along with whatever else is marketable. And hence those guilty of advancing anti-Mormonism have
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no fear of repercussions here or even in faraway places like Australia
and New Zealand.
Walter Martin. The Kingdom of the Cults, Ravi Zacharias, gen. ed.,
Kevin Rische and Jill Martin Rische, managing eds. Bloomington,
MN: Bethany House, 2003. 704 pp., with bibliography; scripture
and subject indexes. $29.99.
This volume, apparently the primary literary source upon which
the countercult industry has been built, first appeared in 1965. It
has been reissued in revised editions in 1977 and 1985. In 1997, after
Martin’s death, Hank Hanegraaff, who had immediately taken control
of Martin’s massive Christian Research Institute (CRI), served as general editor of a “revised, updated, and expanded anniversary edition.”
But Hanegraaff was not a loyal follower of the late “Dr.” Walter Martin.
There was soon an ugly, acrimonious falling out between Hanegraaff
(and his supporters) and Martin’s family (aligned with many former
CRI employees).
In this edition of Martin’s most influential book, Hanegraaff has
been replaced as general editor by Ravi Zacharias, who has his own
lucrative international ministry and who is a popular writer and spectacular stump speaker. Zacharias is not known as a countercultist. He
indicates that it was for him “a great privilege to be asked by [Martin’s]
family to serve as general editor of this volume” (p. [9]). He seems
merely to have lent his name to the project. Kevin Rische and Jill
Martin Rische, Walter Martin’s daughter, did the editing for this edition. They indicate that “several chapters removed from previous editions were updated and included in this new edition” (p. [13]). What is
not said is that essays by Hanegraaff and his supporters (for example
Gretchen Passantino and Richard Abanes, among others) were summarily removed from this edition without comment. The role of Kurt
Van Gorden, who reportedly “began his work in Christian Apologetics
under Dr. Walter Martin’s ministry in 1976 as a staff researcher, writer
and missionary” and who also “served as Dr. Martin’s teaching assistant and directed his Bible classes” (p. [7]), has been upgraded and
emphasized—he is now described as the senior researcher.
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Robert L. Millet. A Different Jesus? The Christ of the Latter-day
Saints. Foreword and afterword by Richard J. Mouw. Grand Rapids,
MI: Eerdmans, 2005. xviii + 226 pp., with two appendixes, glossary,
bibliography, indexes of subjects and scripture references. $16.00.
This book, unfortunately highly controversial in some Protestant
circles, is the product of the friendship of Robert Millet, who teaches
ancient scripture at Brigham Young University, and Richard Mouw,
president of Fuller Theological Seminary in Pasadena, California. Its
publication clearly marks a significant advance in the relationship of
evangelicals and Latter-day Saints. In the past all that was available in
Protestant bookstores was the badly informed, highly polemical litera
ture written by the partisan anti-Mormon element of the countercult
industry. Without realizing it, those who have turned to this literature
for an understanding of the Church of Jesus Christ have done something analogous to consulting Nazi propaganda for an understanding
of the faith of Jews or to old Communist propaganda for an understanding of American life and culture.
Latter-day Saints can also benefit from giving careful attention to
Millet’s presentation of their faith to Protestants. If there is a weakness in Millet’s book, it stems from his inattention to the historical
elements in the faith of the Saints and thus his inattention to the
sophisticated literature on the historical authenticity of the Book of
Mormon. Sorting out theological issues for evangelicals, as useful as
that is, still leaves the crucial truth questions bracketed. However, by
publishing Millet’s book, Eerdmans, a leading evangelical press, has
now made available in Protestant bookstores a sound, nonpolemical
presentation of the fundamentals of the faith of the Saints.
Roger E. Olson. The Story of Christian Theology: Twenty Centuries
of Tradition and Reform. Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity, 1999. 652
pp., with name and subject indexes. $56.98 cloth; $34.99 paper.
Those interested in the latest social history of Christianity should, of
course, consult the work of Justo González, but Roger Olson has written
a remarkably readable, candid, sophisticated story of Christian theology.
He deftly surveys the quarrels that constitute the intellectual history of
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Christianity through twenty centuries with many of its most significant heroes and villains, as well as its twists and turns. Olson mangles
the myth of a single biblical, orthodox, historic, trinitarian Christianity.
His is a truly remarkable intellectual history of Christianity.
Olson makes no effort to disguise or downplay the turn to the intellectual resources of pagan philosophy in the setting out and defense of
postapostolic Christian theology. His story revolves around the conflict
between what he identifies as the earlier “synergism” of eastern or oriental Christians and the “monergism” found in Augustine’s theological formulation in the fourth century, which keeps turning up in later
writers, especially in the speculation of the great Protestant reformers
and some of their disciples. Olson gives special attention to Augustine,
whose views are reflected in those of the great reformers and are clearly
noticeable in current versions of conservative Protestant theology. His
endnotes, though brief, provide a good introduction to the most signifi
cant primary and secondary literature. This is an intellectual history
that should be of special interest to Latter-day Saints.
Gregory A. Prince and William Robert Wright. David O. McKay
and the Rise of Modern Mormonism. Salt Lake City: University of
Utah Press, 2005. xx + 490 pp., with appendix, bibliography, and
index. $29.95.
Claire Middlemiss served as personal secretary to David O. McKay
from 1935 until he died in 1970. Shortly after she started working for
Elder McKay, she began keeping a diary of his daily activities that
eventually ran some forty thousand typescript pages. These diaries
form the basis of this book and provide both its greatest strength and
its greatest weakness. Elder McKay apparently did not keep a diary
himself. Its weakness is that David O. McKay is seen through the eyes
of Middlemiss, whose vision, arguably, is not always 20/20. Her admiration for her subject is obvious, and her portrait is perhaps more flattering than one would expect from an objective chronicler. In addition to the Middlemiss records, the authors conducted interviews with
many individuals who participated in the events recounted. Although
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they do a fine job in most cases, interviews with some critical individuals are missing.
If the reader is looking for a conventional biography of President
McKay, he or she is in for a disappointment. Very little is revealed
about his personal life and his relationship with members of his family. Instead, the authors have chosen a topical approach with sixteen
chapters focused on such topics as free agency and tolerance; blacks,
civil rights, and the priesthood; correlation and church administration; the education system; temple building; and politics and the
church. Some may find this approach cumbersome and would have
preferred a more chronological format. However, addressing major
areas of focus seems to work well overall.
The prophet comes across as a very complex individual who was
prepared to address complex issues. For instance, he was upset when
Elder Joseph Fielding Smith published Man: His Origin and Destiny
and when Bruce R. McConkie published Mormon Doctrine. His concern with the former was that, among other things, the book was not
preapproved and that it presented a view on evolution beyond what
the Lord had revealed. He also felt that people would have difficulty
separating Joseph Fielding Smith, senior apostle, from Joseph Fielding
Smith, the author of the book. Elder McConkie’s book raised similar
concerns, as well as a fundamental question regarding the book’s title,
President McKay’s position being that only the president of the church
can declare doctrine. Prince also discusses the priesthood being withheld from blacks. The prophet’s position was that the ban was a matter
of policy rather than doctrine, but that the practice was so set that a
revelation would be required to change it, and no revelation came to
him during his administration.
President McKay’s secretary assumed the role of chief of staff,
particularly during the latter years, and effectively controlled who had
access to the prophet and who did not. Those who did not would often
make end runs around Middlemiss through one of the president’s
sons. It all makes for a most intriguing story.
The book itself is very well crafted and nicely bound. The color
plates are beautiful and include seldom-seen portraits of David O.
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McKay, Stephen L Richards, and J. Reuben Clark Jr. by Arnold Friberg.
Reportedly, the authors declined royalties if the University of Utah
Press would produce a quality book selling at a reasonable price. Both
objectives are met quite nicely.
Thomas P. Rausch, ed. Catholics and Evangelicals: Do They Share a
Common Future? with a foreword by Richard J. Mouw and an afterword by Edward Idris Cardinal Cassidy. New York: Paulist, 2000.
vii + 178 pp. $12.95.
This remarkable book should be better known by Latter-day
Saints. Thomas P. Rausch, S.J., explains that Richard J. Mouw, president of Fuller Theological Seminary, “was one of the founding members of the Los Angeles Catholic/Evangelical Committee (1987), the
first local Catholic/Evangelical dialogue in the United States” (p. vii).
(As is now rather well-known, Mouw has also been for some time
sponsoring informal conversations between his evangelical friends
and groups of LDS scholars assembled by Robert Millet.) In his foreword to Catholics and Evangelicals, Mouw indicates that it is time for
Protestants to cease being stridently anti-Catholic, to stop seeing the
Pope as an antichrist, and Catholicism as “uniformly a religion of
‘pagan darkness’ ” (p. 2). This is not to say that there are no significant disagreements, but the fact is that both “evangelicals and Roman
Catholics have found common cause on a number of issues” (p. 2).
And it is appropriate for those who speak for these two communities
to cease “talking past each other,” especially when both are confronted
with the same “culture of unbelief” (p. 3).
Every essay in this collection should be of interest to the Saints.
One example is the treatment of theosis or sharing in God’s life
(pp. 70–72) offered by Robert L. Wilken in his chapter on “Salvation
in Early Christian Thought” (pp. 56–76). Wilken argues that, even
in the West (for example, in some of Augustine’s writings) there are
signs of a deep commitment to deification as the ultimate promise of
the sanctification that must follow justification. Neither the evangelicals nor Roman Catholics whose essays are included in this volume
manifest the kind of certainty or ecclesiastical triumphalism that one
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sometimes finds in the literature produced by both camps, especially
when they are in an adversarial mode.
Noel B. Reynolds, ed. Early Christians in Disarray: Contemporary
LDS Perspectives on the Christian Apostasy. Provo, UT: FARMS
and BYU Press, 2005. x + 397 pp., with appendixes and citation and
subject indexes. $29.95.
Edited by Noel B. Reynolds and published jointly by FARMS
and BYU Press, Early Christians in Disarray: Contemporary LDS
Perspectives on the Christian Apostasy is the culmination of several
years’ work by BYU scholars to build on the formative research on the
Christian apostasy by James E. Talmage, Joseph Fielding Smith, and
B. H. Roberts using manuscripts written during the first few centuries
of Christianity but not discovered until after their time.
As Reynolds writes in his introduction, “The great difference
between the first Christian apostasy and the many other apostasies [is
that] it did not consist only in widespread rejection of God, but was
accompanied by the disastrous loss of priesthood authority. Why was
there an apostasy? How did it come about? What does it mean? What
is the significance of new discoveries on the study of the apostasy?
These are among the questions discussed in this book, and which we
hope will be given new life with these essays” (p. 26).
Jana Riess and Christopher K. Bigelow. Mormonism for Dummies.
Hoboken, NJ: Wiley, 2005. xviii + 365 pp., with index. $21.99.
As part of the For Dummies series, this book takes a solid, basic look
at the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, defining and explaining its unique terms and concepts. Jana Riess has a PhD in American religious history and serves as the book review editor at Publishers Weekly,
and Christopher K. Bigelow is a writer and editor who formerly worked at
the Ensign. Even someone who has grown up as a member of the church
might benefit from the carefully organized sections dealing with history, beliefs and doctrines, statistics, lifestyle, facilities, organizations,
practices, culture, humanitarian efforts, and prominent members of the
church. The book is divided into five parts: What the Mormon Faith Is
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All About, Eternal Rituals and Endless Meetings, Holy Books and Sacred
History, Mormonism Today, and The Part of Tens.
This friendly approach is heavily cross-referenced, leading the reader
to later (or earlier) discussions on a given or related topic. Sprinkled with
icons and numerous lists, the book seems to cover topics in a straightforward, honest way.
Andrew C. Skinner. The Garden Tomb. Salt Lake City: Deseret
Book, 2005. v + 218 pp. $18.95.
This is the third book in a trilogy about Christ’s atonement by
Andrew Skinner, following books on Gethsemane and Golgotha.
Skinner here brings an intimate view of the events from the time Jesus
is taken from the cross and buried in the tomb through his forty-day
sojourn and eventual ascension into heaven. He skillfully weaves the
words of both modern and ancient prophets into his narrative and
brings a uniquely Latter-day Saint viewpoint to the events and teachings, particularly as he discusses the spirit world.
John W. Welch with Erick B. Carlson, eds. Opening the Heavens:
Accounts of Divine Manifestations, 1820–1844. Provo and Salt Lake
City: Brigham Young University Press and Deseret Book, 2005. xii
+ 500 pp., with name index. $32.95.
This anthology of important articles and even more important
primary sources will strengthen the faith of believing Latter-day Saint
readers in an inspiring way. On the other hand, it will challenge any
unbelievers who honestly confront the data it contains. Two articles,
one by Dean Jessee and one by James Allen and John Welch, carefully examine the earliest accounts of the first vision, demonstrating
that those documents tell a deeply harmonious story. Welch then considers, with meticulous attention to detail, the data relevant to “The
Miraculous Translation of the Book of Mormon,” concluding that
the English text of that ancient record was produced at a stunningly
rapid—and, one might plausibly argue, a humanly inexplicable—
pace. Brian Q. Cannon and the BYU Studies staff gather and discuss
seventy contemporary documents relating to the restoration of the
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priesthood, and Alexander Baugh treats Joseph Smith’s seventy-six
documented visions. Steven Harper considers six eyewitness accounts
of the pentecostal manifestations that attended the dedication of the
Kirtland Temple, and Lynne Watkins Jorgensen discusses an impressive one hundred and twenty-one individual testimonies—which she
justly terms “a collective spiritual witness” —of the famous descent
of the mantle of Joseph Smith on Brigham Young in August 1844.
(Readers interested in that event may also enjoy Robert C. Mouritsen’s
rather difficult-to-obtain 2004 book—first published in 1974—Mantle:
Windy Day in August, at Nauvoo.) Closing with a selection of early
documents relating to other key events in formative Latter-day Saint
history, this is an indispensable book. Along with such earlier volumes
as Richard L. Anderson’s classic Investigating the Book of Mormon
Witnesses, Opening the Heavens presents information that should be
considered by anyone seriously concerned with the truth of the claims
of Mormonism. Attempts to dismiss crucial elements of the restoration as merely metaphorical or subjective are blocked by these powerful reminders that those events occurred in the real, material world
and that they are attested to by abundant historical documentation.
James R. White. Scripture Alone: Exploring the Bible’s Accuracy,
Authority, and Authenticity. Bloomington, MN: Bethany House,
2004. 221 pp., with a scripture index. $13.95.
“Dr.” White claims that this book is not “a massive scholarly
tome on sola scriptura” (p. 10). He is right. One must look elsewhere
for a coherent setting forth of the historical background of the great
Reformers’ turn toward the Bible as an authority in their quarrel with
Roman Catholicism. Likewise, one will need to turn somewhere else
for an understanding of the role that this slogan currently plays in the
thought of conservative Protestants. White has made, instead, an effort
to coach his followers in his method of confrontational apologetics.
He boasts of having participated in “more than four dozen moderated
public debates” (p. 9) with those who entertain different understandings of the Bible. Some of his most vitriolic comments are aimed at fellow countercultists who dispute his authority. In several places, as one
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might expect, White takes gratuitous swipes at the faith of Latter-day
Saints (see, for example, pp. 145‒46 n. 14 or pp. 191‒95).
Like some of his other polemical works, this one contains lengthy
imaginary dialogues with those he considers enemies of his stance. He
seems to do well trashing straw men of his own invention. This allows
him to win still more “debates.” He thus models for his readers how he
has learned to accomplish this feat. He rails against those who would
“subjugate Scripture to an external authority” (p. 13), without sensing
that this is exactly what he has done by insisting on what amounts to
the sufficiency and essentially the infallibility of his own understanding
of the Bible. He offers, instead of the work of the Holy Spirit, what he
calls a “programmed system of argumentation” (p. 15) drawn from and
exhibiting his own method of proof-texting the Bible. He grants that
“God is able to make Himself known, to communicate His will, His
thoughts, and His desires to His creation” (p. 18), but only in the Bible,
as he understands it—that is, through the lens provided by Augustine
and Calvin and subsequently spelled out by theologians advancing one
possible understanding of divine things.
Ravi Zacharias. The Real Face of Atheism. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker
Books, 2004. 185 pp. $14.99.
Ravi Zacharias was born in India in 1946 and educated at Cambridge
University in Romance literatures. He then moved to Canada, where he
eventually switched from a career in business to one dealing with religious
matters. He has a master of divinity degree from Trinity International
University in Deerfield, Illinois. After earning this degree he founded Ravi
Zacharias International Ministries. He rapidly became a popular radio
personality and dramatic preacher. The Real Face of Atheism is a revised
and updated version of A Shattered Visage: The Real Face of Atheism,
which was originally published by Baker Books in 1990 and then later
reissued in cloth and paper. It was the original version of this book with
which he began his literary career. He does not offer a history of atheism
or describe its various varieties, nor does he provide an explanation of
its social, political, and intellectual roots. He does not set out the arguments employed by atheists. Instead, he defends the notion that there is a
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Christian worldview consisting of, among other things, arguments demonstrating the reality of God and hence furnishing the ground of faith.
This worldview provides an emotionally satisfying explanation of nature
and history, as well as ensuring a sense of meaning, which cannot be done
without this worldview. Zacharias thus provides a homily in support of
a worldview rather than a carefully set out argument demonstrating the
reality of God. This is a book for believers and not for atheists.
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